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Diggin’ Dino Bones
ITEM#: CG1612
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Get ready to excavate dinosaur bones! Diggin’ Dino Bones is a
puzzle game that will have to digging for bones and assembling
the skeleton of your favorite dinosaurs. You are a paleontologist
commissioned to find the bones of a specific dinosaur. Search
the excavation site and be the first to find and assemble your
dino bone puzzle to win!
4+

2+

6

NEW!

All Aboard the Ark
ITEM#: CG1611
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Help Noah find the matching male and female animal cards in
this memory matching game. Players take turns flipping over
animal cards trying to find a male/female match. If a match is
made, the animals are placed onto the ark. If a water card is
revealed, it is placed below the ark…thereby raising the water
level. If all 12 sets of animal cards are placed aboard the ark
before the water covers the land, everyone wins!
4+

2+

6

NEW!
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See why everyone loves Spinners. We have light up, glow in the dark and traditional spinners.
These items are a must have. Stock just the right amount using Continuum Games’
no case pack requirement service.
Fidget Spinners
Light Up LED (assT)
ITEM#: SYSGDFS1100
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

LED Spinners have press on/off buttons
and three patterns of lights. Batteries
included. Comes in Red, Blue and
Black. Display available for orders of 24.
6+

1

24

Fidget Spinners
Glow in the Dark (asST)

Fidget Spinners
Standard (assT)

Glow Spinners glow in the dark. Comes in Red, Blue and Green.
Display available for orders of 24.

Assorted spinners come in a variety of colors, Red, Blue, Pink, Orange, Green and
Black. Also included are American Flag and Camo spinners.

ITEM#: SYSGDFS1000
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S:$3.00

4

ITEM#: RTC001
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

FREIGHT SAVERS

877-405-2662
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Order over $350 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order

Family Talk

ITEM#: ATGFT-BL0915
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001100

3+

2+

12

Family Talk® is a fun portable conversation game designed to keep today’s busy families
connected. The game includes 100 conversation questions. Simply pick a card, ask the
question and get a surprising and often hilarious glimpse into the hearts and minds of your
family members. Diverse topics reveal surprising answers, even from hard-to-talk-to teens.
Designed for today’s on-the-go families, Family Talk’s ultra-portability allows families to play
in the car, at the dinner table, on vacation or at a party!

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Family Talk 2

Teen Talk

Buddy Talk

Grandparent Talk

ITEM#: ATGFT2-BL0916
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001124

ITEM#: ATG:BT-BL0918
UPC: 899600001261
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00

ITEM#: ATGTT-BL0919
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001292

ITEM#: ATGGT-BL0917
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001117

Also available in a Bi-Lingual edition.
ITEM#: ATG1143
W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001438

Camp Talk

ITEM#: ATG:CT-BL0920
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001285

Family Talk
- display
ITEM#: ATG141d
UPC: 899600001414

Display is free
when you mix and
match 36 of the
“Talk” games or
Games on the Go.

Family Talk
- Faith Edition
ITEM#: ATG1203
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00
UPC: 899600001650

5
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Games on the Go
BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Road Trip
ITEM#: IDG3003
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: CG1201
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3+

2+

12

50 games that can be played anywhere, no board or pieces required. Families come together,
fight off boredom, and stretch their imaginations. This game is perfect for parents taking their
kids on a road trip looking for something interactive to do in the car. The question won’t be “are
we there yet?” but “what do we get to play next?”

8+

2-4

6

Can you rattle off three towns that start with the letter “P”. What about three
fast foods that contain the letter “B”. Or, finish the “Tale of the Trip” by filling
in the blanks with words beginning with “A”. How’s this: “When we stopped in
Albuquerque, I bought an Armadillo to give to Aunt Alice”. Complete each word
challenge and motor across the USA.

Hike

Rowboat

The card game that takes you on
a tour of the great outdoors. Play
cards on matching types in an effort
to get rid of all your cards; however,
specialty cards can throw a wrench
in anyone’s strategy. Be sure to watch out for avalanches,
don’t get lost, and avoid poop at all costs.

A bidding, trick-taking card game
where trump changes at every
turn. An in-depth, nautical game
for lovers of Spades.

ITEM#: MST1217
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

7+

2

6

ITEM#: MST1017
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

13+

2-4

6

CampAntics

Ship’s Wheel Card Game

The children’s board game of
summer camp adventures,
mischief, and activities. Players
travel around the board and
experience camp life; one circuit of the board is equivalent to
one day of camp. The player with the most points at the end
of camp is the winner.

Ship’s Wheel is the game that rewards
being different. Develop new strategies
as you try to collect cards that are NOT
similar in any way. It can be a valuable
and fun teaching tool for younger
players!

ITEM#: BRB1321
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

7+

6

1-4

6

ITEM#: SPW5009
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

2+

6+

12
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Exact Change
ITEM#: CG1102
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

5+

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

12

2-6

Exact Change® combines an excellent teaching lesson with a fun card game. The goal is to play all of
your cards first. You can discard cards by matching the color of the last card played, by matching the
currency value (play a penny on a penny), or by making EXACT CHANGE.
Making exact change allows you to discard multiple cards that add up to the
value of the last card played.

Perfect Timing
ITEM#: CG1303
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

5+

2-6

12

Learn to tell time in this fast paced cooperative game. The goal of this game is to
get the clock to the right place in time. Players work together to move the hands
of the clock and get it to read the time on the 12 clock cards. If the time is passed
on a clock card, that clock busts! Match the clocks without busting three times and
everybody wins!

Lightning Fast Math
ITEM#: CG1304
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

5+

12

2-6

A fun way to sharpen your math skills…Fast! The goal of the game is to win cards. Each
player flips over a card from the draw pile, keeping the card they flipped face up in front of
them. All cards have a number, color, and math symbol. When two players have a card with a
matching color and math symbol, they go head to head to see who can solve the
problem first.

Verbal Volley
ITEM#: CG1402
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

2+

12

Verbal Volley is a frantic fun game for the whole family that
will help players strengthen their vocabulary. Word cards
are flipped over one at a time. Teams work together to call
out synonyms or antonyms as fast as they can. The first to
name a synonym or antonym wins the card.

Educational Display
ITEM#: CG1703
RETAIL: $9.99 each
W/S: $60.00

Display includes 3 Exact Change, 3 Perfect Timing, 3
Lightning Fast Math, 3 Verbal Volley.

5+

2+

12
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Mega Monster City Smash
ITEM#: CG1401
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

NEW
PRICE!

Mega Monster City Mash is a remote-controlled-monster citysmashing game. Build you city buildings, then send your giant
monsters into the city and smash your opponent’s buildings
before they smash yours. Fight off your opposing monster
and keep your buildings from being reduced to rubble.
5+

2

6

Word Q
ITEM#: CG1501
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

The jumbled crossword brainteaser! Choose a puzzle from
the Word Q book and setup the letter tiles that are shown
in the puzzle. Then, rearrange the letters in a grid-like
configuration so they form words in every row and column.
40 puzzles in different difficulty levels from Beginner to Word
Q-Pro offer a variety of challenges.

8+

Lexigo Rush
ITEM#: WGL60045
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.50

In Lexigo RUSH, you have 60 seconds to find as many words
as you can using the tiles in the grid. Be creative — only
words no one else found will count. The stakes rise every
round as score doublers are added to the grid.
8+

8

2+

12

1

12
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Personalogy Family

Personalogy Party

Personalogy™ Family Fun
Edition is the story telling
conversation Game that’s
all about your favorite little
people because kids do say
the darnedest things. It’s
a relationship builder and
Perfect for family dinners,
get together, road-trips,
vacations. A stocking stuffer
& birthday gift.

Conversation Starter with a
Twist to boost relationships!
Cards FOR Humanity.
Perfect for awkward social
situations, dinner parties,
singles looking for love,
couples date night, roadtrips, vacations, co-workers
parties and, as a hostess,
birthday or Christmas gift
and stocking stuffer.

ITEM#: CG0316
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

2+

12

ITEM#: CG0316
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

16+

2+

12

Original Dinner Games
ITEM#: CG1305
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Play games during dinner or any meal. These quick, easy-toplay games, like Guess the Macaroni, Last Bite, and Pass the
Pepper, break up dinnertime routine and open up everyone
to fun conversation. No game board or pieces required – just
food and family.
6+

2+

12

Beginner Dinner Games
ITEM#: CG1306
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Keep your little ones focused on the family meal with this
collection of 51 dinner games to play while you eat. These
quick, simple games, like Fruity Feeling, Rainbow Dinner,
and Magic Spoon, break up dinnertime routine and add fun to
family meals. No game board or pieces required – just food
and family.
3-6

2+

12

9
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Jishaku
ITEM#: CG1616
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

Jishaku is a strategy game where magnets jump out of position, without
warning. While alternating turns with your opponents, the goal of the game is
to place magnets onto the game base without letting any magnets connect. If
any magnets connect on your turn, you must collect those magnets and add
them to your pile. The first person to run out of magnets wins.
8+

2+

6

Mah Jongg
ITEM#: CG1610
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Millions of players are facinated by Mah Jongg, the enchanting game of luck
and skill. Now, instead of using heavy and very expensive tiles, you can
esperience the game with these beautiful custom designed cards!
13+

3-6

6

Wild Friends Sewing KitS

These craft kits are the perfect activity for young and old, boys and girls. The skills learned from the simple hand stitches that
are required to complete these animals is invaluable. Once they learn how to sew these cute and cuddly creatures, your kids
will be able to sew on a button, fix a loose seam, or even hem a pair of pants! The best part about these kits is that your kids
are learning a skill while they are having fun! They’ll develop the pride that they did it all on their own. Each Wild Friends Sew
and Craft Kit includes; 5 adorable pre-cut felt animals, 7 colors of embroidery thread, 5 kid-safe plastic sewing needles, 5 metal
sewing needles and needle threaders, 40 straight pins, pin cushion, safety scissors, stuffing, colorful easy-to-follow instructions,
and a colorful soft carrying bag for easy storage and organization.
Wild Friends Sewing Kit - Jungle
ITEM#: LFTFSC-WFA1
RETAIL: $21.99 W/S: $11.00
Wild Friends Sewing Kit - Safari
ITEM#: LFTFSC-WFS1
RETAIL: $21.99 W/S: $11.00
Wild Friends Sewing Kit - Adventure
ITEM#: LFTFSC-WFA1
RETAIL: $21.99 W/S: $11.00

7+

10

1

6

877-405-2662

orders@continuumgames.com
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NEW
PRICE!

An educational and fun-filled game using adorable tiny treasures that inspire creativity and test memory. Take the 15 trinkets and
use them in 10 different ways, including hilarious storytelling, mind-bending memory games, and even a challenging strategy game.
You won’t even realize you’re learning while Think-ets stimulate your imagination and brainpower. Collect them all!

Think-ets Blue

ITEM#: TAL1222 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002025

Think-ets Red

ITEM#: TAL1223 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002018

Think-ets Holiday
ITEM#: TAL1234
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
UPC: 890147002247

Think-ets Green

ITEM#: TAL1224 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002032

Think-ets Purple

ITEM#: TAL1225 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002049

Think-ets Sports

ITEM#: TAL1226 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002117

Think-ets Beach

ITEM#: TAL1227 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002209

Think-ets Party

ITEM#: TAL1228 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002261

Think-ets Easter

ITEM#: TAL1229 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002254

Think-ets Display

Think-ets Fairy

Display is free when you mix and match
24 of the Think-ets Games listed here.

ITEM#: TAL1257 RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00 UPC: 890147002100

ITEM#: TAL1258

8+

1+

1
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Lumps, the Coal Dice Game

ITEM#: CG1204
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

A whimsical way to give someone coal in their stocking, Lumps is an easy
to learn, addictive dice game. Score as many points possible by rolling
pairs. The game comes with 4 unique types of charcoal dice.
8+

12

2+

Lumps, non-seasonal edition
ITEM#: CG0802
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

8+

12

2+

The dice game of big rolls and smart holds. The goal is to be the first player to score 100 points. Each turn you have three rolls
to score the most points possible. Score points by rolling pairs. Roll a pair of 3s, score 3 points…a pair of 10s scores 10 points.
This game uniquely features four types of dice with few high numbers. Each turn poses the decision of which dice to keep and
which to re-roll.

Toss A Chore

Roll A Reward

Make chores fun and distribute them
fairly. Chores are decided by a roll
of the dice. A great tool in large or
small households.

A fun way to decide a reward for
good behavior. Roll the dice to pick
out a treat. A great follow-up to Toss
A Chore.

ITEM#: CG1018
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

5+

1+

12

ITEM#: CG1307
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

5+

3-6

12

Toss A Chore/Roll A Reward Combo Pack
Both sets of dice in a single pack! ITEM#: CG1403 RETAIL: $3.99 W/S: $2.00

Dancing Dice Shaker (MED)
ITEM#: IDG5003 RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.00

Make your dice dance! Our bouncing, bumbling dice shaker
is an innovative new twist on the traditional tumbler.
12

5+

2+

12
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Kwizniac
ITEM#: BRC1162
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

The trivia game where you always get the answer… eventually.
Each answer has ten clues in decreasing order of difficulty; try to
guess it by using as few clues as possible. Fun at parties or one
on one. You never know what you’ll learn next.
12+

2+

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

12

Kwizniac 2

ITEM#: BRC1261
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.00

12+

2+

12

Kwizniac KIDZ

ITEM#: BRC1262
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

7-12

2+

12

Eye Know
ITEM#: WGL90040
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

Visual Trivia Game now with 1200 questions on 400 cards.
Choose an image you know from a vast array of people,
animals, logos, monuments, inventions, symbols, flags, maps
& more!
12+

2+

6
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Discombobulation
ITEM#: CG1001
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

Guaranteed to discombobulate the entire family with non-stop
laughter! The goal is to play all of your cards first. But watch
out for 18 crazy challenge cards designed to discombobulate
you and make you draw more cards. Challenges will make
you mimic others, make lists, remember nicknames, hold
invisible objects, keep a rhyme or song going, impersonate
famous people, and much more!
8+

2-4

12

Ruckus Original
ITEM#: LGIA2856
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

Players create a Ruckus as they race to collect sets in this
fast-paced matching card game. Each player starts with
seven cards from which sets are quickly formed and placed
face-up on the table. Taking an opponent’s set is easy, just
place a matching card from your hand on top and slide the
captured set in front of you. But beware, it can be stolen back
just as easily. Original character art is back!
5+

2+

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

6

Ruckus Junior
ITEM#: LGIA2855
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

Now players as young as 4 can join in on the fun. Ruckus Junior introduces a new family
of characters that are easy to learn and shout out loud. Monkey, Tiger, Zebra, Pig, Whale
and others are the latest members of the Ruckus clan. For age 4+.
4+

14

2+

6
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Spicey Farkel

Twisted Farkel

The same great Farkel
game with more spice.
Special dice allow you
to double your score!

The same great Farkel
game with a twist.
Instead of trying to
score the most points,
the goal is to avoid
points. A special die
let’s you drop your
points on others!

ITEM#: LGIG81025
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

8+

2+

ITEM#: LGIG81015
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

12

8+

2+

12

Classic Farkel
ITEM#: LGIG82015
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

The dice rolling game of guts and luck. Roll your dice and try
to match up as many sides as possible. Roll three of a kind,
a full house, a straight and more to score points! Will you
stick with a moderate roll, or tempt fate for a shot at a more
winning combination? The first player to 10,000 points wins.
8+

2+

12

FARKEL score pads

Score pads
5.5” x 8.5,” 40 sheets per pad, 6 players per sheet.
SINGLE PAD
ITEM # LGISCPDLG
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50
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Farkel
Rolling
TraY

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

ITEM#: LGIG08400
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.50

Comes with deluxe
dice tray for
gameplay, two sets
of jumbo dice, and
score pad.
8+

2+

12

Farkel Party
ITEM#: LGIG08300
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.50

8+

Comes with six dice cups
and sets of dice

POCKET Farkel
The “on the go” version of the classic dice game.
COUNTER W/S: $3.25 RETAIL: $6.49
Pocket Farkel Blue
ITEM#: LGII07001 UPC#: 669465800206
Pocket Farkel Green
ITEM#: LGII07029 UPC#: 669465800220
Pocket Farkel Red
ITEM#: LGII07030 UPC#: 669465800237
Pocket Farkel Purple
ITEM#: LGII07032 UPC#: 669465800251
Pocket Farkel Yellow
ITEM#: LGII07031 UPC#: 669465800244

15-GAME
COUNTER
DISPLAY

ITEM #CD07004
RETAIL: $6.49each
W/S: $49.00

Comes with 3 units each of
Blue, Red, Purple, Yellow
and Green Pocket Farkel.

4.75" L / 7.125" W / 2" H / 12.3 oz

16

PEGGED W/S: $3.50 RETAIL: $6.99
Pocket Farkel Blue
ITEM#: LGIP07001 UPC#: 669465700780
Pocket Farkel Green
ITEM#: LGIP07029 UPC#: 669465701053
Pocket Farkel Red
ITEM#: LGIP07030 UPC#: 669465701060
Pocket Farkel Purple
ITEM#: LGIP07032 UPC#: 669465701084
Pocket Farkel Yellow
ITEM#: LGIP07031 UPC#: 669465701077

8+

Counter displays
Stocked
Farkel
DIsplAy
ITEM#: LGIPD01006
RETAIL: $6.99each
W/S: $109.00

Includes rack, header, and 32 games
8+

2+

12

2+

12

2+

12
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Continuum Games Offers the Themed Versions of Pocket Farkel,
Flat Pack Farkel, and All Custom Versions of Farkel,
Now Shipping From Our Location in Indianapolis, Indiana!

POCKET FARKEL
FLAT PACKS™
BIGGER dice, BIGGER scores!

With standard-size 16mm dice the flip-open
Pocket Farkel Flat Packs are handy and easy
to read. For age 8+.

The bar code at right
includes 24-Unit Display
and 24 pocket farkel
flat packs

ITEM # FP07002

$3.60 each

ITEM # FP07003

$3.60 each

ITEM # FP07006

$3.60 each

ITEM # FP07005

$3.60 each

ITEM # FP07004

ITEM # FP07001

$3.60 each

$3.60 each

ITEM # CFP07001
W/S = $86.40

CUSTOM PRINTED FARKEL FLAT PACKS™

Order your Pocket Farkel Flat Pack games custom-printed with a store logo, area
attraction, or high-school mascot in full color. Great as a souvenir, fundraiser or
promotional gift!
WE MAKE IT EASY!
• Choose your art. You can send your photo or we can design it for you.
• Choose your dice. Pick regular dice, embossed critter dice,
or dice custom printed with your logo.
• Pick your case color. We offer white, black, blue, red, green,
yellow, orange, ivory or purple.
• Minimum order is 24 units.
Flat Pack Custom Set Up Fee-One Time.............................. $20.00
Flat Pack Custom Case And Printed Dice......................$4.10 each
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big ol' bear

alien
SINGLE # FP15579

SINGLE # FP12165

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP15579

24-GAME # CFP12165

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

BUffalo

breast cancer cure
SINGLE # FP12174

SINGLE # FP15000

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12174

24-GAME # CFP15000

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

equine

eagle
SINGLE # FP12182

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # FP12182

24-GAME # CFP12167

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

gator

froggy
SINGLE # FP12154

SINGLE # FP12168

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12154

24-GAME # CFP12168

$4.10 each

$4.10 each
ladybug

glow in the dark

18

SINGLE # FP12167

SINGLE # FP12169

SINGLE # FP12173

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12180

24-GAME # CFP12173

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

877-405-2662

orders@continuumgames.com
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Order over $350 of Freight Saver items and receive FREE FREIGHT on your entire order
moose

loon
SINGLE # FP12157

SINGLE # FP12162

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12157

24-GAME # CFP12162

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

penguin

orca
SINGLE # FP12158

SINGLE # FP12181

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12158

24-GAME # CFP12181

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

turtle

pirate
SINGLE # FP12163

SINGLE # FP12153

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12163

24-GAME # CFP12153

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

zombie

wolf
SINGLE # FP12179

SINGLE # FP15580

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

24-GAME # CFP12179

24-GAME # CFP15580

$4.10 each

$4.10 each

Available in counter displays with a total purchase of 24 units. Pick any combination of flat pack Farkel.
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®

JUST 2" HIGH!
The Original Pocket Farkel® is listed as one of the best games in the world
and fast becoming the game of choice for American families!
Labeled for states and other fun themes. Same great game inside but the
label and dice colors vary. If there’s a version you remember, but don’t see
listed, we can create it for you as a custom flat pack.
Highly educational! Pocket Farkel is used in many elementary
and secondary classrooms for teaching math skills. For age 8+.
ALASKA

COLORADO

HAWAII

CHICAGO

KANSAS

COUNTER: ITEM # I01201

COUNTER: ITEM # I01601

COUNTER: ITEM # I02101

COUNTER: ITEM # I02302

COUNTER: ITEM # I02601

PEG: ITEM # P01201

PEG: ITEM # P01601

PEG: ITEM # P02101

PEG: ITEM # P02302

PEG: ITEM # P02601

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

MINNESOTA

UFFDA

MISSOURI

NEBRASKA

NEW MEXICO

COUNTER: ITEM # I03301

COUNTER: ITEM # I03303

COUNTER: ITEM # I03501

COUNTER: ITEM # I03701

COUNTER: ITEM # I04101

PEG: ITEM # P03301

PEG: ITEM # P03303

PEG: ITEM # P03501

PEG: ITEM # P03701

PEG: ITEM # P04101

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50
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NORTH CAROLINA

NORTH DAKOTA

TEXAS

UTAH

WISCONSIN

COUNTER: ITEM # I04301

COUNTER: ITEM # I04401

COUNTER: ITEM # I05301

COUNTER: ITEM # I05401

COUNTER: ITEM # I06001

PEG: ITEM # P04301

PEG: ITEM # P04401

PEG: ITEM # P05301

PEG: ITEM # P05401

PEG: ITEM # P06001

Counter: $4.10
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

CHEESEHEAD

CAMOUFLAGE

OLD FARKEL®

USA

HAPPY FACE

COUNTER: ITEM # I06003

COUNTER: ITEM # I06008

COUNTER: ITEM # I07003

COUNTER: ITEM # I07004

COUNTER: ITEM # I07012

PEG: ITEM # P06003

PEG: ITEM # P06008

PEG: ITEM # P07003

PEG: ITEM # P07004

PEG: ITEM # P07012

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

ROUTE 66

Happy BIRTHDAY

AT THE BEACH

COUNTER: ITEM # I07014

COUNTER: ITEM # I07016

COUNTER: ITEM # I07024

PEG: ITEM # P07014

PEG: ITEM # P07016

PEG: ITEM # P07024

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter displays
Customize your Farkel Displays with
Themed Pocket Farkel.

15-GAME
COUNTER DISPLAY
Pick any combination of 15 units of
Themed Pocket Farkel.

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

Counter: $3.25
Pegged = $3.50

32-GAME
peg DISPLAY
Pick any combination of 32 units of
Pegged Themed Pocket Farkel.
RETAIL: $6.99each
W/S: $109.00

RETAIL: $6.49each
W/S: $49.00
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Grandpa Beck’s Golf

Cover Your Assets

Lower your score by replacing
high cards with low cards in your
9 card grid. Eliminate cards by
having 3 matching cards in a
row or column. Grandpa Beck’s
Golf is easy to learn, utilizes
both luck and strategy and is fun
for all ages.

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!
The new Game where the goal
is to be the first millionaire!
Stack pairs of assets, to cover
your valuables before they
are stolen by other players!
Defend your assets with like
cards in your hand or Gold or
Silver Wild Cards! Easy to learn
in just minutes, with layers of
strategy for years of fun!

ITEM#: GPB2054
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

7+

4-6

6

ITEM#:
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

7+

4-6

6

Skull King

Nuts about Mutts

Choose when to fight or when to flee
in the newest addicting family card
game from award winning game
designer Grandpa Beck. Elements
of Hearts, Spades, and Rummy are
also involved in this “trick taking”
game. The key to Skull King is to
win the exact number of tricks that
you bid, otherwise you could lose
points. The twelve special cards in
this game make it the interesting and
ultimate card game that it is.

A fast paced hand-elimination
game with many unique twists.
The pile in the center of the table
is your dogs’ home. You can
play a dog card if it matches the
color, number or breed of the
top card. The Mutt, Flea, Fire
Hydrant, Dog House and Pedigree
cards are wild cards with special
consequences.

ITEM#: GPB3056
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

7+

2-6

6

ITEM#: GPB4058
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

5+

3-8

6

Bears and the Bees
ITEM#: GPB5061 RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

6+

2-6

6

Come join the hive! Compete to link honeycomb shaped cards to the growing hive.
The more sides you match, the greater the payoff. Special cards help earn extra plays
and deliver stings to your rivals. Just be careful to avoid those pesky honey-grubbin’
bears, they can be a real bother. “The Bears and the Bees” is as delightful to look at
as it is enticing to play. Part puzzle, part contest, all excitement.
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LET’S PLAY
25 DOMINO GAMES

LET’S PLAY
25 MARBLE GAMES

Includes a set of 28 double-six dominoes and instructions for
25 domino games including Mexican Train, Baronet, Cross,
War, Patience, Blind Hughie and more! For age 8+.

Includes 30 quality marbles with 2 shooters and instructions for 25
marble games including Boss-out, Die Shot, Long Taw, Nine Holes,
Off the Wall, Pyramid, Capture, Dropsies and more! For age 8+.

ITEM #LGI1840
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

ITEM #LGI1844
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 5.5 OZ
Case of 12: 16" L / 10" W / 8" H / 13 lbs

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 8.8 OZ
Case of 12: 16.75" L / 10.5" W / 8.5" H / 28 lbs

LET’S PLAY
25 DICE GAMES

LET’S PLAY
25 CARD GAMES

Includes a set of 10 dice and instructions for 25 dice games
including Bunco, Chicago, Liar Dice, Yacht, Pig, and more!
For age 8+.

Includes a deck of quality playing cards and instructions for 25
card games including Rummy, Bridge, Blackjack, Pitch, Poker,
Crazy Eights and more… plus instructions for 5 CARD TRICKS!
For age 6+.

ITEM #LGI1833
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 4 OZ
Case of 12: 16" L / 10" W / 8" H / 13 lbs

ITEM #LGI1826
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3.75" L / 6" W / 1" H / 6.2 OZ
Case of 12: 16" L / 10" W / 8" H / 20 lbs
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Continuum Games now owns Pajaggle.
New Price, Two Sets of Pieces in Every Game!

Pajaggle GAME
Blue board with orange and lime green pieces
ITEM#: PAJ004
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

Newly redesigned with two sets of pieces inside. Pajaggle is
a game, brainteaser and puzzle all rolled into one! The game
challenges players to fit unique pieces where they belong.
8+

1-2

10

Tetrapix PUZZLES
Tetrapix puzzles are 4 puzzles in one! Each puzzle piece has four sides. Find the right
side and work to solve the puzzle. Each product includes 4 puzzle designs, a display
frame, and bonus easel.
Purchase 12 Tetrapix and get a free demo/display copy. Limit one per order.

Tetrapix Famous Cities
ITEM#: TTP00010
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
8+

1+

12

Tetrapix Natural Wonders
ITEM#: TTP00011
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

1+

12

Tetrapix Pets
ITEM#: TTP00012
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

24

1+

12

Tetrapix Classic Cars
ITEM#: TTP00013
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00
8+

1+

12

Tetrapix Four Seasons
ITEM#: TTP00014
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

1+

12

Tetrapix Wild Animals
ITEM#: TTP00015
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

1+

12
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Top Trumps

Try to win all of the cards. Start by looking at your top card. Choose your best category and call out the number…all
other players then call out their number from that same category. Highest is the Round Winner and collects all the other
players’ cards in that category. The round winner goes next and chooses a category. Learn interesting facts about each
of the topics on the cards as you play!
BABY ANIMALs Top Trumps

6+

2-6

12

ITEM#: TRP000018 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Battleships Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001633 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Bugs Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP000285 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Cats Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001916 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Countries Of The World Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000933 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Creatures Of The Deep Sea Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000810 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Dinosaurs Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP000049 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Farm Animals Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001879 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Fish Top Trumps Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP001909 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Horror Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP005517 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Loveable Dogs Top Trumps

Sports Cars Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001688 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Ultimate Military Jets Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000377 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

US Presidents Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP000681 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

10

The United States Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000674 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

10

Volcanoes Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001640 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Wonders Of The World Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000926 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Order 24 and get a free counter display.
Choose whatever selection you’d like!

ITEM#: TRP001961 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

New York City Top Trumps
ITEM#: TRP000131 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Penguins Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP024099 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Predators Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP000421 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Skyscrapers Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP000506 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Ships Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP002098 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Space Top Trumps

ITEM#: TRP001602 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25
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Play 9

ITEM#: BNF1172
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

The strategy card game of golf. Cards are given point values
0-12 and -5. Each 8 card hand is a hole, each turn is a shot. 8+
Match up values to shave off points. The lowest score at the
end of nine holes wins. The combination of strategy and luck
of the draw keeps the fun and challenge alive.

2-6

6

99 or Bust

Zoot Suit

ITEM#: LGIG23003
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

8+

2+

ITEM#: LGIG83002
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

A quick and fun rummy-type
card game. Match the suit,
the color, or the design to win!

12

6+

Adding with strategy. Players play their cards one at a time and add
up the value of the main pile as they go. The total value may not
exceed 99; otherwise you bust and lose a token. The cards are then
re-shuffled and the game begins anew. The last player with tokens
left is the winner. Strategic use of specialty cards keeps this game
challenging.

2+

12

Finger Tips

RETAIL: $11.99 W/S: $6.00
People Edition ITEM#: WGL80801
Animal Edition ITEM#: WGL80800

This colorful deck of hand-shaped cards helps children build
their matching skills, memory skills and hand-eye coordination,
all while having fun. Young players will love the finger-puppet
inspired characters. Each deck features 15 different characters.
Choose either our Animal or our People deck.

Microbes Attack
ITEM#: IDG3002
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Microbes Attack is a great brainteaser puzzle. Fun microbe-shaped pieces come stored in a
cool “petri dish” carrying case. Some of the Microbes have begun to escape, and your job is
to get them all back in the dish. But with 100+ puzzles and thousands of combinations, the
task is not as easy as it seems.
8+
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Family Traditions
Checkers

Family Traditions
Chess

The classic game of
board domination. Out
maneuver your opponent
and hop their checkers
to win!

The classic strategy
game of medieval warfare.
Use your knights,
bishops, rooks and
queen to capture your
opponents king!

ITEM#: CG1604
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

6

2+

8+

Go Fish
ITEM#: CG1606
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

2+

6

Old Maid
3+

2-6

12

It’s the classic children’s card game full of
friendly FISH! Go Fish is a wonderful way
for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn
how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns
and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

Crazy 8s with
Important Dates
ITEM#: CG1608
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

ITEM#: CG1603
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

4+

2-6

6

It’s the classic children’s card game
with seasons and important dates from
the calendar. Match the suite or match the
number to lay down your cards first. Play
the classic way and 8s are wild. Or, use the
Crazy Date cards and make famous holidays
wild cards...like New Year’s Day, Halloween,
and April Fool’s Day. Crazy 8s is a wonderful way for kids to learn
how to play cards. Learn how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take
turns and more.
BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

ITEM#: CG1607
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

It’s the classic children’s card game full of
friendly characters, including the infamous
Old Maid! Old Maid is a wonderful way for
kids to learn how to play cards. Learn how
to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns and
more. Also, learn picture and color matching and how to read numbers.

Slap Jack with
Flap Jacks
ITEM#: CG1609
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

Slap Jack is the classic game of matching,
slapping and collecting cards. The fun
pancake theme introduces special
Lumberjacks and Flapjack cards. Slap
Jack with Flap Jacks is a wonderful way
for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn
how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns
and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

Kids Card Game Display
ITEM#: CG1605
W/S: $72.00

4+

2-6

1

Classic cards games for kids. This display includes 6 each
of Go Fish, Old Maid, Crazy 8s and Slap Jack!
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Smart Phone Trivia Dice
ITEM#: CG0314
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Smartphone Trivia Dice is a fun technology enabled trivia game that uses the scanner on your Smartphone
and a unique scan-able cube. Roll the die, scan it, and answer trivia questions on your Smartphone. The
side of the die determines your trivia category. Get your question right, go again. Miss it; pass the die to
the next player. The first to answer one question correctly in each of the six categories wins!
13+

1+

12

Yikerz
ITEM#: CG0315
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Mensa Favorite Brainy Games Winner; master magnetic
forces to win this dynamic game;includes a convenient travel
pouch for portable fun – anywhere, anytime; unlimited game
options – Yikerz’ unique 4-piece interchangeable game board
design allows for many different configurations that create a
variety of challenges; multiple ways to play – solo time trial,
head-to-head competition, or in teams of 4.
14+

1+

12

Order 15 and get a free display!

Knowbody Knows
ITEM#: UCR1160
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

Players all guess various personal questions about each other or mutual
acquaintances that have no “real” answers. How much does your brother spend on
hair gel in a year? How much will your boss weigh ten years from now? Knowbody
Knows! As long as your answer isn’t the highest or lowest you score points.
12+

Box of Bunco
ITEM#: CG1617
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

There are six rounds of play, each with a different target
number. Roll three-of-a-kind of the round’s target number (a
Bunco), and you’ll score big.
13+
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I’ve Never - On the Go
ITEM#: INITG001
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

Get ready to play the silliest, funniest, and most revealing game ever! The portable
version is just as fun and wild as the award-winning board game. It’s easy to learn
and fun to play; just open the box, deal 3 cards to each player and you’re ready to
play. The first person to collect 3 I’ve Never cards wins the game. Each game is filled
with surprising questions and outrageous laughter.

8+

2-8

6

Kitty Paw

Doggy Go!

What happens when seven cats
run into cardboard boxes? Well,
a crazy game of kitty hide-andseek! Kitty Paw is a dexterity
and reaction game. Players
try to be the first to complete the kitty combinations shown on
the Kitty cards to score victory points (VP). The player with the
most VP in the end wins.

Doggy Go! is a speed game in
which players try to be the first to
complete the patterns on Acrobat
cards with their Doggy tiles.
Whoever scores the most acrobat
cards in the end wins the game.

ITEM#: RGS0536
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

6+

1-4

12

ITEM#: RGS0543
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

6+

2-4

12

Brick Party

FUSE

Are you better at building with
plastic bricks...or explaining how
to do it? What if you have to build
with your eyes closed or using
only one hand? Or if you must explain it without
speaking? Can you still be faster than your opponents? Brick
Party is a funny and frenzied game of crazy building!

FUSE is a real time
cooperative dice game for
2-5 players where friends
work together to quickly
save their ship from
impending doom!

ITEM#: RGS0539
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

5+

2-9

12

ITEM#: RGS0504
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.50

10+

1-5

12
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Captain Parrot’s Lost Toy Trail

Magic Shot

A game and a story
all in one! Adventure
and treasure await as
players move the story’s
characters on and through
the pages of this poetic
children’s book.

Target practice. Hone your shooting
skills with this safely enclosed
magnetic shooting gallery with
targets, ring the bell and jump the
ramp in this classic game.

ITEM#: AKG1005
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

4+

2-6

ITEM#: ALX35200BL
RETAIL: $33.00
W/S: $17.50

5+

6
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4

4

Premier Foosball

Lightning Air Hockey

A light, portable 20” version of
the classic game that you can
play anywhere.

Big enough for great puck
action, but small enough to
take anywhere.

ITEM#: ALX37265BL
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

5-10

2

ITEM#: ALX37270BL
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

4

5-10

Gobblet Gobblers (classic)
ITEM#: BOG00103
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

2

6

Each players objective is to line up three pieces in
a row. Test your memory and appetite for laughs
with this easy to learn game of strategy that plays
like the classic game of tic-tac-toe with a twist: you
can gobble up your opponent’s piece!

Gobblet Gobblers 2015
ITEM#: BOG00105
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

2

4

Zimbbos!

ITEM#: BOG00180
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00
Help the circus troupe in their star
attraction but don’t let them fall! Taking
turns, roll the die to find out how many
elephants you must stack on to the
pyramid. The player who manages to place
the last elephant on the pyramid wins.

3-6

1-4

6

KeeKee the Rocking Monkey

Froggy Boogie

Help Keekee the Monkey
balance on a giant banana! Pick
up the right ball and put it in
the right place on this friendly
little monkey. The last player to
successfully add a ball wins!

Help your baby frog be the first to race around
the pond without being spotted by the sleeping
grown-ups. In this magical children’s memory
game, you have to remember which frogs’ eyes
will freeze the babies in their race. Roll two multicolored dice and lift one eye of the matching adult
frog to find out if your baby frog can hop forward.

ITEM#: BOG00221
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3-6

30

1-6

6

ITEM#: BOG00230
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

4-8

2-6

6
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Pengoloo

ChickyBoom

Detailed wooden playing pieces transport you to
the South Pole where our quirky little penguins
are ready to play with you! Roll the dice and look
for the matching colored eggs underneath the
penguins. A good memory and a little luck will
help you be the first to collect six penguins on
your iceberg to win!

A game of balance, counting, and laughs where
the roost goes Chickyboom! Down on the farm,
the chickens are as happy as can be on their
perch. But when one moves, everything starts
to wobble! Get the chickens, wagon wheels and
hay bales off the rocking perch without making
it topple. The pieces in this counting game have
different weights and point values.

ITEM#: BOG00270
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4-9

2-4

6

ITEM#: BOG00350
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4-6

2-4

6

Doodle Quest

Battle Sheep

Dive below the deep blue sea where there’s
fish to gobble, treasure to discover, and divers
to save! You will complete each quest with the
power of your pen, drawing your way through
underwater scenes on the quest cards. But
it’s not that easy! Players draw on separate
transparent sheets and must trust their eyes in
order to meet targets and avoid obstacles.

The goal is to occupy the most pastures
with your sheep. On your turn, players
split a stack of their sheep and move a
portion as far is it can go in a straight line
to a new pasture. Watch out for sneaky
sheep and plan your moves carefully to
fence out your foe!

ITEM#: BOG00570
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

1-4

6

ITEM#: BOG00830
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

2-4

6

Color Clash

Kaboom!

Race to find the correct tile as the
colors clash in your mind! Each
of the 36 color clash tiles have 3
attributes: a picture of a different
color chameleons, a word that refers
to a specific color and a color that the
word is written in.

Race the clock to build as many towers as
you can, while your opponents try to knock
them down with their catapults.

ITEM#: BOG01900
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

7+

1-8

8

ITEM#: BOG02700
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2

6

Top That!

Go Go Gelato!

Put on your hat, break out your props, and hide
your rabbits in this magical match up! When
the challenge card is flipped over, players race
to stack their objects in 1 single pile following
3 simple rules: objects printed in color must be
visible on the stack, objects printed in grey must
be hidden INSIDE objects on the stack, and
objects surrounded by stars must be kept empty.

The Yummy Logic Race! Using 4
scoops, 3 cones, 2 hands, and 1
challenge card, fill your customers’ orders as
quickly as you can! Work quickly to figure out the
best way to satisfy your customer before your
opponents do. The fastest and most successful
gelato mixer will be the winner!

ITEM#: BOG03900
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2-8

6

ITEM#: BOG04600
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2-4

6
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Flying Kiwis

Ice Cool

The kiwis want to go on vacation, but
what are flightless birds to do? It’s
your job to help sneak them inside
the fruit crate so they can catch a
ride to paradise. This high-energy,
fast-paced launching game is fun for
the whole family!

The first flicking game with pieces that
curve and jump. You are a penguin
running through the school and trying to
get some fish. One player is a Catcher,
others are Runners. The goal of the
game is to catch as many fish as you can
when you are the Catcher. Each round a
different player is the catcher.

ITEM#: BOG05200
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.25

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: BRG001
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.75

6+

2-4

6

Reef Route

King Frog

Reef Route is a fun and tactical game
about outmaneuvering your opponents
while staying clear of your predators! The
first fish to safety, or the last fish still alive
and swimming, wins the game.This game
helps children learn spatial thinking:, basic
strategies, sportsmanship, winning and
losing with a positive spirit.

It’s time to race around the pond to decide
who will be crowned the new Frog King.
Your goal is to remain afloat for as long
as possible, outlasting your opponents
as you hop around the pond. This game
helps children learn spatial thinking:, basic
strategies, sportsmanship, winning and
losing with a positive spirit.

ITEM#: BRG0010
RETAIL: $21.95
W/S: $12.00

5+

2-4

6

ITEM#: BRG0011
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

7+

2-4

6

Om Nom Nom

Voila!

Outguess your opponents, play your
predator cards and be careful not to be
captured yourself! You have a hand full of
predators and boards full of prey. Capturing
the prey gains you victory points but you
need to be clever as only smart play
prevents your predators from becoming
someone else’s prey.

Agile acrobats, swift jugglers and brave
fire-eaters - that’s circus as you know it and
finally you can be part of all of the fun! Voilà!
is a fast-paced dexterity and push-your-luck
type of game that will challenge your agility
and finger swiftness.

ITEM#: BRG007
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.50

6+

1-6

6

Woo-Hoo!
ITEM#: BRG009
RETAIL: $21.95
W/S: $12.00

This game helps children learn
counting skills, basic strategies,
sportsmanship, winning and losing
with a positive spirit. Includes
beginning rules for younger children
and advanced rules for older players!

3+

32

2-4

6

ITEM#: BRG008
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

6+

2-6

6

Wave of the Wand a Cinderella Game
ITEM#: EDI1758
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Become Cinderella for a day, in this
color-matching, race-to-the palace
game for little princesses. Reinforces
color learning and helps hone strategic
thinking skills.

4+

2-4

6

orders@continuumgames.com
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Sunrise Safari

Smash Pong™

Help Meeka Meerkat match up her safari
friends in this ferociously fun all-play game
of speed and visual comprehension! Be the
first to match the safari animals you roll to the
challenge card to win the round. First player to
collect the most cards wins! Fast-paced and
engaging, this game is perfect for improving
matching and visual recognition skills.

Don’t miss your big shot at fun! Get the
whole family poppin’ with the hilariously
fun and strategically silly Ping Pop Pow
game! Draw a challenge card and set up
the target to complete your challenge. Pick the
perfect place for your target and pop your way to
victory by loading, aiming, and launching your ping pong
ball into the target.

ITEM#: EDI1759
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

4+

2-6

6

ITEM#: EDI2855
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

7+

2-8

4

Royal RoundupTM

Wiggle Waggle Whiskers™

HELP! The castle is under attack! It’s
a race to rescue the treasures trapped
in the royal castle in this strategy game
for little kings and queens. Players take
turns racing along the paths until all of
the treasures are safe from invaders. Add
up your treasure points to find out which
horse won the game!

The purrfect strategy game for 2 players!
Choose your team (dogs or cats) and
take turns building fences piece by piece
for your pet pals while developing spatial
reasoning and social skills. Be the first to
finish the fence and place your pet pal in
the completed square to claim your land.
Claim the most land to win!

ITEM#: EDI2885
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

5+

2-4

6

ITEM#: EDI2886
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

4+

2

6

Ready, Set, Woof!

Robot Face Race

Hungry puppies are running wild in
the dog park, and they need YOU
to feed them tasty bones! Helps
boost concentration and helps build
recognition skills.

It’s machine madness! A crazy
inventor has built dozens of robot
bodies and he needs your help
finding the perfect heads!

ITEM#: EDI2888
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: EDI2889
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2-4

6

Bunny Hop

Sophie’s Seashell Scramble

Help the farmers catch jumping
bunnies in a memory game of
bunny “hide and seek.”
No batteries required.

Help Sophie the Otter to find
yummy shells to eat in this
pattern matching spin and
swim game.

ITEM#: EDI2910
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

4+

2-4

6

ITEM#: EDI3418
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

3+

2-4

6
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Design & Drill® Robot

Raccoon Rumpus

Get ready for kid-powered robot fun! Little engineers
will love the all-new Design & Drill® Robot – the
perfect introduction to STEM learning. Preschoolers
can snap-together their robot’s arms* and then
practice drilling multicolored bolts with the kid-friendly
screwdriver to secure their masterpiece. Kids can
customize their rockin’ Robot with colorful, decorative
stickers, and then it’s ready for play!

A game of costumes, critters,
matching, and memory! Raccoons
have raided your closet and now
they’re having a party. Help these
masked bandits get dressed –
the critter that collects the most
costumes wins.

ITEM#: EDI4127
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

3+

2

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: EDIEI1734
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

3+

2

6

Pancake Pile-Up Game

Sneaky Snacky Squirrel Game

The stack ’em high, serve ’em up, relay-race
game! Help your customers get just what
they ordered by racing the other servers
to the grill – relay style – and piling up
pancakes in precisely the right order. The
first player (or team) to find ’em, stack ’em,
and serve ’em up topped with a pat of butter,
wins the game!

Your forest friends are hungry and they need
your help! This award-winning preschool
game develops matching and sorting skills,
strategic thinking, hand-eye coordination,
fine motor skills, and pre-handwriting skills.

ITEM#: EDIEI3025
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

2+

6

Shelby’s Snack Shack Game
ITEM#: EDIEI3408
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

It’s a number and counting bone-anza! Shelby
buried bones on the beach and needs your help
collecting them. Help her collect the most bones
and you win! Sounds simple, but be careful –
spin a sneaky seagull, and you’ll lose some
bones or get sidetracked chewing a flip flop and
miss your turn!

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: EDIEI3405
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

3+

2-4

6

Lil’ Lemonade Stand-Off™
A Memory Matching Game
ITEM#: EDILER5023
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

Help build working memory skills. Draw a card,
look quickly at the order, and then turn the card
over and recreate the order on the tray with the
pieces. Earn coins for correct placements!

5+

2-4

4

Snipe Hunt

Camp Board Game

Be the first team/player
to find the other team/
player’s Snipe and return
it to its nest.

CAMP™ will challenge young and
old in this exciting romp-through-the
forest adventure about the great
outdoors. One of the only games
on the market that every member of
your family will love.

ITEM#: EDO19149165
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+
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2+

4

ITEM#: EDO311314
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

up to 8

6

877-405-2662
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Hit the Trail
ITEM#: EDOHT1
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.25

Can you be the first
hiker to hike 100 miles?
A unique, fast-paced,
nature inspired family
game.

8+

up to 4

12

orders@continuumgames.com

Sleepover Party Game
ITEM#: END580
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Break out the sleeping bags and leave the
lights on. Spin the spinner and attempt to
complete one of over 200 act it, work it or
party challenges.

8+

2+

6

Cupcake Race

AnimaLogic

There’s a party tonight, and you (and your
opponents) have been asked to being cupcakes.
The race is on! Be the first player to MIX, BAKE,
FROST, and TOP your cupcake by visiting all 4
corners, and collect sprinkles along the way. The
first player to reach the party with a completed
cupcake and a sprinkle of each color wins the
cherry to put on top!

Winner of the Parents’ Choice
Gold Award. Named one of the
best educational toys by USA Weekend.
Children working their brain overtime
to solve these wonderfully smart safari stumpers! Solve the
sequence and then move the animals in the proper order to get
them safely to the other side - The puzzle’s complete once all
sixteen wooden animals are removed from the game board!

ITEM#: END665
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

4+

2-4

6

ITEM#: FBTFA035-1
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

5+

1

6

Sturdy Birdy

Ivan’s Hinge

Preferred Choice Award Creative
Child Magazine. Parents’ Choice
Award -Recommended! Exceptional
Toy Review & Gift Guide Selection! Roll the dice! Strike
a pose! Find the perfect balance! Reggie needs your
help to perfect 12 poses and land the high-wire-balancing, birdseed-providing
job he’s always dreamed of. Players must master 12 unique poses and be the
first to make it to the end of the line.

Parents’ Choice Recommended
Award. Major Fun Award Puzzles.
Manipulate the swinging, hinged
pieces of Ivan’s Hinge. What starts
out as simple pleasure in flexing vivid pieces & sections leads to a head-scratching challenge when
you attempt to match one of the brilliant pattern cards. It’s an
irresistible-fidgety toy and fast-forming fun all packed into one!

ITEM#: FBTFA048-1
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

5+

2-4

6

ITEM#: FBTFA056-1
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $6.75

6+

1

12

Peek-A-Doodle Doo

Neck of the Woods

ASTRA’s Best Toys for
Kids Award 2014. TOTY
Finalist 2015. The find and
hide game of chickens and
eggs! A “My First Game”
for your clever little farmer.
With constant motion, Peek-A-Doodle Doo engages your
child’s memory and concentration in a farm fresh way!

The giraffes are hungry! Can you help them
reach the leaves in the tree? It takes a steady
hand and a clever mind to stack the blocks,
reach the reward, and earn the most points.

ITEM#: FBTFA093-1
RETAIL: $21.95
W/S: $11.50

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: FBTFA105-1
RETAIL: $25.95
W/S: $13.50

6+

2-4

6
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Coggy

Stick Six

Get your mental gears spinning with this
bending, clicking, shape-shifting brainteaser! Moving from one challenge card to the
next, it’s up to you to fold this connected
collection of sixteen colorful gears into the
perfect positions that match each image.

Pop Pop Pop Pop! Stick those
suction cups to the translucent
honeycomb board and try to get six
in a row before your opponent!

ITEM#: FBTFA116-1
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $7.75

6+

1

12

ITEM#: FBTFA122-1
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

2-4

6

Baby Monkey Astronaut

I Got This!

Baby Monkey Astronaut may be the
easiest game you’ll ever learn to play, but
that doesn’t mean it won’t DRIVE YOU
BANANAS! Spread out all the cards face
down and then start taking turns trying
to flip them over in EXACT numerical
sequence, counting down from ten to one
WITHOUT skipping a single number.

Get ready to bounce, toss, balance,
roll, hop, and laugh! It’s up to you
to match your confidence with your
competence as you lay it all on the
line to prove you can complete the
challenges and rack up the most
points over nine rounds of play.

ITEM#: FBTFA133-1
RETAIL: $9.95
W/S: $5.25

5+

2+

6

ITEM#: FBTFA135-1
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

12+

2+

6

Crankity

Farm Alarm

Get your brain cranking! The object
is simple: just build a puzzle solution
between the red gear and the yellow
wheel. When the gear teeth interlock,
you’ll be able to turn the wheel and
send the whole contraption spinning!

It’s a silly sequencing memory
game! Kids learn animal sounds
as they repeat them in order of the
cards: Cow says Moo, Chicken says
Bawk. Remembering who said what
last and repeating the sequence of
sounds is just half the fun!

ITEM#: FBTFA140-1
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: FBTFA144-1
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $6.75

5+

2+

6

Acuity

SMART COOKIES

Acuity - The Maverick Game of
Sharp Vision & Keen Thought!
For reinforcing visual spatial skills,
pattern recognition, and quick
mental processing, Acuity is a
brilliant choice! Player to match the
most tiles wins!

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the now
acclaimed game Logix (and its successor MetaForms), we returned to our secret kitchen and
baked Smart Cookies! 64 fresh, brain-boosting
logic puzzles offered in an enticing cookie
format. We’ve tweaked our recipe to further
challenge developing young minds that will
eagerly snack on these delicious puzzles.

ITEM#: FBTFA155-1
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

6+

36

2+

6

ITEM#: FOX-SC
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

6+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com
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SMILEY GAMES

DON’T ROCK THE CROC

In the practical tin box of SMILEY GAMES there
are 48 cards and 2 wooden dice, with which you
can make 5 different games, easy and immediate,
described in 16 pages of the instruction booklet, also
through explanatory pictures. There’s something to
everyone’s liking, because some games stimulate
memory, reflexes and visual perception, while others
require tactics, strategy and concentration.

Don’t make the crocodile angry! Place
the colorful wooden pieces on the
croc’s belly and make sure it is always
balanced. But be careful, if you are
not precise you will end up rocking the
crocodile causing the wooden pieces to
tumble and you will have to start all over.

ITEM#: FOXCM-SMILEY-BIL
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $6.75

6+

2-10

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: FOXCROC-BIL
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $7.75

3+

1+

6

Last Mouse Lost

Stinker

The mice have just finished feasting and need to
scurry into their holes. Don’t be the last mouse
standing or you might get caught by the cat!
Players take turns pressing down any number of
mice they wish in a single row. The player who
presses down the last mouse loses the round.
Whoever wins three of five rounds wins the game!

Stinker is a game where players arrange letter
tiles to create goofy responses to prompts. You
win a round and score points each time the judge
decides your responses are the funniest or most
creative. But the main objective is to laugh and
have fun! And there are no wrong answers, so
misspelled words can even be very entertaining.

ITEM#: FOXLML-BIL
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

2

2

12

ITEM#: FOXSTINK-ENG
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

10+

3-6

6

Vehicle Pile-Up

Robot Connector

Be the first player to place your last
vehicle piece on the pile without any
pieces falling off and win!

Kids learn colors as they work
together to construct the craziest line
up of robots possible!

ITEM#: G1GAS50053
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

3+

1

6

ITEM#: G1GAS50054
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

3+

1

6

Teach the Time Clock Game

Cheese Stack

Teach the Time Clock Game grows
with your child as they learn colors,
shapes, counting and eventually,
how to tell time. Each 12-sided die
corresponds to the appropriate color
hand on the clock.

Stack, flip and build with
uniquely-shaped wooden
cheese wedges in three
fun games!

ITEM#: G1GAS50055
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

3+

1

6

ITEM#: G1GAS50067
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

3+

1-4

6
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Balancing Bees

Tell a Tale (Fairytale Edition)

Connect and balance all the
wooden worker bee pieces on the
amazing queen. It’ll take steady
hands to keep the hive balanced!
Place your last bee piece, keep the
hive balanced and win!

Tell a Tale makes you and your friends the
storytellers in a world of witches, trolls, magic
and heroes! Let your imagination run wild as
you work together to tell a great tale!

ITEM#: G1GAS50076
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

7+

1

6

ITEM#: G1GAS50077
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

7+

1

6

Tell a Tale (Pirate Edition)

Tell a Tale (Barnyard Edition)

Tell a Tale (Pirate Edition) makes you and
your friends the storytellers in a world of
buried treasure, mermaids, a pirate monkey
and hereos! Let your imagination run wild as
you work together to tell a great tale!

Tell a Tale (Barnyard Edition) makes you
and your friends the storytellers in a world of
farmers, tractors, barns and tons of animals!
Let your imagination run wild as you work
together to tell a great tale!

ITEM#: G1GAS50078
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

7+

1

6

ITEM#: G1GAS50079
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

7+

1

6

Big Fish Little Fish

Piggy Pile-Up

Be first to collect a school of little fish
(on blue, one yellow, one green) by
remembering where they are hiding
and win!

Everyone loves a Pig Pile! Be the
first player to place your last piggy
piece on the pile without any pieces
falling off and win! Balance each piggy
perfectly and don’t let them fall!

ITEM#: G1GAS50080
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

3+

1-4

6

ITEM#: G1GAS50081
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

3+

1-4

6

Hungry Baby Birds

Maze Escape

Find worms that match the color of your
baby bird, pluck them up and bring them
back to the nest. Hungry Baby Birds is
played standing up, with the nest on the
floor and the wiggly worms scattered all
around the play area. The game gets
kids up and active while teaching them
colors and counting!

Tilt and twist the board to make
the maze ball escape. Beat
your best time and conquer
mazes that you create

ITEM#: G1GAS50083
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

3+

38

1-4

6

ITEM#: G1GAS81001
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

6+

1+

6

877-405-2662
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Bumper Bots

Mission to Space

Clear your zone of discs by slinging them
straight or ricocheting them onto your
opponent’s side of the board to win.

Use the precision pulley system to take
the rocket ship and its cargo (marble) into
space. Avoid the black holes and space
worms and land safely to win.

ITEM#: G1GAS81002
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: G1GAS81003
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

6+

1+

6

Ghost Mine

Three Blind Mice

Grab gems with your magnetic
wand and bring more of them up
and into your mining car than your
opponents.

Pip, Squeak and Tiny have to get
their cheese ball home without
losing it down one of the holes
in the maze. Trouble is, they’re
blindfolded and need your help!
Cooperate to steer the cheese ball
home and win!

ITEM#:G1GAS81008
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

2

6

ITEM#: G1GAS81010
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-3

6

Sack of Moustaches

Feed Fuzzy

Every player starts with a
moustache. All at once, everyone
tries to hook another and then
another, trying to make the
longest chain of moustaches
using only one hand! Play and
you’ll be hooked!

Roll the jumbo wooden dice. Do
you have colored wooden acorns
that match what you rolled? If
so, it’s time to Feed Fuzzy! His
stretchy cheeks sure do hold a
lot of acorns! Learn colors and
counting in the cutest way ever!

ITEM#: G1GPM14
RETAIL: $9.95
W/S: $5.25

8+

1-8

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: G1GPM15
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

3+

1-4

6

You’ve Been Framed!

Link ‘Em!

Start the game with 12 colored frames.
When a card is flipped over, arrange
your frames to match the pattern on the
card and hit the buzzer first! With frames
of four colors and three sizes, finding
the right ones before your opponents
will take a keen eye and fast fingers!

What do you get when Leonardo da Vinci’s
Most Famous Painting meets Bart’s Saxplaying Sister? The answer? MONA LISA
SIMPSON. What do you get when A Toy Spud
meets A Dandruff Shampoo? MR. POTATO
HEAD & SHOULDERS! Listen to a “This meets
That” riddle and try to link them correctly to
win. It’s pop culture candy for your brain!

ITEM#: G1GPM16
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

2-4

6

ITEM#: G1GPM17
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

16+

3-6

4
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Bankroll Shootout

Quick Chess

On each turn you may roll five wooden dice
three times and fill in a score. For every roll
less than three that you choose to take on a
turn, you collect a Silver Bullet from the Banker
as a saved or “banked” roll. Score the most
points in 13 categories and the final Bankroll
Shootout to win! Remember the best roll might
be a banked roll!

The quick and easy way to learn how to
play the most popular game in the world.
Play 8 different games that teach you how
each piece moves. Once each piece is
mastered, turn the board over and play a
traditional chess game like never before.

ITEM#: G1GPM18
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

8+

2-4

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: G1GQG-01
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $7.75

6+

2

6

Rocket Lander

Pop the Pig

Discover the thrill of commanding your
own Rocket landing! You control a
group of bold rockets exploring the
vast world and outer space. Fly the
atmosphere, coordinate your rockets
and overtake your opponents while
defending your home turf.

Everyone takes turns to roll the die to see how
many chomps the pig will take. Push down the
pig’s head to chomp the burger. With every
pump, the pig’s stomach will get bigger, bigger
and bigger. If the pig’s belly pops on your turn,
you win!

ITEM#: GDL4000588
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $14.00

7+

2+

6

Gooey Louie
ITEM#: GOL30503
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $16.50

Pick a winner with Gooey Louie. Put
your finger up his nose and try to pick a
winner. Watch out & if you pick the wrong
gooey, Louie’s eyes will pop, he’ll flip his
lid and his brain will fly out! Gooey Louie
provides hours of outrageous fun for
everyone!
4+

2+

4

ITEM#: GOL30456
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $16.50

4+

2-6

4

Dino Meal

ITEM#: GOL30565
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00
Who can rescue the eggs from the
hungry dinosaur? Players roll the die
to determine which egg to rescue,
then carefully reach in and try to
remove it.

4+

2+

4

Barbeque Party

Doggie Doo 2017

Players turn over cards to see what food to
add to the smiling red grill. But be careful,
because the barbeque doesn’t like to be
tickled. One false move and BOOM, the food
goes flying everywhere.

Everyone’s favorite pup is back, with
a new and improved look! Feed your
doggie, and squeeze the leash. After he
makes his gassy sounds - plop! If you are
the player who cleaned up the doo, you
get a fart token. The player who has the
most tokens at the end of the game wins!

ITEM#: GOL30633
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

40

2-6

4

ITEM#: GOL30683
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.25

4+

2-4

4

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Catch the Fox

Giggle Wiggle

Uh oh - the Fox is in the hen house! This
greedy fox is snapping up the chickens and
stuffing them into his pockets. But when
there are too many chickens, his pants will
fall down and the chickens will escape! Be
the first player to fill up your coop to win!
Can you catch the fox?

Giggle Wiggle is a cute caterpillar with several
hands to spare. You and your friends will quickly
race to the top by placing your colored marbles
starting from the bottom row of his hands all the
way up to the top as he wiggles to the fun music.
He will try to knock your marbles off as you are playing, but
if he does… just pick them up and keep on racing! The first
player to get all their marbles on in a row WINS!

ITEM#: GOL30752
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $16.25

4+

2-4

4

ITEM#: GOL30964
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $16.25

4+

2-4

4

Fish Food

Fool the Frog

Fish Food is the FINtastic game with the
smart fish that knows how to play! If he
lands on you, feed him one of your cards.
Watch out on the next spin - he may spit the
card back to you! Get rid of all of your cards
to win. The fish knows who wins and will call
out the winner at the end of the game.

Catch the fly in the blink of an eye! One
player wears frog-eyed goggles that open and
close at random, while the other players toss
the fly back and forth to hide it so the Frog
can’t guess where it is.

ITEM#: GOL70177
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $15.25

4+

2-4

4

ITEM#: GOL70394
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

4+

2+

4

Tick Tock Boom

Googly Eyes

The pressure is ON in this fast-thinking
word game! Draw a card, then call out a
word that contains the letters on the card
and pass the bomb to the next player. But
be quick-if you’re caught holding the bomb when it stops ticking you lose the round. The
player who loses the round keeps the card-the winner is the player with the fewest cards
at the end of the game!

Googly Eyes is a hilaroius family game
that challenges players’ vision and
leaves them googling for more!

ITEM#: GOL70521
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

8+

2+

4

ITEM#: GOL76106
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

7+

4+

4

Build or Boom

Domino Rally Starter

The big boss is looking for the best builders
in town! Step in line and see who can be
the first to bring the blueprint cards to life.
Build your structure carefully but quickly on
your platform, then smash your boomer to send your opponent’s structure tumbling.
There’s only room for one builder in this town...do you have what it takes? Or will you get
boomed on your way to the top?

This starter pack has everything you need to set up
an amazing domino display. It includes 60 dominoes,
one domino bridge, and one zig zag tower that allow
for boundless combinations of domino stunts.

ITEM#: GOL77100
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.25

6+

2

6

ITEM#: GOL80817
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

1+

6
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Domino Rally Classic

Domino Rally Racing

Line them up and tumble them down!
This Domino Rally Classic pack includes
50 dominoes, 35 specially crafted speed
dominoes that fall at a lightning pace, four
custom domino tracks, and one spectacular
loop de loop. Domino Rally® is the
adventure that never ends.

This Domino Rally racing pack has everything
you need to turn knocking down dominoes
into an incredible racing event. The set
includes 100 multi-colored dominoes and 50
specially crafted speed dominoes that fall at a
lightning pace. Also included are two loop de
loops, two domino race cars, the ring of fire,
custom domino tracks, and one tall launching bridge.

ITEM#: GOL80832
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

4

Domino Rally Ultimate Adventure
ITEM#: GOL80857
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00

The Domino Rally Ultimate
Adventure set combines the
fascinating action of falling dominoes
with incredible, exciting stunts.

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: GOL80852
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

1+

3

Go Nuts for Donuts! Game
ITEM#: GWT111
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

Time to take the donuts! A tray of tempting treats
awaits your bid in this freshly baked card game.
Will you go for a stellar cruller or grab a glorious
glazed? A double chocolate is sure to score, but
in the long run Boston cream may be worth more!
Choose carefully - if two or more players go for
the same donut, nobody gets it! End with the
highest score and victory will taste sweet!
8+

2-6

6

Slamwich

Rat-a-tat Cat

Flip and stack this clever loaf of cards to
build slamwiches and double-deckers.
Tomato, onion, tomato... slap! Get there first
and win the pile. But watch out-you’ll have
to catch the thief and stop the muncher from
stealing the stack of cards. When you’re out
of cards you’re out of the game. The player
who collects all of the cards wins.

Get rid of the high cards (rats) and go
for the low cards (cats). Sneak a peek,
draw two, or swap cards for an added
twist. Low score wins the game. (A poker
face helps!) As children play Rat-a-tat
Cat, they develop a sense of timing and
an understanding of basic, but essential,
mathematical concepts.

ITEM#: GWT200
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $7.00

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: GWT204
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $7.00

2+

2-6

6

There’s a Moose in the House

Flashlights and Fireflies

Eeek! There’s a moose loose in the kitchen
and another in the bathroom! In this silly
matching card game, the goal is to keep
moose out of your house, while at the same
time giving them to your opponents. Use a
door to close off empty rooms or if you’re lucky,
plant a moose trap to keep those loveable but
uninvited visitors away!

Get ready for a backyard dash-through-the-dark
in this game of firefly-powered flashlight freeze
tag! First, catch fireflies to power up your
flashlight. Then shine it on other players before
they sneak back to home base. All along, watch out for bats, raccoons, and other
nighttime critters that are out to trip up your tracks. Be the first to reach home and you’ve
outshined the competition!

ITEM#: GWT227
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

42

2-5

6

ITEM#: GWT417
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.25

6+

2-5

6

877-405-2662
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Outfoxed!

Cha-Cha Chihuahua Game

Mrs. Plumpert’s prized pot pie has gone missing
and it’s now a chicken chase to crack the case!
Move around the board to gather clues and then
use the special evidence scanner to rule out
suspects. You’ll have to work together quickly
because the guilty fox is high-tailing it towards
the exit! Will you halt the hungry hooligan before
it flies the coop… or will you be Outfoxed?

Jump, jive, and wag your tail! Draw cards to
get these peppy perritos to join your doggy
dance-a-thon. Paw away another player’s
pups with some fetching food, but watch out
for “siesta” cards that will send your dog-tired
dancers straight to the Nap Shack! End the
party with the most Chihuahuas on your
dance floor and you’re the cha-cha-champ!

ITEM#: GWT418
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

5+

2-4

6

ITEM#: GWT422
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

4+

2-4

6

Magnetic Game stocked display

Prickly Pile-Up

Magnetic games you can play anywhere.
Includes Travel Chess, Travel Sea Battle,
Travel Snakes & Ladders and Travel
Ludo (Pachisi). Display includes 32
games, 8 of each.

How high can you build a pile of
wooden porcupines? Don’t be the
one to make them fall.

ITEM#: HOM245854
RETAIL: $6.99 each
W/S: $110.00

8+

2+

1

ITEM#: HOM213605
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

5+

2

4

Cat’s Craddle

Tiddlywinks

Includes cord and full instructions
for this classic playground game in a
gorgeous innovative envelop. Display
includes 24 units.

We’ll tip you the wink - approved by the
English Tiddlywink Association. Display
includes 15 units.

ITEM#: HOM220075
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

5+

1+

24

ITEM#: HOM221255
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

5+

2+

15

Hungry Hungry Hippos

Game of Life Jr.

You’ll have a chompin’ good time with the classic
hippo-feeding Hungry Hungry Hippos game!
Hungry Hippo and his pals are ready to join in
the feeding frenzy, and when you release all the
marbles onto the game base, they’ll be chomping
after them! Whichever hippo you choose, you’ll
have to move fast, because if your hippo chomps
the most marbles, you win!

Choose your fun adventure with The
Game of Life – junior style! This fun and
fast-paced game is just like the adult
version, but with much cooler rides!
You’ll have a fun game and an awesome
day whenever you play The Game of
Life Junior game!

ITEM#: HSB98936
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.50

4+

2+

2

ITEM#: HSBB0654
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2+

4

43
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Mouse Trap

Fantastic Gymnastics

It’s the classic Mousetrap game with
an even more exciting way to play!
Build the interlocking contraption
before starting the game, then
scurry around the board collecting
and stealing cheese to fill your cheese wheel. With more opportunities
to set off the contraption, players can send their opponents’ mice to the
trap and steal their cheese to complete their cheese wheel to win.

Time your speed and rhythm to gain
momentum to flip the gymnast figure around
the high bar. At the right moment hit the
release button to let him fly, and try to STICK
the PERFECT LANDING. Get him to land
on the mat, on his feet for the win! Can
be played solo, head-to-head, or you can
challenge friends to a tournament.

ITEM#: HSBC0431
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

6+

2-4

3

ITEM#: HSBC0376
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

8+

1+

4

Beekeeper

Pirate Ships

As any beekeeper worth their weight in
wax knows, the queen is central to the
health of the hive. In this fun new card
game, you handle the hives as your
swarm of drones ad queens is flipped
and rearranged.

Lob cannonballs at your opponent in a
head to head competition shrinking the
size of their ship piece by piece. Uncover
the treasure and use the loot to repair
your battered barge. It’s a bombastic
battle of buccaneers on the high seas in
the original PIRATE SHIPS GAME!

ITEM#: HYW150
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

2-4

8

ITEM#: HYW100
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

5+

2+

6

Jukem Football

Zombie Run

Jukem Football is the fun and
competitive card game that makes
every day a football day! Run,
pass, and catch your way down
the field, but be careful of your
opponent’s defensive cards that can wipe out
your entire drive! Use your math skills, luck and
strategy to defeat your opponent.

Zombies have taken over the town and
they’re EVERYWHERE! Can you be the first
to escape the town and get to safety? The
player with the lowest number of Zombies
following them after five rounds wins and
successfully escapes the town. Zombie Run!
combines memory with luck and is the ultimate
card game for kids with BRAAAAAAAAAINS!

ITEM#: HYW371
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

2+

8

ITEM#: HYW235
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

7+

2+

12

Box of Rocks

Connect 4 Grid

This quick play trivia game settles
the question, Who is smarter…you
or a Box of Rocks? The answer to
every question is 0, 1, or 2. Draw
a card, pick a category, shake the
box and open the top. Are you
smarter than a Box of Rocks?

Do you go up, to the side, or diagonally? Start
in the middle or at the edge? It’s your choice in
Connect 4 Grid. Stack the 4 discs vertically, line
them up side to side, or go on the diagonal. As
long as you get 4 in a row, you win. Stay one step
ahead of your opponent and block their attempts
to get to 4-in-a-row first. Play all 3 Connect 4
Classic Grid games, and crush the competition!

ITEM#: HYW380
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

12+

44

2+

8

ITEM#: HSBA5640
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

7+

2

4

877-405-2662
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Scrabble Junior

Monopoly Junior

Play and learn with words! Commonly
known, as a great way for kids to play
America’s favorite word game, Scrabble
Junior features kid-sized words and colorful
pictures make it fun to match letter tiles to
words on the grid. For the first time ever,
Scrabble Junior includes 4 cute tile tokens
to help you keep score on a scoring track.

Welcome to the first MONOPOLY
game for kids, where they can earn
money the fun way!

ITEM#: HSBB0325
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

5+

2-4

4

Clue Junior
ITEM#: HSBC1293
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

It’s the case of the missing cake! Give
junior detectives a chance to solve the
case with this specially designed game
—a classic “whodunnit’ for ages 5-8.
They’ll discover clues to help them figure
out who stole the cake and ate it too! It’s
classic Clue/Cluedo fun for kids!

5+

2-4

6

Pik a Stik

ITEM#: PNTRG-10014
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.50
Skill game that includes
wooden sticks.

6+

2+

48

ITEM#: HSBA6984
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

5+

2-6

4

VALUE SKILL AND ACTION GAMES AST
ITEM#: HSBC0205
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

3+

Don’t Break the Ice
ITEM#: HSBC2093
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

It’s the classic skill & action game about
careful thinking and staying one step
ahead of your opponent. In Don’t Break
the Ice, players take turns using mallets to
tap out blocks of ice one by one.

3+

2+

4

Beetle Game

Skill game that includes
plastic tools.

Shake the dice and try to
build your beetle first!

6+

2+

24

4

An assortment of classic Skill & Action pre-school games at a
great value price! In the Cootie game, players roll the die and
race to be the first to create their own Cootie bug
using the unique bodies, heads, eyes, antennae,
and legs. Ants in the Pants is a fun, frantic, actionpacked game starts on the count of three as kids
try to become the first to flick all of their ants into
a pair of oversized pants. In Don’t Spill the Beans,
players keep adding their beans to the pot - one
by one - slowly building up a huge pile of beans
until... oops! The pot tips over, spilling the beans
onto one player’s side!

Jack Straws
ITEM#: PNTRG-10076
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.50

2-4

ITEM#: PNTRG-10090
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

6+

2+

24

45
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Giant Snakes and Ladders

Snakes & Ladders (Red Box)

The classic Snakes & Ladders game just
got supersized! This fun set includes a huge
square playing board, a gigantic large foam
die, and four giant playing pieces. Oversized
pieces makes it easier for little hands to
grasp. The clothlike board folds for easy
storage, and is ideal for outdoor play.

Introduce your family to the classic
favorite game of Snakes & Ladders. A
staple of any board game library, Snakes
& Ladders is perfect for any age.

ITEM#: PRS1025-04
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.25

5+

2-4

ITEM#: PRS1911-06
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $2.75

4

4+

2-4

6

Risk & Reward

Pizza Party

Place a bet to guess your opponent’s
chances of rolling the right dice.

Each player gets a set of pizza topping
dice. Everyone draws a slice card and
quickly rolls their dice trying to roll all of the
matching toppings on their cards. Place the
toppings you need on your slice. Roll the
dice that don’t match. When you complete
a card, take a new card. The player who
completes a full pizza pie (six slices) wins.

ITEM#: HYW460
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

7+

2-4

ITEM#: HYW735
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6

6+

Tiny World RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

There is a whole new world – right under our noses! Welcome to Tiny World, a
new series of fun and engaging micro-environments for kids to explore. Use the
powerful mini-microscope to find hidden objects scattered around the Tiny World
cards included in the travel tin.

Dinosaurs
ITEM#: IDG4001

6+

1+

6

Space

ITEM#: IDG4002

Insect

2

12

Get Bit Game
ITEM#: MDG4295
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

Get Bit pits you and up to five friends
in a life or limb race for the beach. Play
your cards and swim as fast as you
can, but don’t get tangled up or you
could end up at the back of the pack!
Dismembering fun for the whole family.

ITEM#: IDG4003

Wildlife

ITEM#: IDG4004

Click! Clack! Lumberjack! Axe Game
ITEM#: MDG4226
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

You and your fellow Lumberjacks take
turns hacking at the tree, trying to strip
the bark while leaving the trunk itself
standing. +1 point for bark that comes
off, and -5 points for any center trunk
segments. Highest score wins!

5+

46

2-7

6

8+

2-6

12

Coconuts 4 Player Monkey
Dexterity Game
ITEM#: MDG4320
RETAIL: $35.95
W/S: $17.50

Launch coconuts toward a field of cups in the
middle of the playing area. Land in a cup, and you
get to stack it on your player board; land in a cup
on someone else board, and you get to move it to
yours. Whoever first completes a pyramid of six
cups on his payer board wins!
7+

2-4

4

877-405-2662

Games: Kids
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E-I E-I Go!

Seek-a-Boo

It’s time for Old MacDonald’s barnyard dash!
Just shanke the silo to see which animal all the
players need to match. Then it’s a rolling race
to the finish line as players try to be the first to
collect a matching set. When all of your dice
match, make the animal’s sound and celebrateyou’ve earned an animal token! Win 4 tokens
and take home the grand prize.

“Where’s the duck?” “Can you find the apple?”
This fun, active game helps young children learn
the names of colors, shapes, animals, foods
and more while seeking and finding each match.
Seek-a-Boo! includes 36 large, round “Seek Me”
photo cards to scatter face down around the
room, and 36 matching “Find Me” cards for a
parent or teacher to call out.

ITEM#: MDW68516
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

4+

2-4

4

1+

Staxis

ITEM#: MDW62077
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

This construction game demands
balance, nerve, and calculated
risk-taking. Assemble the board
and then take turns balancing the
12” playing sticks.

6+

6

2-6

ITEM#: MDW62076W
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

2+

6

Castle Blast
ITEM#: MDW62078W
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

Armed with a wrecking ball, your target is the enemy castle. Your goal? Save the princess, retrieve
the king’s treasure and defeat the dragon. Earn a
token for each successful feat. But aim carefully:
clear the wrong piece from the board and you lose
a token. The first player to claim all three tokens
wins the game!
5+

2-4

6

Imagination Patterns

Memory Mix Up

Contains all the key elements
of Imaginets while adding the
excitement of fun patterns to some
of the blocks. There are also new
cards that reflect the patterns. By
Mindware.

This fast-paced family game will test your
memory and rattle your brain! Quickly
memorize the picture tokens loaded in your
shaker paddle. Then turn over the paddle, give
it a shake to mix things up and secretly remove
one token through the handle’s exit slot. Then
flip the shaker back over and race to identify
which token is missing!

ITEM#: MDW68210W
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

3+

1+

3

ITEM#: MDW68450
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

3+

2-4

6

Nounsense

Kerplunk!® Game

“It’s the sniffer in the middle of your
face…the thing with nostrils!” Your
teammate shouts “Nose!” (score!)
Move to the next card! Time is ticking
as you describe for your teammates
the person, place or thing on each of
the 60 cards in play.

Try not to lose your marbles. Ker-Plunk
takes a steady hand, as you skillfully
remove the sticks from the marble-filled
tube. Each player takes a turn removing a
stick from the tube, trying to dislodge as few
marbles as possible.

ITEM#: MRDMGNNS01-NNS01
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

8+

2 teams of 2+

6

ITEM#: MTL37092
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

5+

2-4

4
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Rock ‘em Sock ‘em Robots® Game
ITEM#: MTL68896
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $18.50

A remake of the classic game from the
1960s! Kids control battling robots Red
Rocker and Blue Bomber with fast thumb
action and try to deliver the blockbuster
punch that will knock his block off! Battle it
out in the arena, with realistic sounds and
jaw-jolting action. Land a punch and don’t
lose your head to be declared victorious!
6-9

2

4

Bloxels

ITEM#: MTLFFB15
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $30.00

Create your own video game. Bloxels is a first
of its kind technology that enables you to build,
capture, design, play and share your own video
games. Use Bloxel blocks to build and animate
original characters, develop villans, add in
power-ups, and more...all done directly on the
Bloxels Gameboard....then activated with the
Free Bloxels Builder App and your mobile device.
8+

1+

4

FashIon Show

Nomsters

Fashion Show is a collection
of patterns; can you find an
outfit that fits you? Quickly
match pattern combos on the
game board as shown in the
style mixer. Once you find the
right combo, place a Fashion
Show model.

A fun, active indoor or outdoor game
for kids of all ages, defend your rightful
goodies and chase the Nomsters away by
hitting them with the beanbags. Nomsters
is a great cooperative activity game for the
whole family. The built in difficulty scale
makes for a game where all ages play on
equal terms and have just as much fun.

ITEM#: MTWFSH-01
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-4

5

ITEM#: MTWNOM-01
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

2-5

6

Where’s Baby Bunny?

Snakes & Ladders

Where’s Baby Bunny is a play assisted game,
where the parent or older sibling plays with a
very young child (18+ months). The adult hides
Baby Bunny under one of six cups. The adult then gives
the child a clue as to who Baby Bunny is visiting and the
child gets to look for Baby Bunny. There is no losing, the
child gets to keep trying until he or she finds Baby Bunny.

Classic board game.

ITEM#: MTWWBB-01
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

18mos

1-2

6

Catch the Match
ITEM#: PRE71100
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

This is an eye-catching, pattern recognition game.
There are 15 cards that each have the same 15
objects. Each object is different and is in different
colors and various locations on the cards. Any two
cards always have one (and only one) object that
is exactly the identical color. All players at the
same time, try to be the first to find the pair. If you
find the card first, you win that card!
5+

48

2-8

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PNTRG-10093
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

2+

12

Trading Faces
ITEM#: PRE72200
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Can you get players to guess an emotion just
by using facial expressions? In Trading Faces,
players quickly swap Emotion cards until one
has three of a kind. Then, that player makes
the expression on the matching cards, only
using their face! Guess correctly to win points.

6+

2-5

12

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Number Chase Game

Sherlock

Figure out the mystery number that has
been chosen before your opponents do.
One at a time, each of the other players
tries to guess the number, getting clues
along the way. Is it even? Is there a 5 in
the number? Each answer helps narrow
down the possibilities. Can you “chase”
down the correct number first?

As Sherlock goes around and searches for clues, every
player tries to remember each of the objects hidden in
a face down circle of cards. Sherlock travels from one
card to another, stopping at a face down card, which the
player has to remember. Sherlock continues to move,
as long as the player guesses correctly. When Sherlock
travels to a face up card, the the player gets to keep that
card. The first player to collect six cards wins.

ITEM#: PRE78100
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

2-5

12

ITEM#: PRE74100
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

5+

2-5

12

Let’s Go Fishin’ Game

Shark Bite

Test your hand/eye
coordination in this musical
classic. Can you perfect the
timing and bring home a bigger
haul than your friends? Find
out in Let’s Go Fishin’! By
Pressman.

Get ready to have a REEL-y good time
when you play Shark Bite! Place the
fun and colorful sea creatures into the
game unit with a snap, and grab your
friends to start playing. Players take turns rolling the die and fishing for the sea
creatures using the fishing rods. But watch out - you never know when the shark is
going to bite! This battery-free game will have kids hooked at first bite!

ITEM#: PRS0055-06
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

4-7

1-4

6

ITEM#: PRS0066-04
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.75

4+

2-4

4

4 in a Row

Who Is It?™

The head to head game where players try to
be the first to get four of their color disks in a
row. A great strategy game! By Pressman.

This fun kids game is easy to learn (if players
don’t already know how to play), and it’s one
of the best deductive reasoning games on
the market. With 24 characters and players’
imaginative questions there are loads of
possibilities, so the game is different every
time it’s played.

ITEM#: PRS1703-06
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: PRS1702-06
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

6+

2

6

Sea Battle

Pop ‘n’ Hop

Call out positions on the game board to
determine your opponents ship s locations.
Destroy their fleet before they get to yours!
Closing game unit keeps all pieces contained.

Pop the dice and race around the game board
as you try to be the first player to get your 4
movers home. The popping, hopping race n’
chase game. By Pressman.

ITEM#: PRS1705-06
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

6+

2

6

ITEM#: PRS1704
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $6.00

4+

2-4

6

49

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Bean Bag Toss (Red Box)

Chicken or the Egg Game

Like horseshoes and darts, the oldfashioned and beloved game of beanbag
toss will never go out of style. Children
and adults adore this simple aim-and-toss
challenge. But more than the throwing
skills, everyone delights in handling the
soft, nubby bags stuffed with real beans.

Sushi or caviar? Spaghetti or meatballs?
This fun and fast game answers the age-old
questions of “which came first”? Each of the
cards not only pose the face off questions, but
also give a quick history of the answer. Smart
and funny, this game will add laughs and some
knowledge to your next game night.

ITEM#: PRS2088-12
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

6+

1

12

ITEM#: PRS2242-04
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

2-4

4

Lucky Ducks™

Jumpin’ Monkeys™

Switch on the circular pond, and the
ducks start swimming--the bottom side of
each duck has a colored shape. Players take turns picking
up a duck and looking at the color and shape; if it matches
their color and shape they get to keep the duck. If it doesn’t match they put it back.
The ducks continue to swim so it’s more challenging than a traditional memory
game, but easy enough for even the youngest duck lovers to play.

This adorable game will have you
jumpin for fun! This cute game has been
beloved for years. Players catapult all
of their monkeys into the tree first to
win! Introduce a new generation to this
wonderful game today!

ITEM#: PRS2700-04
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $15.75

3+

2-4

4

ITEM#: PRS2656-06
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2-4

6

Charades For Kids

Don’t Drop the Meatballs™

Combines pictures and words so
that non-readers can play along
with older kids.

On your turn, carefully pull out a strand
of spaghetti. But don’t let any meatballs
roll off! It gets harder and harder to do
and if one rolls off the table, the player
that did it is out of the game. The last
person left, wins!

ITEM#: PRS3009
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

4+

3+

12

ITEM#: PRS2659-06
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2-4

6

Topple Chrome

Squiggly Worms

ITEM#: PRS9030-06
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.50

ITEM#: PRS3004
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.00

The fun action game where winning or losing
hangs in the balance of every move! Score points
by completing rows and stacking pieces. The
more points you score, the harder it is to keep
TOPPLE from toppling. Will you balance your
way to victory? By Pressman.

Kids will squirm with delight as they
try to grab and pull the wiggling
worms out of the apple.

4+
6+

50

2-4

6

2-4

6

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

Diary of a Wimpy Kid™
10-Second Challenge Game
ITEM#: PRS3457-04
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 10 Second
Challenge brings all the fun from
the bestselling, award-winning book
series to life. This game comes with
everything you need to outwimp your
friends and family.

8+

2-6

4

Wild Kratts®
Race Around the
World Game
ITEM#: PRS4070-06
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Players play the part of the Kratt Brothers
and their friends, racing around the world
collecting Creature Power Suits. Along the
way they unlock secret passages on the
game board that allow players to bypass
their opponents.
5+

2-4

6

Shopkins™ Pop ‘N’ Race

ITEM#: PRS4051-06
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

This well-known board game brings Shopkins
characters to life. Players pop the dome to roll the
die, then move their playing pieces around the board.
When they land on another player’s piece that player
is in trouble--they have to move their playing piece
back to Start. The first player to get all four playing
pieces from Start to Home wins the game.

5+

2-4

6

Shopkins™ Big Roll Bingo
ITEM#: PRS4052-06
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Shopkins Big Roll Bingo is a great way to
play the one of the world’s most popular
games, with oversized dice that are much
more fun than spinners and loads of your
favorite Shopkins characters.

4+

2-6

6

orders@continuumgames.com

MASTERMIND® for Kids
ITEM#: PRS3020-06
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50

Kids test their code-cracking
prowess with Mastermind for Kids,
the challenging game of logic and
deduction. The game comes with
three levels of play, so kids can
learn and grow with the game.

6+

2

6

Shopkins World Vacation
ITEM#: PRS4091-06
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $8.75

Come join the Shopkins on a world
vacation! As you travel around the globe,
collect souvenirs from the vacation spots
you visit in Europe, Asia, Australia and
the Americas. The first player to return
home with four souvenirs (one from each
vacation spot) wins the game.

5+

2-4

6

Shopkins™ Go Shopping
Card Game w/ Collectible
ITEM#: PRS4059-12
RETAIL: $7.49
W/S: $3.75

Our Shopkins™ Go Shopping! Card Game features an
exclusive Shopkins™ figure available only in our games-each game includes one of four different designs. This
Shopkins™ version of the classic Go Fish card game
lets kids search for their favorite Shopkins™ characters,
from Strawberry Kiss and Taco Terrie to Poppy Corn and
Casper Cap. The object is to collect the largest number of
pairs of Shopkins™ cards.
4+

2-4

12

Shopkins Happy Places
Moving Day
ITEM#: PRS4090-06
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $8.75

The Petkins can’t wait to move into their
Happy Places home! Play as Sponge,
Alarm, Teapot or TV as you unpack boxes
and organize all of the rooms inside the
Happy Places Doll House.

5+

2-4

6

51

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Elf on the Shelf Naughty or Nice Game

Elf on the Shelf Hide & Seek Game

The Elf on the Shelf is on the move. Turn
over a card to see where he goes, then try
to be the first player to reach him. Spinning
“Naughty” will hold you back; but spinning
“Nice” will move you ahead quickly. The
player with the most points at the end of the
game wins. By Pressman.

The Elf on the shelf is hidden but the
music that you hear will help you find him.
Someone hides Elf and then everyone
tries to find him. The first player that does
gets to put a gift in their sleigh and the
first player to get 3 gifts in their sleigh
wins. By Pressman.

ITEM#: PRS4514-06
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

3+

2-4

6

The Elf On The Shelf Make A Match Game
ITEM#: PRS4518
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.50

A classic memory game with
a twist-kids earn bonus points
by finding the Elf.

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: PRS4515-06
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

2-4

12

Elf on the Shelf: Where’s the Elf
on the Shelf? Game
ITEM#: PRS4522-06
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $10.50

Put your memory to the test with the help of
Santa’s scout elves! Open the windows on
the house to find matching pairs of pictures.
Search by yourself or work as a team, but
watch out: elves can be tricky and they made
some mismatched pictures look similar!

3+

2-4

6

The Elf On The Shelf Make A Match Game Tin

Mr. Bucket

Deluxe version with the same great
gameplay in a sturdy metal container.

Are you ready for buckets of fun
with Mr. Bucket? The nostalgic
favorite has come back to entertain
a whole new generation of kids!

ITEM#: PRS4520
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: PRS6300-04
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $15.75

3+

2-4

4

Battling Tops

Gnip Gnop

Spin your way to victory with
Battling Tops! Zip your top to
send it spinning in the arena
and into your opponents. Be
the last top spinning in the
arena to win!

Gnip Gnop is the button-bashing game
of action! Test your reflexes, skill and
aim as you blast the buttons and shoot
the balls through the targets - the first
player to get all of their balls through
wins the round! Gnip Gnop has been a
family favorite for decades!

ITEM#: PRS6001-06
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6+

52

2-4

6

ITEM#: PRS9029-04
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.75

6+

2

4

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Thin Ice

Swatto Table Top Game

This breakthrough game
is a real icebreaker that
will have kids rinning
more tissues and TP.

The fly swatting
action game!

ITEM#: PRS9610
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2-4

6

Chronobomb - Special Agent Briefcase
ITEM#: PTC7012
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.00

Chrono Bomb is a super secret spy mission where
kids use the included clamps and 27.5-ft.
string to create a “laser” field to crawl
through. At the end of the maze is the
bomb, counting down.tick, tick, tick!
So, you have to hurry, carefully, and make it
to the end to defuse the bomb and be the hero!

7+

1+

3

ITEM#: PRT2177
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

5+

2+

8

Yeti in my Spaghetti
ITEM#: PTC6958
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Who knew yetis liked spaghetti?!?
We did! In this wacky, fun game, the
noodles are laid across the bowl and
Yeti is just sitting there on the noodles.
But as you remove the noodles one by
one (be careful!), Yeti could fall into the
bowl, and that would mean you lose!

4+

2+

4

Gobblestones

Prove It!

Players are hungry little goblins, trying to
gobble up as many stones as possible to
score points. Be a clever goblin and eat
up the most valuable stones, but don’t
be too greedy…a stuffed goblin is a slow
goblin! The more stones you gobble, the
bigger you get, and the fattest goblin wins!

Bet who can do the task best, and then
Prove It! There are four categories:
Mad Skills (use your skill!), Know-How
(use your noggin!), Fingers Crossed
(it’s all about luck!) and Buddy System
(teamwork!). Now the two competitors bet
back and forth until one person ends the
betting by saying “Prove it!”

ITEM#: RNR690
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2-6

6

ITEM#: PTC7429
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

3-8

4

Silly Monsters Memory Match

Hedbanz Family

ITEM#: RGL9661
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

ITEM#: SPM6039874
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $12.25

A new take on classic memory
games. Bingo style reveal cards
showcase adorable pictures of
Silly Monsters, each with their
own names, colors and shape.
But unlike the memory games you played as a kid, this one
uses exclusive finger-tip windows, to get rid of the mess.
From Regal.

Play Hedbanz – the quick question game of
“What am I?” You never know what you are
until you start asking! Figure out if the cartoon
on your head is an animal, food or man-made
object. Be the first player to guess what you
are and win!Hedbanz – the game where
everybody knows but you!

4+

2-4

36

7+

2-6

6

53

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

Sharkmania

Toss Across

The frantic and fun shark-chomping
race with no time to waste! It’s over
3-feet long! Move your pirate down
the path or you’ll take a splash.

Pick a letter and toss a beanbag. The winner is the first
player or team to get three in
a row. Just like tic-tac-toe, the
action switches back and forth.
Who will win? It’s a toss up!

ITEM#: SPM6022563
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

2-4

2

ITEM#: SPM6030002
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.50

5+

2+

4

Boom Boom Balloon

Eruption

It’s Boom Boom Balloon, the crazy
game where you take turns keeping
this balloon from blowing! And it’s a real
blast. Roll the die, and carefully push a
stick until it clicks. Watch as the balloon
changes shape...One more push and
this balloon will surely blow!

Can you beat the heat? The volcano
near your village has sprung back to life,
unleashing rivers of molten lava in every
direction. Your village is about to burn up –
can you take the heat?

ITEM#: SPM6021932
RETAIL: $18.99 W/S: $10.00

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: STT3787
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $23.00

Boom Boom Balloon Refills
ITEM#: SPM6021932
RETAIL: $5.99 each W/S: $3.00

DiceAFARI
ITEM#: STT3423
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

A photo safari adventure. You and your
friends are going on a photo safari. To see
as many animals as possible, you will have
to plan your trip well. Whoever visits the
most areas and takes the most photos will
be the safari champion.

8+

2-4

6

10+

2-6

6

Launch Pad
ITEM#: STT5723
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

The space race is on! Construct
as many rockets as you can and
ready them for launch. As soon
as the launch pad is constructed,
all the rockets that are a “go” for
launch will blast off…but watch
out for sabotage.
10+

2-4

6

Gold Mine

Kerala

Strike it rich! Excavate a maze of
mine tunnels, collect all the gold you
can, and fight off the other miners. Be
the first to exit the mine with enough
gold and win!

Welcome to the
elephant festival in
the Indian province
of Kerala! Exquisitely decorated elephants parade the streets. The celebration is
alive with color and music. To participate in the revelry, you want to fashion the
most elegant platform for your elephants. You will need clever tactics and good
luck to win the award for the best in show!

ITEM#: STT4653
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $16.75

8+

54

2-6

6

ITEM#: TAK692469
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

8+

2-5

4

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

Mag-O-Mag

Monster Trap

This innovative vertical holder with
interchangeable game boards and
magnetic game pieces allows you to
play three fun, action-packed games
(racing, golf and treasure hunt). Includes
cooperative game variations and special
rules for two-player games.

The monsters are loose again!!!
Well, that’s actually not a bad
thing — they make living in this
mansion really fun! Monster Trap
is an innovative game that helps
kids practice their gross motor
skills, hand-eye coordination, and verbal
communication skills.

ITEM#: TAK692759
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

8+

3-4

4

ITEM#: TAK680305
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.50

6+

2-4

4

Jungle Party

Harry Hopper

You’re invited to a party in the
jungle! Tonight, the whole jungle
gang is planning to plunge into the
river. Can you remember where
they are all hiding as they float
down the river? The first player to reach the toad king wins the game. Jungle Party
is a playful new take on classic memory games that helps children practice their
matching and remembering skills.

Two teams of grasshoppers are both trying
to knock over all of their blades of grass.
Take turns making your grasshoppers hop
toward the blades of grass. Harry Hopper
is a fun, active game that helps kids
practice their gross motor skills, hand-eye
coordination skills, and manual dexterity.

ITEM#: TAK697358
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.50

5+

2-4

4

ITEM#: TAK697334
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.25

6+

2-4

6

Lagoonies

Don’t Tip the Cow

ITEM#: TAK697648
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

ITEM#: UNV53755
RETAIL: $17.00
W/S: $9.00

Lagoonies is a unique game
that helps children practice their
skills in visual perception and
visual discrimination as well as
fine motor skills.

Cow tipping is America’s second favorite
sport (to fishing) and this fun stacking game
has it all. 18 adorable, stackable cows just
waiting to be stacked and tipped.

5+

2-4

4

5+

2-3

12

Kid’s On Stage

Kid’s On Stage

Even the littlest star can play Kids on
Stageä. It’s easy and fun for all. Kids
on Stage encourages creativity and
communication rather than competition.
That’s why everyone finishes and wins the
game!

From hopping like bunnies to
flying like airplanes, this creative
game helps all kids get into the
act! The charades game for kids.

ITEM#: UNV01214
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

2+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: UNV1210
RETAIL: $20.00
W/S: $10.00

3+

2-6

6

55

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

orders@continuumgames.com

Hi-Ho! Cherry-O®

Travel Scavenger Hunt

A classic child’s counting game for over 50
years! Children develop and practice math
skills like counting, addition and subtraction
by picking fruit from their trees to fill their
buckets. Ho-Ho and away we go!

Scavenger Hunt™ is the classic game of search and
find. To lay, turn over the two-minute timer, and search
around for all sorts of fun stuff. You might have to find a
funny hat, a purple shirt, something round, an object that
begins with the letter “B” and many more!

ITEM#: WIN1192
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $9.00

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: UNV1429
RETAIL: $7.00
W/S: $4.00

12+

2+

6

Lift It! Deluxe

Moose Caboose™

The fun family game that
challenges players to create
structures with the Lift It
crane using their hands
or their heads. The whole
family will enjoy this game of
beating the clock.

Four trains full of happy animals
are chugging off on an adventure.
The player who collects the most
animal cards, by matching colors,
wins the game!

ITEM#: USPLI109421
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

8+

1-8

4

Crocodile Dentist®
ITEM#: WIN1146
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $8.00

Poor old croc has a tooth that’s
bothering him; pretend to be a
Dentist to help him out. This
large-mouthed, plastic croc
will keep you on your toes as
you search for the sore tooth.
But be careful, press the wrong tooth and he’ll surprise you!
By Winning Moves.
4+

1-4

12

ITEM#: WIN1193
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

6+

2-4

12

Pass The Big Pigs
ITEM#:WIN1199
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $10.25

These fabulous oversized
foam swines can hit all the
pig poses that their little
pig dice cousins do!

7+

2+

6

Classic Chutes and Ladders®

Soggy Doggy

This classic edition features the
delightful artwork from the 70’s.
It will bring back fond memories
and help create new ones!

It’s a race to the doggy basket! Take
turns washing Soggy Doggy, but be
careful - if he gets wet, it’s back to
square one. The first person to make it
to the doggy basket wins!

ITEM#: WIN1195
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

4+

56

2-4

6

ITEM#: SPM6037961
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

4+

2-4

3

877-405-2662

Games: Kids

Nibbled

Emoji Memory

Nibbled is a fast-paced, easyto-learn game that starts with
kids clipping 4 plastic fish onto
themselves. Guess a color - flip
a card. Guess correctly - unclip
one fish and clip it onto an
opponent. Winner is the first
player to unclip all their fish!

A classic matching game with 48 tiles with
clean bright graphics to help your child
(and you!) develop or sharpen cognitive
skills of recognition and retention. It’s a
fun and useful mental exercise for players
of all ages!

ITEM#: WIN1205
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

4+

2-4

6

ITEM#: TWZ7015
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

3+

1+

10

Diggin’ Dino Bones

All Aboard the Ark

Get ready to excavate dinosaur bones!
Diggin’ Dino Bones is a puzzle game
that will have to digging for bones and
assembling the skeleton of your favorite
dinosaurs. Search the excavation site
and be the first to find and assemble
your dino bone puzzle to win!

Help Noah find the matching male
and female animal cards in this
memory matching game. If all 12
sets of animal cards are placed
aboard the ark before the water
covers the land, everyone wins!

ITEM#: CG1612
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

2+

6

Crazy 8s with
Important Dates
ITEM#: CG1608
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

It’s the classic children’s card game with seasons
and important dates from the calendar. Crazy 8s is
a wonderful way for kids to learn how to play cards.
Learn how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns
and more.

4+

2-6

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: CG1611
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

2+

6

Go Fish

ITEM#: CG1606
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
It’s the classic children’s card game full of
friendly FISH! Go Fish is a wonderful way
for kids to learn how to play cards. Learn
how to hold cards, shuffle, deal, take turns
and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

3+

2-6

12

Old Maid

Slap Jack with Flap Jacks

It’s the classic children’s card game full of friendly
characters, including the infamous Old Maid! Old
Maid is a wonderful way for kids to learn how to
play cards. Learn how to hold cards, shuffle, deal,
take turns and more. Also, learn picture and color
matching and how to read numbers.

Slap Jack is the classic game of matching, slapping
and collecting cards. The fun pancake theme introduces special Lumberjacks and Flapjack cards. Slap Jack
with Flap Jacks is a wonderful way for kids to learn
how to play cards. Learn how to hold cards, shuffle,
deal, take turns and more. Also, learn picture and
color matching and how to read numbers.

ITEM#: CG1607
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

ITEM#: CG1609
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

2-6

6

57

877-405-2662
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Sumoku

Logic Cards Blue

Sumoku is a unique crossword-style game
with numbers. It can be played five different
ways! Just add up tiles to multiples of the
number shown on the die, connect them all
together, and you have a Sumoku!

Logic Cards is a set of logic, geometry, and
mathematical tasks to tease your brain. It
comes with an augmented reality app, that
shows you animated solutions for each
challenge.

ITEM#: BOG00360
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

9+

1-8

12

ITEM#: BRG002
RETAIL: $5.95
W/S: $3.50

12

1

12

Logic Cards Yellow

Logic Cards Kids

Logic Cards Yellow is the second edition
of Logic Cards with all new challenges - a
set of logic, geometry, and mathematical
tasks to tease your brain. It comes with
an augmented reality app, that shows you
animated solutions for each challenge.

Logic Cards Kids is a set of logic,
geometry, and mathematical tasks in fun
images to tease your brain. It comes with
an augmented reality app, that shows you
animated solutions for each challenge.

ITEM#: BRG003
RETAIL: $5.95
W/S: $3.50

12

1

12

Logic Cards Matchsticks
ITEM#: BRG005
RETAIL: $5.95 each
W/S: $3.50

Logic Cards Matchsticks is a set of
matchstick tasks to tease your brain. It
comes with an augmented reality app, that
shows you animated solutions for each
challenge.

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: BRG004
RETAIL: $5.95
W/S: $3.50

6

1

12

Word on the Street
ITEM#: EDI2830
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

6

2-8

Buckle up and get in the fast lane to fun with Word on the
Street®, the hilarious tug of words! Draw a category card
and set the timer to think of the best possible word to fit the
selected category. Move the consonants in your chosen
word to your side of the street before time runs out! First
player to move a letter all the way off the board claims the
letter tile. The first wordsmith to collect 8 letter tiles wins!

Word on the Street Jr.

12

1

12

ITEM#: EDI2831
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

7+

2-8

6

AfterWORDSTM

MINUTE MATH ELECTRONIC FLASH CARD(TM)

In this fast-paced, open-ended, vocabulary-building game, players must nimbly name a word that
matches one of their category cards AND begins
with the letter in play on the board. Think fast before the timer runs out, and be the first to discard
all of your cards to win in this rapid recall game!
Perfect for family game night, AfterWORDS™
encourages quick-thinking skills, helps build
vocabulary, and promotes good sportsmanship.

Build number fact fluency in just a minute! Familiar
fact family triangle is now electronic. Practice
operations (add/subtract or multiply/divide) and
early algebraic skills (equations and commutative
property). Offers 60-second timed mode, untimed
mode, and 3 levels of difficulty. Color-coded
screen frames reinforce parts of the equation.
Gives positive and corrective feedback (visual and
auditory). Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included.

ITEM#: EDI2869
RETAIL: $21.99 each
W/S: $11.50

7+

58

2-8

6

ITEM#: EDILER6965
RETAIL: $19.99 each
W/S: $10.50

6+

1

24

877-405-2662

Games: EDUCATIONAL

orders@continuumgames.com

Sight Words Swat! A Sight Words Game

Mental Blox Jr. Early Logic Game

Learn essential sight words with these friendly flies
featuring 220 Dolch sight words. After a sight word
is called out, race to swat the matching fly. Collect
the most flies and win! Set features various game
instructions and 5 levels of play for 1–4 players.
Includes 110 double-sided sight-word flies and 4
colorful swatters measuring 9”L.

Combine block-stacking play with logic puzzles.
The bold graphics and challenges make this an
ideal 3-D puzzle game. Activity Cards provide
examples of what to build and open-bottomed
blocks allow for concealing pieces in more
complex puzzles. Includes puzzle tray, 8 puzzle
pieces (4 cubes, 4 shapes), 28 double-sided
puzzle cards, and Activity Guide.

ITEM#: EDILER8598
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

5+

1-4

4

ITEM#: EDILER9285
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

4+

1+

4

Go Bong!

BRAIN FLIP

Jump start your neurons by playing one
of several brain challenging games using
the fun and innovative playing board of
GoBong! Play against an opponent or use
one of the solitaire game rules to challenge
yourself. Don’t wait, GoBong.

Give the wrong answer on purpose! In
Brain Flip, one player picks a card and
the other players try to guess which card
it is by asking questions. The twist: every
answer given will be the opposite of the
truth. Train your brain to do mind bending
gymnastics and you will be the winner!

ITEM#: FOXFLIP-BIL
RETAIL: $11.95
W/S: $6.25

ITEM#: FOXBONG
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6

1+

12

Map-It World

ITEM#: FOX-MAP-WORLD
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

5+

10+

2+

6

Is Bangkok north or south of Cancun? Is Mount Everest
east or the west of St. Petersburg? Players take turns
placing location cards on an axis north-south-east-west in relation to the other cards. If
you are not sure, make your best guess. But watch out, your opponents may see you
are bluffing and challenge you. Get your bearings and try to outwit your opponents.

Map-It USA

ITEM#: FOX-MAP-USA
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Wise Alec

ITEM#: GDL4000125
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

Over 1000 questions in History,
Science, & Spelling get your brain
going, while Wise Alec Cards engage players in
tongue twisters and brain teasers, reinforce good
manners, plus activities to get your body going!
Level the playing field between young and old
with an “easy” and “hard” question on every card
& customizable point goals.

10+

2+

6

2-6

6

12

Speedy Words

ITEM#: FOX-SPEEDY-ENG
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25
Be the quickest to find a word that starts
with a letter that matches a category to win
a card. Each category card shows 3 letters
in different colors. Be the first player to call
out loud a word that starts with the letter
that matches the color of the category.
A new card is immediately flipped and
another round starts.
8+

2-6

12

Wordsearch
ITEM#: GOL70477
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Each Wordsearch puzzle has 28-31
words to find, and players compete to be
the first to find a word and mark it with
their colored markers. But watch out –
another player can remove your markers
if they cross your word!

7+
8+

2-8

2-4

6

59

877-405-2662
877-405-2662
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Rainbow Math: Fantabulous Forest

SMATH®

Kids 3-6 learn colors, shapes,
numbers, counting, addition,
and more as they make their
way with a silly bunny to the
tricky leprechaun’s Pot-of-Gold.

The rules of this board game resemble
those in Scrabble, but Smath is played by
creating math equations instead of words.
The game includes a playing board and lots of tiny tiles with numbers, signs for
math operations, and brackets to create more complex equations, which players
can place on the board horizontally or vertically. The game can be played at
different levels of difficulty, from simple addition problems to equations combining
operations (for example, (2)(2 + 3) = 5 x 2).

ITEM#: GRD4004
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3-6

2-6

6

ITEM#: PRS5200-06
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.50

6+

2-4

6

Rainbow Math: Sunken Treasure

IOTA

Kids 5-7 learn addition and
subtraction as they encounter
a spunky bunny and quirky sea
animals on their quest for the
leprechaun’s sunken treasure.

Add cards to a grid, making sure that
color, shape and number are either
all the same or all different across
the line. Sounds easy but as the
grid expands, so do the possibilities.
Whoever sees the opportunities will
seize the win. Iota - the pocket-sized
game that’s big time fun.

ITEM#: GRD4011
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

5-7

2-6

6

Rainbow Math: Pirate Adventure
ITEM#: GRD4028
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Kids 7-9 learn multiplication
and division as well as reinforce
other math skills as they try
to outsmart the leprechaun in
search of his treasure chest.

ITEM#: GWT246D
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.75

8+

2-4

12

Choice-A-Quence
ITEM#: LCH12013
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

2-6

6

Centsible Kids

Visual, hands-on game introducing
the world of money to children.

Scrambled States Game Delux

Word Hangman™

The game provides a fun way to enrich
basic knowledge of U.S. geography. Players
learn the names, capitals, nicknames,
shapes and positions of the states through
a myriad of visual teasers, language riddles
and geography challenges. After playing,
you’ll see that there’s more to the 50 States
than meets the eye!

This classic game is presented in a
unique version with Word Hangman by
Pressman. Forget the paper and pencil,
this game is filled with high-quality
components for years of play.

ITEM#: GWT5505C
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.25

8+

60

2-4

6

2-4

12

Flexible game that helps children learn
to connect choices with consequences.

ITEM#: LCH22013
RETAIL: $24.99 W/S: $13.00
7-9

4-8

ITEM#: PRS1701-06
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50

7+

2+

6

9+

2-4

6

877-405-2662
877-405-2662

Games: EDUCATIONAL

orders@continuumgames.com
orders@continuumgames.com

Word Slam

7 ate 9

In Word Slam, two teams each have a
storyteller. The two storytellers are given
the same answer term. Playing at the same
time, they must give clues to their teams so
the teams can correctly guess the answer.
And they must do this quickly, because
they are racing the timer and each other.
But it’s not that easy.

Race to get rid of your cards! Players
add or subtract 1, 2 or 3 to the number
on the card pile to se if they have a card
that can be played next. Sounds easy,
but with everyone racing to play cards,
the numbers are always changing!
Includes 73 cards, storage tin, rules.

ITEM#: TAK692674
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

12+

3+

12

Albert’s Insomnia
ITEM#: RJB1163
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Make learning math fun! See how many
different outcomes you can come up with
by creatively using the order of operations.
This game encourages out-of-the-box
thinking while enhancing and solidifying
mental math skills. Great for small groups
or entire classrooms.

8+

2+

12

ITEM#: PTC7282
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

8

1-4

4

Crossways™
ITEM#: USPCW093-000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

CrossWays™ is the game of playing
cards, placing markers, and making
paths across the board. But watch out
for your opponents! They can block
your way or remove your markers. So
choose your position wisely! The path
to victory is not always straight, but it’s
always fun!!
8+

2-4

6

uKloo

uKloo: Riddle Edition

Disguised as a treasure hunt,
uKloo Early Reader is an awardwinning introduction to reading.
It’s a get-out-of-your-seat activity that encourages kids follow clues towards a
hidden surprise. There’s even a Picture Helper poster to look up words when
kids get stuck! The children are so engaged, they begin reading without even
realizing it. Great for beginner and reluctant readers and awarded for special
needs. Parents choose surprises and tailor the game to each child’s needs.

Disguised as a treasure hunt,
uKloo Riddle Edition is an award
winning literacy game that gets
kids physically active as they
solve clues to find a surprise.
Fun learning is key as children build reading confidence and call upon logic and
reasoning skills to puzzle out riddles. Awarded for children of all abilities. uKloo
games is used as a homework loaning tool by teachers to build reading
comprehension and by families for at home fun!

ITEM#: UKL829
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: UKL830
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.25

7+

1+

12

Mathegy Delux 4-IN-1
ITEM#: GRI773
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

Mathegy uses 4 game boards and dice to play 15 games
that help build, develop, strengthen and improve MATH,
LOGICAL-THINKING AND DECISION-MAKING skills. In
all games, the values of rolled dice will provide Intersection
Square choices that the player uses to determine where
their playing piece will be placed and used to score points.

ADVANCED
5+

2-6

6

ITEM#: GRI856
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Junior

ITEM#: GRI853
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

61

877-405-2662
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orders@continuumgames.com

Electronic Chicken Coop Domino Game

Mexican Train Game in Tin

Classic dominos with an EGG-citing twist! Players
build “chicken legs” out from the Electronic Chicken
Coop hub - lay a domino, activate the “Chicken
Coop Cluck” and all the players scramble to add tree
“toes” to the chicken foot! Be the first to lay out your
dominoes and you rule the roost!

Start your domino path at the
electronic center hub that toots and
chugs when pressed.

ITEM#: ALX0X5435TL
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2-6

6

ITEM#: ALXOX5454
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.50

8+

1+

4

Tis the Season Christmas Trivia

Holiday Charades In-a-Can

Contains 1800 trivia questions about
Christmas. The questions are color
coded and can be used with other trivia
games. Find out how much you know
about Christmas!

Act out all your favorite Christmas movies,
songs and characters…from rudolph to the
grinch, from Jingle Bells to White Christmas.

ITEM#: ANT11111
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2+

24

Christmas Dominoes
ITEM#:ANT50012
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

28 Dominos featuring Christmas
characters and Christmas themes.
Match and play with these extra
thick, durable dominoes.

5+

2+

24

ITEM#: ANT20116
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

2+

24

Christmas Bingo
ITEM#: ANT55123
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

Christmas Bingo is great fun for the whole
family during the holiday season. Perfect
for holiday parties and family gatherings.

5+

2+

24

Jenga Giant Family

Jenga Giant Genuine

All the fun of Classic Jenga, but Giant!!! One
of the biggest hardwood Jenga game ever sold!
All the fun of Classic Jenga, but in a family size.
Get ready for BIGGER build ups and BIGGER
crashes - whether you are in the office, at home
or at a party, Jenga Giant Family will prove to
bring GIANT fun and HUGE laughs.

All the fun of Classic Jenga, but Giant!!! The
biggest hardwood Jenga game ever sold! Get
ready for BIGGER build ups and BIGGER
crashes - whether you are in the office, at home
or at a party, Jenga Giant will prove to bring
GIANT fun and HUGE laughs.

ITEM#: ART010506-19
RETAIL: $99.99
W/S: $52.00

6+

62

2+

1

ITEM#: ART01504-24
RETAIL: $119.99
W/S: $62.00

10+

2+

2

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Jenga Premium

Jenga Throw ‘N Go

All the fun of Classic Jenga, but Giant!!! Get
ready for BIGGER build ups and BIGGER
crashes - whether you are in the office, at home
or at a party, Jenga Giant will prove to bring
GIANT fun and HUGE laughs.

All the fun of Classic Jenga, but now with a
colorful twist. One of the most eye catching
Jenga games ever sold. Get ready for more color
and more complicated choices - whether you roll
the die and have a simple move to pull out the
purple block on the end, or a more challenging
move with the blue block tightly sandwiched in
the middle.

ITEM#: ART02901-JP
RETAIL: $79.99
W/S: $44.00

10+

2+

1

ITEM#: ART0312
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2+

6

Bendomino

Tell Tale

Bendomino plays the same as your
traditional game of dominoes, but
their curved shape introduces a new
level of strategy: tiles need to match
and fit. Watch as the dominoes wind
and turn into a unique pattern; you’ll
experience a new creative visual
every time you play!

Discover the art of storytelling with
Tell Tale. Be guided through your
own unique tale with cards illustrated
with a variety of characters, settings,
objects and emotions. If a picture is
worth a thousand words, imagine the
possibilities with 120 inspiring images!

ITEM#: BOG00240
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $$8.25

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: BOG00461
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

5-12

1-8

12

Fastrack

Ooga Booga

Fastrack is a disc-shooting speed game
filled with non-stop thrills and sporty
action. Using only one hand and the
elastic band, the goal is to fire all 10
discs through the tiny slot to the other
side of the track. Aim carefully but be fast or you’ll be
bombarded by your opponent’s zooming discs. Ride
the fine line between speed and accuracy to win!

Get ready to party like a caveman with a
memory game of prehistoric proportions!
Gather the clan to perform the sacred chant
known as Ooga Booga. Each card has either
an ancient word or wild gesture. Players take
turns laying down a card to add on to the
chant. You have to listen closely and follow
the clues to recite the chain without a mistake.

ITEM#: BOG00480
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

5+

2+

6

ITEM#: BOG00580
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

10+

3-6

12

20 Express

Wink

Each player has a train of 20 cars to fill with
numbers. The goal is to create the longest
ascending series possible. Twenty numbered
tiles are randomly drawn. With every draw,
the number must board a car and stay there.
Break a series and you miss out on points.
Like in Bingo, you need luck on your side, but
number sense and sharp guesswork pays off.

Don’t be afraid to look your enemy in
the eye! Wink is a silly party game
that will have your friends and family
laughing all night long. Your mission
is to covertly wink at your secret
partner without being detected by the
other players.

ITEM#: BOG00610
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: BOG01100
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

4-8

8

63

877-405-2662
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Thumbs Up!

Ring it!

Race to scoop the loops! The goal is
to be the first to stack different colored
rings on your thumb, based on the
order shown on the challenge card.

Players continuously flip their cards
until a combo is found Be the first to
find the combo, clap your hands and
ring the bell Hesitation may cost you
1st place, but if you act too quickly
you may make a mistake and face a
penalty! Get ready for chaotic clapping
followed by lots of laughter!

ITEM#: BOG01200
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6+

2-6

8

ITEM#: BOG02200
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

5+

2-9

12

Dr. Eureka

Fast Flip

Get “in shape” with no-mess Playfoam. Little
imaginations soar with four all-new, themed sets
of squishy, squashy Playfoam that can be shaped
and sculpted over and over again.

Fast Flip is a clever high speed matching
card game, in which players race to grab
the scoring token that matches the current
round’s challenge. The magic distribution
of fruits on the cards guaranties that there
is always one correct answer. You just
need to be the fastest to find it!

ITEM#: BOG03300
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2-4

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: BOG03400
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

7+

2+

12

Jobstacles

Smart Phone Trivia Dice

Get hired up with Jobstacles, the
hilarious hiring game where bad
applicants are allowed to sabotage
their competition to get the job.

Smartphone Trivia Dice is a fun technology enabled
trivia game that uses the scanner on your Smartphone
and a unique scan-able cube. Roll the die, scan it, and
answer trivia questions on your Smartphone. The side
of the die determines your trivia category. Get your
question right, go again. Miss it; pass the die to the
next player. The first to answer one question correctly
in each of the six categories wins!

ITEM#: BYV001
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

17+

3+

12

ITEM#: CG0314
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

13+

1+

12

Bunny Bunny Moose Moose

Codenames

Players take on the roles of rabbits and moose.
While the hunter strolls through the forest, the
players are trying to look like an animal the
hunter won’t shoot. And because they do so by
making rabbit ears or moose antlers of various
shapes on their heads, the spectators enjoy the
game as well as the players.

Codenames is a social word game. Two
rival spymasters know the secret identities
of 25 agents. Their teammates know the
agents only by their codenames. Teams
compete to see who can make contact with
their agents first. Teammates try to guess
words of their color while avoiding those
that belong to the opposing team.

ITEM#: CGE00008
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

9+

64

3-6

16

ITEM#: CGE00031
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

14+

2-8

6

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Double Double Dominoes

Santa’s Sleigh Ride

Double Double Dominoes is a fast and fun
new approach to dominoes. Score points by
matching dominoes on key spaces. Better
yet, play a double domino and double your
score! Watch out, though – your moves can
also advance other players. Get ready to
outwit and outscore your opponents in this
addicting spin on a classic game!

Embark on the magical journey of Santa Claus
as you race against your opponents, delivering
gifts to the children of the world. Travel through
populous cities and fly over famous landmarks
while you race back to the North Pole. The
player that returns to the North Pole first is the
winner in this fun, fast-paced and educational
game for the whole family.

ITEM#: CLP107
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+

2-4

6

ITEM#: DCF1225
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

5+

2-6

6

Blurt!

Blurt Sports

What word means “a partially dried
grape”? Be the first to say “raisin” and
you’re on your way to winning this riotous
game of rapid word recall.

Sports version of this popular game!

ITEM#: EDI2917
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

ITEM#: EDI2908
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

Travel Blurt

ITEM#: EDI2914
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75
Travel version of this popular game.

7+

3-12

6

Safe Breaker

60-Second Slam!

Use memory and deductive reasoning to
decipher your opponent’s hidden code and
win. The hidden code consists of a colored
locak and a numbered key. These codes are
used to open the chamber hiden beneath
the Million Fortress Kinghts Battalion. Each
player only knows one part of the code (a
colored lock and numbered key).

Can you come up with a word for each letter
of the alphabet for the category of “Things in
a Supermarket”? Now try “Rock Bands” or
“U.S. Cities”. Fill in a word for each letter of the
alphabet on your scorecard. Come up with the
most answers in 60-seconds to WIN!

ITEM#: SMZ017
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

2+

10

ITEM#: END386
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

10+

2-6

6

#HashTagIt!

That Was Awkward

The Hilarious Party game of tagging photos
with outrageous, quirky (and sometimes
offensive!) Hashtags! Each round begins
with a completely ridiculous photo. Play the
best #Hashtagit! caption from the cards in
your hand. Be voted the best Hashtag and
win the Photo.

How AWKWARD are you willing to look in front of your
friends to win the game? Will you pretend you are hula
hooping while barking like a dog? Keep periodically
sniffing your finger while describing the boldest thing
you’ve ever done while you were naked? Players take
turns DOING something ridiculous while SAYING
something equally absurd. But you’ll only get points if
your opponents think you’ve earned it!

18+

18+

ITEM#: END135
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

6

ITEM#: END163
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

6

65

877-405-2662
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Dance Charades™

Oddly Obvious

Dance like the description, you’ve seen the
Sprinkler, you’ve seen the lawn mower, but
you’ve never seen anything like this. In this
game you have a 40 second song clip to
dance out as many of the dance charades
cards as you can. In the Box, Audio cd with
40 songs-300 dance charades cards-300
purple tokens-Score Pad and Pencil.

Oddly Obvious is the wild new party
game where the answers are all IN
YOUR FACE! We GIVE you the clues.
We GIVE you the ANSWERS!! Just
be the first person to identify the most
correct answers on the card to win!

ITEM#:PRS0771-06
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.25

6+

4+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: END305
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

12+

3+

6

Classic Family Feud

Out of Order

One of the most popular game shows
of all time, The Family Feud is back and
better than ever in the new edition full
of “SURVEY SAYS” questions from the
TV show!

Remember the classic movies like “Framing Bottles” or “A
Tinkle in Mindy”? Who could forget a timeless song like “Mary
Be Goat Bank” or “Frog Pearls Don’t Pin”? What? You mean
you don’t know these titles? That’s because they’re OUT OF
ORDER! Take away a letter here or add a letter there and in
5 steps you’ll arrive at “Blazing Saddles”, “A Wrinkle in Time”,
“Baby Got Back” and “Big Girls Don’t Cry”! The final answer
is revealed one clue at a time. Be the first to unscramble and
identify the OUT OF ORDER title to win!

ITEM#: END310
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

8+

3+

6

ITEM#: END335
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

3+

6

Name Five

Name Five Pop Culture Edition

Can you Name 5 TV Dads? Name 5
things that make people sneeze. 5
Reality TV shows… Name 5 is the
outrageous new party game that asks
the easy questions you know the
answers to... Sure you know one or
two, But can you name 5?

Can you NAME 5 Best Actors? 5 Rock
Ballads? How about 5 Signature Fast Food
Menu Items? This is the ALL Pop Culture
Edition of your favorite social game that asks
the easy questions you know the answers to!
Ready to PARTY! Can you Name 5?

ITEM#: END380
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

12+

2+

6

ITEM#: END382
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

12+

2+

6

Classic Chess

Classic Checkers & Backgammon

The classic strategy game
of knights, bishops, kings
and queens!

2 timeless classics in one!

ITEM#: END6010
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

7+

66

2

6

ITEM#: END6000
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

7+

2

6

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

Classic Checkers, Chess
and Backgammon
ITEM#: END6020
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

3 games in 1! Game
boards, checkers and chess
pieces to play all three
classics! Features a quad
fold board and King size
chess piece 2.5 inches tall.

7+

2

6

orders@continuumgames.com

Mancala

ITEM#: END6030
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

The ancient strategy game comes to
life in a beautifully designed birch wood
board played with colorful glass stones!

7+

2

6

Mazer Racers

MATCH MADNESS

Players use magnetic walls and a good dose
of creativity to build the most wicked maze
that will leave their opponent scrambling to
find their way out. When the time is up, both
sides swap their maze boards and a furious
race starts! By tilting their board, each player
steers a ball through the maze as quick as
they can in an effort to complete it first.

Let the furious fun begin! Players sprint to
arrange a set of blocks so that they match a
pattern shown on a card. First player to succeed
grabs the card and a new matching race starts.
Tension rise as you scramble to outpace and
outsmart your opponents in this ingenious game
of perception. So fire-up your neurons and be
transported by Match Madness!

ITEM#: FOXMAZE-BIL
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

8+

2-4

6

ITEM#: FOXMATCH-BIL
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

7+

1-4

6

Odd World

SLIDE BLAST

Odd World immerses players in a
game universe where collecting
the most planets is the path
to victory. To win, players take
calculated risks, watch their
opponents’ game and attempt to
cunningly disrupt it all the while
trying to preserve their own gains.

Launch yourself down the waterpark’s exhilarating
slides in this highly original tile-laying game. In
Slide BlastTM, by cleverly choosing and placing
tiles, players try to build the longest slide, allowing
them to engage in high-speed straightaways,
gut-wrenching curves and mind blowing tunnels!
Slide BlastTM has easy rules and is an ideal fun
and fast-paced game for everyone!

ITEM#: FOXODD-BL
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

8+

2-5

12

ITEM#: FOXMD-SLIDE-BIL
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

7+

2-6

6

GET RICH QUICK

SkOsh

Risk it all in by investing in penny
stocks, launch the talk of Silicon Valley
start-up or go to work to secure your
next paycheck – in Get Rich Quick,
these are some of the choices you will
have to make to attain the coveted
bliss associated with doing nothing,
anywhere, anytime!

Skosh is a team-play trivia game for
people who have more fun figuring it
out than knowing it all. Draw from
hundreds of questions, then pool your
wits and take your best guess. You might miss the mark
but the closer you get, the faster you advance. Score is
kept via tug-of-war by trying to pull the puck away from
your opponent and into your winning circle.

ITEM#: FOXRICH-ENG
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

8+

3-5

6

ITEM#: GBG15
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.25

10+

2+

6

67

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

Slap

Rollick

How many months end in “ber”?
How many legs does an arachnid
have? Players scribble down their
answers and let their flaps SLAP in
this snappy game of quick wit.

The hit party game of clues and
collaboration. Rollick! is a fast and furious
team competition. Part of one team
works together to act out clues for the
rest of their team to guess. The team
that guesses the most clues wins. It’s a
hysterical, fun, fast-paced, competition
where working together pays off!

ITEM#: GOL76164
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2-5

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: GCF1111
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

10+

6+

6

Can’t Stop

Shit Happens

Cant Stop is the ultimate press-yourluck board game. Once you’ve started
this intense dice game, you just “can’t
stop.” You’ll go for the dice again
and again only to risk losing it all on
a single roll. Players try to win three
of the eleven number columns as
quickly as possible.

You’re going to read some really messed
up stuff on these cards, and then rank
them according to their shittiness. Is a
3rd degree sunburn better or worse than
seeing your father naked? Is it worse
than dropping your phone in the toilet?
Rank the card, and if our Misery Index agrees with you,
you get to keep it. Correctly rank 10 cards and you win.

ITEM#: GRY101056
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

9+

2-4

6

ITEM#: GOL76525
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

18+

2-5

24

Joe Name It w/ display

Imagine

Can you name a movie with 2 sequels?
How about a music group with 3 members?
Test your numbers know-all in this fastplaying “name it to claim it” party game.
Draw a category card and then fill in the
blank with the number you rolled. Be the
first person to name something that fits and
you’re smarter than the average Joe.

Combine, overlap, and even animate
the special transparent cards in this
fast guessing free-for-all. Is that icon
actually a flag pole? Or is it a golf club,
a shark fin, or even an ostrich’s neck?
With 61 unique icons and more than a
thousand prompts, it’s a game as big
as your imagination!

ITEM#: GWT1101D
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

10+

2+

8

ITEM#: GWT110
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

13+

2+

6

Shaboom!

Clue

Face off against your opponents in a series of
challenges sure to test your speed and agility.
Actions that anyone can do - it all comes down to
who can do it first. Flip it, Stack it, Spell it, Roll
it - SHABOOM!

One murder…6 suspects. In this suspenseful
Clue game, players have to find out who’s
responsible for murdering Mr. Boddy of Tudor
Mansion in his own home. Get the scoop on the
mansion’s rooms, weapons and guests and start
detecting! Eliminate information throughout the
game in this classic whodunit. The player who
correctly accuses Who, What, and Where wins!

ITEM#: HYW270
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

68

2+

6

ITEM#: HSBA5826
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

8+

3-6

4

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Yahtzee Score Pad

Yahtzee

Keep the fun rolling on and on with this refill pack of
YAHTZEE game score cards. Keep track of every
Full House, Three of a Kind, Chance and of course
each lucky YAHTZEE roll! Includes 80 score cards.

It’s the classic dice-rolling challenge of YAHTZEE,
and you’ll shake, score and shout! Can you roll the
right combinations to beat the competition? With
each round, decide which dice to keep on your first,
second and third rolls, then roll again or play it as
it lays. Try for a full house or gamble everything on
a YAHTZEE – five of a kind! Whoever has the high
score after 13 rounds is the ultimate winner.

ITEM#: HSB06100
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.00

8+

1+

18

ITEM#: HSB00950
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

1+

6

Twister

Jenga

Add a twist of fun into any party or family
night with the game that ties you up in knots!
This TWISTER game is the classic game
with 2 more moves. Give the spinner a whirl
and see what’s new!

It’s the classic block-stacking, stack-crashing
game of JENGA! How will you stack up against
the law of gravity? Stack the wooden blocks in a
sturdy tower, then take turns pulling out blocks
one by one until the whole stack crashes down.
Is your hand steady enough to pull out the last
block before the tower collapses? If it is, you’ll
win at JENGA!

ITEM#: HSB98831
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $14.50

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: HSBA2120
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

6+

1+

6

Battleship

Taboo

Lead your troops to victory in this classic
naval strategy game. Plot to sink your
opponent’s fleet before they sink yours. Hunt.
Hit. Sink. Win! Track down the enemy ships
on the target grid. Call your shot and fire on
your opponent! You sank my Battleship!

The entertaining and very popular word-guessing
party game. Get your team to guess the word
without mentioning the unmentionables, or
you’ll get buzzed. The game of unspeakable
fun includes fresh cards, game changer die and
squeaker.

ITEM#: HSBA3264
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

7+

2

3

ITEM#: HSBA4626
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

13+

4+

4

Chutes and Ladders

Ouija

Climb up and slide down in the exciting game of
ups and downs, Chutes and Ladders! You and
the character on your pawn can see the square
marked 100, but it’s not so easy to get there. If
you land on a good deed, you can shimmy up
a ladder, but land on the wrong spot and you’ll
shoot down a chute! Spin the spinner to see how
many spots you’ll move.

Enter the world of the mysterious and
mystifying with the Ouija board! You’ve got
questions and the spirit world has answers and the uncanny Ouija board is your way to
get them! What do you want to know? Ask your question with a friend and the planchette
that comes with the board, but be patient and concentrate because the spirits can’t be
rushed. Handle the Ouija board with respect and it won’t disappoint you!

ITEM#: HSBA4756
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

3+

2-4

6

ITEM#: HSBA4812
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.50

8+

2+

4

69

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

Trouble

Sorry

Pop into the racing, chasing game where
everyone’s in Trouble! Set up your pegs and then
hit the Pop-O-Matic die roller. Depending on what
you roll, you can move your peg. The player who
gets all 4 pegs into the Finish space wins! Pop all
around the board for the win when you play Trouble!

The classic game lets you bump, slide and
(“SORRY!”) send your opponent back to
Start as you make your way around the
game board. With bold vintage graphics,
classic wooden pawns, and unique collectible
packaging, the great game of Sorry! hasn’t
been this cool since you were a kid!

ITEM#: HSBA5064
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

5+

2-4

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: HSBA5065
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

8+

2-4

4

Scattergories

Trivial Pursuit Family Edition

Think fast! Team up in this fun, fast-paced game
and rack your brain for items that fit the category.
Can you think of articles of clothing, things you fold,
or things at the beach that start with S? You score
points when you come up with things that no one
else does. But you’ve only got seconds to come
up with them! The more creative your answers, the
more points you score!

With cards for kids and adults, the whole family can
get a kick out of this fun-filled Family Edition of Trivial
Pursuit! Family members of all ages can test their
smarts with question after question in 6 categories. The
game’s fresh questions and faster pace make for quickplay trivia, and with 1,200 questions (600 for adults, 600
for kids) you’ll never run out of the learning, laughing fun
in Trivial Pursuit Family Edition!

ITEM#: HSBA5226
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

2+

4

ITEM#: HSBA6351
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

2-4

4

Scrabble Classic

Guesstures

Put letters together, build words, add
up your points and win! This classic
game features the classic Scrabble
equipment for a big-time word-onword showdown.

Guesstures is the game of hilarious, high-speed family
charades! Players need to race against the clock to get
their team to guess 4 words in a row! Acting silly with
the family has never been so fun! The cards have three
levels of difficulty, so you can choose how hard the
words are that you need to act out!

ITEM#: HSBA8166
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

7+

2-4

6

ITEM#: HSBB0638
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

2-4

4

Monopoly Deal

Scrabble Slam

MONOPOLY Deal is a fun, fast way to play the
classic property-trading game. In this fast-paced and
addictive card game, your luck can change with the
play of a card! Collect 3 full property sets of different
colors to win! But look out for Debt Collectors,
Forced Deals and the dreaded Deal Breakers, which
can change your fortunes in an instant!

Every letter counts in Scrabble Slam, a fast-paced word
game where anything could happen! Race against each
other to change the existing four-letter word and get rid
of all your cards in this fast-paced, easy-to-play game.
“Game” could become “fame” and “fame” could become
“fate”—you never know where it’ll go. Be the first player
to get rid of all of your cards to win at Scrabble Slam!

ITEM#: HSBB0965
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.00

8+

70

2+

8

ITEM#: HSBB0967
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.00

7+

2-4

8

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Classic Operation

Monopoly Ultimate Banking

It’s the family favorite Operation game with
fun Try Me packaging and truly classic funny
ailments! Cavity Sam is feeling a bit under the
weather, and kids will love to “operate” and make him better. Use the tweezers
to take out all of Cavity Sam’s 12 funny ailment parts that parents might
remember -- such as a wishbone, Charlie horse, and Adam’s apple. The player
with the most money wins!

Race to own it all in the new Ultimate Banking
Monopoly game. The tap touch technology offers
an exciting new game play via the central banking
unit. The banking unit now controls all elements
of the game, simply tap your card to reveal your
financial wins and losses. Watch out for new game play twists via the Chance cards.
Race to own it all in the new Monopoly Ultimate Banking game.

ITEM#: HSBB2176
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: HSBB6677
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

8+

2-5

4

Pie Face!

Trivial Pursuit 2000’S

The exciting Pie Face game is filled with fun and
suspense, and somebody’s bound to get splatted!
Just put some delicious whipped cream from home
or the wet sponge on the “hand” of this hilarious
game unit and start turning the handles. You score
a point for every time you turn the handle without
getting pie-faced, and the one who scores 25 points wins. Take some risks and
hope for the best in this hilarious Pie Face game!

Trivial Pursuit 2000s features a new way to play based
on fun and freaky facts from the 2000s! You can now
see the specific topic when you land on a category and
decide whether or not you want to answer the question.
If you’re not familiar with the topic, you can choose to
stump your opponents. Tap into your memory from the exciting 2000s decade and enjoy
this all CF trivia experience where anyone can win!

ITEM#: HSBB7063
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

2+

3

ITEM#: HSBB7388
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

16+

2+

4

Catch Phrase

Cranium Dark

Play The Grab It, Guess It, Pass It Game! The Catch
Phrase game is an electronic game with 5,000 words
and phrases that’s fun and challenging for family and
friends to play. Try to get teammates to guess the word
or phrase that appears on the screen by describing
it any way possible -- but do it fast! Don’t get caught
holding the unit when the buzzer goes off because the other team will score a
point. The first team to reach 7 points wins!

Introducing Cranium...like you’ve never seen
it before! Its an all new way to play the game
of using your brain to get your team to guess the clues, but now you have more ways to
convey the clue! Things like “Interpretive Dance” and “Use a Teammate as a Prop” have
been added to the mix of actions and we have infused the clue cards with new, topical
and FUN clues! We have removed the board for simple, card-based play and scoring.

ITEM#: HSBB7389
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

12+

4+

6

ITEM#: HSBB7402
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $14.00

18+

2+

4

Star Wars Cluedo

I’ve Never - On the Go

The popular mystery game you love to
solve again and again now has a Star Wars
twist! Now you can search the Death Star
in this classic “who done it” mystery game. Can you solve the galactic mystery and
make the correct accusation? Who did it? Where did it happen, and what did they
use? The player to quickly solve the mystery correctly wins the game

Get ready to play the silliest, funniest, and most
revealing game ever! The portable version is just as
fun and wild as the award-winning board game. It’s
easy to learn and fun to play; just open the box, deal
3 cards to each player and you’re ready to play. The
first person to collect 3 I’ve Never cards wins the
game. Each game is filled with surprising questions
and outrageous laughter.

ITEM#: HSBB7688
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

7+

2-4

4

ITEM#: INITG001
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

8+

2-8

6

71

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Star Wars Trivial Pursuit

Trivial Pursuit X

Test your knowledge of trivia from the Star
Wars universe with this special edition of
Trivial Pursuit.

This new game created for adults, features
edgy trivia questions that will leave their
mark-literally! Because now, the answers have
consequences! The game comes with an
inkpad and an “X” stamp for players to stamp
on opponents’ foreheads when they answer a question incorrectly. It’s hilarious fun, as
players compete to get the most points for a win.

ITEM#: HSBB8615
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $30.00

12+

2+

4

ITEM#: HSBB9011
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

18+

2+

4

Monopoly Token Madness

Game of Life Classic

It’s classic Monopoly with 16 tokens in
one pack! Eight new tokens have been
handpicked to represent the 8 categories
for the 2017 token vote! Buy and trade
properties, collect rent, bankrupt your
competitors and OWN THE TOKENS
before they’re gone!

In the classic The Game of Life game, you
choose your path as you nevigate through
life’s big moments; education, career,
amrriage, and more. Now, for the first time
ever, you can take a vacation too in the Game
of Life! Will you bask in the sun on a white,
sandy beach, or will you spend time waiting for lost luggage at the airport? Spin the
wheel and psend your money wisely so you can go on the vacation of a lifetime!

ITEM#: HSBC0087
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

2+

4

ITEM#: HSBC0161
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2-4

6

Pie Face Showdown

Midnight Taboo

For the first time, players go head-tohead and face off in the epic PIE FACE
SHOWDOWN game. Each player slides
their head through the mask and hurries to
see who can hit their button the fastest in
a frantic race to Pie their opponent. Push
the buttons as fast as you can to move the throwing arm towards the other player.
Move fast, or you may end up with a whipped cream surprise!

The entertaining and very popular wordguessing party game, now with adult
content. Get your team to guess the word
without mentioning the unmentionables, or
you’ll get buzzed.

ITEM#: HSBC0193
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

5

2

3

ITEM#: HSBC0418
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.50

18+

2+

4

Outburst

Perfection

Its the return of a Classic Party Game
experience! Outburst!, the Game of Verbal
Explosions is a frantic game of shouting out
answers to categories as fast as you can.
But be sure to name every answer you can,
because only the 10 ANSWERS revealed on the card are accepted as points! Use
the card reader to reveal the hidden 10 answers and keep track of the answers
your opponent guesses.

Combine speed, accuracy, shape recognition,
and skill in this exciting classic game! Set the
game timer to 60 seconds and race to get
the 25 geometric shapes into the matching
spot on the board or POP goes Perfection!
Compete to beat your opponent’s time or
challenge yourself to complete the game in less than 60 seconds. Any longer than 60
seconds and the game unit will send the pieces sailing in the air!

ITEM#: HSBC0419
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

8+

72

4+

3

ITEM#: HSBC0432
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

1+

3

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Toilet Trouble

Snake Oil

Kids of all ages will scream and laugh with delight
when they play this outrageous game with a wet
surprise. Players spin the toilet paper roll spinner,
then flush the handle that number of times while
looking down into the bowl. The more times they
flush, the more likely the chance they’ll get a surprise spray of water in their face!
The last player left without getting sprayed wins. The game features toilet flushing
sound effects and an engaging on-pack Try Me.

In the Old West, the wily snake oil salesman had a
special talent, getting the most skeptical customers
to buy the most dubious products. Now it’s your
turn! Invent your own zany two-word products –
Rumor Mirror! Burp Balloon! – and sell them to all
types of wacky customers. If the round’s customer
buys your product, you win!

ITEM#: HSBC0447
RETAIL: $32.99
W/S: $17.00

4+

2+

3

ITEM#: HSBC0900
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $14.50

5+

1+

4

Monopoly

Cranium Party

This edition of the Monopoly game
includes all eight tokens that were
voted on by fans! Kids and adults alike
can own it all as real estate moguls
and high-flying traders in the fastpaced world of the Monopoly game! Buy the hottest properties, invest in houses
and hotels, collect rent, and make deals with each other while moving these fan
favorite tokens around the board.

It’s the fast-play version of the Cranium game
you love – flip the card, flip timer and go! Play
400 of the best Cranium cards for outrageous
fun in all 4 classic categories

ITEM#: HSBC1009
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.50

8+

2-8

6

ITEM#: HSBC1939
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

4+

4

Trivial Pursuit

Speak Out

It’s the Trivial Pursuit Classic game that every
trivia fan must own. This edition of the game
features the original catagories: Hostory,
Science & Nature, Geography, Arts & Literature,
and Sports & Leisure. Get family and friends
together to play the original, popular trivia game
that took the country by storm in the ‘80s.

The Speak Out game brings friends and family
together for laugh-out-loud fun as players try to
say different phrases while wearing a mouthpiece
that won’t let them shut their mouth. In the game,
players draw from the deck and read the phrase
as best as they can, but it’s not so easy to do
when the mouthpiece is hindering them from
forming words correctly.

ITEM#: HSBC1940
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

16+

4+

4

ITEM#: HSBC2018
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

2+

4

Boggle Classic

Upwords

It’s the Trivial Pursuit Classic game that every
trivia fan must own. This edition of the game
features the original catagories: Hostory,
Science & Nature, Geography, Arts & Literature,
and Sports & Leisure. Get family and friends
together to play the original, popular trivia game
that took the country by storm in the ‘80s.

Stack, score, and have fun with this unique 3D
crossword game! Now with a fresh, CF look
and raised gameboard. Place letters across
or down on the gameboard, and stack tiles
upwards to create CF words. Enjoy huge scoring
opportunities by stacking letters up to five tiles
high, creating words where every tile counts! The
player who scores the most points wins.

ITEM#: HSBC2187
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

8+

2-4

4

ITEM#: HSB14577
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.00

8+

2-4

4
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Mouthguard Challenge

Crozzit

Complete different challenges ranging
from silly sayings and whispering to
hillarious challenges. Teammates
and opponents try to guess the word/
phrases, or race against each other in
head to head competition.

Complete different challenges
ranging from silly sayings and
whispering to hillarious challenges.
Teammates and opponents try to
guess the word/phrases, or race
against each other in head to
head competition.

ITEM#: IDG3011
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6+

2-4

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: IDG3012
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

8+

2

6

Poopyhead

Who’s the Dude

The game where number 2 always
wins. Try to beat your opponents in this
action game. It includes 5 poopyhead
headbands and a whoopie cushion!

Play charades with the Dude! He’s relaxed,
clumsy and gets into the weirdest situations.
The live size Dude is your best friend in this
hilarious game. Play charades with the Dude
and let the others guess what you are up to.
Play scenes from a movie or act out a sport or
a profession.

ITEM#: IDG6006
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.75

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: IDG6010
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

16+

2

12

Sequence

Redonkulary®!

Sequence is an exciting game of strategy.
Play a card from your hand, place a chip
on a corresponding space on the game
board…when you have five in a row,
it’s a SEQUENCE. Learn to block your
opponents – remove their chips. Watch
out for the Jacks-they’re wild! With a little
strategy and a little luck, you’re a winner!

Redonkulary® is the hilarious
nonsense word game where creativity
and persuasion win! This portable
game includes 60 spiral-bound
word-part cards with over 200,000
possible combinations!

ITEM#: JAX8002
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

7+

2-12

6

ITEM#: VVN15101
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

9+

3-8

12

Sequence for Kids

5 Dice and Playing Cards

Sequence Dogs

5 dice to play your favorite games with
a classic deck of playing cards.
These great games contain everything
you need to learn and play 25 of the
most popular card, dice, marble and
domino games.

ITEM#: JAX8004
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.75
ITEM#: JAX8020
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

Sequence Cats
ITEM#: JAX8021
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

74

ITEM#: KPL13433
RETAIL: $7.49
W/S: $3.75

5+

2+

12

Games: Family/PARTY

877-405-2662

Choose One

Mad Libs The Game

It’s the moment of truth. Will your opponent
chose Outer Space or The Bottom of the
Sea? Do they prefer Bagpipes or Kazoos?
Are they all about Cupcakes or Ice Cream
Cones? Correctly predict how your
opponents will answer questions like these
and advance your token to the finish line!

Since its creation in 1958, Mad Libs has
become the world’s most popular word
game, with over 125 million Mad Libs in
print. And now, it is available in a party
game that captures all the unexpected
silliness of the classic Mad Libs.

ITEM#: LOO058
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

3-10

ITEM#: LOO072
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6

10+

LineUp

5

ITEM#: LOO423
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Adult Mad Libs: The Game features all the wordplay
you love about Mad Libs, but with a whole new
dynamic and lots more innuendo! Adult Mad Libs: The
Game is a great way to make a no-kids-allowed party
even more enjoyable - it’s full of tasteful, sexy fun
without any politics or put-downs.. Because with Adult
Mad Libs: The Game, the fun is as ADJECTIVE and
LETTER-rated as you want it to be!

The memory game of quick looks and tricky
crooks! Players can visit 6 different crime
scenes to get a 5 second glimpse of a
suspect card. Back at the police station, they
have to spot the guilty suspect in a line-up of
look-a-likes to win the card. Identify 4 guilty
crooks to win the game!

2-6

2+

Adult Mad Libs®:The Game

ITEM#: MDW48145
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

6

18+

2+

5

Qwirkle

Qwirkle Trio

Qwirkle is as simple as matching colors and
shapes, but this game also requires tactical
maneuvers and well-planned strategy. Earn points
by building rows and columns of blocks that share
a common shape or color. Look for opportunities
to score big by placing a tile that touches multiple
pieces with matching attributes. The player with
the most points wins!

Experience the ultimate Qwirkle! Trio allows
you to play classic Qwirkle plus two new
ways to play. Qwirkle Select and Qwirkle
Connect add a whole new dynamic to
Qwirkle with expansion boards.

ITEM#: MDW62014W
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.00

ITEM#: MDW32016W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-4

6+

6

Qwirkle Cubes
ITEM#: MDW42034W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: MDW52132W
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $7.75

2-4

6

Square Up!
6+

2-4

6

The follow-up to one of the most awarded games of all time!
Qwirkle Cubes plays much like our original Qwirkle game
but adds to the strategy because you can roll your cubes for
more chances to play the exact shapes you want!

Qwirkle Travel

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: MDW36006W
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Race to slide the squares to match your
cube shaker, before your opponent
finishes! Shake the cube to find your
puzzle and let the race begin. Slide the
tiles in your 8” square to make your pattern
as quickly as you can. The first player to
solve the pattern and slap down the frame
around the solution wins.
6+

2

6
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Q-bitz

PicWits

Three different types of visual challenges make
Q-bitz the perfect game for multiple playing styles.
Round One is all about speed as players race to
manipulate their cubes to copy the pattern on the
Q-bitz card. Round Two adds luck to the equation,
as players roll their cubes to match the pattern.
Round Three really tests brain power, as players
must re-create the pattern from memory.

Every picture is worth a thousand laughs
as players try to match their PicWits photo
cards with the judge’s caption card. Real,
twisted or tongue-in-cheek, your photo card
will be assessed against the cards of your
competitors. If the judge picks your card,
you win the round!

ITEM#: MDW44002W
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: MDW56002W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

10+

4+

6

Skippity

Mad Gab®

In this free-for-all, checkers-like game, straightline leaps are used to capture any skippers that
you hop over. Any skipper can be your jumping
piece; they’re all fair game! Capture the colors
you need and stack them to the side while
blocking your opponents from capturing the
colors they need. When you have one of each
color, it’s a set.

It’s not what you say, it’s what you hear. Try
this: DEW WINO HUE. Repeat the words
a few times aloud and you’re sure to guess
that you are actually saying “Do I know
you?” In Mad Gab, teams work to decipher
groups of unrelated words into real phrases
before time runs out.

ITEM#: MDW48146W
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

8+

2+

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: MTLCFX45
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $12.50

10+

2-12

4

Choice Words

PICTIONARY® Board Game

When you play Choice Words, recalling
popular phrases is only half the battle.
You’ll need to match other players’ answers
- either the most or the least! As time runs
out, the phrases get more far-flung in this
hilarious contest of wits and words.

Draw in your own silly, sloppy or ingenious
ways. You don’t need to be a pro artist to
get your word out; in fact, it’s even more
fun if you wing it. The team-based play
rewards imperfection with unexpectedly
funny reactions!

ITEM#: MDW68234
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

10+

2+

6

ITEM#: MTLDKD47
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.25

8+

3+

4

Bounce-Off

Blokus® Game

Bounce balls in a frenzied race to match
the card. Bounce-Off is a game that
everyone can play, regardless of age.

An abstract strategy game with
transparent, Tetris-shaped, colorful
pieces that players are trying to play onto
the board. The only caveat to playing a
piece is that it cannot lie adjacent to your
other pieces, but instead must be placed
touching at least one corner of your other
pieces already on the board.

ITEM#: MTLCBJ83
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.50

7+

76

2-4

4

ITEM#: MTLR1983
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

2-4

4

877-405-2662
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Balderdash®
ITEM#: MTLR2813
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $12.50

The hilarious bluffing game that you can’t always
believe what you read. Each card lists People,
Words, Initials, Movies and Laws that you’ve
probably never heard of. Players make up phony
answers, read them off along with the correct
answer, and others vote on which answer is real.
You score points for guessing the correct answer
or successfully bluffing the other players.
12+

2-6

6

Apples to Apples® Party Box
ITEM#: MTLN1384
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

12+

4-10

4

Players will delight in all the crazy
comparisons, while expanding
their vocabulary and thinking
skills at the same time.

Apples to Apples® Junior
ITEM#: MTLN1387
RETAIL: $28.99
W/S: $15.00

9+

4-10

4

Wits & Wagers DeluxE

Wits & Wagers Family

The game of guts and guesstimates.
This fast-paced game combines the most
interesting elements of trivia with the
excitement of gambling. Players take a stab
at a trivia question then wager chips on which answer they think is closest to correctwhich is not necessarily their own answer. You can get every answer wrong and still
win! Bring home the most award winning party game in history today!

Now available for the whole family!
300 new family-oriented questions
and simplified rules and scoring.

ITEM#: NSG110
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

10+

3-7

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: NSG150
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

3-10

4

Say Anything

Say Anything Family

How would your friends answer thought
provoking questions like, “Who’s the most
overrated actor of all time?” or “What would
be the best animal to have as a pet?” Find
out in Say Anything! Get points for winning
over the judge with your answer or for
correctly guessing which answer is the
judge’s favorite.

This party game gives players the chance to
settle questions that have been hotly debated for
centuries. For instance, “Which celebrity would
make the worst babysitter?” or “What magical
power would be the coolest to have?” The best
thing about Say Anything Family: there are no
right or wrong answers – just your opinions. This
is every family’s chance to Say Anything.

ITEM#: NSG200
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

13+

3-8

4

Happy Birthday
ITEM#: NSG350
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

The hilarious game of giving funny
gifts. It only takes 30 seconds to
learn and kids will be laughing
instantly! Buy it as a birthday gift and
play it at the party!

ITEM#: NSG250
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

3-6

4

Happy Salmon

6+
ITEM#: NSG600
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

3-6

8

Happy Salmon is the simple, fast-paced card
game packed to the gills with high-fivin’, finflappin’ fun. Actions including the classic “High 5”,
the unifying “PoundIt”, the frantic “Switcheroo”,
and the delightful “Happy Salmon” will leave
playersdoubled over in laughter. At 30 seconds to
learn and 2 minutes to play.

Happy Salmon - Blue Fish
6+

3-8

6

ITEM#: NSG601
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

The same high-fivin’ fin-flappin’ fun…now for 7-12
players with the addition of the Blue Fish card pack!

77
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Blurble

Say What You Meme

Blurble is the fast-paced game of blurting
out funny and surprising things. Players
take turns facing off against each other
to come up with a word that starts with
the same letter as the object on the card.
Whether playing with the family or at a
party, you’ll be sure to laugh at what you
stutter, stammer, and shout!

In this party game, you create your own
“memes” (funny images combined with text)
and choose which are the funniest! In the
game, you get the chance to try your hand
at this 21st century art form, by combining
outrageous images and witty captions.

ITEM#: NSG700
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

4-8

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PRE66300
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

3-4

6

Geek Out

Geek Out Pop Culture Party

Geek Out!™ is the game of mind-altering
fun that finds out once and for all which
player is the most knowledgeable about
your favorite geeky pop culture subjects!
You don’t have to be a geek (but it helps!)
to win this amazing social interaction and
bluffing party game of geek lists!

The award winning geek trivia party game
has taken on a new twist. Whether you’re an
expert in TV, Movies, Music, Literature and
more, you’ll have a blast finding out once and
for all which player or team knows most about
your favorite pop-culture topics.

ITEM#: PRE66200
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2+

6

ITEM#: PRE66201
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2+

6

Geek Out Family

Geek Out Big Bang Theory

The award winning geek trivia party game in a family
edition. Level the playing field with topics the whole
family geeks out over! This edition uses the same
bidding mechanic made popular in the original Geek
Out but also includes a Game Board and features
topics in categories like Science, Music, History, Pop
Culture, and more!

The award winning geek trivia
party game with a special twist
based on the popular TV series
Big Bang Theory.

ITEM#: PRE66203
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2+

6

ITEM#: PRE66204
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2+

6

Spoiler Alert! Volume 1

Snorta

Can you get your teammate to guess the title
without spoiling the story? Each card has a title
and a list of Spoiler Words. Each Spoiler Word
has a point value, which will be deducted from your
score, so be careful what you say! You’ll have to
be creative to get your teammates to guess as
many titles as you can before time runs out!

Snorta! is the family game where everyone acts like
an animal! The race is on to get rid of your cards.
After each player hides an animal figure in their barn,
everyone starts flipping over their cards and the
BARNYARD BEDLAM BEGINS! Whenever two cards
match, players must blurt out the sound of each other’s
hidden animal – and whoever squawks last has to take
their opponent’s cards! First player out of cards wins!

ITEM#: PRE66500
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

78

4+

6

ITEM#: PRE66700
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

7+

2+

6

Games: Family/PARTY
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Fake News or Not?

Original Rummikub
ITEM#: PRS0400-06
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2-4

orders@continuumgames.com

6

You try to get rid of all your tiles
by forming numbers into runs of 3
tiles or more, or sets of 3 to 4 of
a kind. The colors of the numbers
on the tiles are like card suits. By
Pressman.

Rummikub®: Large Number Edition

ITEM#: PRE66800
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

This is a captivating game about funny stories and
ludicrous true tales! Life writes the craziest stories
but what can we believe, and what is just a pack
of lies? Who is telling the truth, and whose pants
are on fire? Find out with the game for know-it-alls,
wiseacres, and lovers of trivial knowledge.

12+

ITEM#: PRS0406-06 RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $16.00

Rummikub®: Large Number Edition
In Wooden Box
ITEM#: PRS0409-06
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

2-6

6

Battling Bones™ in CDU
ITEM#: PRS1495-09
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

This special version
features extra large
numbers on the tiles and
a durable wooden case.

-

Chinese Checkers (Red Box)
ITEM#: PRS1902-06
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

The timeless classic game of Chinese
Checkers is a cornerstone of any game
collection, and this is the perfect set.
Featuring a full colored game board and
60 brightly colored marbles, this set has
everything you need for your next game
night.

7+

2-6

6

-

9

Checkers/Chess/Backgammon
(Folding Board)
ITEM#: PRS1113-12
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.75

Introduce your family to three classic
games (Checkers, Chess, and
Backgammon) that they are sure to love!
This three-in-one set includes interlocking
checker pieces, and full-sized Staunton
Chess pieces with a 2.5” King. A perfect
keystone for your game collection.
8+

2

12

Dominoes: Double Six
Wooden Dominoes

Dominoes: Double Nine
Wooden Dominoes

This nostalgic wooden domino set
features bright white
painted dots on a rich dark black wooden
domino. This set is a perfect
addition to any game collection.

This nostalgic wooden domino set features
bright white painted dots on a rich dark black
wooden domino. This set is a perfect
addition to any game collection.

ITEM#: PRS1521-12
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75

5+

2-4

12

ITEM#: PRS1621-12
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

5+

2-4

12
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Checkers (Red Box)

Don’t You Forget It™ in CDU

Chess (Red Box)

Be the first to roll up 500
points - but be careful! If you
roll the words “For” “Get” and
“It”, you’ll lose all the points
you’ve earned that round.

ITEM#: PRS1900-06
RETAIL: $4 .99
W/S: $2.75

ITEM#: PRS1901-06
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

Bingo (Red Box)

ITEM#: PRS1905-06
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

Pahrcheesi (Red Box)

ITEM#: PRS1913-06
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

ITEM#: PRS2264-12
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

12

Don’t Say It!™
ITEM#: PRS3011-06
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.50

A necessary keystone to any game closet is
Checkers, and this is the perfect set! This classic
game set includes game board, solid interlocking
plastic checkers, and complete instructions.

Backgammon (Folding Board)
ITEM#: PRS2014-12
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

-

-

6

Bingo: Deluxe Cage
Chinese Checkers
ITEM#: PRS2053-12
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.50

6-in-1 Travel Magnetic Games
ITEM#: PRS2261-06
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: PRS3207-06
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

Enjoy the classic game of Bingo in this deluxe
set! Featuring a tumbling ball randomizer, this
Bingo set will be perfect for your next party.
Includes marker chips and cards, so you are
ready to play!

-

-

6

Cribbage w cards

Pass the Pen

The century old game where players use
card combinations to peg points along the
wood cribbage board. By Pressman.

The World’s fastest drawing game!
Players get 10 seconds to draw
while all the other players guess. If
no one gets it right, pass the pen
to the next player and they will pick
up where you left off. It’s fast, fun,
and guaranteed to draw out plenty of laughter.

ITEM#: PRS1810-06
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

80

2-3

6

ITEM#: PRS3507-04
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

3+

6

877-405-2662
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orders@continuumgames.com

Checkers - Family Classic Edition

Chess - Family Classic

Zig-zag and hop your way to victory in
this classic game of board domination.
By Pressman

This classic features heavy-duty
folding board, solid Staunton
chess pieces with a 2.63” King and
rules. By Pressman.

ITEM#: PRS3202-06
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

2+

6

8+

Double Six Color Dot Dominoes Tin
ITEM#: PRS3925-12
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

ITEM#: PRS3224-06
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

6+

2-6

12

These 28 jumbo crystalline dominoes are packed in a striking
tin box-beautiful to look at, convenient for storage! Bright
color dots add an extra touch to the game. By Pressman

Dominoes: Double Six
Urea Tournament Dominoes
ITEM#: PRS3925-12
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.00

Double Twelve Color Dot Dominoes in Tin
ITEM#: PRS3927-04
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

Pressman’s biggest and most colorful
set of dominos features 91 crystalline
dominos packed in a tin box that
players of the game will appreciate
every time they play.

2+

6

Double Nine Color Dot Dominoes in Tin
ITEM#: PRS3926-06
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $6.00

These 55 jumbo crystalline dominoes with
bright color dots are packed in a truly striking
tin box that fans of the game will appreciate
for many years. The storage tin will make it
easy to transport your set anywhere for fun
on the go! Includes instructions for many
favorite domino games, as well as a starter
piece. By Pressman.
6+

2-6

12

Tri-Ominos

ITEM#: PRS4420-06
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50
The classic triangular domino game. Score
points by matching numbers on the three
sided tiles with brass spinners. By Pressman.

8+

2-4

6

Tri-Ominos®: Deluxe
6+

2-7

12

Dominoes: Mexican Train Dominoes
ITEM#: PRS3928-06
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.75

Mexican Train Dominoes is a popular
game sometimes known as “Trains”.
Players work to dispense all the
dominoes in their hand by playing them
onto one or more “trains” emanating
from a central hub.

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: PRS4420-06 RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50
UPC: 021853044515 CASE: 4

Like Minds™
ITEM#: PRS3606-04
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2+

4

81
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Are You Normal?™

Color Slap! Card Game™

Players see how “normal” they are,
based on a poll of average people.
Sample questions: “Do you believe
in aliens?” “Do you sleep naked?”

Color Slap is the fun, fast card game
of color coordination and fast reflexes!
Players take turns laying their splats on
the stack, until there is a splat with a word
on it, then SLAP! Be the player to collect
the most cards to win!

ITEM#: PRS5235-04
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.75

18+

2-6

ITEM#: PRS3610-12
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

4

5+

2+

12

Harry Potter Magical Beasts Game

Harry Potter Triwizard Maze Game

Calling all Wizards! Magical beasts
have broken loose at Hogwarts. That
means you and up to three friends
need to save everyone by recapturing
these fantastic creatures run amok.
Collect clues to track down creatures
both inside and outside Hogwarts! The
dynamic swinging game board adds excitement that leads
to hours of fun. Lumos!

Muggles and wizards alike will be
enchanted by this magical game. Up
to four players can race around the
Triwizard Maze, trying to make it back to
their Start. But beware! There are traps
along the way that may hurt - or help
your journey thorough the maze.

ITEM#: PRS4330-06
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2-4

5+

6

Mancala (Folding Set)
ITEM#: PRS4426-06
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

ITEM#: PRS4331-06
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

2

6

Mancala is one of the world’s oldest and best-loved games,
and our folding wood Mancala board offers an affordable
way to play that makes a great travel game as well as a
great home edition. When they drop a marble into an empty
pocket on their side of the board they capture all the stones
in the opposite pocket.

2-4

6

Make 7™

ITEM#: PRS4437-06
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.50

Players drop numbered tiles into the
grid, the first player to play tiles that
add up to 7 wins! Reinforces STEM
skills like math and strategy.

Mancala for Kids
ITEM#: PRS4428-06
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50

6+

2+

6

Blockhead!®

Michigan Rummy

Add to the stack
of oddly shaped
wooden blocks. If
your block knocks the
pile over, you’re the
BLOCKHEAD!

This game blends the classic game play of rummy
and poker to form an entirely new experience.
This iconic set includes 96 playing chips,
a 14” playing board, and instructions.

ITEM#: PRS4470-06
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

6+

82

2+

6

ITEM#: PRS5551-06
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

3-8

6

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Wheel Of Fortune Game

No Freakin’ Way!™

The wheel is turning again in this
newly-designed home edition, with
all new puzzles. 3rd Edition

“No Freakin Way!” is a hilarious game where
you discover just how well you know your
friends and relatives. A player is presented with
a crazy scenario, then the other players at the
table can add to the scenario, making it even
crazier. Everyone reveals their best guess the
same time. Those who guess correctly, get
points towards winning the game.

ITEM#: PRS5563
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.25

6+

2-6

6

ITEM#: PRS70120-08
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.25

13+

2-6

8

Tumble™

Imperial Poker Playing Cards

Topple board will tip and
sway, until it all comes
toppling down.

Imperial brand playing cards
have a high-quality linen finish
for a professional feel.

ITEM#: PRS9028-06
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: PTC1450
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

5+

2+

12

Giant Spoons

Ultra Dash

Play this classic card game that’s
bigger than life! Race to get four
of a kind…and you’d better snag
a spoon if you want to stay in the
action! Each round somebody will
be eliminated, so be sharp, but be
thankful that the spoons aren’t!

Set out the targets to design your
course, press the button on the Tagger
to choose your game, and then race
to match the color of the flashes with
the targets! 3 game modes: Beat
The Clock, Target Tally and Relay
Race. Includes Tagger with 3 AAA
replaceable batteries, 5 targets, rules.

ITEM#: PTC6742
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.25

7+

3-8

6

ITEM#: PTC7015
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $15.75

6

1+

2

Buzz Word

What’s Yours Like

Bzzzz! Bzz! What’s the Buzzword? Let’s
say the Buzzword is “ball.” You and your
teammates have 45 seconds to solve
10 clues, and all the answers contain
the word “ball.” Here you go…have a
“ball”!

Be clever, be witty, or be outrageous
when describing your swimsuit,
neighbor, closet, hair or whatever
Guess Word is picked. But, best of all,
be creative so you don’t reveal the word
to the player in the Hot Seat. Get ready
for some side-splitting laughs as players
answer What’s Yours Like?

ITEM#: PTC7365
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

10+

4+

4

ITEM#: PTC7415
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

12+

4+

4

83

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

5 Second Rule

Strike a Pose

It should be easy to name 3 breeds
of dogs—but can you do it under the
pressure of 5 seconds twisting down,
and with the other players staring at
you, waiting for you to get flustered?

Do You Know Who (or What) Your Frozen Friends
Are? Strike up your imagination and get your bendy on,
because it’s time to pose yourselves silly! Strike a Pose
is the hilarious freeze-frame party game that’ll get you
that collection of yard ornaments you’ve always wanted,
without upsetting your neighbors (you do know those
statues go home at the end of the night, right?). It’s time
to STRIKE A POSE.

ITEM#: PTC7428
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.75

10+

3+

4

ITEM#: RNR959
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2+

12

Times Up! Title Recall

Times Up! Delux

Guess titles of famous books, songs,
movies, TV shows and lots more. New for
this edition are expanded rules to allow an
odd number of players (3, 5, or 7). Even
more exciting is the addition of an all new
4th round, the Freeze Challenge.

The long awaited compilation! We took
the best of the original game and its
expansion sets, then doubled that with
all new names! Comes with over 1000
names plus an electronic timer ! And
has the new rules for an odd number of
players as well as the hilarious new 4th
ROUND!

ITEM#: RNR970
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

12+

4+

6

ITEM#: RNR979
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

13+

4+

6

Hashtag Me

Family Bingo Cage with Slider Cards

This fast paced card game will have
you in #STITCHES with all the funny
stories and comments that will arrise.
One player tells an anecdote while getting peppered with comments via the
hashtag cards. Just keep #FOCUSED
through the laughter to be the ultimate
#CHAMPION!

Famous Nostalgic Old Fashioned Family Bingo
Game. Includes reusable slider cards (no mess
to clean up), high quality metal cage construction
with automatic ball selector, durable plastic
master board with spill preventing cups, and
colored crush-proof Bingo balls. Fun for the
Whole Family! From Regal.

ITEM#: RNR872
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

12+

3+

12

Travel Bingo (24 units w/Countertop display)
ITEM#: RGL9172
RETAIL: $1.99 each
W/S: $24.00

The original travel bingo you played
as a kid. Four different games in
a 24 unit display. Keep your kids
having fun while on a road trip.
From Regal.

5+

84

2+

24

ITEM#: RGL396
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

2+

6

Retro Bingo 2-Packs
ITEM#: RGL9322
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

5+

2+

36

Assorted interstate bingo, traffic safety bingo
and license plate bingo. Keep your kids having
fun while on a road trip. From Regal.

Travel Bingo 2 Card Blister
ITEM#: RGL9200
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

The original travel bingo you played as a
kid. 2 cards in a blister pack. From Regal.

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Reverse Charades

Reverse Charades Junior

CHARADES WITH A TWIST | Charades is
a classic family favorite! Take a game you
love and putting it into reverse! Instead of
one person acting out a clue for a team
to guess, a team acts out clues for one
person to guess. Now you can experience
a familiar game in a new, exciting way!

CHARADES WITH A TWIST | Charades is
a classic family favorite! Take a game you
love and putting it into reverse! Instead of
one person acting out a clue for a team
to guess, a team acts out clues for one
person to guess. Now you can experience
a familiar game in a new, exciting way!

ITEM#: KNYRC001
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

3+

12

ITEM#: KNYRC002
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

3+

12

Reverse Charades Sports
Expansion Pack

Reverse Charades Hollywood
Expansion Pack

SPORTS EDITION | Hey there sports
fan, this edition of Reverse Charades
is for you! Reverse Charades: Sports
Edition is loaded with cards featuring
your favorite sporty topics. Whether you
like soccer, football, basketball, volleyball,
etc., this edition has got you covered.

HOLLYWOOD EDITION | Take
your game night to the next level
with this Hollywood Edition. From
your favorite movies to your
favorite actors/actresses, these
cards will take you on a hilarious,
fun ride.

ITEM#: KNYRC003
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

3+

42

ITEM#: KNYRC004
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

3+

42

Reverse Charades Girls Night
Expansion Pack

Reverse Charades Holiday
Expansion Pack

GIRLS’ NIGHT IN EDITION | This
one is for the ladies! This unique
edition of Reverse Charades is sure
to make you and your girls laugh,
smile & have a great time.

HOLIDAY EDITION | Dive into
your favorite holiday-related topics
with this unique edition of reverse
charades! This edition is particularly good for groups of randomly
assorted people because who
doesn’t love holidays?

ITEM#: KNYRC005
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

3+

42

ITEM#: KNYRC007
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

3+

42

Emoji Cards

Scribblish

Emoji Cards is a party game that puts
a modern, fun and challenging twist on
charades…by incorporating the emoji that are
taking over the world! Players divide into two
teams and take turns using the emoji cards on
the table to get their teammates to guess as
many clues as they can.

Scribblish is the family and party game
that combines the telephone game and
drawing. Everyone chooses a caption and
draws a picture. Another player adds a
caption based on their interpretation of that
drawing. The next player draws a picture
based on that caption.

ITEM#: SPDE-5494
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

12+

4+

10

ITEM#: SPDS-8308
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

4+

7

85

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

Tic Tac Toe

ITEM#: PRS1505-12
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

6+

2

12

Heads Up! Party Game
ITEM#: SPM6023119
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $15.75

From the day-to-day to
the truly bizarre, can you
answer the one question
that really counts: Is it
FACT or CRAP?

8+

2-6

4

Beat the Parents

Would You Rather 2.0

Beat the Parents brings kids together with their
parents to go head to head in the fun filled family
trivia game. Prove who’s the boss in the game
where the adults answer questions about kids’ stuff,
and the kids answer questions their parents should
really know. But watch out for the wild cards, they
could send you reeling back to the start or skipping
ahead to the finish. Whoever crosses the board first
with both mover pieces wins the game!

The game of crazy choices! Try to figure
out which choice your opponenets will
choose. There are no wrong answers,
just outrageous dilemmas.

ITEM#: SPM6015775
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.25

6+

2+

4

Dohdles!

ITEM#: TAK696163
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.00

Dohdles are riddles made of dough! Exercise your
imagination in this artistic and hilarious sculpting
and guessing game for families and parties of
three to six players. Create a Dohdle by sculpting
the approximate shape of an object or living thing
— or of a part of an object or living thing — with
the modeling clay.

10+

2

4

Family Challenge
ITEM#: SPM6023133
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

Beat the Parents Family Challenge is the game
of friendly family competition! Everyone competes
in four kinds of events: Vision, Agility, Smarts, and
Luck. Each event card deck has 27 unique mini
games that share that theme.

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SPM6023064
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.25

12+

2-6

5

Quelf

ITEM#: SPM6024376
RETAIL: $25.99 W/S: $15.75

12+

3-8

3

Quelf is the game that gives random a new name! Use
your creativity and imagination to answer crazy questions
and perform ridiculous stunts. There’s only one rule
– OBEY THE CARD! If a player obeys their card they
get to move ahead! You’ll laugh until you cry with this
outrageous, unpredictable, and fun filled party game. Be
the first person to cross the finish line and you win!

Quelf Jr.

ITEM#: SPM6015794
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $11.25
UPC: 778988914977

6+

2-6

4

Escape Room

ITEM#: SPM6034281
RETAIL: $49.99 W/S: $27.00

Can you keep your cool under pressure? Escape
Room The Game brings the thrill and mystery of
an escape room to your home. Work together to
solve puzzles and find hidden clues to escape
before time runs out!
16+

2+

2

Escape Room Refill Asst CDU
6+

86

3+

4

ITEM#: SPM6036075 RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $8.00

16+

2+

8

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

The Wave

Bellz Magnetic Game

Move lights with a wave of your hand!
Four different solo or multi-player games
to play. Try Me on shelf to show “magic”
of moving lights

Magnetic game–Collect bells
using a magnetic wand.

ITEM#: SPM6028931
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

8+

1+

3

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SPM6032863
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.75

6+

2-4

12

Beat the Bell: Spot Five

Beat the Bell: Speed Cups

Spot Five is easy to play: Flip cards over and
when five of the same cards are face up, be the
first to ring the bell!

Speed Cups is another Beat The Bell Game!
Stack up or line up the cups to match the
picture. The first person to ring the bell wins!

ITEM#: SPM6024588
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

8+

2+

4

ITEM#: SPM6024589
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

6+

2+

4

Wood Chess

Wood Chinese Checkers

This quality, all wood case provides
storage for and a great play experience
for the classic game of Chess.

This well crafted board comes complete
with 60 pegs in 6 colors.

ITEM#: SPM6029357
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

2

6

ITEM#: SPM6030076
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.00

4+

2-6

12

Wood Checkers and Tic Tac Toe

Wood Backgammon

This reversible Checkers
and Tic Tac Toe game board
provides two classic games in
one. With an all wooden board
and solid wood playing pieces,
this set is built to last.

Deluxe backgammon set features
ornate detail and solid wood
components, all in a sturdy
vintage hand crafted wood case.

ITEM#: SPM6029785
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.00

4+

2

12

ITEM#: SPM6032801
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.00

6+

2

3

87

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Family 10 Game Set

Headbanz No Limits Adult

This product offers endless family fun
with 10 classic games, including Chess,
Checkers, Mancala, Backgammon, Tic
Tac Toe, Chinese Checkers and more, all
in a distinctive wood cabinet set.

The crazy adult party game
where you never know what
you are until you start asking!

ITEM#: SPM6030828
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

6+

2

2

ITEM#: SPM6031678
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

16+

3+

5

20 Questions Electronic

Smart Ass Game

Electronic 20Q can read your mind. Both spooky
and smart, just think of something, answer the
questions and 20Q will read your mind in twenty
questions or less. Great for on the road.

Here’s the game for players who have
been bursting to yell out the answer even
when it’s not their turn. Each question
has ten clues. The first player to yell out
the correct answer wins the round and
takes a step closer to being the ultimate
“Smart Ass.”

ITEM#: UNV01060
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

6

1

ITEM#: UNV1360
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.00

12+

2-6

6

Man Bites Dog

Dumb Ass Game

The board game version of Man Bites
Dog is here - by popular demand and it’s more outrageous than before!
Using attention-grabbing verb cards,
players compete to create the craziest
headline using the cards from their
hand.

With Dumb Ass, the “which”, “how”, and
“when” question categories can produce
multiple winners every turn. Like Smart
Ass, everyone plays all the time, but
there are new and exciting twists!

ITEM#: UNV1521
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

6

2-6

ITEM#: UNV1366
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.00

12+

2-6

6

Euchre

Deer in Headlights Board Game

The classic American
card game!

“Predator” cards and die, an
interactive 3-fold game board and
an oversize scoring grid add new
strategies to the original and bestselling card game. A camo bag
neatly stores all game components
for easy travel.

ITEM#: UNV53719
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

88

4

12

ITEM#: UNV53729
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

2+

6

Games: Family/PARTY

877-405-2662

Chicken Charades

Bowling Zombies

The lightning fast game of Chicken Charades!
You only need to know two things – you’ve got
to be fast (you only have 10 seconds) and you
have to use the rubber chicken to act out your
word. Be the player with the most number of
points to win the game!

Hilarious wooden bowling game featuring
gruesome zombies, solid wood bowling
pins and a wooden bowling ball, all
packaged in a round storage tube.

ITEM#: UNV53756
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.00

ITEM#:UNV01808
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

3+

6

8+

Codenames - Disney Family
ITEM#: USPCE004-000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

orders@continuumgames.com

2-8

6

The Disney Family Edition of Codenames combines
the hit social word game with some of Disney’s
most beloved properties from the past 90 years.
Two Cluemasters give one-word clues to help their
teammates identify the Disney characters, locations and
items from a 25 card game grid. Including both pictures
and words, it’s family fun for Disney fans of all ages.

1

6

Codenames
ITEM#: CGE00031
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

14+

2-8

6

Codenames is a social word game. Two rival
spymasters know the secret identities of 25
agents. Their teammates know the agents only by
their codenames. Teams compete to see who can
make contact with their agents first. Teammates
try to guess words of their color while avoiding
those that belong to the opposing team.

Codenames - Pictures

Codenames - Duets

Telestrations®

Telestrations® After Dark

Players simultaneously draw
what they see, then guess what
they saw to reveal hilarious and
unpredictable outcomes. In other
words, it’s the telephone game
sketched out!

Everything’s better after dark!
Telestrations After Dark is the adults
only version of the #1 LOL party game
Telestrations. Draw what you see then
guess what you saw for hilarious, weird,
irresponsible and just plain wrong outcomes.
Telestrations After Dark is “adults only”
miscommunication at its best!.

ITEM#: CGE000036 RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

ITEM#: USPPG000-264
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

12+

4-8

6

Harry Potter Clue
ITEM#: USPCL010430
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

A fellow student has seemingly vanished
from the famous School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry - and it is up to you to solve the
mysterious disappearance. Playing as
Harry, Ron, Hermione, Ginny, Luna or
Neville, you must try and discover WHO
did it, WHAT spell or item they used and
WHERE the student was attacked.
8+

2-6

4

ITEM#: CGE000040 RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

ITEM#: USPPG000-410
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

17+

3+

4

Harry Potter Hogwarts Battle A
Cooperative Deck-Building Game
ITEM#: USPDB010400
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $26.00

The forces of evil are threatening to overrun
Hogwarts castle in this new cooperative game. It’s
up to the four students to ensure the safety of the
school by defeating villains and consolidating their
defenses. Players take on the role of a Hogwarts
student; Harry, Ron, Hermione or Neville, each with his or her own
personal deck of cards which is used to acquire resources.
11+

2+

4

89

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

Harry Potter Trivial Pursuit
ITEM#: USPTP010400
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Pause your game of Quidditch! Harry Potter fans
test their knowledge of the beloved Harry Potter
movies with TRIVIAL PURSUIT: World of Harry
Potter. This quick-play Trivial Pursuit game can be
played on-the-go with its portable wedge holder.
The 600 questions range in difficulty levels, so even
the expert wizards will be challenged!
8+

2+

6

Tapple™

ITEM#: USPTL097-000
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50
Tapple™ – Name It. Tap It. Pass It.
Choose a category card and start the
timer on the Tapple wheel. In just 10 seconds,
name a word matching the category, press the first letter
of that word on the wheel, tap the button to reset the
timer, and pass it along. Can’t think of a word in time,
you’re out for the round. By USAopoly

8+

2-6

6

Classic Sorry®

Super Scrabble®

Relive the exciting experience of Sorry in its
original form with Classic Sorry! Play with the
original game rules of bumping, sliding, and
switching your way to victory where the first
player to move all four pawns to the home
base wins. By Winning Moves.

Playing Super Scrabble is like getting
a quadruple word score! And now you
actually can: Super Scrabble adds more
spaces, more tiles, more points, and the
all new quadruple letter and quadruple
word score spaces. By Winning Moves.

ITEM#: WIN1171
RETAIL: $23.99
W/S: $12.00

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: WIN1079
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

8+

2-4

6

Monopoly® Classic Edition

Pay Day

Relive the Monopoly experiences you
remember best from the game’s classic
years. Authentic rules of play are
included. Will you be able to create a
monopoly? By Winning Moves.

The classic Game of Making
and Spending Money! You’ll
make money every month, but
you might spend it just as fast!

ITEM#: WIN1126
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

2-6

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: WIN1087
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $10.00

8+

2-5

6

Game of Life® Classic Edition

Clue® Classic Edition

Good fortune is always around the corner
in the game of life! Contents include
sturdy bi-fold game board with plastic
buildings and mountains, money pad,
cards, stock and insurance certificates, 8
plastic cars, pink and blue people-pegs,
number board, banker’s trays, and rules.
By Winning Moves.

For generations, Mr. Boddy has met his end
at the hand of one of six legendary suspects
in the classic detective game, CLUE. Collect
the right clues, make the right deductions,
to determine who? where? and with what?
and you will solve the mystery and win the
game. By Winning Moves.

ITEM#: WIN1140
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

10+

90

2-6

4

ITEM#: WIN1137
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

3-6

6

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Scattergories® Categories

Rack-O

It’s a great twist on your favorite quickthinking word game Scattergories. A
category will be written down vertically;
then you must think of words associated
with that category that start with each
letter in the word. By Winning Moves.

Players randomly slot
ten cards on their rack.
The race then begins to
draw and discard until one
player positions ten cards in numerical sequence. Sound
simple? It is, but you’ll need skillful play, concentration
and just a little luck to win. By Winning Moves.

ITEM#: WIN1142
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

12+

2-4

6

ITEM#: WIN6122
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.50

8+

2-4

6

Classic Ouija

Big Boggle

Whether you call it Wee-Gee or Wee-Ja, the
Classic Ouija board spells fun. Just ask it a
question and wait to see what answer the
Mystifying Oracle will reveal to you. Includes
a sturdy wood Ouija board featuring original
graphics and plastic message indicator.

Shake up the 25 letter cubes and try to spot
as many hidden words as you can. Race
against the 3 minute sand timer as you
follow adjoining letters, every which way,
searching for words that you hope your
opponents won’t find. By Winning Moves.

ITEM#: WIN1175
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.50

8+

2+

6

ITEM#: WIN1147
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

8+

2+

6

Classic Twister

Classic Trouble

People have been getting
twisted and tangled playing
Twister since 1960’s. You’ll fall
over with laughter as you get
tied up in knots.

Be the first player to move all four
of your pegs around the game
board into finish and you win.

ITEM#: WIN1178
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $12.50

6+

2-4

6

ITEM#: WIN1176
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

5+

2-4

6

Up Words

Aggravation

In Upwords letters can be stacked on top
of other letters already on the gameboard
to create new words. The higher the stack
of letters, the more points are scored.
Words built in later turns of the game
are more valuable than earlier words,
increasing the fun and adding a level of
strategy unique to Upwords.

Compete in this classic race
around the board from base
to home. Take shortcuts to
zip ahead. But there’s risk in
taking the shortcuts. Are you
willing to take it?

ITEM#: WIN1194
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

10+

2-4

6

ITEM#: WIN1180
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.25

6+

2-6

6
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877-405-2662
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Parcheesi Royal Edition

Cranium Cadoo

In Parcheesi® Royal Edition, players
race to get all of their pawns into the
center “home” space. Watch out for
blockades and captures or be sent back
to the starting point. By Winning Moves.

The original version is back by
popular demand and today’s kids
will be puzzling, sketching, sculpting,
acting and code-cracking with the
Cranium Cadoo Game.

ITEM#: WIN6106
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $12.00

8+

2-4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: WIN1207
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.25

6

7+

Monopoly Vintage
Bookshelf Edition

2+

6

Clue Vintage
Bookshelf Edition

ITEM#: WNS21410
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.50

ITEM#: WNS21430
RETAIL: $39.99 W/S: $22.50

Yahtzee Vintage
Bookshelf Edition

Scrabble Vintage
Bookshelf Edition

ITEM#: WNS27440
RETAIL: $39.99 W/S: $22.50

ITEM#: WNS21420
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.50

The Game of Life Vintage
Bookshelf Edition

ITEM#: WNS27450 RETAIL: $39.99 W/S: $22.50

Classic Games – Nostalgia Tins

Monopoly

ITEM#: WNS22502
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

Twister

ITEM#: WNS24506
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

92

Candy Land
ITEM#: WIN1194
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

Scrabble

ITEM#: WNS22501
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

Chutes & Ladders
ITEM#: WNS21520
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

Clue

ITEM#: WNS22503
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

Mystery Date

ITEM#: WNS24505
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

Sorry

ITEM#: WNS22504
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

877-405-2662

Games: Family/PARTY

orders@continuumgames.com

Coffee Time Scrabble

Scrabble Message Board

Plastic “coffee” cup with clear
dome to display game pieces.
All playing pieces included.
Perfect for travel!

Tin playing surface for hanging
on the wall. Magnetic tiles and
tile racks, dry erase surface for
scorekeeping and notes.

ITEM#: WNS22001
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $6.00

8+

2+

6

Discombobulation
ITEM#: CG1001
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

Guaranteed to discombobulate the entire family
with non-stop laughter! The goal is to play all of your
cards first. But watch out for 18 crazy challenge cards
designed to discombobulate you and make you draw
more cards. Challenges will make you mimic others,
make lists, remember nicknames, hold invisible objects,
keep a rhyme or song going, impersonate famous
people, and much more!
8+

2-4

12

ITEM#: WNS2201
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

8+

2-4

6

Scrabble
Travel Deluxe
ITEM#: WNS27080
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.50

Now you can enjoy the most beautiful
Scrabble Travel Edition ever, perfectly sized
for playing on the go! This Scrabble Deluxe
Travel Edition features a handsome folding
wood case, which opens to reveal America’s
favorite word game. The built-in game board
incorporates a raised tile grid to hold the
wood tiles in place. Upon lifting up the game board panels, you will
discover all of the premium game components neatly stored in two
generous storage compartments.

Family Traditions Checkers

Family Traditions Chess

The classic game of board
domination. Out maneuver
your opponent and hop their
checkers to win!

The classic strategy
game of medieval warfare.
Use your knights,
bishops, rooks and
queen to capture your
opponents king!

ITEM#: CG1604
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: CG1603
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

6

Mah Jongg

Box of Bunco

Millions of players are facinated by Mah Jongg,
the enchanting game of luck and skill. Now,
instead of using heavy and very expensive
tiles, you can esperience the game with these
beautiful custom designed cards!

There are six rounds of play, each
with a different target number.
Roll three-of-a-kind of the round’s
target number (a Bunco), and
you’ll score big.

ITEM#: CG1610
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

13+

3-6

6

ITEM#: CG1617
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

13+

2-6

6
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Rage Card Game

Wild Guess Chase

Can you accurately bid on how many tricks
you plan to play? Play though each round and
reduce the number of cards you have. The
goal is to have one card in your hand by the
end.

Win the most cards by guessing other players
words correctly the fastest and with the fewest
clues possible. Or be the Word Hider and
stump the guessers. The fewer the letters it
takes to correctly guess a word, the more card
you’ll win.

ITEM#: ALX0X8-28280
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

8+

2-8

12

ITEM#: AKG1002
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

8+

3-8

12

Hit The Deck

Game of Trains

Discard your cards so you can be the first
player with an empty hand. But don’t get “hit”
by the deck, or you’ll get saddled with a bunch
of new cards.

Game of Trains is a family card game where
each player is in charge of his line of railcars.
The cards have super abilities that bring fun,
thrill and surprises to the game. Who will be
the first to get the railcars in order? Choochoo, let’s get going!

ITEM#: ALX0X8-28360
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

8+

2-6

12

ITEM#: BRG006
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $7.00

8+

2-4

12

Bang Card Game

Bang Dodge City Expansion

The world’s best selling wild west card
game. The Outlaws hunt the Sheriff,
the Sheriff hunts the Outlaws, and the
Renegade plots in secret, ready to
join one side or the other. Before long,
bullets start to fly.

Unknown gunmen stalk the city. Try to keep away
from them and for security’s sake be sure to wear
a metal plate. The second expansion for Bang
featuring new characters and cards allowing for
play by 3 to 8 players.

ITEM#: DVG9100
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $15.25

12+

4-7

6

ITEM#: DVG9101
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $12.00

12+

3-8

6

Toasted or Roasted

Red Light, Green Light, 1-2-3!

Toasted or Roasted™ is an offensive/
defensive game where players try to
be the first to start their campfire and
toast three marshmallows. But watch
out for Roasty because he will burn the
marshmallows to a crisp!

The classic schoolyard game is now
a card game. Play as many cards
on you can following the pattern: red
light, green light 1 - 2 - 3.

ITEM#: EDOTR1
RETAIL: $14.00
W/S: $7.00

6+

94

2-6

12

ITEM#: END835
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

5+

2+

8

877-405-2662

Games: Cards

orders@continuumgames.com

Family Feud Strikeout

Perpetual Commotion

Packed with survey questions from the Family Feud!
Top Six Answers on the board… Name a fast food
sandwich! Try to get the top answers before you
get a STRIKE and play volleys over to the opposing
team! They get a STRIKE? You gain control! Battle
back and forth until somebody completes the card...
or STRIKES OUT trying!

An award-winning, fast-paced card game.
Players scramble to play the same colored
cards in numerical order into the center
arena. The more cards you play, the more
points your score. There are no turns and all
players are playing on the same stacks of
cards. Cards flash, wrists flick, players flip!
Can you get rid of your deck first? This game
is endless commotion again and again!

ITEM#: END895
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

10+

3+

8

Perpetual Commotion (2-player)

ITEM#: GBG0908
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

8+

2-6

6

PerpetUAL CommoTION expansion

ITEM#: GBG0909
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

Especially designed for two-player speed and
excitement. A fast-paced duel to be the first to
reach 150 points. But watch out! A single roll of the
eight-sided die can change your score.

ITEM#: GBG0910

8+

2-6

6

Black & White
Silver & Gold
ITEM#: GBG0911

8+

2-6

6

Rumble Pie

Sleeping Queens

Players slap down cards quicly to build
piles, land a pie and- Kapow! earn their
team a point! Piece of cake, right?
Not when cards are flying in from every
direction – any player can attack or defend
on any other player’s board at any time. Teams that
work together, act fast, and watch each other’s back, will
surely have an edge when the pies start to fly.

The Pancake Queen, The
Ladybug Queen and ten of their
closest friends have fallen under
under a sleeping spell and it’s
your job to wake them up. Use
strategy, quick thinking and a
little luck to wake these napping
nobles from their royal slumbers.

ITEM#: GBGG12
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

4-8

6

ITEM#: GWT230
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

2-5

6

Loot

Sneaky Cards

The Plundering Pirate Card Game. Set sail
for an exciting adventure of strategy and
skullduggery in this captivating card game.
Storm your opponents’ merchant ships and
seize valuable treasure. But watch your
back, matey -- plundering pirates are out to
capture your ships as well, the player with
the most loot rules the high seas.

Your mission, should you choose to
accept it: become a secret agent of
joy, spreading art and intrigue to an
unsuspecting public. Inside each box
is an interactive scavenger hunt that
will inspire creativity and reward audacity. Complete an
objective and then pass the card along to an unwitting
accomplice, who now becomes part of the game!

ITEM#: GWT231
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

10+

2-8

6

ITEM#:GWT351
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.25

10+

1+

8
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Rook

Kings in the Corner

Beware the Rook as you trick and trump your
way to victory! This brain-teasing Rook card
game is a fast-moving competition to bid and
name tricks quicker than the competition. You
and your partner have to work together to beat
your opponents to the tricks. But just when you
think you’ve got it all together, the wild Rook
can land and screw up all your plans!

Kings go in the corners. Play your
cards like Solitaire and extend your
turn as long as you can. Can’t make a
single play? Pay the pot. Be the first to
empty your hand.

ITEM#: JAX6000
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

ITEM#: HSBB0966
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.50

8+

2-6

orders@continuumgames.com

7+

8

2-8

6

Rock, Paper, Scissors Game

Chemistry Fluxx

Here’s the fast & fun card
version of the game kids have
played for generations.

Chemistry Fluxx is the elemental card game where
the rules are always changing. Use atoms and
laboratory gear to match the current Goal and
win! Chemistry Fluxx is the perfect compound of
chance and skill, where you’ll not only be playing
with elements and molecules, but you’ll also be
learning about them! Chemistry Fluxx is so much
fun you’ll be playing it more than periodically.

ITEM#: JAX7020
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

4+

2

7+

12

2-6

12

Math Fluxx

Fluxx 5.0

ITEM#: LOO001
RETAIL: $15.99 W/S: $8.25

ITEM#: LOO078
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

8+

2-6

ITEM#: LOO077
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

6

The card game with ever changing rules! It starts
out simple, with just the Basic Rule card: draw one
card and play one card during each player’s turn.
But New Rule cards quickly make things chaotic!

Math Fluxx really is all about the numbers. Players use
positive integers (whole numbers) in their quest to achieve
a very mathematical Goal. But it’s not just putting 4 and 2
together to achieve the 42 Goal (for example); Math Fluxx
also features the Plan B Meta Rule. Plan B puts Special
Victory Rules into play which give you a second way to
win and require even more arithmetical acumen. With Math
Fluxx, the fun is exponential!

7+

Fluxx-Zombie
ITEM#: LOO0033

Fluxx-Pirate
ITEM#: LOO045

2-6

12

Fluxx: The Board Game
ITEM#: LOO-055
RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $16.00

The board game that’s all about change:
changing rules, changing goals and
now changing tiles. Occupy the right tile
spaces to claim the current goal and
reveal the next goal... getting you one
step closer to victory!

Batman Fluxx

ITEM#: LOO067
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

96

Nature Fluxx
ITEM#: LOO071

8+

2+

6

877-405-2662

Games: Cards

Retro Loonacy

Aquarius

A high speed matching game now with a
vintage look.

Connect earth, water, air, fire
and space in Domino style!

ITEM#: LOO068
RETAIL: $14 .99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2+

ITEM#: LOO002
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6

6+

6

2+

Uglydoll Loonacy

Just Desserts

A frenzied free-for-all featuring
your favorite Uglydoll characters.

Save the guests their favorite
sweets in this delicious game.

ITEM#: LOO073
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2+

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: LOO065
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.25

6

8+

6

2+

Phase 10® Card Game

UNO® Card Game

Win the most cards by guessing other players
words correctly the fastest and with the fewest
clues possible. Or be the Word Hider and stump the
guessers. The fewer the letters it takes to correctly
guess a word, the more card you’ll win.

America’s No.1 brand of family game. See why
this color coded card game is such a popular
brand of family game. Be the first player or
team to score 500 points. Points are scored by
being the first to rid yourself of all the cards in
your hand before your opponents.

ITEM#: MTLW4729
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

7+

2-6

12

Skip-Bo® Card Game
ITEM#: MTL42050
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

Skip-Bo is the ultimate sequencing card game from the
makers of UNO! Players use skill and strategy to create
sequential stacks of cards, and the first player to use all
the cards in their stockpile wins.

7+

2-6

12

ITEM#: MTL42003
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

7+

2-10

12

Blink® Card Game
ITEM#: MTLT5931
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

The lightning-fast game where two players race to
be the first to play all of their cards. Using sharp
eyes and fast hands, players quickly try to match
the shape, count, or color on the cards. The first
player out of cards wins. Fast and portable, Blink
is instant fun for everyone.

7+

2

8

97
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Hanabi

Killer Bunnies Quest Blue Starter Set

Players work together to launch a
spectacular firework display. Trouble is,
it’s dark out. You can’t see what you
are working with. Each player holds
their cards so that only the other players
can see them. They must give each
other vital information and remember all the information
received to create an unforgettable show for the audience.

Killer Bunnies® and the Quest for the Magic
Carrot™ is a fast paced, action filled card
game, in which you must try to keep as many
Bunnies alive as possible, while eliminating
your opponents’ Bunnies. The problem: Your
opponents are armed with weapons and will stop
at nothing to keep you from winning the game,
which can get dreadfully vengeful, horribly nasty,
hilariously messy, and just plain fun!

ITEM#: RNR869
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

2-5

12

ITEM#: PRE40100
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

12+

Clubs

2-8

6

onyx Booster

ITEM#: NSG400
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.25

ITEM#: PRE49100
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $14.50

Clubs combines trick-taking fun with a hint
of risk. The goal is to get rid of all your
cards as fast as possible. At the same time,
you’ll want to take tricks with clubs in them,
because they are the only cards that score
points. But watch out! The last player to get
rid of their cards scores nothing, even if they
have a huge pile of clubs.

Killer Bunnies Booster Packs
All Killer Bunnies Boosters are
W/S $7.75, Retail $14.99
12+

8+

2-6

6

Happy Salmon
ITEM#: NSG600
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6+

3-6

2-8

12

8

Happy Salmon is the simple, fast-paced card
game packed to the gills with high-fivin’, finflappin’ fun. Actions including the classic “High 5”,
the unifying “PoundIt”, the frantic “Switcheroo”,
and the delightful “Happy Salmon” will leave
playersdoubled over in laughter. At 30 seconds to
learn and 2 minutes to play.

Pink
Booster

khaki
Booster

ITEM#: PRE47100

ITEM#: PRE48100

Green
Booster

white
Booster

chocolate
Booster

Red
Booster

ITEM#: PRE44100

Happy Salmon Blue Fish
ITEM#: NSG601

Let’s Go Fishin’™
Combo Game
(incl Go Fish
Card Game)
ITEM#: PRS0058-06
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.50

ITEM#: PRE45100

ITEM#: PRE49110

ITEM#: PRE41100

“Get the classic fishing toy with the classic
card game Go Fish all in one!”

4+

98

1-4

6

VIOLET Booster
ITEM#: PRE42100

orange Booster
ITEM#: PRE43100

877-405-2662

Games: Cards

orders@continuumgames.com

SET Mini Rounds

Quiddler Mini Rounds

America’s favorite games now
come in a mini!

America’s favorite SHORT word game
has become even SHORTER! This clever
clickable tin contains 4 rounds instead of
8. Keep it handy in times when you need a
quick fun distraction.

ITEM#: SET1400
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

6+

1+

8

ITEM#: SET5400
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8+

8

2-4

Karma Mini Rounds

Five Crown Mini Rounds

The exciting, unpredictable game is now
in a fun click clack tin! This new grab
and go version of Karma will have you
enjoying those moments when waiting is
the game. You will want to play this game
again and again!

This five-suited rummy-style card game is
a fan favorite! Play a full game in only 15
minutes with 5 versus 11 rounds. This on the
go treasure will easily entertain your friends
everywhere you go.

ITEM#: SET9400
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8

8+

Mini Rounds
Wooden Display
ITEM#: SET10000

Free with order of 8 each of SET,
Karma, Quiddler, and Five Crowns

ITEM#: SET4400
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8

8+

Karma

ITEM#: SET9000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50
KARMA is an elimination game where
everyone wins – except the last player
holding cards. Each turn play a card of
equal or higher value to avoid picking up
the entire discard pile. KARMA CARDS
can get you out of a jam, but be careful because
WHAT GOES AROUND…COMES AROUND!

8+

12

2-6

WordSpiel

Xactika

Be the first to get rid of all
10 of your cards by making
words. Each turn, simply start
your word with the last card
played. Just like the name,
WordSpiel. Spiel uses the
S from WordS. It’s the word
game…Where the END…is just the BEGINNING!

Xactika uses the skills you have
enjoyed in games like spades and
enchre, but gives you a new world of
opportunity in taking tricks. Xactika
replaces the luck of the draw with
strategic power built into your cards.

ITEM#: SET3000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

8+

2-8

12

ITEM#: SET6000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

12+

2-10

12

99
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877-405-2662

Set

ITEM#: SET1000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

6+

SET Dice

12

1-20

Set is a fun and challenging game that tests your
skills of memory and observation. Called the family
game of visual perception, Set boasts 20 “best game”
awards. Using unique cards with
varied attributes, players must identify
different kinds of 3-card sets.

Set Jr

ITEM#: SET1300
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

Five Crowns
ITEM#: SET4001
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: SET4800
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

SET DICE has three complete dice
games in one box! Scramble SET is fast
and furious, Crossword SET combines
skill and speed and SET CUBED slows it
does and adds interactive strategy. The
more SETs you make the higher your
score. Roll, Connect, Win!

6+

8+

1-7

12

Five Crowns is a fast-paced and ingenious new card
game that features a deck with 5 suits instead of the
standard 4, adding Stars to Spades, Diamonds, Hearts,
and Clubs. TMake the right combinations, be first to go
out, and you win. You’ll need luck and skill throughout the
game because even in the last hand a worthy opponent
can come from behind and win. Remember, “the game
isn’t over ‘til the Kings go wild.”

Five Crowns Jr
ITEM#: SET4300
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Color Smash in Tin
ITEM#: PRS3609-06
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $4.75

Color Smash is the fun, fast card game
of color coordination and fast reflexes!
Players take turns laying their splats on
the stack, until there is a splat with the
word on it then SLAP! Be the player to
collect the most cards to win!

2-6

2+

6

Quiddler
ITEM#: SET5000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Quiddler is a fast paced game of
words. The rules are brutal, but the
rewards are worth it in this card
game that works a bit like Scrabble.
Cards containing letters of the
alphabet and special combinations of
letters are dealt in increasing number
each time the dealer completes a
round. This card game is a 1999 Parents’ Choice Silver Award winner.
8+

1-8

12

Quiddler Jr
ITEM#: SET530
W/S $7.50
Retail $14.99

6+
5+

orders@continuumgames.com

2-6

6

12

Battling Bones™

Play 9

It’s the fast-moving dice game with a
wild side. Players roll all 10 of their
color dice at the same time. Dice that
come up bones are wild - they count
for any number you want. Keep rolling
until one player has all 10 of their dice
with the same number.

The strategy card game
of golf. Cards are given
point values 0-12 and
-5. Each 8 card hand is
a hole, each turn is a
shot. Match up values to shave off points.
The lowest score at the end of nine holes wins.
The combination of strategy and luck of the
draw keeps the fun and challenge alive.

ITEM#: PRS1495-09
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

7+

100

2+

9

ITEM#: BNF1172
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2-6

6

Games: Cards

877-405-2662

Cover Your Assets
ITEM#: GPB2055
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

The new Game where the goal is to be the first
millionaire! Stack pairs of assets, to cover your
valuables before they are stolen by other players!
Defend your assets with like cards in your hand
or Gold or Silver Wild Cards! Easy to learn in just
minutes, with layers of strategy for years of fun!

7+

4-6

6

orders@continuumgames.com

Giant Uno

ITEM#: SPM6032755
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50
It’s the classice game of UNO only bigger. Supersize your fun
with giant cards!

7+

2

6

Hands On

Beat the Parents Card Game

ITEM#: SMZTCI014
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ITEM#: SPM6015777
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Ready, Set, Go! Nimble hands and sharp
eyes will lead to victory! The moment a
card is drawn, quickly imitate the card
hands pattern. The last one is the loser!
Be the first, and be aware of any illogical
hand combinations. An action packed and
fun-filled game. Great for the entire family.

It’s kids vs grown-ups in a head-to-head
family trivia challenge. Great fun in a card
game format.

6+

2-8

40

6+

2+

8

Quelf Antics Card Game

Would You Rather? Card Game

Quelf is the game that gives random
a new name! Quelf lets players use
their creativity and imagination to
answer crazy questions and perform
ridiculous stunts. Great fun in a card
game format.

Would You Rather is the game of crazy
choices! With 3 exciting categories of play,
everyone will be asking, would you rather?
Great fun in a card game format.

ITEM#: SPM6015790
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

12+

2+

8

ITEM#: SPM6017599
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

2+

8

Deer in Headlights

Classic Waterworks™

The card game that started it all!
The game played by wild game
everywhere!

The classic 70’s card game
is the original leaky pipe card
game. Be the first player to
complete a pipeline from
valve to spout!

ITEM#: UNV53720
RETAIL: $13.00
W/S: $7.00

8+

2

12

ITEM#: WIN1196
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

2-4

12
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Top Trumps

RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25
Try to win all of the cards. Start by looking at your top card. Choose your best category and call out the number…all other players then call out their number from that same
category. Highest is the Round Winner and collects all the other players’ cards in that category. The round winner goes next and chooses a category. Learn interesting
facts about each of the topics on the cards as you play!

Star Wars Episode 1-3

Star Wars Episode 4-6

Star Wars Rogue One

Star Wars Rebels

Harry Potter & Prisoner
Of Azkaban

Star Wars The Force
Awakens Episode 7

ITEM#: TRP000735

Harry Potter & The
Goblet Of Fire

Harry Potter & The
Order of The Phoenix

Harry Potter & Deathly
Hallows Pt 2

Harry Potter & The
Half Blood Prince

DC Superheroes

Marvel Universe

Shopkins

ITEM#: TRP001848

ITEM#: TRP001862

Superhero Girls

ITEM#: TRP002111

ITEM#: TRP002142
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ITEM#: TRP001855

ITEM#: TRP001930

ITEM#: TRP001947

ITEM#: TRP002104

ITEM#: TRP001701

ITEM#: TRP02074

ITEM#: TRP001732

ITEM#: TRP001954

ITEM#: TRP001923

877-405-2662

Games: Cards

Pit™

Deluxe Rook

In this loud, real-time trading game, players are
given the task of cornering the market in one
type of commodity. When the trading begins,
players offer sets of cards to each other in the
hopes of completing a set for themselves. If
you’re successful, you ring the (optional) bell.
You then score points depending on the value of
the commodity. By Winning Moves.

Deluxe version of the ever popular
card game which began in 1906!

ITEM#: WIN1012
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.00

13+

3-8

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: WIN1030
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

2-6

12

Canasta Caliente

Ruckus Original

Beautifully designed,
custom cards enrich the
time-honored game play of
Canasta with hot new flavor.

Players create a Ruckus as they race to collect
sets in this fast-paced matching card game.
Each player starts with seven cards from which
sets are quickly formed and placed face-up on
the table. Taking an opponent’s set is easy, just
place a matching card from your hand on top and slide the captured set in front of
you. But beware, it can be stolen back just as easily. Original character art is back!

ITEM#: WIN6111
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

2-6

12

ITEM#: LGIA2856
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

2+

BEST
SELLING
ITEM!

6

Discombobulation

Mah Jongg

Guaranteed to discombobulate
the entire family with non-stop
laughter! The goal is to play all
of your cards first. But watch out
for 18 crazy challenge cards designed to discombobulate
you and make you draw more cards. Challenges will make
you mimic others, make lists, remember nicknames, hold
invisible objects, keep a rhyme or song going, impersonate
famous people, and much more!

Millions of players are facinated by Mah
Jongg, the enchanting game of luck and
skill. Now, instead of using heavy and
very expensive tiles, you can esperience
the game with these beautiful custom
designed cards!

ITEM#: CG1001
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

2-4

12

ITEM#: CG1610
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

13+

3-6

6

Hike

Rowboat

The card game that takes you on a
tour of the great outdoors. Play cards
on matching types in an effort to get
rid of all your cards; however, specialty
cards can throw a wrench in anyone’s
strategy. Be sure to watch out for
avalanches, don’t get lost, and avoid
poop at all costs.

A bidding, trick-taking card game where
trump changes at every turn. An in-depth,
nautical game for lovers of Spades.

ITEM#: MST1217
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

7+

2

6

ITEM#: MST1017
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

13+

2-4

6
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Double Shutter

Yamslam

Roll the dice and knock down a
combination of numbered tiles that equals
the rolled number. Play until there are no
tiles left to equal the dice. The ultimate
goal is to knock down two rows of tiles.
This is easier said than done! This
incredibly addictive game can be played
solo, cooperatively, or competitively.

No need for paper and pen—the scoring
chips allow for non-stop action and easy
point calculation. Let the five dice roll to
achieve the best combination and win
the corresponding chip. Players compete
to grab the best chips before they run out
and plan ahead for special bonuses.

ITEM#: BOG00291
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1-4

ITEM#: BOG00300
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6

8+

1-4

6

Nada!

Flash!

Scoop up the dice and let ‘em roll. Quick—scan
the array for matching symbols between the
orange and white dice. The first to call a match
collects all the dice showing that symbol. No
matches? No problem! It’s another chance to
win. Shout “Nada!” to snatch up all the dice. But
speak too soon and you’ll pay the price.

Players race to complete eight challenges
and try to rack up the most points. Best not
blink—any player could score in a flash! With
three play variations, Flash is the go-to dice
game for electrifying fun. Straightforward and
quick, you can go at it again and again.

ITEM#: BOG00590
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

7+

2-6

ITEM#: BOG00600
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

7+

8

Roll For It! Red
ITEM#: CAL123
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2-4

6

Roll For It! blends the luck of the die roll with a decision
making process that will bring smiles and laughter to
everyone at the table. Players try to score 40 points by rolling
dice and matching cards of specific point values. Each roll
presents the player with new opportunities and fun decisions
to make. The rules are simple - Roll It! Match It! Score It!

2-6

8

Roll For It! Deluxe
ITEM#: CLP127
RETAIL: $20.00
W/S: $38.00

Roll For It! Deluxe combines the fast-paced
action of Roll For It! with the beauty of
Calliope’s iconic artwork. The Deluxe Edition
combines the contents of both the red and
purple standard editions of Roll For It!

Roll For It! Purple
ITEM#: CAL123
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2-8

36

Even Steven’s Odd!

Kismet

Be the first player to win 10
challenges wins this fast-paced,
dice-rolling race!

A Classic from 1964 Kismet is a high
energy, fast paced dice game thatg pits
chance against strategy. Five tri-colored
dice increase the odds, and make for
dozens of scoring combinations.

ITEM#: EDIEI3415
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

8+

104

2-4

6

ITEM#: END405
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

7+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

877-405-2662
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SPORTS DICE - BASEBALL

TAKAMACHI

Square off in an epic batter-pitcher
dice duel! Sports Dice BaseballTM is a
fast-paced, easy to learn and quick to
play dice game that gives 2 or 4 players
all the action of a real baseball game.
Sports Dice BaseballTM is the ideal
game for all baseball fans ages.

12 dice each containing 6 symbols in 6
different lively colors are divided evenly
among the players. The player who has
declared the most frequent attribute
discards one die. The player who got
rid of all their dice – wins the game!

ITEM#: FOXFW-SPD-BASE
RETAIL: $11.95
W/S: $6.25

7+

2+

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: FOXTAKA-BIL
RETAIL: $11.95
W/S: $6.25

6+

2-4

12

Show me the Kwan

Rorys Story Cubes

The word game where spelling isn’t
everything. Call out words that fit the
category where the letters on the dice
are either first, second, or last. At the end
of each round collect your points. Try
to be the first to get a Kwan! With 300
categories, it will keep you coming back
for more.

Party game or ice-breaker, Literacy
development, Speaking and listening skills,
Creative inspiration, Mental workout, Problem
solving. With Rory’s Story Cubes, anyone can
become a great storyteller and there are no
wrong answers. Simply roll the cubes and let
the pictures spark your imagination.

ITEM#: GDL4000552
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

10+

2-10

8

ITEM#: GWT318
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.75

8+

1+

8

Dicecapades 2nd Edition

Doodle Dice

Trivia, drawing, word and number play,
physical challenges…a TON of dice!
Players take turns doing challenges on
the cards using the dice. Complete the
challenge and win the card. The first to
win 8 cards wins!

Roll the Doodle Dice - one, two, threee
times - and use them to build a doodle
just like the doodle pictured on a card.

ITEM#: HYW700
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

12+

2+

6

ITEM#: JAX7030
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

2-6

6

LCR Blister Card

LCR Game 1 set HT

Each player starts with three chips and on their
turn a player rolls the three dice. If you roll an “L”
or “R” you pass your dice to the player on your left
or right. For each “C” rolled they put a chip in the
middle of the table. For each dot rolled, you keep
your dice. The dice are then passed to the next
(clockwise) player. If at any point, only one player
has all of the chips, that player wins the game.

Each player starts with three chips and on their
turn a player rolls the three dice. If you roll an “L”
or “R” you pass your dice to the player on your left
or right. For each “C” rolled they put a chip in the
middle of the table. For each dot rolled, you keep
your dice. The dice are then passed to the next
(clockwise) player. If at any point, only one player
has all of the chips, that player wins the game.

ITEM#: KPL00001
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.75

5+

3+

12

ITEM#: KPL00002
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

5+

3+

12
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LCR SM Blue Tin

LCR Card Games

Each player starts with three chips and on their turn
a player rolls the three dice. If you roll an “L” or “R”
you pass your dice to the player on your left or right.
For each “C” rolled they put a chip in the middle of
the table. For each dot rolled, you keep your dice.
The dice are then passed to the next (clockwise)
player. If at any point, only one player has all of the
chips, that player wins the game.

Left Center Right with cards instead of dice.
Instead of rolling dice, players turn over 3 cards
from the deck of cards that include L, C, R, and
dots. Each card tells where the players chips go.
The last player with chips is the winner. Will luck
swing in your favor in this version?

ITEM#: KPL00119
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

5+

3+

12

ITEM#: KPL00531
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.50

5+

3+

12

Bowl of Dice

48/LCR Game w/ Rack

Display only. 400 dice at $0.16 each.

A Display of 48 LCR Games.

ITEM#: KPL04037
RETAIL: $.30 each
W/S: $64.00

5+

1

1

ITEM#: KPL06360
RETAIL: $7.99ea
W/S: $205.00

5+

1

1

16mm Opaque Dice

Pass the Pandas

Display only. 100 dice at $0.15 each.

It’s “Panda-monium” as players are racing
to be the first to get rid of all of their dice in
Pass the Pandas™! Roll pandas, and you
can pass those to other players. Roll water
and it evaporates from the game. Don’t
get bamboozled - you have to roll at least
as much bamboo as the previous player,
otherwise you have to take some of theirs.

ITEM#: KPL10991
RETAIL: $.30 each
W/S: $15.00

5+

1

1

Toss Up

ITEM#: PTC73673
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

Roll as many greens as you can. If
reds appear, watch out─you could
wipe out your points! Your goal is
to score 100, but victory is up for
grabs until the very end! It takes
a little luck, a little strategy and a
whole lot of dice tossing!

8+

106

2-6

6

ITEM#: PRE18400
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

2-4

12

Left Center Right Dice Game - Tube Blister
ITEM#: SPM6017189
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.25

The addictive dice game that’s fast, easy and
provides hours of fun! Its compact size makes it great
for travel play. Each player takes a turn rolling the
dice. Land on Left, Center, or Right and pass your
token in the direction you roll. The last person with
all the tokens is the winner! This is an exciting fastpaced game you can pack up and take anywhere you
go! Roll your way to victory with Left Center Right!
6+

3+

12

Games: DICE

877-405-2662

Ligretto Rockin’ Dice

Pass The Pigs®

The game board shows the four dice colors with
six numbers per color. Players race to place their
dice sequentially on the game board. Who can
roll and play their dice the quickest?

This Pass the Pigs classic party game
consists of 2 pigs you use as dice, pad,
2 pencils and carrying case. Roll them as
many times as you dare on your turn to
score points. Just don’t role a “pig out” or
an “oinker”. First person to 100 points wins.
By Winning Moves.

ITEM#: WIN1046
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.50

ITEM#: UNV1597
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

2-4

6

7+

2+

6

Classic Yahtzee®

Classic Farkel

The fabulously famous dice game,
introduced over fifty years ago, continues
to delight millions of players. The object
of the game is to score the most points
by rolling five dice to make certain
combinations. Will you play it safe with
a full house? Or try one more roll for a
YAHTZEE? By Winning Moves.

The dice rolling game of guts and luck.
Roll your dice and try to match up as many
sides as possible. Roll three of a kind, a
full house, a straight and more to score
points! Will you stick with a moderate roll,
or tempt fate for a shot at a more winning
combination? The first player to 10,000
points wins.

ITEM#: LGIG82015
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: WIN1167
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

8+

2+

orders@continuumgames.com

6

8+

2+

12

Lumps, the Coal Dice Game

Lumps, non-seasonal edition

A whimsical way to give
someone coal in their
stocking, Lumps is an easy
to learn, addictive dice
game. Score as many points
possible by rolling pairs. The
game comes with 4 unique
types of charcoal dice.

The dice game of big rolls and smart
holds. The goal is to be the first
player to score 100 points. Each
turn you have three rolls to score the
most points possible. Score points
by rolling pairs. Roll a pair of 3s, score 3 points…a pair of 10s scores 10 points. This game
uniquely features four types of dice with few high numbers. Each turn poses the decision of
which dice to keep and which to re-roll.

ITEM#: CG1204
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

12

ITEM#: CG0802
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

12

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500 games, toys and novelty items.
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Love Letter

New York 1901

In the wake of the queen’s arrest, all the eligible
young men of Tempest (and many not so young)
seek to woo Princess Annette. Unfortunately, she
has locked herself in the palace, and everyone
must rely on those within the palace to bring their
romantic letters to her. Love Letter is a game of
risk, deduction, and luck. Get your love letter into
Princess Annette’s hands while keeping other
players’ letters away.

Players try to score points by
constructing, demolishing, and
rebuilding skyscrapers on the famous
streets of New York City. You will need
to expand your territory and construct
your buildings shrewdly if you want
to rise to the top of the real estate
moguls of New York 1901.

ITEM#: AEG5104
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

2-4

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: BOG02300
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

8
2-4

4

Smash Up

Galaxy Trucker

Take the twenty-card decks of two factions,
shuffle them into a forty-card deck, then compete
to smash more Bases than your opponents.
Each faction brings a different game mechanism
into play – pirates move cards, zombies bring
cards back from the discard pile, dinosaurs have
huge power – and every combination of factions
brings a different play experience.

Complete different challenges ranging from silly
sayings and whispering to hillarious challenges.
Teammates and opponents try to guess the word/
phrases, or race against each other in head to
head competition.

ITEM#: AEG5501
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

13+
8+

2+

6

ITEM#: CGE00001
RETAIL: $59.95
W/S: $32.00

14+

2-4

6

Dominate the Sliding Puzzle Game

Codenames

Solve your path to victory in
this fast-paced puzzle game!

Codenames is a social word game. Two rival
spymasters know the secret identities of 25 agents.
Their teammates know the agents only by their
codenames. Teams compete to see who can make
contact with their agents first.

ITEM#: ALX37220TL
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: CGE00031
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

Codenames - Pictures
ITEM#: CGE000036

Codenames - duets
7+

2+

6

ITEM#: CGE000040

14+

Gobblet!

Tzolk’in, the Mayan Calendar

Gobblet plays like Tic-Tac-Toe but with strategy and
memory mixed in. This all wooden board game takes
just seconds to learn but a lifetime to master. Line up
four pieces in a row and win! Elegantly designed and
sustainably made, Gobblet self-stores all the playing
pieces and looks attractive on display. With irresistible,
fast-moving play and astonishingly simple rules,
Gobblet is a fun strategy game for the whole family!

Players representing different Mayan tribes
place their workers on connected gears, and as
the gears rotate, they take the workers to more
valuable actions. Construct many buildings, or
please the gods by placing crystal skulls in deep
caves. The games ends after a full revolution of
the central Tzolk’in gear.

ITEM#: BOG00100
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

7+

108

2

6

ITEM#: CGE00019
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $32.00

14+

2-4

6

2-6

6

877-405-2662
877-405-2662
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Tash-Kalar

UGH!

Master magic. Summoners encounter each other
in the Tash-Kalar arena, either in teams or each on
his own, and prove their skill and strategy in a short
but intense battle. By clever deployment of their
minions, they create magic patterns for summoning
powerful beings, and then use them to destroy their
opponent’s forces.

Experience the disaster-wrought
life of a caveman through the
eyes of renowned cartoonist John
Kovalic! In Ugh!, you’ll live the
Stone Age life by collecting sets of
hardworking cavemen, their prehistoric pets, and their primordial homes. ! Flip,
choose, and lock your cards wisely in this hilariously illustrated game that will have
you laughing long after the cards have run out!

ITEM#: CGE00023
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.50

13+

2-4

6

ITEM#: CLP110
RETAIL: $10.00
W/S: $5.25

8+
2-6

12

mENU MASTERS

12 Days

You are a world-class chef, brimming
with ideas for the greatest menus ever
crafted — but the only way to become
the Menu Master is to beat the other
chefs to Market Street for the freshest,
most delicious ingredients! Earn your
stars in this deliciously fun race to
gourmet supremacy, proving you are the
greatest of Menu Masters™!

Celebrate gift giving and the spirit of
Christmas with 12 Days, a lovingly
illustrated card game by renowned
artist Echo Chernik. 12 Days is
ingrained with familiar play patterns of
traditional card games; 12 Days feels
like a true holiday classic. Bring joy
and good cheer home to your family with 12 Days!

ITEM#: CLP115
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+
2-5

6

ITEM#: CLP112
RETAIL: $12.00
W/S: $6.50

8+
3-5

12

Got ‘Em!

Thieves!

Two games in one! In “Brainy” Got ‘Em!,
you’ll face a strategic challege as you
outmanuever and trap your opponents
with deliberately placed walls. In “Bright”
Got ‘Em!, a deck of colorful cards
determines where you can move and
place your walls—both strategy and luck
will determine your fate. Are you clever
enough to be the last player standing?

You and your band of thieves are about
to pull off the biggest heist of the
century! The safes have been cracked
and ransacked, but the alarms are
wailing and everyone is in a scramble!
The cops are hot on your trail, throwing
up road blocks, eager to bust you with the loot—can you
give them the slip and hold on to the lion’s share of the
score? Or will your partners in crime double-cross you?

ITEM#: CLP105
RETAIL: $28.00
W/S: $14.75

8+
2-4

6

ITEM#: CLP113
RETAIL: $10.00
W/S: $5.25

8+
3-5

12

Running with the Bulls

capital city

Get ready to embark on the craziest
vacation ever! A herd of mischievous bulls
has taken over the quaint town of El Toro,
and players must outrun and outwit them in
order to get to the fabulous destinations on the
coast! Skillfully play cards to dodge the rascally
bulls as they chase you through the streets! Choose
when to act, rolling dice to determine the paths of both
the Runners of El Toro and the Bulls themselves!

Howdy, partners, and welcome to Capital
City™! In this here fast-playing card game
designed by James Ernest, you’ve got one
year to help build the most famous town in all
the West! Bring home a little piece of the wild
west today!

ITEM#: CLP114
RETAIL: $40.00
W/S: $21.00

8+
2-6

6

ITEM#: CLP134
RETAIL: $20.00
W/S: $10.50

8+

3-6

6
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Tsuro

Tsuro of the Seas

The goal is to keep your token on the board
longer than anyone else’s, but as the board
fills up this becomes harder because there are
fewer empty spaces left... and another player’s
tile can lead you in the wrong direction - or off
the board entirely. Clever tile placement is key
to winning this strategy game.

As the captain of one of the Emperor’s mighty
red seal ships, you will navigate the seas by
placing Tsuro wake tiles to direct your vessel.
Take great caution to avoid your opponents’
ships and those mysteries lurking on the
horizon and under the sea. Guide your ship
with a steady hand and be the last captain
sailing to survive the mystic seas and win.

ITEM#: CLP20
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2-8

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: CLP119
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

8+

2-8

6

HIVE MIND

Veterans of the Seas

Up in a hive in that tree over yonder, The
Queen Bee has a decision to ponder. Winter
is coming, and the hive is congested.
To decide who can stay, all bees will be
tested! The Queen shall ask questions,
and then she will see Which of her bees
answer most identically. Those who match
answers, with thinking aligned Will prove they can stay
within the Hive Mind™!

The forces of nature can be as devastating
as the wrath of the daikaiju! With this Tsuro
of the Seas expansion, you’ll be able to
add more danger and excitement to your
game with the tsunami (tidal wave) and
uzushio (whirlpool) tiles. This set also arms
you with taihou (cannon) and the mystic
portal, which may help you overcome the
daikaiju and be victorious!

ITEM#: CLP116
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+
3-12

6

ITEM#: CLP121
RETAIL: $12.00
W/S: $6.25

8+

2-8

36

Wordoku

ancestree

Wordoku – Fun Spelled Out™ is a combination
crossword–Sudoku word game for one to six
players. Players try to create as many words
as possible using puzzle tiles printed with both
letters and symbols. Use the letters to make
words while balancing the symbols to double
your score. Wordoku™ is easy to learn but
challenging to master—it’s Fun Spelled Out!

In Ancestree™, it’s late at night and you’re in the
historical archives proving to your rivals that you
have the greatest lineage of them all! Your search
reveals fascinating ancestors within your family
tree; wealth, power and the occasional black
sheep of the family are all there. How do your
ancestors stack up through the generations?
Play Ancestree™ today and find out!

ITEM#: CLP117
RETAIL: $15.00
W/S: $7.75

8+
1-6

6

ITEM#: CLP132
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+

2-6

6

Dicey Peaks

shutterbug

You’ve heard of Mt. Everest, K2, and Denali,
but only the toughest and most courageous
mountain climbers dare to summit the Dicey
Peaks™ of Yeti Mountain at 29,128 feet.
The terrain is treacherous: the snow is
blinding, its glaciers are sheer cliffs, and the
temperature hovers at 72 degrees below
zero. But the real danger is from the sinister
Yetis, for they strike when least expected!

1932! The world is fascinated by growing
rumors of hidden creatures that roam
America. Popular tabloids are desperate
for photographs of these mysterious beasts
to prove the myths and sell tabloids. Now
grab your camera and field notes, stay one
step ahead of your rivals, and race to a
photo finish as the greatest ShutterBug™
of all time! Designed by Mike Elliott

ITEM#: CLP118
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+
2-6

110

6

ITEM#: CLP133
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $15.75

8+

2-6

6

877-405-2662

TREEHOUSE
ITEM#: LOO046
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

Treehouse is an award-winning, fun, easy-tolearn game for two to four players. Your goal is
to rearrange your pyramids to match the set in
the center of the table, using only the moves
you roll on the custom die. But that’s not all,
you get double the value - the bag includes
a bonus game, Pharaoh, with a special
gameboard and die!
14+

2-4

6

Games: Strategy

orders@continuumgames.com

Early American
Chrononauts
ITEM#: LOO059
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

What would have happened if the Boston Tea
Party had been prevented? What if Maryland
had joined the Confederacy? Fortify yourself
with a slice of Marie Antoinette’s Cake, or a
bite of General Tso’s Chicken, and hop into
your Super Deluxe Time Machine to start
finding out the answers to these questions and
more, in Early American Chrononauts!
11+

1-6

48

Incan Gold

SAPPHIRO

Incan Gold is a game in which players push their
luck as they head into a ruined temple attempting
to find the most jewels. Each turn, a card is
turned over that increases the gold found in a
temple or shows a hazard. Players can attempt
to escape, keeping the loot that they’ve acquired,
or stay in the temple, hoping for increased profits.

Capturing a fortune of dazzling gems is the focus
in this game of luck and strategy. Play your tiles to
capture rubies and emeralds and other valuable
jewels by matching colors and surrounding the
gems. Be careful not to leave a quick or easy way
for your opponents to do the same. Be the first to
collect six jewels - one of each color - and your
quest for fortune will be complete!

ITEM#: GRY101171
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

10+

3-8

12

ITEM#: MDW68538
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

2-4

6

Dragonwood

FORBIDDEN ISLAND

Deep in the heart of this mythical forest lurk
angry ogres, giggling goblins, and even the
famed and fearsome fire-breathers themselves! Collect sets of adventurer cards to
earn dice, which you will use to roll against
your foes. Choose your strategy carefully
because the landscape of Dragonwood is
ever-changing.

Dare to discover Forbidden Island! Join a team
of fearless adventurers on a do-or-die mission
to capture four sacred treasures from the ruins
of this perilous paradise. Your team will have to
work together and make some pulse-pounding
maneuvers, as the island will sink beneath every
step! Race to collect the treasures and make a
triumphant escape before you are swallowed into
the watery abyss!

ITEM#:GWT108
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.75

8+

2-4

6

ITEM#: GWT317
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.25

6

10+

Risk® 1959

Evolution

This Risk 1959 Board Game revamps the
ultimate game of strategy and diplomacy.
Featuring a vividly colored version of the
original 1959 design, Risk is the timeless
game that allows you to truly conquer the
world! By Winning Moves.

In a dynamic ecosystem where food is scare
and predators lurk, your species will have
to adapt to survive. Traits like Hard Shell
and Horns will protect your species from
Carnivores, while a Long Neck will help them
get food that others cannot reach. With over
12,000 ways to evolve your species, every
game becomes a different adventure!

ITEM#: WIN1121
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $24.00

8+

2-6

4

ITEM#: NSG501
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

12+

2-6

6

111

877-405-2662

Games: Strategy

Pentago Classic Wood

Pentago Multi Color

Pentago is a fun, challenging and multiple
award winning strategy game for kids and
adults, that is both simple and sophisticated
at the same time.This is a two-player game in
which the object is to create a row of five.

Pentago is a fun, challenging and
multiple award winning strategy
game for kids and adults, that is
both simple and sophisticated at
the same time.

ITEM#: MTWP-BANA
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

6+

2

6

ITEM#: MTWP-MCD-01
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2

6

Pentago Triple

Stratego

Pentago Triple is a new version of the original
Pentago, adding a third color and a new
element to the award winning strategy game.
The object of the game is to create a five-in-arow like in the original game, but in the Triple
version players have cards that show what
kind of rows they have to form using three
different colors.

Two armies clash…who will be
victorious? Stratego is the classic
game of battlefield strategy where you
command Napoleonic armies and devise
plans to deploy troops, using strategic
attacks and clever deception to break
through the opponent’s line and capture
the flag!

ITEM#: MTWP-BANA
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-4

6

Mastermind
ITEM#: PRS3018-06
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

The codemaker sets a code of four
colored pegs and conceals it behind
a flip-up shield. The codebreaker’s
mission: replicate the code in 10 moves
or fewer. With more than 2,000 possible
code combinations, every game is
guaranteed to be a brain-bender. By
Pressman.
8+

2

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PTC7472
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

2

4

MASTERMIND®:
Ultimate
MASTERMIND®
ITEM#: PRS3022-06
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

2

6

TIKAL

Bohnanza

Each player is the director of an
expedition intent on exploring Tikal
in search of the secret paths that
lead to the temples and precious
treasures that have remained hidden
for over 1000 years. The expedition
that earns the most points exploring
Tikal wins the game.

Bohnanza is about planting, trading and selling
11 different kinds of beans. Players try to collect
and plant various types of beans to sell for gold.
There are always new beans to plant and each
player has limited growing space. To avoid
planting unwanted beans, players trade amongst
themselves in an effort to plant the bean of
highest value and collect the most coins.

ITEM#: RIO132
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

10+

112

2-4

6

ITEM#: RIO155
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

10+

2-7

12

877-405-2662

Games: Strategy

orders@continuumgames.com

Transamerica

TZAAR

Each player has five cities and tries to connect
them with a shared network of tracks. As soon as
a player has done this, the round ends. The other
players lose points. At the end of the game, the
player who has the most points left is the winner!
Who will be the first to connect his cities?

TZAAR is a game about making choices. Both
players have 30 pieces, divided in three types:
6 Tzaars, 9 Tzarras and 15 Totts. The 3 types of
pieces form a trinity: they cannot exist without each
other. The aim is either to make the opponent run
out of one of the three types of pieces or to put him
in a position in which he cannot capture anymore.

ITEM#: RIO201
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.00

8+

2-6

6

ITEM#: RIO367
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.00

12+

2+

6

Power Grid

IMPERIAL 2030

The object of the game is to supply the most cities
with power. Players must acquire the raw materials,
like coal, oil, garbage, or uranium, to power their
plants (except for the highly valuable ‘renewable
energy’ wind/solar plants), making it a constant
struggle to upgrade your plants for maximum
efficiency while still retaining enough wealth to quickly
expand your network to get the cheapest routes.

The world in 2030. The new great powers China,
India and Brazil are in ascendance, threatening
the hegemony of the old Imperial powers United
States, Russia and Europe. This has sparked a
new global race for power and influence. Ultimately,
these six states are only puppets in a treacherous
game, because their fates are controlled by powerful
international investors operating in the background.

ITEM#: RIO240
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $23.00

12+

2-6

6

ITEM#: RIO399
RETAIL: $59.95
W/S: $31.00

12+

2-6

6

Race for the Galaxy

Concordia

Players build galactic civilizations using game
cards that represent worlds or technical and social
developments. In each round, each player secretly
and simultaneously chooses one of seven different
action cards and then reveals it. With cards, players
can settle new worlds and build more developments,
gaining both victory points and card powers that
provide advantages in certain phases.

CONCORDIA is a peaceful strategy game of
economic development in Roman times for 2 to 5
players age 13 and up. Instead of luck of dice or
cards, players must rely on their strategic abilities.
Be sure to watch your rivals to determine which
goals they are pursuing and where you can outpace
them!

ITEM#: RIO301
RETAIL: $35.99
W/S: $18.00

12+

2-4

5

ITEM#: RIO499
RETAIL: $64.95
W/S: $34.00

13+

2-5

6

TICHU

Tak-tak

The basic game is played by two pairs of two
partners each with the players of each team sitting
opposite one another. During the game, the partners
try to help each other score points and opportunities
to lead. The game is played over several hands with
the goal to be the first team to score a total of 1000
points. Although Tichu is primarily a partnership
game for four, Tichu is well suited for large groups,
too.

Checkers and chess have been classic,
go-to games for hundreds of years, but
where is the modern twist? tak•tak is today’s
new two-player strategy board game! It has
simple rules like checkers and the layered
strategies of chess for a gameplay dynamic
that is both familiar and fresh

ITEM#: RIO328
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

10+

3-10

12

ITEM#: TWZ5015
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

8+

2

10

113

877-405-2662

Dominion
2nd Edition
ITEM#: RIO531
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

Games: Strategy

Dominion
Seaside
ITEM#: RIO404
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

Dominion
Prosperity
ITEM#: RIO422
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

orders@continuumgames.com

Dominion Guilds
& Cornucopia
ITEM#: RIO518
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

2nd Edition! You are a ruler of a small pleasant kingdom of rivers and evergreens. In all directions lie fiefs, freeholds, and feodums. You must race to get as much of the
unclaimed land as possible, fending them off your opponents along the way. You want Dominion.

Dominion
Dark Ages
ITEM#: RIO481
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $23.00

Dominion: Intrigue
2nd Edition
ITEM#: RIO532
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

Dominion
Hinterlands
ITEM#: RIO454
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

Dominion
Alchemy
ITEM#: RIO418
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

Intrigue 2nd Edition. This game adds 25 new Kingdom cards and a complete set of Treasure and Victory cards. The game can be played alone by players experienced
with Dominion or with the basic game of Dominion.

Spellcaster

Spellcaster Potions

Unleash the essence
of Alchemy upon your
opponents. Dueling wizards
have increased powers as
they gain a variety of pointion
to disrupt, distort and destroy
their opponents.

Spellcaster expansion pack.

ITEM#: RNR457
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

14+

114

2-4

6

ITEM#: RNR458
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

14+

2-4

12

877-405-2662

Games: Strategy

Rome: City of Marble
ITEM#: RNR450
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

In this tile-laying game, you are
a builder backed by one of the
powerful Patrician families of Rome.
Construct various civic buildings
like temples, bath houses, theaters
and arenas. The more you build the
more Imperium you gain.
14+

2-4

6

othello

ITEM#: SPM6037407
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Othello is the game that takes a minute to learn and a lifetime to master. One of the best
known light strategy games of all time, Othello is back.

7+

2

5

Tatsu the Game of Dragon Mastery

santorini

Each player uses a stack of dragon
stones with three different powers: fire,
water, or vines. Aim to use your powers
to eliminate your opponents’ dragons off
the board. Burn, wash away, or entangle
your opponent’s dragon stones

Santorini is a highly accessible pure
strategy game that is simple enough for
an elementary school classroom. But
with enough gameplay depth and content
for even hardcore gamers to explore,
Santorini is truly a game for everyone.

ITEM#: SMZ019
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $19.00

8+

2

12

ITEM#: SPM6039848
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $20.25

8+

2-4

4

Hive

Bamboo Labyrinth

Hive is a board game with a
difference. There is no board. The
pieces are added to the playing area
thus creating the board. As more and
more pieces are added the game
becomes a fight to see who can
be the first to capture the opposing
Queen Bee.

Gently turn the knobs to tilt the
board, carefully guiding the heavy
metal ball through the maze in this
classic game of skill.

ITEM#: SMZTCI 001
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.50

8+

2

10

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SPM6030078
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

6+

1

6

Lost Cities - The Board Game

Lost Cities - The Card Game

The research teams are outfitted and ready
to embark on their adventures to find five
forgotten cities. Who will lead the way to
fantastic discoveries?

Who will discover the ancient civilizations? Two
explorers embark on research journeys to remote
corners of the world: the Himalayan mountains,
the Central American rainforest, the Egyptian
desert, a mysterious volcano, and the bottom of
the sea. As the cards are played, the expedition
routes take shape and the explorers earn points.

ITEM#: TAK696175
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $22.00

10+

4

6

ITEM#: TAK691820
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $11.00

10+

4

6
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Dimension

brutal kingdom

Who will rule the South Seas? Two Kahuna —
ancient sorcerers of the Pacific — compete for
dominance on an archipelago consisting of twelve
small islands. Using their magic and wisdom, they
struggle for control of the islands. They anxiously
await the cards handed to them by fate. But when
the time is right, they move to capture one, two, or
even more islands, trying to gain the upper hand.

The king’s court is no place for the faint of
heart — or the weak of claw and fang. The law
is survival of the fittest in this game of feral
human nature. The 20 stunningly illustrated
anthropomorphized animal characters will have
you clawing your way to power by tooth and nail.

ITEM#: TAK692209
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $27.00

8+

4

4

12

Exit: The Forbidden
Castle
ITEM#:TAK692872
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

You enter the castle and find yourself in a
magnificent throne room. Suddenly the big,
wooden door locks behind you and you realize
that maybe (again) this was not such a good
idea. The castle is full of mysteries. Only if you
can solve all of the puzzles together in time will
you escape. If not, your creepy host will probably
never let you leave again ...
12

1-6

ITEM#:TAK692506
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

18

3-4

6

Exit: The Secret Lab
ITEM#:TAK692742
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

As volunteers for a medical research study, you
report to a lab as instructed. But no one is there
except for you! Vapor rises from a test tube and
you start feeling dizzy. When you wake up again,
the door is locked, and you discover a notebook
and a strange disk ...

12

1-6

18

Exit: The Pharaoh’s
Tomb

Exit: The Forgotten Island

The excursion to the Valley of the Kings is the
highlight of your vacation to Egypt. As you crawl
through the narrow passageways, you lose the
rest of your tour group. You enter a mysterious
burial chamber. A massive stone door closes
behind you. On the floor lie a dusty notebook and
an ancient disk ...

Everything on this island seems to be
secured with locks ... and you soon come
to realize: You must figure out all the
combinations to open the locks in to order
to escape. If not, you will never leave this
island! Can you solve the riddles left for
you and escape the island?

ITEM#:TAK692698
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

12

1-6

18

ITEM#:TAK692858
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

12

1-6

18

Exit: The Abandoned Cabin

Exit: The Polar Station

The hit Escape-Room concept for home use. Party
game for up to 6 players. 12+, 45-90 minutes.
You must solve a series of riddles and puzzles to
escape from a room. Each correct solution brings
you to another riddle. How fast can you escape the
room? Materials for 1 time use.

You are left alone in the freezing Arctic ... You
crawl into an adjacent station via a ventilation
shaft. The door is already locked. The lab is
devastated and you wonder what happened here.
Then you find a notebook and a strange disk.
Everything in the room is secured with numbered
locks. Then it dawns on you that only if you can
figure out all of the codes to unlock the locks in
time, can you escape?

ITEM#:TAK692681
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

12
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1-6

18

ITEM#:TAK692865
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

12

1-6

18

Exit Counter POP Display Empty ITEM#:TAK692POP-9E

877-405-2662

Games: Strategy

orders@continuumgames.com

Imhotep

Kahuna

Imhotep. The legendary architect of the Egyptian
monuments. His awe-inspiring structures and
brutal tactics earned him divine status among
ancient Egyptians. But you alone do not choose
where the ships go. Your opponents have
monumental plans of their own and want to
prevent your success.

Who will rule the South Seas? Two Kahuna —
ancient sorcerers of the Pacific — compete for
dominance on an archipelago consisting of twelve
small islands. Using their magic and wisdom, they
struggle for control of the islands. They anxiously
await the cards handed to them by fate. But when
the time is right, they move to capture one, two, or
even more islands, trying to gain the upper hand.

ITEM#:TAK692384
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.50

10+

2-4

4

ITEM#: TAK691806
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.50

10+

2

6

Jishaku

Mah Jongg

Jishaku is a strategy game where
magnets jump out of position,
without warning. While alternating
turns with your opponents, the goal
of the game is to place magnets
onto the game base without letting
any magnets connect. The first
person to run out of magnets wins.

Millions of players are facinated by Mah
Jongg, the enchanting game of luck and
skill. Now, instead of using heavy and
very expensive tiles, you can esperience
the game with these beautiful custom
designed cards!

ITEM#: CG1616
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

8+

2+

6

ITEM#: CG1610
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50

13+

3-6

6

Yikerz

Family Traditions Chess

Mensa Favorite Brainy Games Winner;
master magnetic forces to win this
dynamic game; includes a convenient
travel pouch for portable fun – anywhere,
anytime; unlimited game options. Allows
for many different configurations that
create a variety of challenges; multiple
ways to play – solo time trial, head-tohead competition, or in teams of 4.

The classic strategy
game of medieval warfare.
Use your knights,
bishops, rooks and
queen to capture your
opponents king!

ITEM#: CG0315
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

14+

1+

12

ITEM#: CG1603
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

6

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500 games, toys and novelty items
117

877-405-2662
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orders@continuumgames.com

Kanoodle

RiddleCube the Game

Two brain-twisting solitaire games in
one portable, pocket-sized, playanywhere carrying case! From basic to
deviously difficult, there are hundreds
of possible combinations, but only 1
completes the puzzle.

Think outside the box as you race your way
through this mind bending all play game.

ITEM#: EDIEI-2978
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

7+

1

96

ITEM#: EDI2904
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1-4

6

Kanoodle Extreme

Ubongo

Cross train your brain. If you love
Kanoodle, you will flip for Kanoodle
Extreme.

Ubongo is a fast-paced, addictive, and
easy-to-learn geometric puzzle game.
Players race against the timer and against
each other to solve a puzzle of interlocking
shapes. The faster you solve the puzzle,
the more gems you get. The player with
the most valuable gem treasure after nine
rounds of solving puzzles wins!

ITEM#: EDI3024
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

1

60

ITEM#: TAK696184
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $22.00

8

2

4

Kanoodle® Jr.

Metal Puzzles

Puzzle play isn’t just for the big kids
anymore! Based on the awardwinning
Kanoodle® brain game series, Kanoodle
Jr. offers on-the-go spatial reasoning
fun with simple-to-follow instructions
and large puzzle pieces, perfect for little
hands.

Old school brain teasers. Great
manipulatives to irritate and
frustrate lesser minds.

ITEM#: EDI3078
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

4+

1

80

ITEM#: PNTRG10156
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

1+

12

Kanoodle® Jr. POP (10 units)

Kanoodle Genius

Puzzle play isn’t just for the big kids
anymore! Based on the awardwinning
Kanoodle® brain game series, Kanoodle Jr.
offers on-the-go spatial reasoning fun with
simple-to-follow instructions and large puzzle
pieces, perfect for little hands.

Solve 2-D and 3-D puzzles by
rearranging game pieces. Pick a puzzle
from the book, set up the challenge,
and then place the remaining game
pieces to solve the puzzle. Kanoodle®
Genius offers 200+ brain-busting
puzzles for you to solve all on your
own.

ITEM#: EDI3079
RETAIL: $150.00
W/S: $78.00

4+

118

1

8

ITEM#: EDIEI-3026
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

8+

2-4

96

Games: PuzzleS

877-405-2662

orders@continuumgames.com

Based on the ancient Chinese Tangram puzzle, Tangoes products are a learning tool that combines artistic and mathematical elements
to enhance visual perception ability, develop problem solving skills, creative thinking capacity and teamwork.
The object of Tangoes is to form the image on the card using all seven puzzle pieces.

Tangoes
Classic

Travel Tangoes
People

ITEM#: SMT11150
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

ITEM#: SMTTT100
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

Tangoes Jr. Puzzle
Pack People
ITEM#: SMTJRT012
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

Travel Tangoes
animals
ITEM#: SMTTT200
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

Tangoes Jr. Puzzle
Pack Objects
ITEM#: SMTJRT013
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

Magnetic
Tangoes Jr.

Double Tangoes
Puzzle Game

ITEM#: SMT11213
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

Mini Tangoes Blue
ITEM#: SMTMT02
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

ITEM#: SMTDT200
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

Mini Tangoes Red
ITEM#: SMTMT18
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4D Cityscape is a multi-layer puzzle that is fun, challenging, and educational. Learn how a city develops and evolves, explore historic
buildings and architectural styles, get to know the geography of an area, and discover the defining moments in history!

4D New York,
USA
ITEM#: 4CS40010
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Las
Vegas, USA
ITEM#: 4CS40020
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D London,
England
ITEM#: 4CS40012
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Paris,
France

ITEM#: 4CS40028
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Chicago,
USA
ITEM#: 4CS40014
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Boston,
USA
ITEM#: 4CS40080
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Toronto,
Canada
ITEM#: 4CS40016
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Los
Angeles

ITEM#:4CS40082
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D
Seattle

ITEM#: 4CS40084
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D Washington
DC, USA
ITEM#: 4CS40018
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

4D USA
Puzzle

ITEM#: 4CS40008
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00
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National Geographic 4D Ancient Cityscape Puzzles
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

7+

1+

4

4D National Geographic Ancient Egypt, Rome, Greece and China are the world’s first multi-layer Jigsaw Puzzle that teaches history with its interactive puzzle app!
Learning about ancient cities has never been so much fun. The first layer is a historical jigsaw map, which consists of approximately 600 puzzle pieces. The second layer
contains model replica monuments and buildings. Once assembly is complete, the history lesson truly begins. The 4D National Geographic App allows you to engage with
the puzzle digitally, while learning key facts and viewing beautiful, relevant images of each structure.

Ancient Egypt
ITEM#: 4CS61000

Ancient Rome
ITEM#: 4CS61004

3D Game of Thrones:
Kings Landing
ITEM#: 4CS51003
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

You can now assemble a giant paper puzzle of Kings Landing from popular
series of Game of Thrones. Situated on the east coast of Westeros, overlooking
Blackwater Bay. Made out of 260 pcs, you assemble the Red Keep and the city. It
is the ultimate souvenir for the true fans of Games of Thrones!

14+

1+

6

4D Batman Gotham City
ITEM#: 4CS51104
RETAIL: $89.99
W/S: $47.00

4D Cityscape now introduces the official puzzle
guide for Batman Gotham City, based on DC
Comic’s famous Batman Comic Series. The
puzzle comes with an Official Guide to Gotham
City that teaches you everything you need to
know about Gotham City. Bonus items includes
a mini LED Bat Light located at the top of the
GCPD building.
14+

120

1+

4

Ancient China
ITEM#: 4CS61006

Ancient Greece
ITEM#: 4CS61002

4D Lord of the Ring Middle
Earth
ITEM#: 4CS51102
RETAIL: $89.99
W/S: $47.00

4D Cityscape now introduces the official puzzle
guide for The Lord of the Rings, based on
Warner Brother’s famous Trilogy. This puzzle will
guide players through the assembly of the official
The Lord of the Rings Middle-earth map in a
patented multi-layer design.

14+

1+

4

4D Mini New York
ITEM#: 4CS61004
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75
7+

1+

4

Washington D.C.
ITEM#: 4CS70006
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

877-405-2662

Games: PuzzleS

Pajaggle GAME Blue board with orange
and lime green pieces
ITEM#: PAJ004
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

Newly redesigned with two sets of pieces
inside. Pajaggle is a game, brainteaser
and puzzle all rolled into one! The game
challenges players to fit unique pieces
where they belong.

8+

1-2

10

orders@continuumgames.com

Twizmo Words
ITEM#:TWZ2015
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Twizmo! Words is a competitive,
intellectually challenging game
for adult wordsmiths. It’s also
fun way to help children who
are learning to spell and build
vocabulary. Twizmo! Words has
a home in the classroom as well
as the game room.
8+

2+

15

Explorer Kids Puzzles USA Map

Book Box 1000 pc Jigaw Puzzle
- Tea Party Time

This MasterPieces 16.5” x 12.75” 60pc USA
Map Puzzle is the perfect way to teach kids
about geography! Learn all the states when you
put together this 60 piece USA Map puzzle. The
puzzle includes state-shaped puzzle pieces
and a full-color insert with fun facts about each
state. It is great for children ages 5-10 years
old.

This MasterPieces Alice in Wonderland 19.25”
x 26.75” 1000pc Fairytale Book Box Puzzle
features Alice in Wonderland sitting on her red,
velvet throne, and comes in a keepsake book
box, with a magnetic closure. This enchanting
work of art is sure to ignite your imagination and
remind you that fairytales do come true!

ITEM#: MSP11207
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

5+

1+

4

ITEM#: MSP71553
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

13+

1+

4

Explorer Kids Puzzles Solar System Glow

Book Box 300 pc Jigsaw PuzzleDown the Rabbit Hole

This MasterPieces 16.5”x12.75” 60pc Solar
System Puzzle is the perfect way to teach kids
about the planets. Learn all the planets when
you put together this 60 piece Solar System
puzzle. This puzzle includes a full-color insert
with fun facts about the Solar System. Great
for children ages 5-10 years old.

This MasterPieces 18”x24” 300PC EZ Grip
Fairytale Book Box Collectible features Alice in
Wonderland, just as she is falling down the rabbit
hole. Collect all these classic fairytale puzzles,
tucked inside a beautiful keepsake book box,
complete with a durable magnetic closure.

ITEM#: MSP11430
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

5+

1+

4

ITEM#: MSP31443
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

9+

1+

4

NFL USA Map Jigsaw Puzzle

Tetris Jigsaw Puzzle

This MasterPieces NFL 500pc 24” x 18” Sports
Map Puzzle show the locations of all your
favorite NFL Football teams around the country.
Designed with the sports fan in mind, these
500pc sports map puzzles are the perfect gift for
any football fan!

This MasterPieces Tetris 9” x 27” 500pc Jigsaw
Puzzle features tetriminos falling down, just as
in the original Tetris game! Play with the timehonored Tetris gamepieces, and let them test
your brain’s limits. These Tetris Brainteasers are
fun for every generation.

ITEM#: MSP11589
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

9+

1+

4

ITEM#: MSP31521
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

9+

1+

4
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Find It

6+

RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.75

1+

12

Spin it, twist it, shake it, it’s so much fun! Kids and adults will become addicted to this colorful, fun game for the kid in all of us. This contained adventure will have you looking at it for
hours trying to find the objects inside. Play it with the whole family. Play it in the home or in the car. The object of the game is to find each item in the contained adventure.
Play alone or with a crowd.

Find it
Original

Find It
Kids World

Find It
At the Beach

Find It
Glitz & Glamour

Find It
Dinosaurs

Find It
Christmas

Find It
Pirates

Find It
Discover America

Find It Mythical
Creatures

Find It
Eww Gross

Find It
Wildlife

Find It Elf on
the Shelf

Find It SESAME
STREET

Find It Captn
Underpants

ITEM#: IDG1005

ITEM#: IDG1015

ITEM#: IDG1035

ITEM#: IDG1030
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

122

ITEM#: IDG1004

ITEM#: IDG1031

ITEM#:IDG1033

ITEM#: IDG1070
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

ITEM#: IDG1007

ITEM#: IDG1043

ITEM#: IDG1010

ITEM#: IDG1047

ITEM#: IDG1017

ITEM#: IDG1076
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $12.00

Find It Where’s
Waldo
ITEM#: IDG1099
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $12.00

877-405-2662

Games: PuzzleS

Perplexus Micro Q-Bot

Architecto

Microplexus features a different shape
and theme, and all have the signature
inner maze and marble.

Players construct 3D models
based on illustrations in
perspective. From simple shapes
to complex structures, players
develop stronger notions of
geometric concepts and 3D
visualisation.

ITEM#: PTC901
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

8+

?

12

ITEM#: FOX-310086
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

7+

1+

6

Perplexus Rookie

Equilibrio

Can you make it through a labyrinth of over
70 challenging barriers? Flip, twist, and
spin Perplexus to move the ball along the
numbered path.

Players will need dexterity,
ingenuity and perseverance
to succeed in building the
amazing vertical structures
featured in Equilibrio.

ITEM#: SPM6039862
Retail: $22.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

4

ITEM#: FOX-310093
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

7+

1+

6

Perplexus Original

Meta Forms

Inside the Perplexus Original you’ll face 22
feet worth of challenging twists, turns and
obstacles! Flip, twist, and spin Perplexus to
move the ball along the numbered path.

Use visual clues to place nine
geometric shapes into a grid and find
the unique solution to each puzzle.
Meta-Forms includes a spiral book with
6 color-coded levels of difficulty. The
clues are intuitive and easy enough for
young children to understand.

ITEM#: SPM6037973
Retail: $24.99
W/S: $14.00

8+

1+

4

ITEM#: FOX-310420
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

1+

6

Perplexus Epic

Pattern Play

Can you make it through a labyrinth of over
125 barriers? Flip, twist, and spin Perplexus to
move the ball along the numbered path.

Create endless, vibrant
designs with Pattern Play!
Great introduction to sorting,
matching, symmetry, and spatial
relationships.

ITEM#: SPM6037972
Retail: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

8+

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: MDW25105
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $18.00

3+

1+

6
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Rubik’s Junior Bear

BOP IT

The easy-to-grip Bear is much simpler than
the original Rubik’s Cube and will entertain
kids with every twist and turn! Think of it as a
“training” cube.

Twist it! Bop it! Answer it? Selfie it? Hammer
it? This updated Bop It! game is enhanced with
new action-oriented Bop It! moves for today’s
modern gamer. The ten moves are: whip it, drink
it, selfie it, hammer it, answer it, cradle it, saw it,
sing it, golf it, and comb it. The Bop It! game is a
portable game for on-the-go fun.

ITEM#: WIN5030
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

4+

1+

6

ITEM#: HSBB7428
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $17.00

6+

1+

4

Memory Maze

Star Wars Bop It BB8

Follow the lights and sound in a
repeating pattern.

Twist it, pull it, and take the game out of
this galaxy with this electronic Star Wars
version of the classic Bop It! game. It
works just like the classic Bop It! game but
now the orange and white game unit is in
the image of the precocious droid BB-8,
introduced in the movie Star Wars: The
Force Awakens.

ITEM#: WTM0267
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

1+

24

ITEM#: HSBC0227
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

1+

4

Rubik’s Race

Bop It & Simon Micro Asst

Slide the tiles to create the pattern whilst
avoiding the pitfalls and using the perks, in this
easy to master but incredibly addictive game.

BOP IT in your Pocket! This game packs big
BOP IT fun into a handheld and easily portable
game. This small-sized Simon Micro Series
game is compact, but it gives you the full gaming
experience with all the lights and sounds of the
larger size. It also has additional features not
seen in other versions of the Simon game. So
get ready to watch, remember, repeat!

ITEM#:UNV01811
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

7+

1+

6

Wonder Tubes
ITEM#: UNV6412
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

Tilt, twirl, and spin to find objects related to
I Spy riddles floating in these sturdy tubes.
It’s a new challenge every time you shake
the tube!

5+

124

1

12

ITEM#: HSBB2955
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.75

6+

1+

6

cLASSIC SIMON
ITEM#: HSBB7962
RETAIL: $2999
W/S: $16.00

Features the 3 original games:
GAME 1 - “Simon Says”
GAME 2 - “Player Adds”
GAME 3 - “Choose Your Color”

6+

1+

4

877-405-2662

Games: PuzzleS

orders@continuumgames.com

Pyrastar Keychain

Mefferts Keychain Display

Brains on the move need fuel. So take
this clever keychain everywhere you
go. Just a couple of twist will jumble
the colors. Can you get a solid color
on each flat triangular side?

Includes 4 key chain puzzles, five
of each.

ITEM#: PJGMK6897
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

9+

1

12

ITEM#: PJGMFDisplay
RETAIL: $9.99 each
W/S: $105.00

9+

1

1

Molecube

Skewb Keychain

Twist the puzzle so that each of the
nine colors appear on all sides, like a
3-dimensional Sudoku puzzle.

The Mini Skewb is now available as a keychain,
for garanteed fun on the road. The 12 coloured
faces Skewb Ultimate is a real challenge for
puzzlers. The surprising twist within the twisty
puzzles now fits in your pocket.

ITEM#: PJGMC6637
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

5+

+1

4

ITEM#: PJGMK6880
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

9+

1

12

Gear Ball

Gear Egg Keychain

Although the interconnecting gears
provide visual complexity, this puzzle
is easier to solve than the classic
cube puzzle.

Twist the egg to spin it on any axis,
the egg will quickly lose its shape,
solve by getting the puzzle back to
its original egg shape.

ITEM#: PJGGB9132
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $13.75

12+

1

24

ITEM#: PJGMK5694
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

9+

1

12

Pyraminx

Molecube Keychain

A brain teaser that pre-dates the classic
cube puzzle, the Pyraminx is a staple in
every puzzle enthusiast’s collection

Take the Mini Molecube with you on
your keychain. Precision craftsmanship
creates a smooth spinning puzzle that
glides like silk through your hands.

ITEM#: PJGMP9163
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

8+

1

24

ITEM#: PJGMK6866
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

9+

1

12
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By the Book

Grecian Bottle

A novel stacking puzzle. Balance
your books! In this 3D puzzle,
stack up to 12 differently shaped
books – and one clever cat – so
that the upper shelf lies perfectly
even across the top. Master all 40
challenges and you’re on a level
above the rest.

Players must use gravity, friction and the items
inside the glass to remove everything from
the bottle. Emptying the bottle is challenging,
returning everything back into the bottle in it’s
original state is even more difficult.

ITEM#: GWT8403
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

8+

2+

6

ITEM#: PJGTG004
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

14+

1

24

Compass and Star

Curated Collection

This combination of low-difficulty puzzles is
great for the beginning puzzle solver. The
compass must be taken apart and reassembled;
the star must be removed from its cage.

This assortment includes five different
puzzles representing each of the ancient
civilizations featured in the True Genius
line. Each puzzle is solved in a completely
different way with a range of difficulty, giving
your customer a taste of the entire line.

14+

14+

ITEM#: PJGTG018
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

1

24

ITEM#: PJGTG026
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

1

24

New Original Rubik’s Cube

Rubik’s Build It Solve It

The world’s most famous puzzle
is the still the best selling puzzle
of all time! And now - it is made
from molded plastic so there
are NO MORE STICKERS! No
stickers means no cheating!
Includes collectable stand.

Ever wanted to know how a
Rubik’s Cube is made? Now you
can make your own and learn
how to solve it at the same time.

ITEM#: WIN5031
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

1+

6

Rubik’s Void
ITEM#: WIN1158
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

The Void is a “hole” new challenge. Cool to
look at and tricky to solve!

8+

126

1+

6

ITEM#: WIN5034
RETAIL: $23.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1+

6

Rubik’s Key Ring
ITEM#: WIN5016
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.25

Key ring puzzle plays like the
original 3x3 cube!

8+

1+

12

877-405-2662

Rubik’s 2x2 Cube
ITEM#: WIN5007
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.25

New mechanical design with smoother and
faster play!

8+

1+

6

Games: PuzzleS
Rubik’s® 3x3 Cubez
ITEM#: WIN5027
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $8.00

The world’s most famous puzzle is the still
the best selling puzzle of all time. Billions of
combinations, only one solution. While it has 43
quintillion possible moves, it can be solved in
incredibly few moves. The unique turning action
and simple color concept make the Cube the
world’s #1 puzzle. By Winning Moves.
8+

1+

6

Rubik’s 4x4 Cube

Rubik’s 5x5

The 4x4 requires different moves to solve than
the original 3x3, and it’s more challenging!

Link no other cube before, the 5x5 is a musthave for the true Rubik’s aficionado!

ITEM#: WIN5011
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.25

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: WIN5013
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $18.00

8+

1+

6

Rubik’s Twist

Diggin’ Dino Bones

Rubik’s Twist® is the twistable challenge of
unlimited puzzle shapes. Start twisting and
watch amazing figures take form. Turn a
snake into a swan... a bat into a ball... a turtle
into a terrier, all with just a few twists of your
imagination. By Winning Moves.

Get ready to excavate dinosaur bones!
Diggin’ Dino Bones is a puzzle game
that will have to digging for bones and
assembling the skeleton of your favorite
dinosaurs. You are a paleontologist
commissioned to find the bones of a
specific dinosaur. Search the excavation
site and be the first to find and assemble
your dino bone puzzle to win!

ITEM#: WIN5002
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $9.75

8+

1+

6

Word Q

ITEM#: CG1501
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

The jumbled crossword brainteaser!
Choose a puzzle from the Word Q
book and setup the letter tiles that are
shown in the puzzle. Then, rearrange
the letters in a grid-like configuration
so they form words in every row
and column. 40 puzzles in different
difficulty levels from Beginner to Word
Q-Pro offer a variety of challenges.
8+

1+

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: CG1612
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

2+

6

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500
games, toys and novelty items

12
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Arts & Crafts

Light Up Trace Case

My Sewing Kit

Trace and create with this
battery operated light box.

125 seewing essentials.
Everything you need to lern
how to stitch and sew. 4 ready
to make projects included.

ITEM#: ALX162W
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

5-10

1+

6

ITEM#: ALX191T
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $14.00

7+

1+

12

Flower Wristlet

My Art

Includes 5 brightly colored
permanent markers.

Big colorful accordian stoarge
case to keep all of your beautiful
pictures. 9 expandable pockets
that hold paper up to 12” by 18”.
Personalize it with a 4” by 6” photo
on the front pocket sleeve.

ITEM#: ALX504F
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

7+

1+

24

ITEM#: ALX527W
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $11.50

3+

1+

12

All Duct Out

Large Tie Dye Kit

Make belts, jewelry, headbands,
glasses, a purse and more. Includes
8 rolls of duct tape, 3 templates,
precut fabric, 4 earring hooks, 4
jump rings, brooch pin, 2 belt rings,
2 plastic chains, hole punch, stencil,
2 stretchy loops, non stick paper and
easy instructions.

Fun for all ages, this kit is a fantastic
introduction to tie dye! The classic tie dye
never seems to go out of style. You can
create yourself a vibrant tie dye piece
with this easy-to-use kit. You will need to
supply the fabric. Dyes up to 15 shirts!

ITEM#: ALX769W
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $14.00

7+

1+

12

ITEM#: JAC9325
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50
UPC: 743772024781

Funky Groovy – Tie Dye Kit

ITEM#: JAC9445
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50 UPC: 743772024774

Dyes up to 5 shirts.

Glitter Body Art Kit

Mehndi Kit

Non-permanent body art with a
shimmery twist! Draw on designs
with the medical-grad adhesive
usingthe fine applicator bottle
or apply through one of the 6
included stencils.

The exotic non-permanent body art
of the Far East. Traditional Mehndi
is drawn on the hands and feet, but
you can apply it anywhere.

ITEM#: JAC9510
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

12+

128

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: JAC9500
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

12+

1+

3

Arts & Crafts

877-405-2662

DO-A-DOT ART ACTIVITY BOOKS
ALL ITEMS ARE RETAIL $5.99 W/S $2.75

PLAY & LEARN
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT310

NURSERY RHYMES
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT350

ART ZOO ANIMALS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT371

PICTURE ME A PRINCESS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT374

DISCOVER MY WORLD
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT330

COLORFUL CRITTERS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT360

SEA ANIMALS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT372

MIGHTY TRUCKS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT375

RAINBOW TRAIL
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT340

DO-A-DOT ART MARKERS

6 PACK RAINBOW MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT101
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

PUPPIES & KITTENS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT376

6 PACK BRILLIANT MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT103
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

4 PACK RAINBOW MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT201
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.75

FARM ANIMALS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT370

MIGHTY DINOSAURS
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT373

orders@continuumgames.com

5 PACK TUTTI FRUTTI
SHIMMER MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT109
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

5 PACK SHIMMER MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT104
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

SCENTED JUICY FRUITS
MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT202
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $9.00

SCENTED ICE CREAM DREAMS
MARKERS
ITEM#: DOT203
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $9.00

Knitting Doll
ITEM#: PNTRG-10053
RETAIL: $6.50
W/S: $3.50
Includes Doll, wool and
wooden needle.

TALES OF THE MERMAID
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT378

PIRATES & BURIED TREASURE
ACTIVITY BOOK
ITEM#: DOT379

6+

1+

48
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Arts & Crafts

Classic Palette 8 Color
ITEM#: RUBPLACLA
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50

Includes 8 colors at .14 oz each. Will easily
paint 80 full faces. Also includes a sponge
and brush. FDA compliant, Vegan, Paraben
Free & Hypoallergenic.

Pastel Palette 8 Color
ITEM#: RUBPLAPAS
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50

orders@continuumgames.com

8 ct. Crayons
ITEM#: CRY52-3008
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

8 ct. Crayola Crayons are the classic
kids’ art tool. They are the colors
generations have grown up with includes red, yellow, green, blue,
brown, black, orange and purple!

Pearl Palette 8 Color
ITEM#: RUBPLAPEA
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.50

Individual ColorS
RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.75

Includes .61 oz of paint. Will easily paint 100 full faces.
FDA compliant, Vegan, Paraben Free & Hypoallergenic.

Individual Color White
ITEM#: RUB18M100
Individual Color Black
ITEM#: RUB18M150
Individual Color PINK
ITEM#: RUB18M210
Individual Color Red
ITEM#: RUB18M250
individual color yellow
ITEM#: RUB18M350
Individual Color Blue
ITEM#: RUB18M450
Individual Color Green
ITEM#: RUB18M550
Individual Color Orange
ITEM#: RUB18M650

3+

1+

24

8 ct. Retro Crayons in Tin
ITEM#: CRY52-1308
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

Nostalgic tin representing the original
packaging design of Crayola® 8 ct.
crayons. This tin represents a return to
the past with a perennial favorite, 8 ct.
Crayola® crayons included inside.

3+

1+

24

64 ct. Crayons
ITEM#: CRY52-0064
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

64 different colors spanning the
spectrum Appropriate for kids
4+ Features a built in sharpener
Flip-top box and tiered sleeves for
easy access Makes a perfect gift
With 64 unique colors and a built in
sharpener this box provides hours of
creative coloring fun.
3+

1+

48

24 ct. Crayons

Large Washable Crayons

Crayola Crayons provide color-loving
kids with 24 hues to amp up school
projects and artistic endeavors with
vibrant, high-quality results and
long-lasting color. This pack contains
a variety of bright colors to inspire
imaginative expression.

Crayola large washable crayons are
easy to use even for the smallest
hands to hold. Specially formulated for
smoother, easier laydown. Washes off
most surfaces with just a damp sponge
including clothing and tabletops.

ITEM#: CRY52-3024
RETAIL: $3.49
W/S: $1.75

3+
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1+

24

ITEM#: CRY52-3280
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

3+

1+

24
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12 ct. Coloring Pencils

Dry Erase Activity Center

Great for use at home or school, Crayola
Colored Pencils are an essential creative
tool for kids. This pack of 12 pre-sharpened
colored pencils contains a range of vivid
colors to inspire children’s self-expression
and imagination.

All-in-one travel pakc with 8 games
and activities. Includes a reusable
Dry-Erase surface and 4 Washable
Dry-Erase Crayons, E-Z Erase
Cloth and crayon sharpener.

ITEM#: CRY68-4012
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.00

3+

1+

48

ITEM#: CRY98-8634
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

3+

1+

24

10 ct. Washable Markers

Mini Twistables

Crayola washable markers are now ultraclean. Washable from skin, clothing and
now from painted walls. Washability you can
trust. 10 ultra-clean washable broad line
markers in classic Color Max colors.

24 Twistable crayons in varying fun colors.
Neon, metallic and rainbow crayons
included. Break resistant. No sharpener
needed. Non-Toxic, AP Certified.

ITEM#: CRY58-7851
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

3+

1+

24

ITEM#: CRY52-9824
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

3+

1+

12

Ultimate Art Supplies

Marker Design Studio

Portable Art Studio you can take anywhere!
Compartmentalized tray to keep art supplies
organized. Paper storage under tray. Comes
in several cool colors! Includes 24 Crayons, 8
Markers, 12 Colored Pencils, 8 ct Watercolor
Pan, 1 Brush, 30 Sheets of Colored Paper,
1.25 oz School Glue, Scissors and Plastic
Storage Case with Organizing Trays.

The Crayola Marker Design Studio lets kids
create 8 customer markers by making their
own color concoctions or by following the
mixing guide. Once made, use the markers
to create, color and draw artworks. Kit
includes 3 ink bottles, 2 wacky tips marker
nibs and parts, 6 broadline marker parts,
tweezers, snap cap, measuring vial and
base, mixing guide and instructions.

ITEM#: CRY04-5674
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $11.00

3+

1+

6

ITEM#: CRY747206
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

2+

1+

6

Window Art Designer

Watercolor Art Kit

Discover a whole new realm of
coloring full of light, shadow-play,
and brilliantly glowing colors.

Set includes 10 Essentials watercolor
paints, 6 natural hair brushes, 1
drawing pencil, 1 pencil eraser, 1
pencil sharpener, 1 plastic 6-well
palette, 1 palette knife, 1-5”x7”
watercolor pad, and guide.

ITEM#: CRYTG046835
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

4+

1+

4

ITEM#: RYLRSET-WAT3000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

1+

6
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Acrylic Painting Art Kit

Sketching & Drawing Art Kit

Set includes 10 Essentials
acrylic paints, 6 taklon brushes,
1 drawing pencil, 1 pencil
eraser, 1 pencil sharpener, 1
plastic 6-well palette, 1 palette
knife, 2-5” x 7” canvas boards,
and a guide.

Set includes 12 color pencils, 6
graphite pencils, 3 blending stumps,
1 pencil eraser, 1 ruler, 3 charcoal
pencils, 1-5” x 7” drawing pad, 1
sandpaper block, 1 pencil sharpener,
1-4.5” mannequin, and a guide.

ITEM#: RYLRSET-ACR3000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

1+

8+

ITEM#: RYLRSET-DS3000
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

6

PRINCESS MESS
FREE GAME BOOK
ITEM#: BEN26008
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

3+

HELLO KITTY MESS
FREE GAME BOOK
ITEM#: BEN26041
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

MAGIC INK PICTURES
PRINCESS
ITEM#: BEN26012
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

1+

6

MAGIC INK PICTURES
MY LITTLE PONY
ITEM#: BEN26014
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

MAGIC INK PICTURES
BARBIE
ITEM#: BEN26058
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

MAGIC INK PICTURES
RUDOLPH
ITEM#: BEN24528
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

MAGIC INK PICTURES
ELF ON THE SHELF
ITEM#: BEN38412
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25

MAGIC INK PICTURES
JUSTICE LEAGUE UNLIMITED
ITEM#: BEN90915
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25

IMAGINE INK FINGER
PAINT - SESAME STREET
ITEM#: BEN59111
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

KIDS WHO CRAFT
ORIGAMI ZOO
ITEM#: BEN36557
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

KIDS WHO CRAFT
CRAFT STICK BRACELETS
ITEM#: BEN41011
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

KIDS WHO CRAFT
MAKE YOUR OWN GRABBER
ITEM#: BEN42810
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

LITTLE CRAFTERS
HERO MASKS
ITEM#: BEN41156
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25

LITTLE CRAFTERS
AQUARIUM
ITEM#: BEN53744
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25

CRAFTY CRITTERS
PETS ASSORTMENT
ITEM#: BEN41476
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

CRAFTY CRITTERS
DOLL ASSORTMENT
ITEM#: BEN41477
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25
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CRAFT WITH ME
MINI GARDEN
ITEM#: BEN63820
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

CRAFT WITH ME
MENU BOARD
ITEM#: BEN46740
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

CRAFT WITH ME
TOTE BAGS
ITEM#: BEN89705
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.50

CRAFTSTRUCTIONS
DOLLHOUSE
ITEM#: BEN84483
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

CRAFTSTRUCTIONS
PIRATE SHIP
ITEM#: BEN98498
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

KATHY IRELAND MEMORY
GAME WITH MAGNETIC
CLOSURE - BASIC
ITEM#: BEN62010
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

KATHY IRELAND MEMORY
GAME WITH MAGNETIC
CLOSURE - PRETTY POPSICLE
ITEM#: BEN62011
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

KATHY IRELAND MEMORY
GAME WITH MAGNETIC
CLOSURE - SPEED
ITEM#: BEN62012
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

KATHY IRELAND MEMORY
GAME - GARDEN HARVEST
ITEM#: BEN62013
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

KATHY IRELAND MEMORY
GAME - SWEET TREATS
ITEM#: BEN62014
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

Playfoam allows preschoolers to express their creativity – with no mess to clean up afterward! Just squish the Playfoam up, shape it however you like, squash it back down,
and start all over again. Playfoam never dries out so the creativity never ends – and the secret no-stick formula means you can take it anywhere for creative fun on the go!

CLASSIC PLAYFOAM®
- 4 PACK

SPARKLE PLAYFOAM®
- 4 PACK

PLAYFOAM®
GO!

PLAYFOAM®
- 8 PACK

PLAYFOAM®
Designables
Princess Crown

PLAYFOAM®
Designables
Necklace

PLAYFOAM®
Shape & Learn
Alphabet Set

PLAYFOAM®
Shape & Learn
Numbers Set

ITEM#: EDI1900
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.75

ITEM#: EDI1912
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: EDI1910
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.75

ITEM#: EDI1913
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: EDI1930
RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $7.75

ITEM#: EDI1917
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: EDI1906
RETAIL: $8.99 W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: EDI1918
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75
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Playfoam
Dino Pals

ITEM#: EDI1919
RETAIL: $8.99 W/S: $4.75

Playfoam Undersea
Adventures
ITEM#: EDI1921
RETAIL: $8.99 W/S: $4.75

FingerMax 4-Brush Pack
(Universal Size)
ITEM#: BYDFM5828
RETAIL: $10.00
W/S: $5.50

Turn your fingertips into paintbrushes! Simply slide your
finger into the rubber coil of the FingerMax paintbrush,
and explore a traditional art in modern and refreshing
form. This 4-brush pack contains four universal-sized
paintbrushes in assorted colors.

3+

1+

144

Natural Twig Colored Pencil Set
ITEM#: EDOT8
RETAIL: $8.00
W/S: $4.25

Natural Twig Colored Pencil Set is a
great addition to our CAMP Activity
Book! Make coloring fun with this
rustic, eco-friendly set of natural twig
colored pencils. Handcrafted out of
real recycled wood that make each
pencil unique as they vary by nature.

3+

1+

12

Playfoam
Fairy Tale Friends
ITEM#: EDI1920
RETAIL: $8.99 W/S: $4.75

orders@continuumgames.com

Playfoam
Vroom & Zoom

ITEM#: EDI1922
RETAIL: $8.99 W/S: $4.75

Design & Drill BrightWorks
ITEM#: EDI4122
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

See your personal designs light up in
the ark. This play set allows your little
designer to use the power drill to create
cool designs with color and light. The
set includes a lighted black activity
board, 80 bolts in translucent colors
and black, and a power drill.

3+

1+

6

IllumiCraftTM
Light-Up! Journal
ITEM#: EDI1183
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Jazz up this journal with light-up circuitry
kids can craft themselves! Includes hard
cover journal, LED light, copper circuit tape,
and battery. Includes decorative shapes and
stickers, 5-color marker set, and guide.

8+

1

4

IllumiCraftTM Light-Up!
Cell Phone Speaker Dock

IllumiCraftTM
Light-Up! Picture Frame

Light-up, customize, and turn up the volume
with this two-in-one cell phone speaker craft!
Includes speaker dock, 2 LEDs, copper
circuit tape, and battery. Includes decorative
shapes and stickers, 5-color paint set, and
guide,

Fancy up your favorite photo with this light-up
picture frame craft! Includes frame, 2 LEDs,
copper circuit tape, and battery. Includes
decorative shapes and stickers, 5-color paint
set, and guide.

ITEM#: EDI1184
Retail: $19.99
W/S = $10.50

8+
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1

4

ITEM#: EDI1185
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1

4
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IllumiCraftTM
Light-Up! Mirror

IllumiCraftTM Light-Up!
Jewelry Organizer

Illuminate this cool and colorful wall mirror
with circuits kids can craft themselves!
Includes case, 2 LEDs, copper circuit tape,
and battery. Includes decorative shapes and
stickers, 5-color paint set, and guide.

Light-up this jewelry organizer and display
your bling in style! Holds up to 20 earrings /
10 necklaces or bracelets. Includes, 2 LEDs,
copper circuit tape, and battery. Includes
decorative shapes and stickers, 5-color paint
set, and guide.

ITEM#: EDI1187
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1

4

ITEM#: EDI1186
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1

4

Pin Art

Sand Art

Create 3D art, interesting
patterns, and more! 2 Colors,
Assorted. 3.5” x 5”. Boxed.

New sandscapes develop as you
turn the frame over and over.
3 Colors, Assorted. 8” x 5.75”.
Clamshell package.

ITEM#: WFTT-98SM
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

9+

1+

24

Flower Mood Rings
Available in 36 pack display
ITEM#: TSM6989
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75 each

ITEM#: WFTT-500
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.50

NA

1+
1+

24

MOOD RINGS - BUTTERFLY

ITEM#: WFTR-303BU
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50 each

MOOD RINGS - CLOWNFISH
ITEM#: WFTR-303CF
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50 each

MOOD RINGS - DOLPHIN
ITEM#: WFTR-303DO
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50 each
5+

1+
1+

30

Play-Doh
1oz 15 Count Bag

Play-Doh
Party Pack in a Tube

Share the fun and share the creativity with the PARTY
BAG full of 15 small cans of PLAY-DOH modeling
compound. Featuring gift tags on the top of each one,
these brightly colored cans are perfect for passing
out to your friends at your next party. Moms are sure
to love these, too, and grab one on-the-go to keep
imaginative kids entertained anywhere.

Convenient tube is filled with 10 small
cans of PLAY-DOH compound for an
instant PLAY-DOH party or sharing the
creative fun with all your friends!

ITEM#: HSB18367
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

2+

1+

8

ITEM#: HSB22037
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.85

2+

1+

6
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Play-Doh
Mini Bucket Asst

Play-Doh
Plus Variety Pack

Convenient, easy-to-carry bucket is filled
with cans of PLAY-DOH compound and
lots of fun accessories! Great for on-the-go
play. Bucket contains themed accessories
and 3 Cans of PLAY-DOH compound. Four
Assorted Themes - Animal, Beach, Picnic,
and Numbers.

Give your little one the ability to
add awesome details to PLAY-DOH
creations with this big 8-pack of PLAYDOH PLUS compound! Little hands can make more detailed yellow
swirls, pink stars, or other imaginative additions with this softer,
smoother PLAY-DOH PLUS compound!

ITEM#: HSB23414
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

2+

1+

4

ITEM#: HSBA1206
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

2+

1+

4

Sparkle
Compound Collection

Play-Doh Rainbow
Starter Pack

All new SPARKLE compound! This 6
pack PLAY-DOH sparkle compound
is an all CF formlua so your
creations with sparkle and glitter like
never before! Extra-large pieces of
glitter in the compound make this
PLAY-DOH extra-special. Even the lids have bigger and better sparkle!

This 8-pack is the ONLY place where you
can purchase the true Rainbow of Color!
Roll, twist, and shape these colors into
any form that strikes your fancy, or mix
them together to create every possible
color imaginatble! When you are done, tuck them back into
their containers and use them again and again.

ITEM#: HSBA5417
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

2+

1+

4

ITEM#: HSBA7923
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

2+

1+

4

Play-doh Classic Color AST

Play-Doh Fun Factory

Explore open-ended
creativity and make
amazing creations
with this Play-Doh
variety pack! 4
different Play-Doh colors to squish and mold, kids can
create all sorts of wonderful “crafterpieces.” Each colorful
4-pack is packed with Play-Doh potential!

The FUN FACTORY set has everything
you need to shape, mold, and extrude lots
of fun shapes! Load up the extruder tool
with PLAY-DOH modeling compound, slide
in one of the rails, and push down on the
lever to extrude a cool design. Then create
fun shapes from the molds on the extruder
tool body. Use your creativity, and you can
create almost anything!

ITEM#: HSBB5517
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

2+

1+

8

ITEM#: HSBB5554
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

2+

1+

4

Deluxe Spirograph

Original Spirograph Design Set TIN

The Original Spirogrpah Deluxe Set
features all the iconic wheels and rings
of the original, re-engineered and
updated for today. From Kahootz.

The classic way to create
countless amazing designs.
15 piece set with precision
parts and pens in a collectable
travel tin. From Kahootz.

ITEM#: KHZ01001
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+
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1+

6

ITEM#: KHZ01002
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

8+

1+

12
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Spirograph 3D Kit

Spirograph Cyclex

Now you can create amazing
Spirograph art that pops right off
the paper. This set comes with
everything you need to make endless
dimensional designs that will dazzle
your eyes. From Kahootz.

The amazing Spirograph Cyclex drawing
tool makes it simple for kids of all ages
to create intricate and beautiful spiral art
designs and patterns. The unique rotating
stencil wheels of the Cyclex automatically
advance as you trace making it easy and
fun to create incredible detailed designs.
From Kahootz

ITEM#: KHZ01014
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

8+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: KHZ01018
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

8+

1+

12

Spirograph Coloring Book

Spirograph Shapes Set

Color amazing spiro-tastic designs with
this carry along coloring book, perfect for
artists of all ages! There are 24 pages of
intricately beautiful designs, all featuring
the iconic look of Spirograph. Use the
included colored pencils or any other
medium to create your own spiro-art
masterpieces. From Kahootz

Featuring 12 all new wheels
and 3 shaped rings to create
never-before-seen designs.

ITEM#: KHZ01010
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: KHZ01022
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1+

6

Travel Spirograph

Spirograph Junior

All the fun of Spirograph in a small
travel pack. From Kahootz.

Spirograph features all the iconic
wheels and rings. From Kahootz.

ITEM#: KHZ01020
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

8+

1

12

ITEM#: KHZ01023
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

3+

1

6

HypnoGizmo Toy

Action Plates

Give it a twist and it twirls with
whirling, clicking fun that keeps
you spinning! This wild wonder
keeps your hands busy and your
mind engaged with its brainbending kinetic flow. Once you
pick it up, you can’t put it down.

Create your own unique
fashions with this action
focused drawing set!

ITEM#: KHZ01220
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $16.00

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: KHZ01320
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

6+

1

6
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Fashion Plates Superstar Deluxe Kit

Travel Fashion Plates

Create your own unique fashions
with this mix and match drawing
set! This is a super deluxe version
that will keep you active for hours.

Create your own unique fashions
with this mix and match drawing set!
Special travel edition

ITEM#: KHZ01303
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

1

6

Fashion Plates Design Set
ITEM#: KHZ01300
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

The classic mix and match fashion drawing
set is back and better than ever! The new
Fashion Plates® design set makes it easy and
fun for aspiring designers to create their own
fabulous fashion designs. The stylish portfolio
case neatly stores your tablet, plates and
tools making it easy to take your designs and
fashions on the go!
5+

1

6

Fashion Press Paper Fashion Maker
ITEM#: KHZ01355
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.00

The world of fashion design at
your fingertips! Press and punch
out countless combination from
almost any kind of paper, without
tracing or cutting.

6+

1

6

ITEM#: KHZ01306
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

8+

1

12

Fashion Plates
Glamour Expansion Pack
ITEM#: KHZ01301
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.50

Spice up your Fashion Plates selection
with the Glamour Collection Expansion
Set—NEW from Fashion Plates! This
never-before-seen set includes ten,
double-sided weekend styles ready to
rock the catwalk.

5+

1

12

Fashion Plates
Sports Expansion Pack
ITEM#: KHZ01302
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.50

Spice up your Fashion Plates selection
with the Sports Collection Expansion
Set—NEW from Fashion Plates! This
never-before-seen set includes ten,
double-sided weekend styles ready to
rock the field.

5+

1

12

Rotodraw

Retro Barbie Colorforms

Just Trace-Turn-Draw to easily
create adorable characters with
interchangeable Doodle Discs.

Relive the nostalgia of Colorforms fun with these
retro-themed play sets. No cutting, no glue, no mess.
Colorforms stick like magic!

ITEM#: KHZ01401
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

6+
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1

6

ITEM#: KHZ02103
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

3+

1

12
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Retro Holly Hobbie Colorforms
ITEM#: KHZ02104
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

Relive the nostalgia of Colorforms
fun with these retro-themed play
sets. No cutting, no glue, no mess.
Colorforms stick like magic!

3+

1

12

orders@continuumgames.com

Retro Lucy’s Winter Carnival
Colorforms
ITEM#: KHZ02111
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.75

Relive the nostalgia of Colorforms
fun with these retro-themed play
sets. No cutting, no glue, no mess.
Colorforms stick like magic!

3+

1

12

Retro Come Home Snoopy Colorforms

Retro Miss Weather Colorforms

Relive the nostalgia of Colorforms
fun with these retro-themed play
sets. No cutting, no glue, no mess.
Colorforms stick like magic!

Relive the nostalgia
of Colorforms fun with
these retro-themed play
sets. No cutting, no glue,
no mess. Colorforms
stick like magic!

ITEM#: KHZ02112
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

3+

1

12

ITEM#: KHZ02423
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

3+

1

12

Retro The Original Colorforms Set

LEGO® CRAZY ACTION CONTRAPTIONS

This reproduction of the original Colorforms set includes 350 brightly colored
pieces in a spiral-bound activity book,
with a beautifully illustrated design guide
and play board.

KLUTZ LEGO® Crazy Action
Contraptions: Build everything
from the Supercharged Speedster
to the Wall Rocket Racer to the
Squeezeclaw Grabber – these
contraptions spin, stretch, speed,
or spring into action.

ITEM#: KHZ73414
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.50

3+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ270116
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

7+

1

6

STAR WARS® FOLDED FLYERS

LEGO® CHAIN REACTIONS (M)

KLUTZ Star Wars Folded Flyers lets you
fold 6 starfighters that speed through the
living room as well as they do in outer
space. Each galactic vehicle exterior is
Star Wars authentic to the last bolt.

KLUTZ LEGO® Chain Reactions:
Learn to build 10 LEGO® machines, then experiment to create
a chain reaction. With a handful
of basic bricks from your LEGO®
collection, the only thing you’ll
need is a little imagination.

ITEM#: KLZ539634
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ570330
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

7+

1

6
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MAKE CLAY CHARMS

NAIL STYLE STUDIO

KLUTZ Make Clay Charms
features simple step-by-steps for
more than 35 designs. Make them,
bake them, add shine (with our
specially formulated glaze), and
then attach your creations to the
included bracelet.

KLUTZ Nail Style Studio provides
step-by-step instructions to create
25 tween-approved nail designs.

ITEM#: KLZ549856
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ556163
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $15.50

10+

1

6

STRING ART

SEW MINI TREATS

KLUTZ String Art opens up a
whole new world of possibilities.
From cute critters to fashionable
flowers to trendy typography, kids
can make everything in the book
after learning just three simple
techniques.

KLUTZ Sew Mini Treats: Stitch and stuff
your own felt food with fabulous faces.
Includes instructions, patterns, and
materials for more than 18 cheerful, ittybitty food items as well as tips and tricks
to customize your own designs.

ITEM#: KLZ570321
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $12.50

10+

1

6

KLUTZ JR. MY EGG CARTON ANIMALS

ITEM#: KLZ590652
RETAIL:$21.99
W/S: $13.50

10+

1

6

KLUTZ JR. MY CLAY CRITTERS

ITEM#: KLZ593244
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

ITEM#: KLZ593240
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.25

Children’s imaginations run wild as they
transform egg cartons into 6 barnyard
animals. Specially made egg cartons tear
apart and glue easily. Fun animal facts
throughout the book give an added giggle as
kids paint and add googly eyes, cotton balls,
and pre-cut accessories to make their very
own farm animal friends.

Made especially for little hands learning
fine motor skills, this book and craft kit is
ready for kids to dive right in and make 10
adorable ocean critters. With 6 colors of airdry clay, a special shaping tool, and colorful
pre-cut and custom pieces, kids can follow
simple step-by-step instructions to create
their own underwater adventures.

4+

1

6

orders@continuumgames.com

4+

1

6

KLUTZ JR. MY HAND ART

KLUTZ JR. MY TWINKLY TIARAS

The turkey may have started it all, but this
hands-on experience teaches kids how to
draw unique hand art designs—including a
car, cat, sea monster, and more— by tracing
their very own hands. Pom-poms, goggly
eyes, glue, and crayons are all included to
promote fine motor skills and make this the
handiest book and craft kit around!

Kids rule the kingdom of their imagination!
This book and craft kit contains 3 sparkling
crowns just waiting for a special princess to
design them. With more than 100 gems and
punch-out pieces to choose from, kids can
decorate tiaras any way they like. After all,
tiaras are the perfect goes-with-everything
accessory.

ITEM#: KLZ593246
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+
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1

6

ITEM#: KLZ593249
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.25

4+

1

6
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MAKE YOUR OWN MINI ERASERS

CIRCUIT CLAY

KLUTZ Make Your Own Mini Erasers lets
you sculpt your very own creations with
eraser clay, and then bake them in the oven
to make absolutely adorable, slightly squishy
erasers that really work.

KLUTZ Circuit Clay: Learning electricity
is easy when you make clay creations
that glow! Use our special conductive and
insulating clay to make a sculpture, add
LEDs, attach a battery pack, and watch your
clay circuit light up.

ITEM#: KLZ803750
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

6+

1

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: KLZ810636
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1

6

MY SUPER SWEET SCENTED SKETCHBOOK

DECORATE THIS JOURNAL

KLUTZ My Super Sweet Scented
Sketchbook: Learn to draw delightful
doodles with scented markers! Step-by-step
instructions teach readers how to draw
sweet snacks, cute critters, and much more.

KLUTZ Decorate This Journal: Discover
dozens of ways to make this journal come to
life! Use the included pink puffy paste to pipe
frosting-like designs all over the front cover
and decorate it with 3D charms, squishy
stickers, and rhinestones.

ITEM#: KLZ810638
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.75

6+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ810637
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.75

8+

1

6

101 OUTRAGEOUSLY FUN THINGS TO DO

HARRY POTTER PAPER FLYERS

KLUTZ 101 Outrageously Fun Things to Do: Your
all-in-one survival guide to having fun anywhere,
any time! This book is chock full of 101 activities.
It even includes spectacular fart putty for
guaranteed, never-ending entertainment.

KLUTZ Harry Potter Paper Flyers: Build
paper flyers of your favorite characters from
the Harry Potter films. With 11 beautifully
illustrated magical flyers and step-by-step
instructions, Harry Potter Paper Flyers is
sure to be spellbinding.

ITEM#: KLZ810640
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

1

6

ITEM#:KLZ810639
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

1

6

POM-POM KITTIES

SEW MINI ANIMALS

KLUTZ Pom-Pom Kitties: A follow-up to
Klutz’s Pom-Pom Puppies, this kit is made
especially for cat lovers everywhere. Choose
from 7 types of cats to make 3 of your very
own feline friends.

KLUTZ The Klutz Book of Knots: Learn
the ropes of knot tying! Two nylon cords
are tied through the holes on each board
page, allowing the reader to practice right
in the book. A unique gift, practical tool and
entertaining book . . . all tied up together.

ITEM#: KLZ810643
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ810644
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1

6
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KNOTS

LEGO® MAKE YOUR OWN MOVIE

KLUTZ The Klutz Book of Knots: Learn
the ropes of knot tying! Two nylon cords
are tied through the holes on each board
page, allowing the reader to practice right
in the book. A unique gift, practical tool and
entertaining book . . . all tied up together.

LEGO® Make Your Own Movie is a beginner
guide to stop-motion animation. Use
your phone, tablet, or computer to make
short, funny clips with these instructions,
background settings and 36 LEGO
elements. Then, dive into more advanced
skills, such as lighting, sound effects, and
camera angles.

ITEM#: KLZ810642
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.25

8+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ813720
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

8+

1

6

MAKE YOUR OWN SOAP

BEST. YEAR. EVER!

KLUTZ Make Your Own Soap is a complete
kit for melting and molding up to 10 soaps
from scratch. With the included soap molds,
coconut papaya fragrance, soap stickers,
and skin-safe glitter, you’ll be well on your
way to being squeaky-clean in no time.

Use this completely customizable calendar
and gratitude journal to make this your best
year ever! Every month features activities
and ideas to help you remember to be
thankful, practice kindness, and find what
makes you happy all year long.

ITEM#: KLZ810645
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

8+

1

6

ITEM#: KLZ815881
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

-

6

MAKE YOUR OWN BATH BOMBS

KLUTZ JR. MY LITTLE NIGHT LIGHT

Transform your bath with fizzy bubbles,
fun color, and a fantastic fragrance. Learn
the science behind creating the perfect fizz
and make up to 12 colorful bath bombs in 5
different shapes. Dunk them in a bathtub full
of water to release the strawberry kiwi scent.

This DIY night-light kit comes with four different
backgrounds, five landscapes, and over fifty
transparent punch-outs that can be mixed and
matched to create 3D scenes that glow at night.
It’s surely a dream come true! 3 AAA batteries
not included.

ITEM#: KLZ815880
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

6+

-

6

ITEM#: KLZ815955
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

4+

1

6

KLUTZ JR. MY POM-POM PET SHOP

Get the Picture

Kids can create ten of their own fuzzy
friends using pom-poms, paper punch-outs,
and glue. Then they can assemble their
own pet carrier to transport their critters. It’s
everything you need to make a pom-pom
pet shop – no food, walks, or house-training
required.

In this brain-bending spin on dot to dot
puzzles, two players or teams race to
identify their mystery images by following
secret clues. The clue windows on the
game board reveal a series of dots to
connect, or a special puzzle-solving hint to
decipher.

ITEM#: KLZ815956
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.25

4+
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1

6

ITEM#: MDW52142W
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

2+

6
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24 Fine Tip Markers

Colored Pencils 18 ct

Our set of 24 markers is perfect
for coloring our Extreme Dot to
Dot, Mystery Mosaics and Color
Counts coloring books.

Create a masterpiece with the rich, vivid
colors of our professional quality fine are
pencils. Perfect for our coloring books!
Rainbow of 18 brilliant hues.

ITEM#: MDW52150
RETAIL: $6.95
W/S: $4.00

ITEM#: MDW68686
RETAIL: $6.95
W/S: $4.00

3+

1+

5+

6

Extreme Dot to Dot:
Around the USA

8+

ITEM#: MDW54005
RETAIL: $8.95 W/S: $5.00

orders@continuumgames.com

1+

6

Exercise the left and right sids of your brain
at the same time with these complex Dot to
Dot puzzles. Intricate, challenging and wildly
rewarding to finish, puzzles range from 500
to over 1,400 dots. 32 puzzles per book.

Extreme Dot to Dot: Extreme Animals

1+

6

Extreme Mazes: Book 1
ITEM#: MDW68217

Extreme Mazes: Book 2
ITEM#: MDW68218

You’ve never seen mazes like this before! The
design and artistry of these mazes will inspire
the mind-while also boggling it. 23 puzzles per
book plus solutions.

ITEM#: MDW56032

Extreme Dot to Dot: U.S. History
ITEM#: MDW62011

8+

1+

6

Paint Your Own Porcelain Bowls

Paint Your Own Porcelain Vases

Calling all artists! Paint Your Own Porcelain
Bowls is a one-of-a-kind art project. Design
your own creation then oven bake for a
glossy, display-worthy finished product.

Design your own creation then oven-bak
for a glossy finished work of art with this
high-quality kit!

ITEM#: MDW56003
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW56004
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

Paint Your Own Porcelain Plates

Color Your Own Porcelain Vases

Just paint and bake! This is a one-of-a-kind
art that’s both fun and easy!Kids can paint
and oven-bake their creations for displayworthy finished pieces.

Use your creativity to bring this trio of highquality porcelain vases to life!

ITEM#: MDW68430
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW68488
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6
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Paint Your Own Porcelain Tea Set
ITEM#: MDW62072
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

It’s tea time! Invite your closest friends and
gather all your dolls for the best tea party in
the neighborhood. Dream up the designs
that will set the stage for your tea party, and
then paint and oven-bake each piece for a
glossy, permanent finish.

8+

1+

6

Paint Your Own Porcelain Flower Pots

Paint Your Own
Porcelain Christmas Ornaments
ITEM#: MDW68323
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

Celebrate the holiday season by painting
high-quality porcelain Christmas ornaments.
Honor special milestones and memories of
the past year with personalized designs for
friends and family.
8+

1+

6

Paint Your Own Porcelain Party Kit

ITEM#: MDW68431
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: MDW68323
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

Express creativity and display plants at the
same time with Pain Your Own Porcelain
Flower Pots!

Host a party that expresses your creativity!
This deluxe party-in-a-box set has it all. The
kit allows six friends to paint and personalize
high quality porcelain bowls. Simply ovenbake the the painted bowls for a glossy,
permanant finsh.

8+

1+

6

8+

1+

6

Make Your Own Snow Globe

Make Your Own Puzzles

Create magical snow globe scenes
with this special kit. Whether you are
a fan of rainbows and rabbits or trains
and turtles, shape the clay as you like
and oven-bake for a permanent finish.
Then assemble, add glitter and shake!

Take photos, artwork, invitations or
virtually anything and turn them into
puzzles! Attach your image to the
kit’s special adhesive foam boards,
then slide them through the puzzlemaking machine to safely create
perfect puzzle pieces.

ITEM#: MDW68324
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: MDW68326
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

1+

6

Sands Alive Sweet Shoppe

Sands Alive Candy Shoppe

Comes with complete 1.5 lbs of sand,
2 cake molds, cupcake mold, 2 ice
cream cones, ice cream scoop, cake
server and play tray.

Comes with complete 1.5 lbs of sand,
2 cake molds, cupcake mold, 2 ice
cream cones, ice cream scoop, cake
server and play tray.

ITEM#: PLV2510
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $16.00

5+
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1+

12

ITEM#: PLV2539
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $16.00

5+

1+

12
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Sands Alive Starter Set

Sand Alive Glow Starter Set

Set includes brick and pebble
rollers with interchangeable
handle, 2 sculpting tools,
convenient play tray and 1.5 lbs
of sand

Comes w/ 1lbs of Glow sand, UV LED
Glasses, UV Pen Light and Play Tray

ITEM#: PLV23014
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3+

1+

ITEM#: PLV2700
RETAIL: $25.00
W/S: $13.25

6

Sunset Orange Sand Box
ITEM#: PLV2514
RETAIL: $9.00
W/S: $5.00

Passion Pink Sand Box
ITEM#: PLV2515
RETAIL: $9.00
W/S: $5.00

Key Lime Green Sand Box
ITEM#: PLV2516
RETAIL: $9.00
W/S: $5.00

3+

1+
1+

6

Sand Alive Glow Car Crashers
ITEM#: PLV2705
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $16.00

What a smash! This super fun set
comes with 1 lbs of Glow sand, 3
car Chassis and 3 car body shapes.
Also comes with smooth roller,
4 street signs, UV Glasses, UV
penlight, and play mat.

Sapphire Blue Sand Box
ITEM#: PLV2517
RETAIL: $9.00
W/S: $5.00

3+

1+

12

Sand Alive Glow Volcano World

Insta-Glow Glasses

Comes with 1 lbs of Glow sand, UV
LED Glasses, UV Penlight, 2 volcano
molds, 3 PVC Dino skeletons, dino
track & smooth roller, play mat.

Charge any Glow in the Dark object,
or brighten any fluorescent colored
item. Simply look in the direction of
your subject and watch it glow or
pop the neon color!

ITEM#: PLV2702
RETAIL: $30.00
W/S: $16.00

3+

1+

6

ITEM#: PLV3900
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

3+

1+

12

Insta-Glow Pen Light

Floof Mr. & Mrs. Snowman

Charge any Glow in the Dark object, or
brighten any fluorescent colored item.
You can also hold the tip of the Pen close
to any Glow in the Dark object and draw
glowing designs all over its surface

Floof is an amazing compound that
feels lighter than air! Super moldable,
super soft! Comes with three different
sized ball shaped molds for constructing
snow people and all the accessories to
decorate them.

ITEM#: PLV3901
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

3+

1+

12

ITEM#: PLV4600
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

3+

1+

6
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Floof Snowball Maker

Floof S’More Party

Floof is an amazing compound
that feels lighter than air!
Super moldable, super soft!
Comes with three different
sized snow ball shaped molds.
Makes 12-15 snowballs.

Floof is an amazing compound
that feels lighter than air! Super
moldable, super soft! Comes with
regular and twist marshmallow
molds, grahm crakers, chocolate
bars and roasting sticks!

ITEM#: PLV4601
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

3+

1+

6

ITEM#:PLV4603
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.75

3+

1+

6

My Fairy Garden:
Magical Cottage

My Fairy Garden:
Lily Pond

My Fairy Garden is the first of
its kind: a toy that’s also a real,
live garden! Children plant the
organic seeds, and care for
their garden.

My Fairy Garden is the first of its
kind: a toy that’s also a real, live
garden! Children plant the organic
seeds, and care for their garden.

ITEM#: PTC3650
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $18.75

4+

2+

2

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PTC3651
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.25

4+

1+

3

My Fairy Garden: Tree Hollow

Bean Blossom

My Fairy Garden is the first of its
kind: a toy that’s also a real, live
garden! Children plant the organic
seeds, and care for their garden.

Plant Magical Message Beans in the watering
can and watch the messages magically appear
on the plants. The watering can is a fairy house
and a planter! The fairy can swing back and forth
on the egg shell swing! Includes 4-piece watering
can, swing, beans, soil, gardening tool, watering
bucket, Misty the Fairy, Fifi the Frog, leaflet.

ITEM#: PTC3652
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $10.50

4+

1+

3

Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Jelly Donut
ITEM#: SCTBB2100
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Jelly Donut scented backpack clip, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

4+
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1

10

ITEM#: PTC3658
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

4+

1+

3

Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Lemon Meringue Pie
ITEM#: SCTBB2200
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Lemon Meringue Pie
scented backpack clip,
exclusive Velboa material
for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last
for 2 years.
4+

1

10

877-405-2662

Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Watermelon
ITEM#: SCTBB2300
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Watermelon scented backpack clip,
exclusive Velboa material for superior
softness, scents guaranteed to last for
2 years.

4+

1

10
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Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Creamsicle
ITEM#: SCTBB2400
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Creamsicle scented backpack clip,
exclusive Velboa material for superior
softness, scents guaranteed to last for
2 years.

4+

1

10

Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Cola

Oh So Yummy Backpack Buddies
Shelf/Counter Display

Cola scented backpack clip,
exclusive Velboa material
for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Display comes with 6 each of the 6
scents, exclusive Velboa material for
superior softness, scents guaranteed to
last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTBB2500
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

1

10

ITEM#: SCTBBCD02
RETAIL: $5.99 each
W/S: $108.00

4+

1

1

Oh So Yummy Backpack
Buddie Cupcake

Cupcake Smillow

Cupcake scented backpack clip, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Cupcake scented pillow, exclusive Velboa
material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTBB2000
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

1

10

ITEM#: SCTSMLW01
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

Grape Smillow

Jelly Donut Smillow

Grape scented pillow, exclusive Velboa
material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Jelly Donut scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTSMLW02
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

ITEM#: SCTSMLW03
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2
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Pineapple Smillow

S’mores Smillow

Pineapple scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

S’mores scented pillow, exclusive Velboa
material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTSMLW04
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

ITEM#: SCTSMLW05
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

Blueberry Smillow

Kiwi Smillow

Blueberry scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Kiwi scented pillow, exclusive Velboa
material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTSMLW06
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

ITEM#: SCTSMLW07
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

Strawberry Smillow

Tangerine Smillow

Strawberry scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Tangerine scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness,
scents guaranteed to last for 2 years.

ITEM#: SCTSMLW08
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SCTSMLW09
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+

1

2

CookieS ‘n Cream Smillow

Sketch & Sniff Note Pad Cookies

Cookies ‘n Cream scented pillow, exclusive
Velboa material for superior softness, scents
guaranteed to last for 2 years.

Cookie scented Scratch & Sniff cover note pad, 80
lined pages, comes with a colored gel pen, scents
guaranteed to last for 250 cratches.

ITEM#: SCTSMLW10
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

4+
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1

2

ITEM#: SCTSS1200
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

4+

1

50
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Sketch & Sniff Note Pad Lemon Lime

Sketch & Sniff Note Pad Cherry

Lemon Lime scented Scratch & Sniff cover note pad,
80 lined pages, comes with a colored gel pen, scents
guaranteed to last for 250 cratches.

Cherry scented Scratch & Sniff cover note pad, 80
lined pages, comes with a colored gel pen, scents
guaranteed to last for 250 cratches.

ITEM#: SCTSS1000
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

4+

1

50

ITEM#: SCTSS1300
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

4+

Sketch & Sniff Note Pad Donut
ITEM#: SCTSS1100
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

1

50

Smell Zone Starter Kit
ITEM#: SCTSTKT2000 W/S: $248.00
All of our top selling
products in on display.

Donut scented Scratch & Sniff cover note pad, 80
lined pages, comes with a colored gel pen, scents
guaranteed to last for 250 cratches.

4+

1

50

4+

Aquadoodle Draw N’ Doodle Box
ITEM#: SPM6012992
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $18.00
UPC: 445655650551

4+

1

2

Turn water into color! Doodle in red, blue,
green, and purple. Your drawings will magically
disappear as it dries.

Aquadoodle Travel Doodle

1

1

Kinetic Sand 2LB Pack Brown Sand
ITEM#: SPM6024021
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50
UPC: 778988093030

Kinetic Sand is the squeezable
sand where you can feel the fun!
3+

1+

6

ITEM#: SPM6018326
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25
UPC: 445655650551

Kinetic Sand 2LB Neon Sand Asst

Bunchems Creation Pack Asst

Bunchems Mega Pack

Squish, connect
and create with
Bunchems. They stick
to each other and
build like no other.

The Bunchems Mega Pack allows you to
build lots of amazing creations including
owls, bears, octopi, cars, monkeys and
more! Includes 400 Bunchems

ITEM#: SPM6026096
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: SPM6024037 RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $11.00 UPC: 778988093306

ITEM#: SPM6026102
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

5+

1+

4
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Smencils
5 Pack

Smencils
10 Pack

ITEM#: SCTX05T20
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

Smencils
display

ITEM#: SCTX10T20
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

Colored
Smencils
- 10 Pack

ITEM#: SCTX10T40
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

Colored
Smencils - 5 Pack

ITEM#: SCTT2000
RETAIL: $1.79
W/S: $1.00

Sketch & Sniff
Gel Crayons
- 5 Pack

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SCTX05T40
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $4.00

Scents To Go Gel
Crayons
- 5 Pack

ITEM#: SCTX05GC10
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

ITEM#: SCTSCSTG02
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

Etch a Sketch - Classic - Retro

Etch A Sketch Pocket

Classic Etch A Sketch features
the iconic frame, easy-to-use
knobs, classic magic screen
and shake-to-erase feature.

The fun of Etch A Sketch
in an on the go size!

ITEM#: SPM6035112
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $11.00

3+

1+

6

KwikStix 24ct Classic, Metallic
& Neon Set
ITEM#: TPG-604
RETAIL: $25.00
W/S: $13.00
UPC: 634901006047

Pack of 24 contains 12 classic,
6 neon and 6 metallic colors.
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ITEM#: SPM6035119
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $5.00

3+

8

1+

6

KwikStix 6ct. Neon Color Set
ITEM#: TPG-610
RETAIL: $6.00
W/S: $3.25
UPC: 634901006108

Pack of 6 assorted Neon colors.

12

877-405-2662

Arts & Crafts

KwikStix 6ct Metallic Color Set
ITEM#: TPG-613
RETAIL: $6.00
W/S: $3.25
UPC: 634901006139

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ThinStix 12ct. Classic Color
ITEM#: TPG-608
RETAIL: $12.00
W/S: $6.25
UPC: 634901006085

Pack of 6 Metallix colors.

Paint with finer detail using these new
solid Tempera paint sticks without the
mess. 12 classic colors.

KwikStix 12ct Classic Color Set

The Pinch Grip (100ct. Bucket)

Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint sticks take the mess out
of painting while keeping all the fun! Simply uncap, twist,
and paint! Fast drying formula allows them to dry in 90
seconds while still leaving a paint-like finish! No cups,
smocks, water or brushes required. Great on poster
paper, cardboard, wood and canvas.

Its unique, patented design gently
encourages the fingers and hand to rest
in the proper position for gripping - The
Tripod Grip. Unlike other pencil grips,
The Pinch Grip feels natural because of
its ergonomic design and soft, flexible,
latex-free material.

ITEM#: TPG-602
RETAIL: $12.00
W/S: $6.25
UPC: 634901006023

3+

1

48

ITEM#: TPG-111UPC
RETAIL: $1.99 each
W/S: $130.00

Designed by doctors, The Pencil Grip is a
revolutionary applied technology that works
with the body’s natural physiology to gently
place fingers in the proper position for gripping.
It works for both right and left handed users.
Original Pencil Grips are available in standard,
neon, metallic and glitter colors. Recommended
by Doctors and Occupational Therapists.
3+

1

1

ITEM#: TPG-127UPC
RETAIL: $1.99 each
W/S: $92.00

3+

The Pencil Grip, Original(144ct. Bucket)

12

1

1

The Crossover Grip, Metallic
(100ct. Bucket)
ITEM#: TPG-177UPC
RETAIL: $1.99 each W/S: $92.00

Ergonomically designed to gently place fingers
in the proper position for gripping. Same
proven design as The Pencil Grip, the #1 grip
recommended to help kids write, AND has
added “wings” to prevent the common problem
of fingers crossing over each other. Includes 6
Crossover Grips in assorted classic colors.

3+

1

1

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500 games, toys and novelty items
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Pat-a-cake, Hey Diddle Diddle, Goosey
Goosey Gander, Jack and Jill

Goldilocks, Three Little Pigs, Aesop’s
Fables, Mother Goose

Little Bendon Books

Little Bendon Books

ITEM#: BEN42173
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.25

ITEM#: BEN86420
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.25

Jojo’s House

My World My Words

Jojo is back in his own book exploring
his world with Fuzzy Rabbit. Jojo
voyages from room-to-room and out to
the garden where Jojo experiences the
four seasons and makes a new friend.
vvvvThe unique tabbed-section format
of the Jojo collection gives readers a
sense that they are holding a guidebook
through life’s little adventures.

High-quality design and illustrations lift
this toddler-centered picture book well
above common licensed character
fare. Bright, smart, and un-lessony,
this is a great mix of classic board
book style combined with keen insight
into what resonates with toddlers at
this key stage of their development.

ITEM#: CHB0032
RETAIL:$14.99
W/S:$8.50

ITEM#: CHB0138
RETAIL:$12.99
W/S: $7.25

What Brothers do best

What Sisters do best

This delightful board book by renowned
author-illustrator team Laura Numeroff
and Lynn Munsinger celebrates all
the wonderful things brothers can do!
Brothers can push you on a swing, make
music with you, and take you to the
library. But what do brothers do best?
The answer is clear in this appealing
board book, celebrating brothers and the
everyday things they do.

This delightful board book by renowned
author-illustrator team Laura Numeroff and
Lynn Munsinger celebrates all the wonderful
things sisters can do! Sisters can do lots
of things, like teach you how to swim, start
a game of tag, and be there when you
need them. But what do they do best? The
answer is clear in this irresistible celebration
of sisters and the everyday things they do.

ITEM#: CHB1073
RETAIL:$6.99
W/S:$4.00

Goodnight Construction Site
Board Book
ITEM#: CHB1173
RETAIL:$7.99
W/S:$4.50

An unabridged board book version of the New
York Times bestseller Goodnight, Goodnight,
Construction Site! As the sun sets in the big
construction site, all the hard-working trucks
get ready to say goodnight. One by one,
Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump Truck,
Bulldozer, and Excavator finish their work and lie down to rest--so they’ll be ready
for another day of rough and tough construction play.
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ITEM#:CHB1074
RETAIL:$6.99
W/S: $4.00

touch Think Learn Colors
ITEM#: CHB1726
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

An ingeniously simple and tactile way of
communicating core concepts, allowing
the youngest readers to ACTIVE-ly explore
knowledge in a hands-on, multi-dimensional
way. COLORS offers a dazzling showcase
of the TouchThinkLearn format: simple
raised die-cut shapes on a left-hand page
mirrored in the scooped-out forms of the
right: the clean beauty of a green leaf’s
surface paired with the hungry caterpillar that munches on its inside edge; the
polished outside of a ripe-red apple matched with the creamy color of the apple’s
inside punctuated by two tiny black seeds.

877-405-2662

BOOKS

orders@continuumgames.com

A tree for all seasons

Ultimate Construction Site

A charming board book for babies
and toddlers. Watch as the tree
blossoms, fruits, sheds its leaves,
and cradles snow. Sturdy lift the
flaps feature woodland creatures
who make their home in a tree,
from owls to bumblebees to
squirrels. Each page is bigger than
the next as the tree grows all year
long.

10 double page spreads
provide more than 60
movable parts and lift-theflap elements. Kids get an
inside view of construction
sites, bridges, tunnels,
boats, and planes.

Peek-a Who

I Wish you more

Colorful pictures and simple
rhyming texts help children
guess what’s peeking through
the die-cut windows in these
two fun board books. The
anticipation of what’s hiding
on the next page and the
bright, engaging illustrations
will keep youngsters guessing
and giggling all the way to the
surprise endings.

Using comparative
statements, the
infallible team of Amy
Krouse Rosenthal
and Tom Lichtenheld
have created a sweet
compendium of small
daily moments.

daddy kisses

Touch Think Learn Vehicles

ITEM#:CHB1945
RETAIL:$9.99
W/S:$5.50

ITEM#:CHB2602
RETAIL:$6.95
W/S:$5.50

ITEM#:CHB3914
RETAIL:$5.99
W/S:$3.50

What could be sweeter
than adorable baby animals
snuggling with their daddies?
This simple board book
with warm illustrations
feature a variety of animals
and celebrate the affection
between fathers and children.
Cuddles and kisses will surely
abound when reading this
aloud!

ITEM#: CHB1984
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.75

ITEM#: CHB2699
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

ITEM#: CHB4516
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

Featuring scooped-out die-cuts
matched to raised, shaped elements,
these two new TouchThinkLearn books
offer youngest learners an irresistible
opportunity to explore their universe in
a hands-on, multi-sensory way. Clusters
of related words on each spread offer
parents and child a springboard for
further conversation to encourage
the language skills so crucial to later
successful learning.

Mighty,Mighty Construction Site

In my Flower

Down in the big construction site, tough
trucks stir in the morning light! They’re
eager to get things underway. There’s
a brand-new job to start today . . . but
this new job is the biggest they’ve ever
seen, and Excavator, Bulldozer, Crane
Truck, Dump Truck, and Cement Mixer
will need the help of new construction
friends to get it done. Playful rhyming
text and vibrant illustrations make this
book a surefire favorite for construction
fans everywhere.

Turn the colorful pages of this
irresistible board book to discover
just what makes a little butterfly’s
flower so sweet. Is it the sweet
nectar? Is it the warm sun? No,
it’s his family! Bright pictures, a
sweet, reassuring message, and an
adorable finger puppet fill this book
with reading and playtime fun!

ITEM#: CHB5216
RETAIL:$16.99
W/S:$9.50

ITEM#: CHB7339
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $5.00
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baby Elephant finGer puppet
ITEM#: CHB4237
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $4.00

Meet Baby Elephant! How does
Baby Elephant greet her family?
How does she cool down on a
hot day? Follow along as she
experiences her world, from
playtime to bedtime. An adorable
finger puppet, warm illustrations,
and a comforting story about the
rhythms of a baby elephant’s day
make this perfect for the very
youngest readers.

BOOKS

orders@continuumgames.com

baby tiger finger puppet
ITEM#:CHB4236
RETAIL:$6.99
W/S:$4.00

This sweet and simple finger
puppet book follows a baby tiger
throughout her day, from waking
to swimming to playing.

baby giraffe finger puppet

baby Chipmunk finger puppet

Meet Baby Giraffe! What does Baby
Giraffe like to eat? Where does
Baby Giraffe play with his friends?
Follow along as he experiences his
world, from playtime to bedtime.
An adorable finger puppet, warm
illustrations, and a comforting story
about the rhythms of baby giraffe’s
day make this perfect for the very
youngest readers.

This delightful board book by
renowned author-illustrator team
Laura Numeroff and Lynn Munsinger
celebrates all the wonderful things
brothers can do! Brothers can push
you on a swing, make music with you,
and take you to the library. But what
do brothers do best? The answer is
clear in this appealing board book,
celebrating brothers and the everyday
things they do.

ITEM#: CHB5611
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $4.00

ITEM#: CHB5612
RETAIL:$6.99
W/S:$4.00

In my Jungle

Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site

New entry in a growing
series! Bright pictures, a
sweet, reassuring message,
and an adorable MONKEY
finger puppet fill this book
with reading and playtime fun!

As the sun sets in the big construction
site, all the hard-working trucks get
ready to say goodnight. One by one,
Crane Truck, Cement Mixer, Dump
Truck, Bulldozer, and Excavator finish
their work and lie down to rest--so they’ll
be ready for another day of rough and
tough construction play. With irresistible
artwork by best-selling illustrator Tom
Lichtenheld and sweet, rhyming text,
this book will have parents of truck
lovers begging for more!

ITEM#: CHB7716
RETAIL:$8.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#:CHB7782
RETAIL:$16.99
W/S: $9.50

mommy snuggles

Press Here

A board book extension of the
bestselling Mommy Hugs, Daddy
Kisses, Mommy Loves, Daddy
Cuddles series featuring animals
experiencing tender moments
with their young. How does a
mother show her love? By bringing
her baby everywhere! Tigers,
kangaroos, otters, penguins, and
more keep their young close no
matter where they go.

New York Times Betseller, Press
Here, is the irresistible invitation
offered to readers to push the yellow
button on the cover of this title--and
triggers a magical journey of color,
imagination, and virtual interactivity-all the more remarkable that this
adventure has all occured on the flat
surface of the simple, printed page.

ITEM#: CHB5822
RETAIL:$5.99
W/S:$3.50
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ITEM#: CHB7954
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

BOOKS

877-405-2662
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Touch & Explore Safari

Touch & Explore pets

Get ready for a multisensory treat!
Beginning readers can ruffle a
canary’s feathers, pet a puppy’s
soft fur, and even feel the smooth
shell of a turtle. With textures on
every colorful spread, Touch and
Explore Safari will keep children
busy learning through touch. This
fact-filled andtexture-rich book is just
right for little eyes and hands!

Get ready for a multisensory treat!
Beginning readers can ruffle a canary’s
feathers, pet a puppy’s soft fur, and
even feel the smooth shell of a turtle.
With textures on every colorful spread,
Touch and Explore Pets will keep
children busy learning through touch.
This fact-filled and texture-rich book is
just right for little eyes and hands!

ITEM#: CHB8180
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

ITEM#: CHB8179
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

A tree for all seasons
ITEM#:CHB1945
RETAIL:$9.99
W/S:$5.50

A charming board book for babies
and toddlers. Watch as the tree
blossoms, fruits, sheds its
leaves, and cradles snow.
Sturdy lift the flaps feature
woodland creatures who make
their home in a tree, from owls
to bumblebees to squirrels. Each page is bigger
than the next as the tree grows all year long.

Guess How Much
I Love You
ITEM#: PGN4264
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

The Little
Red Caboose
ITEM#: PGN2152
RETAIL:$4.99
W/S:$2.50

Tootle

ITEM#: PGN2097
RETAIL:$4.99
W/S: $2.50

Pat the Bunny
ITEM#: PGN2000
RETAIL:$9.99
W/S: $5.25

The Lion’s
Paw
ITEM#: PGN6008
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

I Love You
Mommy
ITEM#: PGN9507
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

We’re Going on
a Bear Hunt
ITEM#: PGN7073
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

Rabbit Who
Wants to Fall
Asleep
ITEM#: PGN5413
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

ITEM#: PGN9508
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

The Please and
Thank You Book
ITEM#: PGN4758
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

Richard Scarry’s
Best Mother
goose Ever
ITEM#: PGN5578
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

I Love You
Daddy

Velveteen
Rabbit
ITEM#: PGN7725
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25
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Dr. Suess’s
ABC
ITEM#: PGN0030
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Horton
Hears a Who
ITEM#: PGN0078
RETAIL:$16.99
W/S: $8.25

How the
Grinch Stole
Christmas

Green Eggs
and Ham

ITEM#:PGN0079
RETAIL:$16.9
W/S: $8.25

ITEM#: PGN0016
RETAIL:$9.99
W/S:$5.25

Fox in
Socks

There’s a Wocket
in my Pocket

The Foot
Book

The Lorax

I Can Read
with my
Eyes Shut

Cat in
the Hat

Cat in the
Hat Comes
Back

Mr. Brown
Can Moo!
Can You?

ITEM#:PGN1336
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

ITEM#: PGN3912
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ITEM#: PGN2920
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ITEM#: PGN0001
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Sneetches and
other Stories
ITEM#: PGN0089
RETAIL:$16.99 W/S: $8.25
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ITEM#: PGN0937
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ITEM#:PGN0002
RETAIL:$9.99
W/S:$5.25

ITEM#: PGN2337
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.25

ITEM#: PGN8712
RETAIL:$6.99
W/S: $3.75

orders@continuumgames.com

Hop on Pop
ITEM#: PGN0029
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

What Pet
Should I Get
ITEM#: PGN2426
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.75

Wacky
Wednesday
ITEM#: PGN2912
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

Oh the Things
you Can Think

ITEM#: PGN3129
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

One Fish Two
Fish Red Fish
Blue Fish
ITEM#: PGN0013
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

In a People
House
ITEM#: PGN239
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

BOOKS

877-405-2662
877-405-2662
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Lego Ninjago: Encyclopedia

Lego Brickmaster: Friends

Sensei Wu’s ninjas may work together,
but they are actually all very different
and unique. Each beautifully illustrated
spread features tons of fun facts on the
different characters, variants of each
minifigure, and the various vehicles,
weapons, and locations that make
up the LEGO Ninjago world. It even
includes an exclusive minifigure!

Young builders can follow Mia and
Chloe as they search for buried
treasure hidden somewhere in
Heartlake City or create an adventure
of their very own. Featuring more than
100 bricks, two minifigures, and an
entertaining book packed with exciting
stories and clear building instructions,
the LEGO® Friends: Brickmaster will
bring creativity and fun together in a
way like never before!

ITEM#: PGN98126
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $10.00

ITEM#: PGN92544
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

Star Wars: Complete Visual Dictionary

Lego Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary

Star Wars: The Complete Visual
Dictionary chronicles every character,
weapon, starship, droid, creature, and
alien in the Star Wars universe. It’s the
ultimate collector’s item for every Star
Wars fan.

Your favorite characters are brought
to life with dozens of little-known
facts and hundreds of photos of
accessories, vehicles, weapons, and
even the Death Star! Learn about
the history, manufacturing, and
construction of the minifigures of the
Star Wars galaxy, and come away a
LEGO® Jedi Master.

ITEM#: PGN34814
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

ITEM#: PGN55297
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.00

Ultimate Sticker
- Disney Infinity

Ultimate Sticker - Lego
Star Wars - Choose Your Side

Ultimate Sticker Book,
Lego Star Wars

Ultimate Sticker Book,
Star Wars Clone Wars

Ultimate Sticker Book,
Star Wars Classic

Ultimate Sticker Book,
Disney Princesses

ITEM#: PGN16698
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: PGN40293
RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.75

ITEM#: PGN19859
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: PGN07647
RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.75

ITEM#: PGN63094
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: PGN66866
RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.75
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Madlibs, Best of

orders@continuumgames.com

Madlibs, More Best of

ITEM#: PGN1272
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75
UPC: 9780843126983

ITEM#: PGN1271
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75
UPC: 9780843125498

The idea is simple. Someone asks for a part
of speech: a verb, a noun, an adjective, or an
adverb. Players call out their ideas to fill in the
blanks and in the end, you have a story reeling
from one silly sentence to another until nothing
makes sense. That’s what you call a Mad Lib,
the world’s greatest word game for over 35
years! Available in many different flavors.

Madlibs
Counter Display
ITEM#: PGN1283

Mad Libs: All regular Mad Libs items are W/S $2.50, Retail $4.99

Sleepover
Party

Christmas
Carol

Original 1

Off the Wall

Camp Daze

Star Wars

Pirate

Grand Slam

Family Tree

Cool

You’ve Got
Mad Libs

Totally Pink

Mad About
Animals

Slam Dunk

ITEM#: PGN1281

ITEM#: PGN3135

Vacation Fun
ITEM#: PGN9213
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ITEM#: PGN1282

ITEM#: PGN3554

Peace & Love
ITEM#: PGN9308

ITEM#: PGN1280

ITEM#: PGN6434

Upside Down
ITEM#: PGN9358

ITEM#: PGN1069

ITEM#: PGN1277

Goofy

ITEM#: PGN0059

ITEM#: PGN2398

ITEM#: PGN8552

ITEM#: PGN3713

ITEM#: PGN2717

ITEM#: PGN8980

ITEM#: PGN3722

BOOKS

877-405-2662

Grab Bag

ITEM#: PGN1278

on the Road
ITEM#: PGN1279

Happily Ever
After
ITEM#: PGN9628

Super Hero
DC Comics
ITEM#: PGN8271

Sooper
Dooper

Mad, Mad,
Mad Libs

ITEM#: PGN4410

orders@continuumgames.com

Dance Mania
ITEM#: PGN7125

Diva Girl

ITEM#: PGN8378

Hello Kitty

ITEM#: CHB5822

ITEM#: PGN7609
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.75

MAD LIBS: ALL Mad Libs JUNIOR Items ARE W/S $3.00 Retail $5.99

Summer Fun
Junior
ITEM#: PGN1273

Super Silly
Junior

ITEM#: PGN1274

Animals
Everywhere
ITEM#: PGN9511

Under the
Sea Junior

ITEM#: PGN1275

sports Star
Junior
ITEM#: PGN1276

School
Rules

ITEM#: PGN8538

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500 games, toys and novelty items
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Classic & Novelty

Original Slinky

Slinky Jr.

Made in America for over 70
years. One of the most beloved
toys of all time.

Slinky Jr is a smaller version of
the original slinky. Stretches,
snaps and flips.

ITEM#: ALX100TL
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

5+

1+

48

ITEM#: ALX125TL
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75

5+

1+

48

Slinky Pop Tubes

Retro Slinky Dog

Slinky Pop Toob is a colorful,
bendable, snappable tube that
can be connected with other Pop
Toobs to create longer tubes and
different shapes.

Collectors edition slinky dog is
a nostalgic take on classic toys.
Package has 1950’s retro look.

ITEM#: ALX131
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

5+

1+

48

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: ALX225R
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

6+

1+

6

Ginormous Rainbow Slinky

Collector Edition Slinky

Biggest slinky ever. The colors blend when
slinky moves.

Classic from 70 yrs ago. Comes
in retro box, made just the way it
was in 1945.

ITEM#: ALX2-702000-3
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: ALX8-1005
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

5

1+

24

Color Slinky

Shimmer Slinky

12 piece Counter Display of the Original
metal Color Slinky.

Original Slinky now in
shimmering clolors: aqua, purple,
and gold.

ITEM#: ALX8-111TL
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

5+

160

1+

12

ITEM#: ALX700100
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

5

1+

24

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty
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Frontier Logs 114 pc

Peace/Love Shrinky Dinks

American classic, notched logs are easy
to put together. Stained with vegetable
based food coloring and sealed with a
paraffin wax, they are safe and paint free
alternative for kids.

Make groovy bracelets, earrings,
neklaces, rings and a brooch with 30
precut Shrinky Dinks shapes. Display
on a peace sign jewelry holder.

ITEM#: ALX114LBL
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.50

4

4+

6

ITEM#: ALX396P
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

5

1+

12

Gigantic Step & Play Piano

Fiddle Stix 104 pc

Gigantic Step & Play Piano
lets you have hours of big
musical fun with this giant vinyl
keyboard! This toy features
8 instrument sounds and 4
different play modes including
a demo mode.

Classic wood connector set. Made
of real interlocking wooden rods and
connectors. Set includes a cimbination
of 104 rods and connectors. A storage
cannister and bsice builder manual.

ITEM#: ALX715P
RETAIL: $79.99
W/S: $43.00

3-6

1+

6

Electronic Hot Potato
ITEM#: ALXOX2561
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $9.00

Musical party game. Throw the potato
and just do not get caught with it when
the music stops.

ITEM#: ALX9104FBBL
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

4

4+

6

Classic Duncan Yo-Yos Asst.

ITEM#: DUN3036DY
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

6+

1+

36

Classic Imperial
Yo-Yos.
4

4+

Classic Butterfly
Yo-Yos.

6

Booby Trap

Magic Moves Electronic Wand

Classic game that started it all. Rack
up points by taking out the colored
pieces… carefully. If you are not
careful then the other game pieces
will pop off the game board.

Magic Moves I all about moving. Stomp like
a dinosaur! Swoop like an eagle. Ninety fun,
physical commands, twinkling light shows and
26 musical tunes!

ITEM#: ALXOX5348
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $10.00

8

4+

6

ITEM#: EDI1253
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

3+

1+

6
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BeBe Bartoon

RETAIL: $7.99 each W/S: $3.75

6+

1+

10

This moisturizing lip balm features a lock and click closure. Inside the lip balm product has a heart shape. All BeBe Bartoon’s are interchangeable - the top and bottom’s can be
switched to make new crazy animals. If you do not have a refill you can pop out the interior lip balm pod and the the BeBe Bartoon becomes a little container for holding small items like
jewelry or earbuds in your backpack or purse.

Elephant

Frog

Penguin

Panda

Pig

Unicorn

Turtle

Lobster

Bulldog

Ladybug

(Miracle Berry scent)
ITEM#: BEB100001

(Birthday Cake scent)
ITEM#: BEB100006

(Orange Creamsicle scent)
ITEM#: BEB100003

(Lemon Meringue Pie scent)
ITEM#: BEB100007

(Arctic Mint scent)
ITEM#: BEB100005

(BubbleGum Ice Cream scent)
ITEM#: BEB100002

(Ginger Snaps Cookie scent)
ITEM#: BEB100009

(Latte Macchiato scent)
ITEM#: BEB100010

(Candy Apple scent)
ITEM#: BEB100004

(Pink Lemonade scent)
ITEM#: BEB100011

Phone ChargerS RETAIL: $12.99 each W/S: $6.25
Our new USB charging cables feature fun, vibrant LED lights that make them stand out from the crowd. Features a micro-USB connector for use with most Android™ devices, and a
Lightning™ connector for use with the iPhone (5 and up).

Christmas Lights
Phone Charger
ANDROID
ITEM#: BGMUB-CLA
IPHONE
ITEM#: BGMUB-CLI

Pink Donut
Phone Charger

Pizza Slice
Phone Charger

ANDROID
ITEM#: BGMUB-PDA
IPHONE
ITEM#: BGMUB-PDI

ANDROID
ITEM#: BGMUB-PSA
IPHONE
ITEM#: BGMUB-PSI

Wiener Dog Pen Counter Display

Rocket Pen Counter Display

Silly crazy dachsunds that hide the pen
until you remove the rear legs. Display
includes 12 units.

Display includes
24 units.

ITEM#: BBL8009
RETAIL: $2.99 each
W/S: $36.00

5+

162

1+

144

ITEM#: BBL8008
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S $36.00

5+

1+

24

877-405-2662
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BRACKITZ Creator 26

BRACKITZ Creator 42

Unique connect-anywhere system allows builders of
all ages to design and construct any structure they
can imagine. Fun for all ages - simple enough for
young children, expands as they grow older, even
adults. Learn through play - engineering, math, art,
architecture, science. Used in classrooms, pre-k
through high school, museums and homes around
the world. Strong and Durable - build gravity-defying
3-D structures. Made in the USA.

Unique connect-anywhere system allows builders of
all ages to design and construct any structure they
can imagine. Fun for all ages - simple enough for
young children, expands as they grow older, even
adults. Learn through play - engineering, math, art,
architecture, science. Used in classrooms, pre-k
through high school, museums and homes around
the world. Strong and Durable - build gravity-defying
3-D structures. Made in the USA.

ITEM#: BRZ81120
RETAIL: $19.99 each
W/S: $10.00

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: BRZ81121
RETAIL: $29.99 each
W/S: $15.00

6+

1+

4

BRACKITZ Inventor 28

BRACKITZ Inventor 44

Unique, connect-anywhere Brackitz attach to
traditional planks at any angle, enabling builders of
all ages to create everything from small-scale builds
to larger-than-life, gravity-defying, 3-D structures – no
limits. With plastic planks and new rotating pieces, the
Inventor Series enables anyone to creative builds with
moving parts! Versatile, durable and portable, awardwinning Brackitz brings real life art, math, science,
architecture, and engineering principles into play!

Unique, connect-anywhere Brackitz attach to
traditional planks at any angle, enabling builders of
all ages to create everything from small-scale builds
to larger-than-life, gravity-defying, 3-D structures – no
limits. With plastic planks and new rotating pieces, the
Inventor Series enables anyone to creative builds with
moving parts! Versatile, durable and portable, awardwinning Brackitz brings real life art, math, science,
architecture, and engineering principles into play!

ITEM#: BRZ82110
RETAIL: $19.99 each
W/S: $10.00

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: BRZ82111
RETAIL: $29.99 each
W/S: $15.00

6+

1+

4

BRACKITZ Inventor 100

BRACKITZ Inventor 170

Unique, connect-anywhere Brackitz attach
to traditional planks at any angle, enabling
builders of all ages to create everything from small-scale builds to larger-than-life, gravitydefying, 3-D structures – no limits. With plastic planks and new rotating pieces, the
Inventor Series enables anyone to creative builds with moving parts! Versatile, durable
and portable, award-winning Brackitz brings real life art, math, science, architecture, and
engineering principles into play!

Unique, connect-anywhere Brackitz attach to
traditional planks at any angle, enabling builders of
all ages to create everything from small-scale builds
to larger-than-life, gravity-defying, 3-D structures – no
limits. With plastic planks and new rotating pieces, the
Inventor Series enables anyone to creative builds with
moving parts! Versatile, durable and portable, awardwinning Brackitz brings real life art, math, science,
architecture, and engineering principles into play!

ITEM#: BRZ82112
RETAIL: $59.99 each
W/S: $30.00

6+

1+

2

ITEM#: BRZ82113
RETAIL: $59.99 each
W/S: $30.00

6+

1+

2

BRACKITZ Driver 43

BRACKITZ Driver Expansion

The Brackitz Driver Set includes 43
pieces and directions for 10 driving
machines – from a spinning gyro-copter
to a space rover to a wind-up wind
blaster. With wheels, axels, hubs and
rubber-band drivetrains, engineers of all ages can design and
build machines that spin, explore space, fly through the air, or
drive crazy fast. No driver’s license required!

Expand your Inventor sets with The
Cool Driving Parts. With wheels, axels,
hubs and rubber-band drivetrains,
engineers of all ages can design and
build machines that spin, explore space,
fly through the air, or drive crazy fast. No
driver’s license required!

ITEM#: BRZ82211
RETAIL: $24.99 each
W/S: $1.50

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: BRZ82212
RETAIL: $9.99 each
W/S: $5.00

6+

1+

6
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BRACKITZ Pulleys 72

BRACKITZ Bugz 47

With over 20 Play Parks and
Obstacles, the Brackitz Motorized
Bugz Play Park lets your
imagination go wild. Watch out
for the tumbling towers, falling
dominoes, barrel rolls, the crusher,
and the tri-pod to name a few.
Safety gear not required!

Building with Brackitz goes to a new
level with the Pulleys Set. With the
addition of pulleys, string, crank and
a bucket, kids as young as 4 can
now design and create zip-lines,
cranes, elevators, draw-bridges and
so much more. The possibilities are
truly endless!

ITEM#: BRZ82213
RETAIL: $39.99 each
W/S: $20.00

6+

1+

4

OSM: Object for Spatial Manipulation
(Clear Box Packaging)
RETAIL: $9.00
W/S: $5.00

Acting as both a visual wonder and a stress reliever,
OSM: Object for Spatial Manipulation is a sculptural
toy that can turn in an endless, seemingly magical
loop. Since each OSM is made with six identical
disks that can snap apart, you can also use multiple
sets to create different chains and circles!

3+

1

72

LollipopterS

RETAIL: $25.00 W/S: $13.75

With a quick twist, Lollipopter magically transforms
from a “swirl” to a “burst” and back again in one
amazingly elegant motion. To transform it, simply
spin the handle and watch the magic unfold. To
change it back, just spin it the other way. Intuitive,
relaxing, fun...and addictive! From an interactive
kinetic toy in your hand to a stylish sculpture on the
display stand, Lollipopter can be played with as a
toy, employed as a stress reliever, displayed as a
desktop accessory, or used in home decor. It’s a
versatile accessory for your creative life.
9+

1

6

Bracelet CubeS

RETAIL: $12.00 W/S: $6.75
Playable ART Bracelet Cube combines wearable art
and puzzle solving into one portable design. Solve
this cube puzzle in 10+ different ways, or make
your own stylish designs with this metal bracelet’s
elastic cord-connected modules. The Bracelet
Cube’s portable nature means that you can now take
creativity anywhere; wear it as a bracelet or store it
in your pocket as a cube. Made in Taiwan and with
aluminum alloy. Available in silver, and highlighted in
blue, gold, rose gold, iron gray, or green.

13+

164

1

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: BRZ82214
RETAIL: $29.99 each
W/S: $15.00

6+

1+

4

OSM Black & White
ITEM#: BYDA0423
OSM Black
ITEM#: BYDA0424
OSM White
ITEM#: BYDA0425
OSM Blue
ITEM#: BYDA0426
OSM Red
ITEM#: BYDA0427
OSM Yellow
ITEM#: BYDA0428
(clear tube packaging)
Mango Fandango
ITEM#: BYDA0433
Sugar Plum Shuffle
ITEM#: BYDA0434

(Gift Box Packaging)
Huckleberry Spin
ITEM#: BYDA0439
Green Apple Turnover
ITEM#: BYDA0440
Bracelet Cube - Silver / Blue
ITEM#: BYDA0461
Bracelet Cube - Silver / Gold
ITEM#: BYDA0462
Bracelet Cube - Silver / Rose Gold
ITEM#: BYDA0463
Bracelet Cube - Silver / Iron Gray
ITEM#: BYDA0464
Bracelet Cube - Silver / Green
ITEM#: BYDA0465

877-405-2662
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Cube
ITEM#: BYDA0473
RETAIL: $22.00 W/S: $12.10
Angle
ITEM#: BYDA0478
RETAIL: $40.00 W/S: $22.00
Stick
ITEM#: BYDA0479
RETAIL: $22.00 W/S: $12.25
Ball
ITEM#: BYDA7072
RETAIL: $32.00 W/S: $17.75

Playable ART
Explore your inner artist by creating your
own architectural design instantly! There’s no
puzzle to solve and no more loose pieces.
The goal is not just to put it back into a cube,
but to find the right angles and manipulate
these elastic cord-connected wood pieces
into whatever gorgeous structure your heart
desires. So unleash your creativity and
create your own unique artistic display with
this ingenious design. Designed in Germany,
made in high-quality maple wood.
6+

1

12

Silly Putty

Silly Putty Retro

Stretch your imagination with Silly
Putty - the crazy compound that
bounces, molds, stretches, snaps
and more! It’s the classic “toy with
one moving part” that has been a
kid favorite since 1950.

Stretch your imagination with Silly Putty the crazy compound that bounces, molds,
stretches, snaps and more! It’s the class
“toy with one moving part” that has been
a kid favorite since 1950 - now in a cool,
retro package. Nothing else is Silly Putty!

ITEM#: CRY08-0313
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

3+

1+

8

ITEM#: CRY08-0323
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

3+

1+

8

Silly Putty Glow n Dark

Silly Putty Bright

Nighttime is the right time for Silly
Putty Glow! It’s the crazy, classic
compound that bounces, molds,
stretches, snaps and glows in the
dark.

Stretch your imagination with Silly
Putty Super Bright - the crazy,
classic compound that bounces,
modls, stretches and snaps in
shockingly brilliant colors!

ITEM#: CRY08-0316
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

3+

1+

8

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: CRY08-0315
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

3+

1+

8

Silly Putty Changeable

Play Doh Classic Fun Factory

Silly Putty Changeables is the
crazy, classic compound with a
twist - bounce it, mold it, stretch it,
snap it and watch it change colors
in your hand!

Put your creativity into production
with this classic fun factory.

ITEM#: CRY08-0314
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

3+

1+

8

ITEM#: KHZ01501
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $13.50

3+

1+

6
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US Navy Seals Figure
with Accessories Land Gear
ITEM#: EXC5145
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

US Navy Seals Figure
with Accessories Water Gear
ITEM#: EXC5146
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

US Navy Seals Figure
with 1 Man Watercraft
ITEM#: EXC5147
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

US Navy Seals Figure
with 1 Man Recon CRRC
ITEM#: EXC5148
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

US Navy Seals Figure
Speedboat Playset
ITEM#: EXC5161
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.00

US Navy Seals Figure
Urban Patrol Playset
ITEM#: EXC5162
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.00

US Coast Guard Rescue Figure
with Accessories
ITEM#: EXC5344
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

US Coast Guard Figures
Raft Playset
ITEM#: EXC5669
RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $15.00

US Coast Guard Figure
Water Craft Playset
ITEM#: EXC5345
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

US Army Figure
with Accessories
ITEM#: EXC5338
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.00

US Army Soldier
and Helicopter Playset
ITEM#: EXC5339
RETAIL: $11.99 W/S: $6.00

US Army Soldier
Patrol Playset
ITEM#: EXC5340
RETAIL: $19.99 W/S: $10.00

US Army Soldiers
and Helicopter Playset
ITEM#: EXC5341
RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $16.00

US Army Soldier
Defense Bunker
ITEM#: EXC5352
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

US Army Soldier
Assault 4 Wheeler
ITEM#: EXC5353
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

US Army Soldiers
Observation Tower Playset
ITEM#: EXC5665
RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $16.00

166
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Lil Huggy RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25
Penguin
ITEM#: FSTA65411

Seal
ITEM#: FSTA65428

Scribbleez RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.50
10.5” Dog
ITEM#: FSTA66661

10.5” Lion
ITEM#: FSTA66678

9.5” Rainbow Owl
ITEM#: FSTV12213

9.5” Rainbow Sitting Dog
ITEM#: FSTV12237

Clownfish
ITEM#: FSTA65442

Lil Huggy Monkey
ITEM#: FSTA67378

10.5” Sitting Elephant
ITEM#: FSTA65428

Scribbleez 18” Flamingo
ITEM#: FSTA66654

orders@continuumgames.com

20” Monkeys
ITEM#: FSTA66708

Rock Candy & Sugar Rush Fursians
ITEM#: FSTA59366
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.25

Fart Whistle

Tub of 50 Marbles

Hillarious fun to toot-toot with
this whistle. Display of 16

A marvellous mixture of marbles with a die,
cotton bag and game instructions.

ITEM#: HOM230026
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

4+

1

48

ITEM#: HOM205000
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

3+

1+

6+

Little Box of Marbles

30-piece Marble Run

A starter selection of marbles, marble bag,
and game instructions.

A fascinating toy for young children which
requires dexterity and imagination. Our
sets are bright, durable and appealing.

ITEM#:HOM205251
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

3+

1+

24

ITEM#: HOM210101
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.50

3+

1+

6

167
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Slide Whistle
ITEM#:HOM220007
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

A sort of big penny whistle which makes
very silly noises.

4+

1+

24

Bouncy Balls (pack of 50)
ITEM#: HOM220014
W/S: $45.00

A box of inexpensive
and cheerful balls
with a lot of bounce.

3+

1+

24

Bug Eye

Jacobs Ladder

View the world through an insect’s eye
with the special multiplying lens.

A fascinating Victorian toy.

ITEM#: HOM220016
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

3+

1+

24

ITEM#: HOM220017
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

8+

1

24

Pop Guns

Monkey Drums

A great favorite and splendidly noisey!

Impossible not to pick
them up and spin.

ITEM#: HOM220018
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

1+

24

ITEM#: HOM220023
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

4+

1+

15

Wooden Spinning Tops

Finger Monsters

Be a TOP seller! Bound to be a money-spinner

A pocket money classic from the 70s
with alarming wobbly bits! These silly
monsters wiggle, jiggle and create
giggles!

ITEM#:HOM220067
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.25

5+

168

1+

48

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: HOM222007
RETAIL: $1.49
W/S: $.75

3+

1+

72

877-405-2662
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Bubble Gun
ITEM#: HOM222010
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

A wonderful contraption for bubble
blasting!

3+

1+

12

orders@continuumgames.com

Fighter Planes
ITEM#: HOM222024
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

Six fighters in a stunning
box. All parts provided.
Just slot together and let
the flying begin!

4+

1+

20

Paper Planes

Glow Balls (pack of 36)

Nine assorted designs of paper
plane in each eye-catching
envelop. Take your paper
airplanes to the next level!

A box of glow-in-the-dark balls
with a lot of bounce.

ITEM#: HOM222027
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

1+

24

ITEM#: HOM222030
RETAIL: $1.99 each
W/S: $50.00

4+

1+

1

Classic Mr and Mrs POTATO HEAD Asst

Star wars Classic Asst.

This classic Mr. & Mrs. Potato Head toy comes
with plenty of parts and pieces for lots of
mixed-up, mashed-up fun. There are so many
ways to put a Mr. or Mrs. Potato Head toy
together. Just use your imagination!

The most iconic Star Wars
characters meet Mr. Potato
Head and the galactic fun
begins! Mix and match the
different pieces to create all
kinds of out-of-this world look.
Assortment of 2 includes: Luke
Frywalker and Spudtrooper.

ITEM#: HSB27656
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

2+

1

2

ITEM#: HSBB1658
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

2+

1

2

Darth Tater Container

N-Strike Falconfire

It’s the ultimate Darth Tater container
with exclusive accessories. Disguise Mr.
Potato Head as Darth Tater or use the
added parts and pieces to make him as
silly as your imagination allows. Includes
one potato body and 15 pieces.

The FalconFire blaster is part of the
AccuStrike series, which features CF
darts designed for greater accuracy.
Hit your mark with the precision of
Nerf’s most accurate darts. The
blaster has a textured grip that helps
steady your grip on this blaster as
you aim and fire.

ITEM#: HSBB1657
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.50

2+

1

2

ITEM#: HSBB9839
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1

4
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N-Strike Magnus

N-Strike Sharpfire

High-caliber MEGA power
in the palm of your hand!
Compact size blaster with
MEGA performance to fire
farther than ever. Comes
with an integrated internal
clip for loading on the fly.

This CF N-Strike
blaster offers the
largest possible
blaster at the best
possible value! This
6-in-1 blaster converts into 6 unique configurations, including a stock that converts
to a holster for maximum mobility. You can remove the barrel and stock to create a
smaller blaster, giving you flexibility in your NERF battles.

ITEM#: HSBA4796
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

8

ITEM#: HSBA9315
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1

4

N-Strike Mega Big Shock

N-Strike Disruptor

This MEGA BigShot blaster combines
MEGA power in a compact size! This
single-shot blaster packs a MEGA punch in
a size that’s easy to carry and coneal from
your target. Take aim and send a MEGA
Dart whistling through the air. Blaster has
storage for 1 MEGA Dart.

Fire fast and strike hard with this
six-dart, quick-draw blaster! The
blaster has a rotating drum that
holds six darts; unleash them one
at a time, or slam-fire all six quickly
to overwhelm your target with a
blistering barrage. Send the darts
flying up to 90 feet (27 meters).

ITEM#: HSBA9314
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

8+

1

8

ITEM#: HSBB9837
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

8+

1

3

Accustrike AlphAhawk

Firestrike Blaster

Strike with the
impressive accuracy
of this bolt-action
blaster! The
AlphaHawk blaster is
part of the AccuStrike
series, which features CF darts designed for greater accuracy. The blaster has a
textured grip to help steady your aim.

This sleek, compact blaster
features a red light targeting
beam with independent power
trigger for aiming in the dark.
Comes with 3 darts.

ITEM#: HSBB7784
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00

8+

1

4

Elite Triad EX3
ITEM#: HSBA1690
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

The TRIAD stealth-sized blaster holds
and fires 3 darts at a time. Our only
sub-$10 blaster with multiple shots per
reload.

ITEM#: HSB53378
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

8+

1

4

Accustrike
12 Dart Refill

ITEM#: HSBC0162
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.50

24 Dart Refill

ITEM#: HSBC0163
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $6.50

Elite 12 Dart Refill
ITEM#: HSB0350
RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.75
8+

170

1

4

Elite 30 Dart Refill
ITEM#: HSB0351
RETAIL: $12.99 W/S: $7.00

877-405-2662
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Gloworm Asst.

Barrel of Monkeys

Soft and cuddly, Gloworm
is every child’s needed
companion. With a light
up face and 6 soothing
melodies.

Star your own wild monkey parade with the Barrel
of Monkeys game! These little monkeys have gone
wild and when you throw them all in a big pile, they’re
all tangled up with arms and tails. Can you pick up
one monkey and then pick up another with the first
monkey’s arm? Don’t drop your monkeys as you build
your parade, or you’ll lose your turn! Build the longest
monkey parade to win!

ITEM#: HSBA1204
RETAIL: $13.50
W/S: $6.50

0+

1+

3

ITEM#: HSBA2042
RETAIL:$7.99
W/S: $4.00

3+

1+

8

Marbles

Detective Cap Gun

50-Pc Marble (Net Bag) Set

Die Cast Magnum Cap Gun.

ITEM#: IMP07850
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

5+

1+

48

Handcuffs

ITEM#: IMP23254
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00
Legends of the Wild West
- Handcuffs.

8+

1+

36

Western Cap Pistol
ITEM#: IMP23255
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

ITEM#: IMP08390
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

1+

72

Durango Cap Pistol

ITEM#: IMP23260
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $11.50

Legends of the Wild West
- Durango Double Holster

8+

1+

6

Santa Fe Cap Pistol
ITEM#: IMP23256
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

Die Cast Magnum Cap Gun.

8+

1+

6

8+

1+

24
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Black Canyon Buckeye Set

Smokin’ Barrel Rifle

Legends of the Wild West
- Black Canyon Set

Legends of the Wild West
- Smoke’n Barrel

ITEM#: IMP23282
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $14.50

ITEM#: IMP23261
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $14.50

8+

1+

8+

3

1+

6

Kansas Rifle

8 Shot Ring Caps

Legends of the Wild West
- Kansas Rifle

Legends of the Wild West - 216 Shot Ring Caps

ITEM#: IMP23296
RETAIL: $2.99 W/S: $1.50
UPC: 047379009135

ITEM#: IMP15443
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

8+

1+

orders@continuumgames.com

8+

6

1+

48

FLARP NOISE PUTTY
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR10041
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

RAD FLYER COMPETITION DISC PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR1034
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

BANDY BALL
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR1070
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

SUMMER FUN SWIM
BUDDY PDQ 12
ITEM#: JAR1190
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

ONE LOVE UNICORN
HEAD BAND
ITEM#: JAR1228
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

SAND PAIL & SHOVEL
ITEM#: JAR1286
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

FUN BUBBLES WAND
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR1539
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

FUN BUBBLES GIANT
BUBBLE MAKER
ITEM#: JAR1551
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.50

ARMY COMMAND
SOLDIER 50PC
ITEM#: JAR1671
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

DINO WORLD DINO
PDQ 12
ITEM#: JAR1720
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

DINO WORLD MAGIC
GROW EGG PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR1745
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

DINO WORLD LIGHT
UP DINO EGG PDQ 12
ITEM#: JAR1749
RETAIL: $3.59
W/S: $2.00
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FUN HOOP
PDQ 72
ITEM#: JAR175
RETAIL: $3.59
W/S: $2.50

GOLF CADDIE
PDQ 12
ITEM#: JAR2
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

TWIRL TIME GLITTER
WAND PDQ 36
ITEM#: JAR2002
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

FISHING GAME
DELUXE
ITEM#: JAR207
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

FINGER SPORTS
TABLE PONG
ITEM#: JAR257
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

MAGIC GROW
CAPSULES
ITEM#: JAR305
RETAIL: $1.59
W/S: $1.00

PLAY CASH CASH
DRAWER
ITEM#: JAR3123
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.50

POCKET TRAVEL WIND/
UP FISHING GAME
ITEM#: JAR3205
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

PLAY FOOD SKILLET
PDQ 6
ITEM#: JAR3328
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $4.00

AIR FOAM SPRT
BALL PDQ24
ITEM#: JAR350
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

SIZZLERS
MEGA
ITEM#: JAR380
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.00

WORMY PUNCHBALL
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR4211
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.00

SILLY STRAW
5 PACK
ITEM#: JAR4400
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

EMOJI SPLAT BALL
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR4659
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.00

FOAM SWORD
FLOOR DISPLAY 24
ITEM#: JAR4765
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

SCRIBBLE SLATE
GLOWSLATE
ITEM#: JAR48
RETAIL: $1.59
W/S: $1.00

LIGHT UP WRIST
BAND PDQ 36
ITEM#: JAR5048
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

FINGER LIGHTS
FIBER OPTIC
ITEM#: JAR5062
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

SLIME
BARF BALL
ITEM#: JAR5299
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

SPLAT BALL ASST.
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR5303
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

DR. WACKO’S SILLY
SLUDGE PDQ 12
ITEM#: JAR5438
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

FIZZY FUN ANIMAL
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR5505
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.00

FINGER SPORTS
FOOTBALL
ITEM#: JAR6305
RETAIL: $3.59
W/S: $2.00

PRANKZ TOY ASST.
PDQ 36
ITEM#: JAR6418
RETAIL: $1.00
W/S: $1.00
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PIRATE LEGEND
PLAY SET
ITEM#: JAR6584
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

NITE GLO NITE
STICK PDQ36
ITEM#: JAR67
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

PUMP ROCKET PDQ
16
ITEM#: JAR673
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $4.00

MY BABY MAGIC
BOTTLE 2PK
ITEM#: JAR701
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

LIGHT UP SPIN
TOPS
ITEM#: JAR706
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

RAINBOW DOUBLE
BIG JAX
ITEM#: JAR732
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

NITE GLO 10 GLOW
BANDS PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR74
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

RAINBOW DELUXE
ROPE
ITEM#: JAR758
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

B’LOONIES
8 PACK
ITEM#: JAR774
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

SUPER BANG
PHASER
ITEM#: JAR922
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

VINTAGE DOUBLE
JAX
ITEM#: JAR950
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

LAB PUTTY PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR9600
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

SPONGE BALL
PINKY PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR976
RETAIL: $1.59
W/S: $1.00

KRAZY KITE DIAMOND
KITE DISPLAY 72
ITEM#: JAR9862
RETAIL: $2.29
W/S: $1.50

KRAZY KITE WILD
WING DISPLAY 72
ITEM#: JAR9869
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $2.00

HIBOUNCE SPRT
BALL PDQ24
ITEM#: JAR990
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

EMOJI BALL
PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR992
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

STIR & TWIRL MAGIC
BUBBLE STICK PDQ 24
ITEM#: JAR6502
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

Space Ship Laser Tag
ITEM#: NKK9333
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $15.00

RC T. Rex

ITEM#: NKK9545
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $18.00
Remote Control T. Rex
walks, roars, head moves.

Infrared lasers fire an
invisible beam.

6+

2+

6
4+
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US train 1880 set BNSF(Santa Fe)
Steam Locomotive

US train 1996 set BNSF
Diesel LocomotiveI

ITEM#: LEC506620
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $26.00

TEM#:LEC506622
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $26.00

Realistic battery-powered scale
model train set

Realistic battery-powered
scale model train set

3+

1+

6+

orders@continuumgames.com

3+

1+

6

US train 2001 set
Amtrak line 155

US train 2000 set MTA R160

Realistic battery-powered
scale model train set

Realistic battery-powered
scale model train set

ITEM#: LEC506623
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $26.00

3+

1+

6

US train 1950 set BNSF(Santa Fe)
F7 Super Chief
ITEM#: LEC506662
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $26.00

Realistic battery-powered
scale model train set

3+

1+

6+

ITEM#:LEC506624
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $26.00

3+

1+

6

Block Buddies
ITEM#: MDW25106W
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Kids Love Building Block Buddies! Help
a child take block building to a whole new
level. Using 21 well-crafted colorful wooden
blocks, kids replicate 76 designs in four
levels of difficulty. You’ll find that kids are
endlessly inspired by earlier successes and
can’t stop building their very own people,
animal and vehicle themed Block Buddies!
3+

1+

6

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Starter Box: Cool Colors

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Starter Box: Warm Colors

Q-Ba-Maze 2.0 is a unique system of
colorful cubes that interlock to form a
marble run. The big difference? You
can create marble maze sculptures in
the form of animals, geometric shapes
or any other design! Starter Box sets
each contain 36 cubes in a “cool”
three-color palette, plus 14 balls.

Q-Ba-Maze 2.0 is a unique system of
colorful cubes that interlock to form a
marble run. The big difference? You
can create marble maze sculptures in
the form of animals, geometric shapes
or any other design! Starter Box sets
each contain 36 cubes in a “warm”
three-color palette, plus 14 balls.

ITEM#: MDW36199W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW42016W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

5+

1+

6
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Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Big Box

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Starter Stunt Set

Q-Ba-Maze 2.0 is a unique system of
colorful cubes that interlock to form a
marble run. The big difference? You
can create marble maze sculptures in
the form of animals, geometric shapes
or any other design! Every dinosaur,
robot, flower, fish, sun, or tower is a
working marble maze.

Put the laws of motion to the test
with our patented Q-BA-MAZE
2.0 Stunt Sets. The ingenious
pieces interlock in endless
configurations, while double-exit
cubes keep you guessing which
way the marbles will go.

ITEM#: MDW48168W
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW62068W
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

6+

1+

6

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Mega Stunt Set

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Bounce Stunt Set

Put the laws of motion to the test with
the Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Mega Stunt Set.
Compatible with the Q-BA-MAZE line,
the ingenious pieces interlock in endless
configurations, while double-exit cubes
keep you guessing which way the
marbles will go. Experiment to see what
kind of zany, zigzagging action is possible!

Put the laws of motion to the test
with Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Stunt Sets!
The Q-BA-Maze 2.0 Bounce
Set is an add-on component
compatible with the Q-BA-Maze
line, and can be used along with
all other Q-BA-Maze Stunt Sets.

ITEM#: MDW56181W
RETAIL: $79.95
W/S: $41.00

5+

1+

2

ITEM#: MDW56195W
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

6+

1+

6

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Zoom Stunt Set

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Spin Stunt Set

Put the laws of motion to the test
with Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Stunt Sets!
The Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Zoom
Set is an add-on component
compatible with the Q-BA-MAZE
line, and can be used along with
all other Q-BA-MAZE Stunt Sets.

Add these stunts to any Q-BAMAZE 2.0 marble runs you
already have, and put the laws of
motion to the test!

ITEM#: MDW56196W
RETAIL: $16.95
W/S: $8.75

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW62067W
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.75

6+

1+

12

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Ultimate Stunt Set

Q-bitz Extreme

The Ultimate Stunt Set features
every stunt in the Q-BA-MAZE
arsenal plus three exciting
additions; the spiral sphere,
quad-exit cubes, and marble
catchers.

Players each get their own Q-bitz
Extreme board with 16 cubes,
and race to be first to replicate the
curving pattern to win the card.
The player with the most cards at
the end of the game is declared
the Q-bitz champion!

ITEM#: MDW68482
RETAIL: $124.99
W/S: $65.00

6+
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1+

2

ITEM#: MDW56035W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

6+

2-4

6
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Q-Ba-Maze 2.0 Big Box Bright Colors
ITEM#: MDW66075
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $20.50

Big Box Bright Colors set is
jam-packed with marble run fun!
Features four bright new colors
(teal, turquoise, violet, and
magenta) plus clear tubes. Set
includes 72 cubes and 20 steel
marbles.

6+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

Q-Ba-Maze 2.0 Spectrum Set
ITEM#: MDW66076
RETAIL: $69.95
W/S: $36.00

6+

1+

4

The bold. The bright. The whole spectrum! This set
includes 5 original colors plus four intense new colors!
Contains 120 colorful cubes and 30 steel marbles.

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0
Cascading Marble
Refill Set
ITEM#: MDW56190W
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

KEVA Contraptions: 50 Plank St

KEVA Contraptions: 200 Plank St

Young thinkers can design unbelievable
ball track structures via simple, stacking
planks. No glue, no connectors—just loads
of constructive fun! The 50-Plank Set helps
kids get things rolling with two balls and
an instruction book detailing how to build a
“Shooting Gallery,” “Turbine,” “Step Curve”
and more.

Young thinkers can design unbelievable ball
track structures via simple, stacking planks.
No glue, no connectors—just loads of
constructive fun! The 200-Plank Set includes
enough components to create ramps,
funnels, chutes and crazy contraptions like
the “Black Hole” and “Bounce Plate.” Two
balls and an 18-page idea book are included.

ITEM#: MDW48001W
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

7+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW44156W
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $26.00

7+

1+

3

KEVA Maple 50 Plank Set

KEVA Maple 200 Plank Set

No glue or connectors required...simply stack
wood planks to create buildings, monuments
and geometric forms. Its the ideal activity to
help kids gain an understanding of balance
and proportion, as well as an interest in
architecture, building and design.

No glue or connectors required...simply stack
wood planks to create buildings, monuments
and geometric forms. Its the ideal activity to
help kids gain an understanding of balance
and proportion, as well as an interest in
architecture, building and design.

ITEM#: MDW66001
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

7+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW58077
RETAIL: $89.95
W/S: $47.00

7+

1+

3

KEVA Maple 400 Plank Set

KEVA Structures: 200 Plank Set

No glue or connectors required...simply stack
wood planks to create buildings, monuments
and geometric forms. Its the ideal activity to
help kids gain an understanding of balance
and proportion, as well as an interest in
architecture, building and design.

No glue or connectors required...simply stack
wood planks to create buildings, monuments
and geometric forms. Its the ideal activity to
help kids gain an understanding of balance
and proportion, as well as an interest in
architecture, building and design.

ITEM#: MDW58078
RETAIL: $149.95
W/S: $77.00

7+

1+

2

ITEM#: MDW50089W
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $26.00

7+

1+

3
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KEVA Catapult

KEVA Trebuchet

Build your own authentic catapult with
planks, a little glue, and the help of easy,
step-by-step instructions. Then let the fun and
experimentation begin! What shoots farther, a
marshmallow or a piece of macaroni? How does
the object’s course change when you pull the
arm back to different points? If you make the
flight deck higher, how does it affect the hurl?

Build your own medieval siege engine from predrilled planks, a little glue, and the help of easy,
step-by-step “blueprint” instructions. Then let
the fun and experimentation begin! What travels
farther: a marshmallow or a piece of macaroni?
Alter the counterweight to adjust the trebuchet’s
hurl, and practice knocking down a field of target
planks using the two included balls.

ITEM#: MDW48143W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

7+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW52131W
RETAIL: $29.95
W/S: $16.00

7+

1+

6

KEVA Stunt Derby

KEVA Wrecking Ball

Design it, launch it, and crash it! Customize your
stunt car with paint and decals, then get ready
to rumble! Follow the templates on the course
mat to construct action-packed challenges like
the Tower Crash or the Straight Shooter using
wooden planks. Launch your elastic bandpowered car, and watch it clear the tunnel or
smash down the wall!

Construct, Aim, Release … and Destroy!
Turn cranks, a winding drum, a removable
boom, and hoist rope provide huge impact
and a smashing lesson on pendulums and
the effects of energy and motion.

ITEM#: MDW56186W
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

7+

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW56187W
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

7+

1+

6

KEVA Brain Builders

KEVA Color Planks

Full-color cards include a 2-D building
challenge on one side and the solution on
the other. Manipulate your KEVA planks
to successfully duplicate the balance,
proportion, composition and geometry
featured on each card.

Add a new dimension to your KEVA
structures with these hued planks. Be
intentional or whimsical – experiment
with shapes and shades to create
buildings and designs with accentuated
architectural interest.

ITEM#: MDW66009W
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

7+

1+

12

ITEM#: MDW66010W
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $21.00

3+

1+

6

KEVA Color Pops Purple Set

KEVA Connect Starter Set

KEVA Color Pops Teal Set

The simple stacking fun of KEVA
takes on a new dimension with special
connectors that lock the planks in place.
Slide precision-milled KEVA planks into
the Connect pieces to create geometric
compositions or freeform structures.

ITEM#: MDW68541
RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00
ITEM#: MDW68542

Construct colorful and creative works of art with KEVA
Color Pops. Building with these precision-cut, qualitystained planks is an ideal way to experiment with balance
and proportion, gain an interest in architecture, and learn
about color theory.
5+

178

1+

6

ITEM#: MDW68497
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3+

1+

6
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KEVA Connect Builder Set

Zoom Rails

The simple stacking fun of KEVA
takes on a new dimension with special
connectors that lock the planks in place.
Slide precision-milled KEVA planks into
the Connect pieces to create geometric
compositions or freeform structures.

Children will be captivated
watching marbles race down
this zig-zagging tower, whizzing
around hairpin turns and picking
up speed on the straight-aways.

ITEM#: MDW68498
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

3+

1+

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: MDW68490
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

6

3+

1+

3

Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Rails Builder Set

Q-bitz Extreme

Introducing Q-BA-MAZE 2.0 Rails - the
same Q-BA-MAZE you know and love
with the exciting addition of rails that send
your marbles zooming their way from
cube to cube!

Players each get their own Q-bitz Extreme
board with 16 cubes, and race to be first to
replicate the curving pattern to win the card.
The player with the most cards at the end of
the game is declared the Q-bitz champion!

ITEM#: MDW56035W
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: MDW68517
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $32.00

6+

1+

6+

4

2-4

6

Marshmallow ShooterS

Bow & Arrow
ITEM#: MFC1140
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $13.00

Straight Shooter
ITEM#: MFC1125
RETAIL: $6.50
W/S: $4.00

Marshmallow Shooter
ITEM#: MFC1100
RETAIL: $22.95
W/S: $12.50

Magic 8 Ball®

Toy Snow Boarders

Take all the guesswork out of finding
the answers to life’s more perplexing
questions. Yes, this is the same Magic 8
Ball you remember from the past, and it
is just as reliable as ever. If you don’t get
the results you are after, you can always
“ask again later!”

Toy Boarders are made like the
green toy soldiers we’ve seen
around for decades (and recently
inducted into the Toy Hall of Fame).
But with these little guys we
promote fun and exercise!

ITEM#: MTL30188
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.75

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: MTWMT-SB-01
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

1+

200

Toy Surf Boarders

ITEM#: MTWMT-SF-01 RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $4.00
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Cowboy Hat

Cowgirl Hat

ITEM#: PAR5105
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3+

1+

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PAR5104
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

6

3+

Big Tex Holster Set

1+

6

Western Girl Single Holster Set

ITEM#: PAR4603
RETAIL: $23.99
W/S: $12.00

ITEM#: PAR250
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

Billy the Kid
ITEM#: PAR4617
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.00

Doc Holiday
Holster Set

Texas Ranger
Double Holster Set

Desert Fox
Pistol

WWII
Infantry Set

ITEM#: PAR4619
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

ITEM#: PAR4618SB
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $22.00

US Marshall
Pistol

WWII Infantry
Grenade

Lawman
Pistol

Jesse James
Holster Set

Lil Ranger
Rifle

Police Pistol

ITEM#: PAR4644C
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

180

ITEM#: PAR4707C
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.00

ITEM#: PAR4627C
RETAIL: $17.95
W/S: $9.25

ITEM#: PAR4711C
RETAIL: $24.95
W/S: $14.00

ITEM#: PAR4641C
RETAIL: $17.95
W/S: $10.00

ITEM#: PAR4722C
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.50

ITEM#: PAR4642C
RETAIL: $12.95
W/S: $6.75

ITEM#: PAR4723C
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

877-405-2662

27” Bow
& Arrows

Classic & Novelty

27” Bow
& Arrows

ITEM#: PAR7070
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.50

Bow & Arrows
display

ITEM#: PAR7101
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

ITEM#: PAR7045
W/S: $150.00

Hunter
Jr Archery Set

Roll Caps

8 Shot Ring Caps

12 Shot Ring Caps

ITEM#: PAR7351
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

ITEM#: PAR7200
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $11.00

ITEM#: PAR913
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

ITEM#: PAR914
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

Magnetic Fishing

Pinball

A fantastic game, from the
late 1800s. Use the magnetic
fishing rods to catch the fish
(and the occassional boot!)
from the bottome of the bowl.
Beautifully illustrated box and
pieces.

Traditional wooden pinball
game. Players take turns
shooting the balls up the
board to score more points.

ITEM#: PNTRG10044
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

6

ITEM#: PAR7205
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

39” Bow
& Arrows

ITEM#: PAR912
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

1-4

34” Bow
& Arrows

34” Bow
& Arrows

ITEM#: PAR7500
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PNTRG10056
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

5+

1+

6
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Snowtime Anytime Polar Ball Bat & Snowball Set

Snowtime
Snowball Blaster

ITEM#: PLV7513
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

ITEM#: PLV7522
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.75

Batters up with this 22”
long bat. Comes with 4
snowballs that store inside
the barrell so you can take
it anywhere and have a
quick game.

What a blast! Soft and safe foam balls
with an air powered launcher. Comes
with 10 minim snowballs and a target.
Rapid fire!

3+

2+

orders@continuumgames.com

6

3+

1+

6

Snowtime
Snowballs 6 pack

Snowtime
Snowballs 15 pack

Snowtime
Snowballs 30 pack

Comes with 6 snowballs
in a polybag.

Comes with 15 Snowtime
Anytime Snowballs in a
big clear tub.

Comes with 30
Snowtime Anytime
Snowballs in a big
clear tub.

ITEM#: PLV7502
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

ITEM#: PLV7501
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

ITEM#: PLV7500
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

Giant Pick Up Sticks

Magnetic Personalities - 36 - Ct Assorted Display

This colorful game straight out of the good
old days will delight new generations. Try to
move and collect the colorful sticks carefully
to win. These oversized sticks in bright
colors are a perfect addition to your next
game night.

A total of 120 letters
will help kids practice
their spelling and build
their word skills. The
set includes 2 of each
uppercase and lowercase
letter with extras of the
most used letters.

ITEM#: PRS1514-12
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

6+

1+

12

ITEM#: PTC77D
RETAIL: $1.99 ea.
W/S: $45.00

5+

1+

36

Fun with Magnets

Magnetic Letters 120 pc

Fun with Magnets includes 14
experiments to perform with the
magnets and accessories. Kids
can explore the magic of magnets,
learn how they work, and how to
make things with them. The kit
is full of simple, yet eye-opening,
experiments and magnetic fun!

A total of 120 letters
will help kids practice
their spelling and build
their word skills. The
set includes 2 of each
uppercase and lowercase
letter with extras of the
most used letters.

ITEM#: PTC5250
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

4+

182

1+

6

ITEM#: PTC5330
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.75

2+

1+

6

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Magnetic Numbers 120 pc

Dragon Coaster

Kids will practice their counting
skills, learn number recognition,
formulate equations, and more.

Construct you own working roller coaster
model made of real wood! The Marbleocity
Dragon Coaster isfull of dips and turns with
some real engineering and physics thrown
in. Measures 8” when finished. Perfect for
intermediate builders - 3-5 hours build time.
Includes laser-cut birch wood parts, metal
axles, marbles, Tinkineer graphic novel with
assembly instructions. Made in USA.

ITEM#: PTC5333
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

2+

1+

6

Mini Coaster

ITEM#: PTCMAMC
RETAIL: $29.99 ea.
W/S: $15.50
Construct you own working roller coaster
model made of real wood! The Marbleocity
Mini Coaster isfull of dips and turns with
some real engineering and physics thrown
in. Measures 6” when finished. Perfect for
beginner builders - 1-2 hours build time.
Includes laser-cut birch wood parts, metal
axles, marbles, Tinkineer graphic novel
with assembly instructions. Made in USA.
9+

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PTCMADC
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $26.00

12+

1+

4

Mini Skate Park
ITEM#: PTCMAMS
RETAIL: $29.99 ea.
W/S: $15.50

Construct you own working skate park model
made of real wood! The Marbleocity Mini Skate
Park features lots of fun physics action including a
stair descent, rail slide and ... a jump! Measures
6”when finished. Perfect for beginner builders - 1-2
hours build time. Includes laser-cut birch wood
parts, metal axles, marbles, Tinkineer graphic
novel with assembly instructions. Made in USA.
9+

1+

4

Skate Park

Standard Ball Assortment Tray

Construct you own working skate park model
made of real wood! The Marbleocity Skate
Park features lots of fun physics action
including a stair descent, rail slide and ... a
jump! Measures 8”when finished. Perfect for
intermediate builders - 3-5 hours build time.
Includes laser-cut birch wood parts, metal axles,
marbles, Tinkineer graphic novel with assembly
instructions. Made in USA.

Six sensory balls that are soft with
a velvety surface. Fun shapes that
bounce easily and are fun to squeeze,
roll or throw. Great for young children
of any age including kids with special
needs. Eco-friendly, hand made at our
fair trade factory in India. Made from carefully selected high
quality materials from Spain, the UK and USA.

ITEM#: PTCMASP
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

12+

1+

4

ITEM#: RBB20192T
RETAIL: $8.00
W/S: $4.25

0+

1+

6

Whacky Ball Assortment Tray

Little Vehicle Assortment A Tray

Six sensory balls that are soft with a
velvety surface. Fun shapes that bounce
easily and are fun to squeeze, roll or
throw. Great for young children of any
age including kids with special needs.
Eco-friendly, hand made at our fair trade
factory in India. Made from carefully selected high
quality materials from Spain, the UK and USA.

Eight soft vehicles made
from squishy natural rubber
foam. The fuzzy nylon
flocking is great for tactile
stimulation. Perfect for indoor play, they roll easily, have soft
foam wheels, and are safe for all ages. Eco-friendly, hand
made at our fair trade factory in India. Made from carefully
selected high quality materials from Spain, the UK and USA.

ITEM#: RBB20314T
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

0+

1+

6

ITEM#: RBB20318T
RETAIL: $8.00
W/S: $4.25

0+

1+

6

183

Classic & Novelty

877-405-2662

Little Vehicle Assortment B Tray

Whirl-O

Eight soft vehicles made from
squishy natural rubber foam.
The fuzzy nylon flocking is great
for tactile stimulation. Perfect for
indoor play, they roll easily, have
soft foam wheels, and are safe for all ages. Eco-friendly, hand
made at our fair trade factory in India. Made from carefully
selected high quality materials from Spain, the UK and USA.

This Retro Top Launcher is like a Yo-Yo
without the strings! Roll the magnetic
top along the rails and watch the
colors morph, or launch the top and
use the tin handle to pick it back up.
Invent your own Tricks! A great way for
Kids to experiment with Magnetism,
Momentum and Centripetal Force.

ITEM#: RBB20319T
RETAIL: $8.00
W/S: $4.25

0+

ITEM#: RGL5811
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

5+

6

1+

1+

12

Splash Art

Spin’n a Row

Draw with Water Drawing Set,
Dbl. Sided

The “Spinning” Tic-Tac-Toe Game

ITEM#: RJG21
RETAIL: $21.00
W/S: $10.50

1+

N/A

ITEM#: RJG75
RETAIL: $12.00
W/S: $6.25

24

3+

Jokes-on-You, 6 Pcs.

48

ITEM#: RJG82
RETAIL: $2.50 W/S: $1.25

Assorted Pranks (NOTE: packed in 24 pc POP)

6 Classic Pranks

1+

N/A

48

Jokes-on-You, 12 Pcs.
ITEM#: RJG26
RETAIL: $22.00 W/S: $11.50
UPC: 836696000259

N/A

Jokes-on-You, Assorted Pranks #B
ITEM#: RJG83
RETAIL: $3.50 W/S: $1.75

Assorted Pranks (NOTE: packed in 24 pc POP)

Jokes-on-You, Assorted Pranks #C

12 Classic Pranks

6+

2

Jokes-on-You, Assorted Pranks #A

ITEM#: RJG25
RETAIL: $12.00 W/S: $6.25
UPC: 836696000259

24

ITEM#: RJG84
RETAIL: $4.50 W/S: $2.25

Assorted Pranks (NOTE: packed in 24 pc POP)

Marble Tilt

Pop’n a Row

Marble Challenge Game /
Hand-Held Labyrinth.

The “Popping” Tic-Tac-Toe Game

ITEM#: RJG27
RETAIL: $25.00
W/S: $12.50

6+

184

1

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: RJG65
RETAIL: $20.00
W/S: $10.50

3+

2

24

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Balloon Power Assortment

Balloon Animal Kit

Packed in POP of 12 pcs:
including 4 pcs. Balloon Racer,
4 pcs. Balloon Boat, & 4 pcs.
Balloon Helicopter.

Make your Own Balloon
Animals, includes: Instruction
Book & 24 Balloons (Packed
in POP of 12 pcs.)

ITEM#: RJG66
RETAIL: $3.00
W/S: $1.75

3+

1+

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: RJG68
RETAIL: $5.00
W/S: $2.50

3+

1+

24

Kid Power

Giant Magic 8 Ball

Packed in POP of 12
pcs: including 6 pcs. Air
Rocket & 6 pcs. Rubber
Bank Shooter.

The GIANT version of the ball that takes all the
guesswork out of finding the answers to life’s more
perplexing questions. Yes, this is the same Magic
8 Ball you remember from the past, and it is just as
reliable as ever, and even BIGGER than ever before.
If you don’t get the results you are after, you can
always “ask again later!”

ITEM#: RJG67
RETAIL: $3.00
W/S: $1.75

3+

1+

12

Marble Copters
ITEM#: SKL08221
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

Marble Copter is a light up flying toy that is
great for nighttime fun. Fling the copter high into
the air using the rubber band wand. It flies up to
50 feet in the nighttime sky, lights up and glows,
as the light reflects off the hologram wings, and
then helicopters to the ground.

ITEM#: SPM6038274
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $14.25

5+

1+

2

Light Up Marble Racers
ITEM#: SKL086100
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

3+

1+

12

Light Up Marble Racers combine the racing
excitement of mini-toy sports cars and the classic
amusement of marbles to create a fun new toy. Kids
customize their Marble Racers with themed, easy to
use, crack & peel racing decals, race their creations
on standard tracks, and then watch as the flashing
LED marble rolls to keep pace with their speeding car.

Licensed Marble Racers
8+

1+

12

Tracer Racer Blister
ITEM#: SKL09721
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

Tracer Racers utilize Light Trail
Technology™ as they blaze streaks of
light on a Glow-in-the-Dark track. Each
Tracer Racer™ beams down purple
light rays from its undercarriage onto
track specially engineered to emit glow
remnants long after the racer has passed.

6+

1+

ITEM#: SKL087100 RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

16’ Tracer Racer Set
ITEM#: SKL097216
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8’ Tracer Racer Set
ITEM#: SKL097404
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

6+

1+

1+

6

6

12

185

877-405-2662
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Tracer Racer RC Starter Set

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Monkey

With over 20 feet of
glow-in-the-dark track,
and 2 remote control
Tracer Racers, racing, in
the light and the dark, will never be the same. Tracer Racers
utilize Light Trail Technology as they blaze streaks of light on
Skullduggery patented Glow-in-the-Dark track. This exciting
racing set and a dimly lit room is all that is needed to set the
darkness ablaze.

Play hide and seek with your new animal friends. Hide the
animal indoors or out. Your seeker wand tracks the Hide and
Seek Junior animal with a signal that only they can hear.
When the animal hears it, he’ll call out to you. So listen for their
sounds and hunt around to be the first to find where the animal
is hiding. Junior wands work with all Hide and Seek Safari junior
animals. Batteries are included so Hide
and Seek Safari Junior is ready to play
4
2-6
right out of the box.
1+

ITEM#: SKL098214
RETAIL: $79.99
W/S: $43.00

6+

-

ITEM#: RNR721
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.00

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Elephant

4

ITEM#: RNR722 RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00

Tracer Racer RC Dual Loop

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Lion

ITEM#: SKL098216
RETAIL: $99.99
W/S: $53.50

ITEM#: RNR723 RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Panda

With 2 glow-in-the-dark dual loops, 4 dual
glow-in-the-dark corners, over 36 feet
of glow-in-the-dark track, and 2 remote
control Tracer Racers, racing, in the light
and the dark, will never be the same. Each
Tracer Racer beams down purple light rays
from its undercarriage onto track specially engineered to emit
glow remnants long after the racer has passed.
6+

-

ITEM#: RNR724 RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Dog

ITEM#: RNR730 RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00

Hide & Seek Safari Jr Cat

ITEM#: RNR731 RETAIL: $34.99 W/S: $18.00

4

Silly String

ITEM#: SLS00420-24
RETAIL: $3.99 W/S: $2.00

5+

1+

24

Glow-in-the-Dark Silly String

ALL
5+

1+

ITEM#: SLSKTK19233-6
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.75

Blaster makes silly string even more fun.
Just clip on a can and blast away.
5+

1+

12

Magic Gertie Ball
ITEM#: SWT01030
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.25

Abracadabra, it changes color! Make
handprints, face prints, or other designs,
and watch them magically appear. Pale
blue when warm, changes to purple when
chilled. Pop it in the fridge to chill, and
then apply warm hands.

6
ALL

186

1+

12

3 oz spray streamer. Once it’s exposed to light, it will glow in the dark.

Silly String Blaster

ITEM#: SWT01001
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.25

The world’s most catchable ball!® Original Gertie®
with a smooth, untextured surface. Comes in sky,
bubblegum, grass and plum.

3 oz spray streamer that has delighted kids
for more than 45 years!

ITEM#: SLSKCD00434-12
RETAIL: $3.99 W/S: $2.25

Original Gertie Ball Asst Colors

1+

12

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Dizzy Draw

USA Map

Whirl round and round to create beautiful
pictures and designs using plastic drawing
gears. Color inside the magic stencils to reveal
the hidden pictures. Set includes: drawing
machine with removable gear frame, plastic
pattern wheel, 6 cardboard stencils with hidden
drawings, 6 drawing gears, 6 markers, 1 special
marker plus paper. No batteries needed!

Go across the country without leaving
home! Each puzzle piece is a different
state, with that state’s major cities,
resources and industries labeled on the
front. Kids can quiz themselves on state
capitals by guessing the capital and then
removing the puzzle piece for the answer!
Puzzle: 18 1⁄2”W x 11 3⁄4”H

ITEM#: SWT9725394
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: SWT2560
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

1+

6

Construct a Hot Rod

Bouncing Balls

Build a detailed hot rod using 180 metal
and plastic pieces. Free-wheeling
vehicle is assembled with simple tools
which are included.

Use science and wizardry to create 8
colorful bouncing balls! When they stop
bouncing—collect them, roll them, juggle
them or trade them with your friends! Set
includes: 5 packets of ball beads, ball
mold and water bowl.

ITEM#: SWT9725743
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SWT9725520
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

4

LED BalLoons (8 pc)

Wireless Speaker (assorted)

LED balloons are the best party balloons on the market.
Equipped with a powerful multicolor LED light, the balloon
will stay lit for 24 hours. The light blinks in different colors
and speeds to create the perfect party atmosphere.
Assorted colors: 2 blue, 2 red, 2 green, 1 yellow, 1 white.

Water Resistant, Shock Resistant,
Portable Speaker.

ITEM#: SYSEBL1000
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

24

ITEM#: SYSEBSP1000
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

12

World’s Smallest
Foldable Virtual Reality Glasses

VR2 Virtual Reality Glasses
Cardboard

Foldable Virtual Reality Glasses.

These virtual reality glasses are
sensational and at a great price. Works
with all phone sizes. Just choose an
app or YouTube video and experience
the thrill of VIRTUAL REALITY. These
glasses have a button which allows you
to interact with the video or app.

ITEM#: SYSEPVR5000
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

13+

1+

24

ITEM#: SYSEPVR2000
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

1+

12

187

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Tug and the Tooth
ITEM#: TAT1001
RETAIL: $15.50
W/S: $29.99

Tug and the Tooth is a new Tooth Fairy
tradition that celebrates children as they lose
their baby teeth. Tug, a lovable tooth-shaped
character, has a backpack to hold a child’s
lost tooth. Tug and the Tooth is a premium
keepsake for children losing their baby teeth

3+

1+

4

Rock’em Sock’em Mini Games 4 pc
ITEM#: TRA55785-7
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Play solo or go head-to-head
with your friends! Each card
includes 4 mini Rock ‘Em
Sock ‘Em™ party favors for
finger fighting fun.

3+

1+

Master Detective
Toolkit
ITEM#: TAK630912
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $27.00

Grab this briefcase full of investigator’s
tools and get ready to track down some
crooks! Experiment with the equipment
and techniques used by real detectives
to develop your own observation and
problem-solving skills.

8+

1+

5

Candy Fun 3 in a Row Games 4-PC
ITEM#: TRA50449
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.50
UPC: 029116504493

ITEM#: TRA55775-8
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Candy Fun Dispensers 4-PC.
ITEM#: TRA52310
RETAIL: $4.99 W/S: $2.50
UPC: 029116523104
Great party favors!

PIN ART

ITEM#: TSM1092
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.75

Everyone loves this card game! Minisized Uno card game party favor has all
the fun and unpredictability of the full-size
version and it’s easy to take along
wherever you go.

3+

1+

36

INK-A-DO TATTOO PENS
ITEM#: TSM1245
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

6+

188

N/A

12

24

Great party favors!

36

UNO Mini Card Games 4 pc

orders@continuumgames.com

8+

N/A

4

Rearview Specs
ITEM#: TSM12011
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

5+

1+

12

24

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

DOUBLE SIDED FLIP CAR
ITEM#: TSM1403
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

3+

N/A

12

SUPERSTAR MIC
ITEM#: TSM188
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

5+

N/A

9

NIGHTZONE REBOUND BALL
ITEM#: TSM26013
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

N/A

12

40PC ROCKET BALLOON W/ PUMP
ITEM#: TSM2681
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

N/A

6

orders@continuumgames.com

MULTI VOICE CHANGER
ITEM#: TSM1381
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.75

5+

N/A

6

Die Cast Cap Rocket
ITEM#: TSM1589
RETAIL: $3.49
W/S: $1.75

8+

1+

24

String Thing - Asst
ITEM#: TSM41352
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1+

12

Punch Balloon
ITEM#: TSM2727
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

These punch balloons
inflate to 16”. Assorted
colors. Two latex balloons
per bag. Packed in 24.

8+

1

24

189

877-405-2662
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LIQUID MOTION BUBBLER
ITEM#: TSM3191
RETAIL: $6.49
W/S: $3.50

N/A

N/A

12

LITE-UP RAIL TWIRLER
ITEM#: TSM3388
RETAIL: $4.49
W/S: $2.50

5+

N/A

12

DELUXE FISH N FUN
ITEM#: TSM4761
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

1+

12

Magic Baby Bottles
ITEM#: TSM5492
RETAIL: $5.49
W/S: $3.00

3+

190

N/A

12

orders@continuumgames.com

BUBBLE MOTION TUMBLER
ITEM#: TSM3192
RETAIL: $7.49
W/S: $4.00

N/A

N/A

12

FIBER OPTIC LIGHT
ITEM#: TSM3705
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

5+

N/A

6

SIPPIN SPECS
ITEM#: TSM4809
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

3+

N/A

12

Doll Stroller
ITEM#: TSM5423
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $12.00

3+

N/A

6

877-405-2662

NIGHTZONE FOOTBALL
ITEM#: TSM56356
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

6+

N/A

6

Bathtime Crayons
ITEM#: TSM5951
RETAIL: $6.49
W/S: $3.50

5+

N/A

12

Fart Bombs
ITEM#: TSM5560
RETAIL: $2.49
W/S: $1.50

8+

1+

18

SEALIFE WATER SNAKE
ITEM#: TSM8093
RETAIL: $3.49
W/S: $2.00

3+

N/A

12

Classic & Novelty

orders@continuumgames.com

Nightzone Hoops
ITEM#: TSM56365
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

6+

1+

4

BATHTIME MERMAID DOLL
ITEM#: TSM7069
RETAIL: $9.49
W/S: $5.00

3+

N/A

12

Epic Dinosaur
ITEM#: TSM7903
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

1+

4

3-D MIRASCOPE
ITEM#: TSM79747
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

8+

N/A

12

191

877-405-2662

Metal Kazoo
ITEM#: TSM8055
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75

3+

1+

24

CLASSIC FLIERS
ITEM#: TSM8112
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

5+

N/A

6

AIR FORCE FLIERS
ITEM#: TSM8113
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.75

5+

N/A

6

GROW UNICORN
ITEM#: TSM8600
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

5+

192

N/A

12

Classic & Novelty

orders@continuumgames.com

Brilliant Harmonica
ITEM#: TSM8071
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

3+

1+

12

SUPER LINER
ITEM#: TSM8109
RETAIL: $9.49
W/S: $5.00

3+

N/A

6

SPECIAL FX BLASTER
ITEM#: TSM84750
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

3+

N/A

6

GINORMOUS GROW DINO EGG
ITEM#: TSM8538
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

5+

N/A

12

Classic & Novelty

877-405-2662

Die Cast Cap Rocket
ITEM#: TSM1690
RETAIL: $2.50
W/S: $1.25

8+

1+

24

orders@continuumgames.com

GROW FOX & OWL
ITEM#: TSM8606
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

Caps

ITEM#: TSM1691
RETAIL: $1.50
W/S: $0.75
8+

1+

MELTING SNOWMAN
ITEM#: TSM9340
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

24

5+

N/A

12

Pop Pop Poppers
ITEM#:TSM8865
RETAIL: $0.99 each
W/S: $25.00

Make a snappping sound when
thrown at the ground. Use with adult
supervision. 50 units per display.

3+

N/A

12

UNICORN POOP
TEM#:TSM9394
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

5+

N/A

12

Potty Putty
ITEM#: TSM9713
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75

5+

1+

12

8+

1+

50

UNICORN LAMP
TEM#:TSM9396
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

N/A

N/A

6

Noise Putty
ITEM#: TSM97155
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.75

5+

1+

12

193

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

orders@continuumgames.com

Classic Farkel

Double Trouble Volcano

The dice rolling game of guts and luck.
Roll your dice and try to match up as many
sides as possible. Roll three of a kind, a
full house, a straight and more to score
points! Will you stick with a moderate roll,
or tempt fate for a shot at a more winning
combination? The first player to 10,000
points wins.

Volcano erupting lamp!

ITEM#: LGIG82015
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

2+

12

ITEM#: WFT139V
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $2.75

3+

1+

48

Penguin Tub

Arctic Erupters

Tub filled with assorted toys!

Tub filled with assorted toys!

ITEM#: WFT152PE
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.25

3+

1+

48

Undersea Erupters
ITEM#: WFT178S
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.25

ITEM#: WFT178AR
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.25

5+

1+

36

Whoopee Cushion
ITEM#: TSM9716
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

Tub filled with assorted toys!

5+

1+

36

3+

1+

24

Self Inflating Whoopee Cushion

Spy Glasses

Whoppee Cushion that does
not have to be blown up.

glasses that allow you to
see behind

ITEM#: WTM0052
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

3+

194

1+

24

ITEM#: WTM0079
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $1.75

5+

N/A

72

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

BOZO Bop Bag

7” Bozo

3D Bop Bag with squeaky
nose and sand filled base.
46”. Vinyl. Box is 9.25” x 8.5”.

7” Version of the original Bop
Bag, but without the squeaky
nose. Box is 4” x 3.75”.

ITEM#: WFT452
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $9.00

3+

1+

6

ITEM#: WFT453
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

3+

1+

48

BOZO NOSE

Sand in Motion Dolphin

Go ahead, be a Bozo! Elastic
band keeps the nose firmly
on your face! Requires 3
button batteries (included).
1.5”. Blister card is 5” x 3.5”.

blue sandscape

ITEM#: WFT450
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

3+

1+

ITEM#: WFT500DO
RETAIL: $16.99 W/S: $9.00
UPC: 815895018005 CASE: 24

Sand in Motion Zoo
ITEM#: WFT500Z
RETAIL: $16.99 W/S: $9.00
UPC: 815895018012 CASE: 24
3 colored sandscapes

24

Liquid Layers
ITEM#: WFTS-49
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

3 assored colors.
Layers of colorful fun!

orders@continuumgames.com

Glitter Lamps (assorted)

ITEM#: WFT530GL RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $8.25

Tornado Lamps (assorted)

ITEM#: WFT530T RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $8.25

Volcano Lamp

ITEM#: WFT530V RETAIL: $15.99 W/S: $8.75
6+

1+

12

Plasma Ball
ITEM#:WFTT-610
RETAIL:14.99
W/S: $7.75

Fasinating fun. Watch the interactive
light show or touch the ball to watch
it respond.

6+

1+

24

Ooze Tube
ITEM#: WFT92
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

dripping ooze tube

3+

1+

72

195

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

orders@continuumgames.com

Dinosaur Fossil Ball

Dino Tub

soft squishy ball

Tubs filled with assorted fun toys including
animals, rocks or trees, and a play mat!
Plastic mat is 17” x 12”. Tub is 4.5” tall x 4.25” diameter.

ITEM#: WFT716DI
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

ITEM#: WFTT-152DI
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

Sea Tub

ITEM#: WFTT-152S

Zoo Tub
3+

1+

192

Spy Glasses
ITEM#: WFTT-1940
RETAIL: $2.49
W/S: $1.75

Mirrors inside glasses allow
you to see what is behind
you! Box is 7” x 4”.

3+

1+

24

ITEM#: WFTT-152Z

Magnetic Fun Celestial
ITEM#: WFTT-99c
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

Let your inner artist create unique
sculptures by arranging the metal
shapes on the magnetic base.

6+

1+

48

Magnetic Fun Dolphin

Magnetic Fun Snowflake

Let your inner artist create unique
sculptures by arranging the metal shapes
on the magnetic base.

Let your inner artist create unique
sculptures by arranging the metal shapes
on the magnetic base.

ITEM#: WFTT-99do
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

1+

48

ITEM#: WFTT-99sf
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

6+

1+

48

Microblade 4 - mini RC drone

Silly Straws

Arial remote control drone that has a
30 foot range and 2 channel wireless
control. Great high flying fun!
Requires 2-AAA batteries

Drinking Straw you can wear!

ITEM#: WTM0962
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00

8+

196

1+

12

ITEM#: WTM0084
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.25

3+

1+

24

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Hoop Shoot Basketball Set
ITEM#: WTM2050
RETAIL: 39.99
W/S: $20.00

Over 4.5 feet tall. Great indoor
basketball fun.

5+

1+

4

Desktop Air Hockey
ITEM#: WTM2040
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $4.75

turns any flat surface to hockey rink.

8+

2+

12

Magnetic Sandtimer

Trampoline Toss

hour glass with magnetic base

Launch Pad target game.

ITEM#: WTM2363
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $3.75

4+

N/A

24

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: WTM2060
RETAIL: 33.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

2+

4

Fab Flip-Over Sparky

World’s Smallest Vacuum

Watch this fun dog walk, bark,
heel and flip 360 degrees!

mini vaccuum powered by
USB cable

ITEM#:WTM3038
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.25

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: WTM4030
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.25

4+

1+

24

World’s Smallest Walkie Talkies

World’s Smallest Laser Guns

Walkie Talkie with range up
to 150 ft.

Mini light and sound gun.

ITEM#: WTM3997
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: WTM4025
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

1+

24

197

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Train-in-a-Tin

Tank-in-a-Tin

A complete 16
piece train set
that really works.

An army set includes working
tank and army soldiers.

ITEM#: WTM3901
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: WTM3903
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1+

12

Games-in-a-Tin

Pranks-in-a-Tin

A collection of great games
are packed in this tin.

Let the pranks begin. Funny
frantic pranks packed inside
this tin

ITEM#: WTM3905
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: WTM3907
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1+

12

Brain

Fireball

Auto Return YoYo.

Transaxle YoYo.

ITEM#: YOM120
RETAIL: $10.95
W/S: $6.00

8+

1+

48

Spectrum
ITEM#: YOM226
RETAIL: $11.95
W/S: $6.00
Light Up YoYo.

8+

198

1+

ITEM#: YOM215
RETAIL: $10.95
W/S: $6.00

8+

1+

12

Star Wars Fireball Assortment
ITEM#: YOM2215-LF
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

Assorted Star Wars Fireballs,
which feature characters
from Episode VII, The Force
Awakens.

12

orders@continuumgames.com

6+

1+

12

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Kendama Pro

Yomega String

Kendama Toss & Catch Skill
Toy Game.

Replacement YoYo string.

ITEM#: YOM680
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $11.00

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: YOM900-W
RETAIL: $2.95
W/S: $1.50

8+

1+

12

Monkey Knuckles

WHiP YoYo

Orbit Juggling Game.

A true game changer! The Whip™
is perfect for mastering the basics of
yo-yoing while also performing great for
intermediate and some advanced level
tricks. For the price, there isn’t a Yo-Yo on
the market that comes even close to this
level of performance.

ITEM#: YOM611
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.00

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: YYF16114
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

8+

1+

12

Velocity YoYo

ONE YoYo

Yo-Yo of the 21 st century! The patented
Velocity® is the first yoyo of its kind. By turning
the Adjust-O- Matic Dials™ on each side of the
yoyo, the Velocity® can be transformed from a
classic up-and- down yoyo into a modern longspin beast! This is the most versatile yoyo that
you can buy!

The ONE™ offers a comfortable modern shape,
a variety of colors to choose from, silicone
response, ball bearing, and extra durable plastic.
The best part about this yoyo is that it is perfect
for beginners! The ONE is virtually maintenance
free, requiring no special oil or lubrication and
there are no complicated parts to put together.
Learning how to yoyo has never been easier!

ITEM#: YYF42570
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

1+

24

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: YYF16312
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1+

12

Catchy Air Kendama

Catchy Belt Clip Kendama Holder

This is kendama like it has never been done before!
The injection molded design yields a consistently
even weight distribution, which is critical when
learning difficult tricks. Rubberized rings in each of
the cups reduces noise and increases grip, making
learning the basics easier. Lastly, the POM plastic is
extremely durable and won’t wear down over time
like traditional wood kendamas.

Take your kendama with you wherever
you go! The Catchy Belt Clip Holder
attaches to most standard-sized
kendamas and can be clipped to your
back-pack or belt.

ITEM#: YYF31110
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

1+

24

ITEM#: YYF93310
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8+

1+

36

199

877-405-2662

Classic & Novelty

Dv888 YoYo

Belt Clip YoYo Holder

The DV888 is composed of high-grade 6061
aluminum for durable performance, a smooth
anodized surface, a large SPEC™ bearing for
ultra-long spins, and the same silicone pad response
system as our Premium Collection ™ Yo-Yos
for maintenance free play. Whether it’s your first
metal yoyo or your go-to yoyo for the next major
performance, the DV888™ will not disappoint!

Carry your favorite YoYoFactory yoyo
with you anywhere!

ITEM#: YYF52010
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

1+

ITEM#: YYF42560
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

24

8+

1+

96

100% Polyester String 10-Pack

Box of Bunco

Long-lasting 100% Polyester
replacement strings for all
YoYoFactory yoyos! Comes in
assorted colors.

There are six rounds of play, each
with a different target number.
Roll three-of-a-kind of the round’s
target number (a Bunco), and
you’ll score big.

ITEM#: YYFSTRINGAS-10
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8+

1+

orders@continuumgames.com

50

ITEM#: CG1617
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

13+

2-6

6

Family Traditions Checkers

Family Traditions Chess

The classic game of board
domination. Out maneuver
your opponent and hop their
checkers to win!

The classic strategy
game of medieval warfare.
Use your knights,
bishops, rooks and
queen to capture your
opponents king!

ITEM#: CG1604
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

2+

6

ITEM#: CG1603
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

2+

6

Making it easy for retailers:
• no case packs
• no minimums
• Buy Exactly what you need
• Single source of over 2,500 games, toys and novelty items

200

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

orders@continuumgames.com

Learn to dress Kitty

Learn to dress Monkey

21” plush kitty features 11 dressing
activities that help develop fine motor
skills. Learn to button, snap, hook
andloop, buckle, tie, zip and more.
Includes real socks and lace up sneakers.
Dress and t shirt are removable too.

21” plush moneky has 11 dressing
activities that help develop fine motor
skills. Learn to button, snap, hook and
loop, buckle, tie, zip and more. Includes
real socks and lace up sneakers. T-Shirt
and overall are removable too.

ITEM#: ALX1491
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $22.50

1+

1+

12

ITEM#: ALX1492
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $22.50

1+

1+

12

Shaving Tub Kit

Elephant Family Puzzle

Pretend play shaving set for the tub.
Includes 7 0z foaming body sopap,
plastic play razor, shaving brush,
comp and an unbreakable child safe
mirror.

A favorite for tots and preschool aged
children, BeginAgain Elephant Family
Puzzle game is a bright and beautiful
way to develop essential motor skills
and problem solving skills. BeginAgain
Elephant Family Puzzle is handcrafted
from all natural rubberwood with non-toxic,
child-safe paints.

ITEM#: ALX615WN
RETAIL: $13.99
W/S: $7.00

3+

1

12

ITEM#: BGNA1204
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

2+

1+

6

Art on the Farm Stencil Kit

Color ‘N Eggs

Stencils, playset, learning tools, and more!
This versatile kit features farm themed
buildings and animals to trace, color, and
create a unique barnyard scene. When craft
time is through, the animals can be brought
to life as this kit doubles as a playset! Made
of eco-friendly rubberwood, this 25 piece set
features 9 animals, 1 barn, 1 windmill, 1 sun, 1
silo/fence/ruler, and 12 colored pencils.

Count chickens and learn colors too, with the
popular preschool puzzle game that gets all
the kids a-clucking! Using a fun and classic
“chicken and egg” theme, BeginAgain Color
‘N Eggs Matching Puzzle teaches colors and
their names, in English and Spanish. Each
brightly colored chicken is designed to fit only
in its matching egg, developing children’s
cognitive and motor skills too!

ITEM#: BGNA1703
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3+

1-2

4

ITEM#: BGNB1501
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

2+

1+

6

Bathtub Ball - Shark Tank

Sounds Around The Farm Story Box

Experience Diving Adventure in Your Bathtub. This
rugged play set takes the thrill of deep sea diving
and brings it to the bathtub, beach, or pool for your
little one to enjoy. Featuring a vivid red diver in
an old-time diving helmet, one gray shark, and an
adorable purple octopus, these toys are ideal for
developing storytelling skills by letting your child
create their own underwater adventures. The yellow
webbed shark tank keeps your hero safe from
circling sharks while in the water, and when play
time is over, also serves as a handy carrying case.

Moo, neigh, cluck and cockadoodledoo with farm toy fun! BeginAgain
Sounds Around the Farm Story Box
is a quality playset and educational
toy for toddlers. Build animal and
sounds recognition, reading skills
and imagination, with each animal
piece labeled with its name on
one side and the sound the animal
makes on the other.

ITEM#: BGNH1101
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

2+

1

6

ITEM#: BGNH1501
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

2+

1-4

4

201

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

orders@continuumgames.com

Counting Chameleon Puzzle

Balance Boat Endangered Animals

Meet the chameleon that’s just too cool and
colorful to camouflage! BeginAgain Counting
Chameleon Wooden Number Puzzle game
for toddlers is a rainbow of counting fun that
teaches more than what meets the eye. Each
piece has a number, from one to fifteen, on one
side, that is spelled out in English and Spanish
on the other side!

Family game, character play set, balancing toy
game, baby stacking toy game, and educational
toy set all in one, the BeginAgain Balance Boat:
Endangered Animals Game and Playset sets
the bar high for learning-filled fun. Children
develop dexterity, patience and pretend play
skills, whether balancing animals atop the
wooden boat, or turning them into pocket pals
to star in daily pretend adventures!

ITEM#: BGNI1401
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

3+

1

4

ITEM#: BGNI1403
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.25

3+

1-4

4

Don’t Dump Dumpty Game

The Farm A to Z Puzzle

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall… remove a
brick, but don’t let him fall! This versatile,
counting game and math game wooden toy
comes with ideas and rules for 2-3 year old
toddlers and up. Can be played alone, in
pairs or with teams. Safe, fun, and great for
developing motor and math skills.

The Farm A to Z Puzzle – The newest addition
to BeginAgain’s popular line of wooden alphabet
puzzles, The Farm A to Z is a complete farm playset
and a learning toy in one. Each of the 26 chunky
pieces is a familiar animal, plant, piece of equipment
or person on the farm – from A for apple tree and C
for cow, to T for tractor and V for veterinarian. Made
from eco-friendly rubber wood with child safe stains.

ITEM#: BGNI1503
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.75

2+

2-4

4

TicBugToe
ITEM#: BGNI1605
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.25

It’s ladybugs versus dragonflies in this adorable
twist on the traditional tic-tac-toe game. Empty
the wooden tray, then take turns placing your
chunky bugs in the spaces until someone lines
up three in a row. Perfectly sized for travel and
little hands, Tic Bug Toe is made from eco-friendly
rubber wood with child-safe stains.

3+

2

6

ITEM#: BGNI1601
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

3+

1

4

Tinker Totter Robots
ITEM#: BGNI1608
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.75

This 28-piece playset will please space-crazy
kids and their eco-minded parents. Everyone
loves to stack and connect the chunky
components to create colorful robots of all
shapes and sizes. Made from rubber wood
with child-safe stains, the playset develops
creative thinking and problem solving skills.

2+

1-4

4

Space A to Z Puzzle

U Build It Plus - 24 piece set

The Space A to Z puzzle and play set is an
out of this world science adventure. The
chunky durable pieces teach the alphabet
through space related objects, from A is
for Astronaut Armstrong to Z is for Zenith.
Made of eco-friendly rubberwood, this colorful
wooden puzzle doubles as a space adventure
play set that grows with children as they tell new
stories and continue to explore.

U Build It Beginner Blocks are colorful
U-shaped blocks that make building easy
for toddlers! Â Made from eco-friendly
rubberwood, these colorful, chunky blocks
can quickly stack into towers, buildings,
and patterns with ease. Our U-niversal
U-shaped block offers toddlers open-ended
construction play without frustration, and the
wooden storage box makes clean up and
storage easy!

ITEM#: BGNI1701
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

3+

202

1-4

4

ITEM#: BGNI1703
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

2+

1-2

4

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

orders@continuumgames.com

U Build It Deluxe - 48 piece set

Safari Bowl

U Build It Beginner Blocks are colorful U-shaped
blocks that make building easy for toddlers! Made
from eco-friendly rubberwood, these colorful, chunky
blocks can quickly stack into towers, buildings, and
patterns with ease. Our U-niversal U-shaped block
offers toddlers open-ended construction play without
frustration, and the wooden storage box makes
clean up and storage easy!

A “wild” take on bowling, the Safari Bowl game
by BeginAgain is action packed with a variety
of ways to play. With an easy to hold elephant
ramp to aim and shoot, two wooden balls, and
a variety of giraffes, monkeys, and targets, this
bowling set gets kids running and howling with
laughter. Made from eco-friendly Rubberwood
and finished with child safe water based stains.

ITEM#: BGNI1704
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $26.00

2+

1-4

4

Block Set

ITEM#: GRNBLKA-1110
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.25

The 18 boldly colored, lightweight
blocks have been re-engineered for
easier grip and better stacking action.
This unique block set includes a variety
of shapes for building castles, towers,
or any imaginative structure budding
architects can dream up.

1+

1+

6

Cupcake Set

ITEM#: GRNCPCK-1152
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

16 pieces, including: Cakestand,
5 Cakes, 5 Cupcake Liners, 5
Frosting Pieces.

2+

1

4

Build-A-Bouquet
ITEM#: GRNFLWA-1012
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.75

Stackable flower building set.

3+

1

6

ITEM#: BGNS1701
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

2+

1+

4

Car Carrier

ITEM#: GRNCCRB-1237
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00
No metal axels. Detachable trailer
features two workable ramps.
Includes 3 Green Toys Mini Cars.

3+

1

4

Dump Truck
ITEM#: GRNDTK-01R
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

Need help hauling a big load
while helping save the planet?

1+

1+

6

Ferry Boat with Mini Cars
ITEM#: GRNFRBA-1038
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Slide out ramp. Inclues two
Green Toys Mini Cars.

3+

1+

6

203

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Fire Truck

Mini Vehicle Set

Put out 3-alarm blazes. Rescue
kittens from treetops. Protect the
environment from harm. This is
just a typical day in the life of the
Fire Truck, the world’s greenest
emergency vehicle.

Includes Mini Ambulance, Mini
Police Car, Mini Fastback and
Mini Taxi Cab. No metal axels.

ITEM#: GRNFTK-01R
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

1+

1+

6

ITEM#: GRNMVP1-1165
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

1+

8

Rescue Boat & Helicopter

Mini Cars

Rescue Boat fits full-size
Helicopter on the deck.
Includes Captain Duck and
Pilot Bear characters.

Includes 24 Mini Cars. No metal
axels

ITEM#: GRNRBH1-1155
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.50

3+

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: GRNMVT1-1164
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

3+

1+

24

Fire Station Playset

Farm Playset

This playset has everything your little firefighter
needs to save the day, including a fire station, fire
engine, firefighter cat characters, rotating water
cannon, command center, and stackable bunk
beds. Open and close the doors to both the front
and back of the station, help the cats slide down
the fire pole, and race to the rescue in the fire
engine, all while helping to develop fine motor
cooperative play skills.

Inspiring cooperative play and communication,
this playset includes a barn, pick-up truck,
farmer cow characters, sheep, pigs, fences,
and a hog shed for endless imaginative play.
As little ones help the farmer cows open and
close the barn doors, corral the pigs, and load
the sheep in the back of the pick-up truck, they
also develop fine motor skills and coordination.

ITEM#: GRNPFIR1156
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.50

2+

1+

4

ITEM#: GRNPFRM1158
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.50

2+

1+

4

Animals on Wheels Asst

Rocket Asst Colors

Perform at the big top, roll in the
mud, or explore around the pond.
Open play is the name of the game
with the Green Toys Animals-onWheels fun, friendly-faced push toys
for babies and toddlers.

3-2-1 blast off! Powered by a main
booster and three auxiliary fin boosters,
the Rocket has a large door that flips
down to double as a set of steps up into
the main cavity, while the detachable
nose cone capsule has its own door that
opens to reveal buttons, dials, and of
course, the signature Green Toys 8-track.

ITEM#: GRNRCSA-1069
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.00

6m

204

1+

12

ITEM#: GRNRKTA-1041
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

2+

1+

4

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Sand Toys Asst Colors

Shape Sorter

Build a castle. Dig for buried treasure.
No matter how ambitious the project,
the world’s most eco-groovy sand
play set always leaves a light
footprint.

Shape Sorter puts an eco-friendly
spin on a classic play pattern. The
two-part elliptical Shape Sorter and 8
colorful shapes (2 stars, 2 circles, 2
squares, 2 triangles) are the perfect
size and weight for little hands.

ITEM#: GRNSNDA-1024
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

18m
1+

6

ITEM#: GRNSPSA-1036
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

6m

1+

6

Stacking Cups

Pizza Parlor

Six graduated cups, dozens of
possibilities for bath and play time.
Scoop and pour water, build towers by
turning upside down, or just sort sizes
to nest. Stacking Cups are colorful
and fun, and teach basic counting and
math concepts.

Mama Mia! Pizza lovers can pretend
and play chef and server by taking
orders, creating custom pizzas, and
serving guests.

ITEM#: GRNSTCA-8586
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $6.00

6m

1+

8

ITEM#: GRNSTPA-1477
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

2+

1+

6

Submarine Asst Colors

Tea Set Pink

Take the helm of the Submarine for
a nautical journey to help protect the
planet! Submerge it underwater to
explore the terrain at the bottom of
the tub, and let it resurface to scan
the horizon in search of the next
earth-friendly adventure.

Talk about green tea!! Young hosts
can serve up a pot of tea while doing
something really good for the earth.

ITEM#: GRNSUBA-1034
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

6m

1+

8

ITEM#: GRNTEA-01R
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

2+

1+

6

Tool Set Blue

Train Blue Engine

This awesome 15 piece set includes
a tool box, phillips screwdriver, flat
screwdriver, hammer, saw, wrench,
pliers, 2 two-hole connectors, 2 nails,
2 bolts, and 2 nuts. The Green Toys™
Tool Kit turns work into Good Green
Fun™!

All aboard! The Green Toys Train
is pulling out of the station! This
sturdy locomotive is ready to
chug along from one eco-friendly
adventure to the next.

ITEM#: GRNTLSB-1019
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

2+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: GRNTRNB-1054
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.75

2+

1

6

205

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

orders@continuumgames.com

Tractor

Tug Boat Asst Colors

Puts a whole new spin on
farm-to-table. With chunky,
go-anywhere tires and a
detachable rear trailer, little
farmers can harvest and haul
the freshest organic produce
their imaginations can grow.

Embark on a cruise across the
bathtub. This colorful craft floats
great, and has a wide spout to
scoop and pour water.

ITEM#: GRNTRTO-1042
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

1+

1+

6

Watering Can
ITEM#: GRNWTCG-1111
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $9.00

Perfect for the garden, and also fun at
the beach, the Green Toys Watering
Can is a classic set that encourages
kids to help take care of the world
around them.

3

12m

ITEM#: GRNTUG-01RAS
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

6m

1+

9

Stacking Clown
ITEM#: HOM162001
RETAIL: $16.99
W/S: $8.75

A funny clown that stacks high with wonderful
wooden rings.

1+

1+

4

Wooden Train

Wooden Blocks

Solid and durable, with 30 blocks
and 3 trailers

A absolute classic. Learn the
alphabet and arithmetic or build a
castle and knock it down.

ITEM#: HOM213286
RETAIL: $33.99
W/S: $17.00

1+

1+

2

ITEM#:HOM213290
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

1+

1+

6

Mozart Cube

Bath Crayons

Inspire creativity and interactive
play with The Mozart Magic Cube,
making your little one the composer
of his own symphonies.

Make bathtime a mess-free work
of art with these five washable
bath crayons.

ITEM#: MNK15949
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $22.50

6m

206

1+

6

ITEM#: MNK31296
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

8m

1+

24

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Twisty Figure 8

Twisty Teether Ball

Soothe baby’s gums and offer relief
with the award-winning Twisty®
Figure 8 teether, you’ll see an almost
toothless grin again in no time.

Soothe baby’s gums and excite
the senses with this safe and fun
textured teether.

ITEM#: MNK75124
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.00

3m

NA

24

ITEM#: MNK75424
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $3.00

3m

NA

24

My First Fire Truck

My First Choo-Choo

Jr. Racers simple RC’s with
lights & sound

Jr. Racers simple RC’s with
lights & sound

ITEM#: NKK80051
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

3+

1+

6

Tall Stacker Number Express
ITEM#: PTC2401
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

It’s a number puzzle, peg set and
creative play board all in one. First,
connect the Lauri® crepe rubber
puzzle pieces to form a 20” long train.
Then, add peg passengers and stack
them high.

ITEM#: NKK80053
RETAIL: $27.99
W/S: $15.00

3+

1+

ITEM#: PTC7942
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.75

When children press a key on the piano,
they not only hear a sound, they see a
star pop up! The clear dome guides the
shooting stars onto a different pipe so
when another note is played, they’ll pop
some more! Flip the switch to go from
piano tones to hearing fun sound effects
when the keys are pressed.
1+

1+

4

6

ITEM#: PTC2452
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

The Tall-Stacker™ Mighty Monkey® Pegs
& Pegboard Set is a versatile teaching
tool that helps build essential handeye coordination, fine-motor skills, and
beginning math concepts during play.

6

Pop Pop Piano

1+

Tall Stacker Mighty Monkey Pegs & Pegboard Set

2+
2+

orders@continuumgames.com

1+

6

myPhone

ITEM#: PTC7948
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

Play phone features 12 colorful
light-up icons with fun songs and
sounds that activate when pressed.

6m

1+

6

207

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Flip Flop ABC Blocks

Binki Band Assorted

Test your skill at identifying a famous
person or character based on the
descriptions given on the cards. You’re
stumped? No problem! Just don’t
get caught! In this fun “bluffing” party
game, players play Description cards
to define characters – real or fictional.

The Binki Band is a cute fabric tether with
a metal clip that attaches to baby’s bib or
shirt to keep a pacifier off the floor, away
from germs and dirt. Available in several
different colors.

ITEM#: PTC7950
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.50

1+

1+

6

ITEM#: SCCBB999
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

0

1+

6

Stock O Fun Cups & Balls

The ABC Board

• Stack the colorful transparent cups and
place them onto the sturdy platform. Drop
the 4 balls (one has a flashing light) down
and watch as the balls drop from one cup
to the next until hitting the bottom base
which activates silly sounds, flashing
lights and musical melodies.

5 interactive modes – Alphabet,
Numbers, Shapes, Words and
Spelling keyboard for musical fun.
4 preprogrammed melodies.

ITEM#: SWT310737
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $16.00

18m

1+

6

ITEM#: SWT3112265
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $15.50

24m

1+

6

Music Blocks

Sunshine Symphony

Making music is as easy as playing with
blocks. Create over a million different musical
compositions—simply by playing with blocks!
Our Music Blocks® allow a child to creatively
compose music while experimenting with
shapes, colors, sequences and sounds. Features
premium digital sound and magnets to hold blocks
securely in place. High-low volume control.

Classical music at baby’s fingertips. Plush
activity toy plays beautiful classical music,
while sparkling lights flash! Features 4
musical compositions, activated by a simple
touch, can also be used in long-play lullaby
mode. Fun tactile activities include a crinkle,
squeak, beads and teether. Surface washable. High-low volume control.

ITEM#: SWT3432006
RETAIL: $80.99
W/S: $41.00

2yrs

1+

2

ITEM#: SWT3464207
RETAIL: $44.99
W/S: $22.50

Birth+

1+

3

Puppy Care Kit

Bath Time Bethany

Six Piece Set Includes Sturdy
Carrying Case, Feeding/Water
Dish, Pretend Shampoo Bottle,
Pretend Temperature Gauge,
Pretend Syringe and Soft
Plush Puppy. Travel Case

11.42” hard-bodied baby doll
in bath rope. Includes: Bath
tub, potty, drinking bottle and
ducky. Drink & wet, doll can
be bathed.

ITEM#: SWT4821023
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.50

18m

208

1+

6

ITEM#: SWT6298413
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $16.00

10+ m

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Feeding Time AccessORIES
ITEM#: SWT6298957
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $7.75

11 piece feeding time set
of accessories and nappy
changing blanket.

3yrs

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

Feeding Time Magic Bottles
ITEM#: SWT6298959
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.25

Magic milk and juice bottles.

10+ m

1+

8

Bottle & Juice Cup

Whose House Shape Sorter

Time to feed baby. Tilt the bottle
or juice cup and watch the fluid
magically disappear. When standing
upright the liquid magically reappears.

Help the shapes get home. Our soft fabric shape
sorter sports a different color pattern on each side
and has 9 different shapes to insert in matching
holes. Shape sorters support discovery and
development during a child’s early years. 3 each:
clear plastic rattles, vinyl animals, textured fabric
shapes. Zips up for easy storage. Surface washable. Comes in vinyl storage case with handle

ITEM#: SWT6409918
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.25

2+

1+

12

Zoom Zoom Vehicles
ITEM#: SWT7071600
RETAIL: $52.99
W/S: $26.50

Tiny toy trucks for tots! Set of 6 soft trucks
with wheels that really roll and have peeka-boo windows and doors. Bright, colorful
graphics, clear vinyl or shiny windshields
and cloth flaps that open to show colorful
illustratons. Different textured fabrics inside and
out provide tactile stimulation. Surface washable.
Comes in vinyl storage case with handle.
18m

1+

6

ITEM#: SWT7068200
RETAIL: $50.99
W/S: $25.50

0-24m

1+

4

Squeeze A Lot Blocks
ITEM#:SWT7223305
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $11.00

Soft stackable blocks for squeezing and
stacking. Each colorful block squeaks and
features 6 different raised illustrations.
Images include baby animals, fruit, moon,
A-B-C, 1-2-3 and more. Develops manual
dexterity and hand-eye coordination. Set
of 6 soft blocks. Blocks: 2 1⁄2” Square.

3+m

1+

6

Wacky Wheels

Egg Shape Sorter

You’re in the drivers seat.
These brightly colored,
sturdy plastic, remotecontrolled vehicles travel
along with moving parts.
Each vehicle features different moving parts - the helicopter’s propeller spins and
the race car’s hood moves up and down. The infrared remote control gives your
child the power to make the vehicles run forward, in reverse or turn!

11.42” hard-bodied baby doll in
bath rope. Includes: Bath tub,
potty, drinking bottle and ducky.
Drink & wet, doll can be bathed.

ITEM#: SWT7556605
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.00

2+

1+

6

ITEM#: SWT8306
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.25

10+ m

1+

12

209

877-405-2662

Infant & toddler

Little Handyman’s Tool BOx

THE BIG TAPE

I’m ready for any job, big or small! 17-piece
set includes: clear-top tool box, hacksaw with
sliding noisemaker, 3-in-1 tool with mini saw,
wrench, screwdriver, pliers, hammer, level, right
angle measuring tool with level, adjustable pipe
wrench, screwdriver with 3 interchangeable
heads, 2 bolts, 2 nuts and 1 nail. Makes any
little handyman feel just like the big folks!

This sturdy and functioning Tape
Measure offers measurements in both
inches (63) and centimeters (160) with
a easy-to-hold handle and wratchet
sound re-wind.

ITEM#: SWT8610133
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.00

3+

1+

ITEM#: SWT8665018
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.25

10+ m

6

6

1+

Musical Library

Diggin’ Dino Bones

Learning is just a key away. Pianoshaped electronic book with over
100 words and phrases. Learn about
animals, vehicles, shapes, colors,
objects, musical instruments and
parts of the body.

Get ready to excavate dinosaur bones!
Diggin’ Dino Bones is a puzzle game
that will have to digging for bones and
assembling the skeleton of your favorite
dinosaurs. You are a paleontologist
commissioned to find the bones of a
specific dinosaur. Search the excavation
site and be the first to find and assemble
your dino bone puzzle to win!

ITEM#: SWT8832824
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $15.50

12+ m

1+

ITEM#: CG1612
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

6

4+

6

2+

All Aboard the Ark

Go Fish

Help Noah find the matching male and female
animal cards in this memory matching game.
Players take turns flipping over animal cards
trying to find a male/female match. If a match
is made, the animals are placed onto the
ark. If a water card is revealed, it is placed below the ark…
thereby raising the water level. If all 12 sets of animal cards
are placed aboard the ark before the water covers the land,
everyone wins!

It’s the classic children’s card game full
of friendly FISH! Go Fish is a wonderful
way for kids to learn how to play cards.
Learn how to hold cards, shuffle, deal,
take turns and more. Also, learn picture
and color matching and how to read
numbers.

ITEM#: CG1606
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

ITEM#: CG1611
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

2+

6

NEW!

3+

2-6

12

Old Maid

Ruckus Junior

It’s the classic children’s card game
full of friendly characters, including
the infamous Old Maid! Old Maid is a
wonderful way for kids to learn how to
play cards. Learn how to hold cards,
shuffle, deal, take turns and more.
Also, learn picture and color matching
and how to read numbers.

Now players as young as 4
can join in on the fun. Ruckus
Junior introduces a new family of
characters that are easy to learn
and shout out loud. Monkey, Tiger,
Zebra, Pig, Whale and others are
the latest members of the Ruckus
clan. For age 4+.

ITEM#: CG1607
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

4+

210

2-6

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: LGIA2855
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.00

4+

2+

6

NEW!

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Djubi Classic

Sno Art Kit

Djubi Classic is the coolest new twist on the
game of catch. It is a mix of Lacrosse and
catch. Easily launches 100 feet.

You can write or draw pictures in the snow.
Make a star or snowman design, then color your
creations. Includes star sno mold snoman sno
mold, two refillable sno crayon spray bottles and
two color gel packets.

ITEM#: BOG5000
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $15.00

8+

2

6

ITEM#: ALX0C8322BL
RETAIL: $22.99
W/S: $12.50

5+

1

4

Sno Marker Asst.

Sno Brick Maker

Color the snow in different hues with
Sno Markers. 12 pc display includes
3 markers in 4 colors each featuring a
reusable marker with flip top cap and
color sno marker packet.

You can write or draw pictures in the
snow. Make a star or snowman design,
then color your creations. Includes
star sno mold snoman sno mold, two
refillable sno crayon spray bottles and
two color gel packets.

ITEM#: ALX0C8321TL
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

5+

4

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: ALX0C8329TL
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

5+

1

12

Sno Ball Maker

Sprint 10” Flying Ring

Scoop up the snow quickly and you
are ready for action in the snow.

10” flying ring

ITEM#: ALX0C8-8330TL
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

5+

1

12

ITEM#: ARB10T24
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

7+

1+

24

Pro 13” Flying Ring

Squidgie Flexible Flying Disc

This ring features soft rubber edges for
comfortable catches and awesome throws.
13” flying ring

8” flexible flying disc

ITEM#: ARB13T12
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

12+

1+

12

ITEM#: ARB22R24
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

5+

1+

24

211

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

Superdisc Flying Disc

Skylighter Lighted Flying Disc

8” flexible flying disc

Lighted flying disc.

ITEM#: ARB25R12
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: ARB27R12
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

10+

1+

12

Orbiter Boomerang

Rocket Foam Football

High performance boomerang.

6” foam football with fins.

ITEM#: ARB30R24
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

13+

1+

24

ITEM#: ARB50C12
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.50

3+

1+

12

ZL35 - 35’ Zip Line

ZL70 - 70’ Zip Line

Zip Line Fun is “The World’s Safest Zip Line”.
Perfect for daredevils yet safe enough for
Mom and Dad, this high-quality zip line brings
adrenaline-pumping excitement to any backyard.
Featuring 35 feet of galvanized aircraft cable
and an easy-to-grip trolley, it’s a strong piece that
makes for absolutely entertaining get-togethers,
family gatherings and more!

Zip Line Fun is “The World’s Safest Zip Line”.
Perfect for daredevils yet safe enough for
Mom and Dad, this high-quality zip line brings
adrenaline-pumping excitement to any backyard.
Featuring 70 feet of galvanized aircraft cable
and an easy-to-grip trolley, it’s a strong piece that
makes for absolutely entertaining get-togethers,
family gatherings and more!

ITEM#: AVP30-3511
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $32.00

5+

1+

3

ITEM#: AVP30-7021
RETAIL: $109.99
W/S: $57.00

8+

1+

3

Hydration Bottle with spray pump - pink

Raining Cats & Dogs Umbrella

Be the coolest in your class with a
BeBe Bartoons water bottle with the
cool mist pump. Easy to cleaning
drinking spout with resealable lid to
keep it clean. (not the pull-up kind
that traps bacteria inside the hole).
The spray pump is perfect for sporting
events with a perfect mist.

Fun frolocking dogs and cat
umbrella playing in the rain.

ITEM#: BEB900001
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

212

1+

10

ITEM#: BBL346
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

3+

1+

72

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Dinosaurs Umbrella

Fairies Umbrella

All dinosaur fans will enjoy this colorful and
detailed 21” dino umbrella; easy to open
and close.

Dancing Pink Fairies in the 21” umbrella.

ITEM#: BBL347
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

3+

1+

72

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: BBL348
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

3+

1+

72

Emergency Vehicles Umbrella

Animal Umbrella Asst.

Boys will love this 21” umbrella with all
theose loud fast emergency vehilces
racing thru the rain.

4 styles colorful animal umbrella;
21” childrens umbrella.

ITEM#: BBL349
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

3+

1+

72

ITEM#: BBL350
RETAIL: $10.00
W/S: $5.00

3+

1+

48

Air Pogo® Blue Original

Giant Pink Frosted Donut Pool Float

The Air Pogo is “The Most Awarded Swing Ever!” Air
Pogo is best described as a pogo on a rope. It lets kids
take a big bounce in the air instead of on the pavement.
Air Pogo® provides endless fun - allowing kids to
swing and bounce up to 2 1/2 ft. without touching the
ground. When it comes to unique and fun playground
accessories, the Air Pogo® bounces, swings, twists,
twirls, flies, floats, jumps, and springs above the rest!

Mmmmm…pool float! It looks good enough to
eat, and in fact, someone took a bite out of our
best selling Giant Frosted Strawberry Donut Float.
At 4 feet wide, it’s comfy enough for an entire
day at the pool or beach — and hysterically fun.
Durable vinyl holds up to 200 lbs! Approx inflated
dimensions: 47 x 48 x 14 inches.

ITEM#: AVP35-1000B
RETAIL: $119.99
W/S: $62.00

5-10

1+

4

ITEM#: BGM1516
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

8+

1+

6

Giant Mermaid Tail Pool Float

Giant Pineapple Pool Float

At BigMouth Inc we go biiiiig, and our new Giant
Mermaid Tail Pool Float is no exception. At over
5 feet long, it’s a big-time inflatable for a fairytale
summer at the beach, pool, lake, or river.
Emerge from “under the sea” into the center
opening. 5 feet long! Easy to wipe down, inflate/
deflate, and store. Approx inflated dimensions:
74 x 48 x 37 inches

Get to your tropical happy-place faster with
our ultra-comfy pineapple pool float. It’s 6 feet
long, letting you lounge in style—any way
imaginable. Don’t forget the matching beverage
boats! 6 feet long! Easy to wipe down, inflate/
deflate, and store. Approx inflated dimensions:
72 x 46 x 14.5 inches

ITEM#: BGMPF-MT
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

4

ITEM#: BGMPF-PA
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

4

213

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

Giant Pink Flamingo Pool Float

Giant Pizza Slice Pool Float

Larger than life and really, really pink.
Measuring over four feet wide and
hilariously pink, our famous giant pink
flamingo pool float is tough to beat in the
summer heat. Don’t forget the float for
your drink, party, or this REALLY big bird.
Over 4 feet of inflatable fun. Approx inflated
dimensions: 47 x 48 x 42.5 inches.

Hold the anchovies! What’s better than
a piece of pizza? A six-foot long piece of
pizza that you can float on, that’s what.
Enjoy a little slice of heaven at the pool,
beach, lake, or lazy river outing. 6 feet
long! Easy to wipe down, inflate/deflate,
and store. Approx inflated dimensions:
72 x 42 x 8 inches

ITEM#: BGMPF-PF
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

1+

4

ITEM#: BGMPF-PS
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $16.00

8+

1+

4

Yeti Snow Tube

Owl Snow Tube

Spending the entire winter indoors will drive
you insane. Your customers are looking for
fun and unique gift ideas, so help them win
the holidays with our Giant Yeti Snow Tube.
Just inflate, find a hill, and grab on! Item
Dimensions (in):11.4 x 3.1 x 9.8 in

Spending the entire winter indoors will drive
you insane. Your customers are looking for
fun and unique gift ideas, so help them win
the holidays with our Giant Owl Snow Tube.
Just inflate, find a hill, and grab on! Item
Dimensions (in):11.4 x 3.1 x 9.8 in

ITEM#: BGMST-0006
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: BGMST-0008
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

Unicorn Snow Tube

Giant Polar Bear Snow Tube

Spending the entire winter indoors will drive
you insane. Your customers are looking for
fun and unique gift ideas, so help them win
the holidays with our Giant Unicorn Snow
Tube. Just inflate, find a hill, and grab on!
Item Dimensions (in):11.4 x 3.1 x 9.8 in

Hop on, grin and “bear it”. Now you can
ride a polar bear without the risk of getting
eaten on the ice. This humongous snow
tube is over 4-feet long! The thick, durable
construction is great for sledders of all
ages. ultra-durable vinyl construction
rugged, comfort grip handles deflates for
off-season storage.

ITEM#: BGMST-0011
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: BGMST-PB
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

Giant Frosted Donut Snow Tube

Giant Peppermint Snow Tube

What’s more fun than gliding down a hill on
an enormously fun donut that’s over 3 feet
wide? Complete with sprinkles, it’s a sweet
and guilt-free treat for a snow day or winter
vacation. The thick, durable construction is
great for sledders of all ages. Ultra-durable
vinyl construction. Rugged, comfort grip
handles. Deflates for off-season storage.

A “fresh” take on the snow tube. This snow
tube is right at home on a brisk winter day—
just imagine yourself speeding downhill on a
gigantic 4-foot wide peppermint and try not
to smile. The thick, durable construction is
great for sledders of all ages. Ultra-durable
vinyl construction. Rugged, comfort grip
handles. Deflates for off-season storage.

ITEM#: BGMST-PD
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

214

1+

6

ITEM#: BGMST-PM
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

8+

1+

6

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

Giant Frosted Donut Beach Blanket

Pineapple Beach Blanket

Normally, drying off with a donut would
create a sticky mess, but this humongous
beach blanket will do the trick without having
people question your sanity. At 5 feet wide,
it makes a great companion for the beach
or pool. Don’t forget your donut float, flying
food, and beverage boats.

Some beach vacations take you 3,000 miles from home,
while others are 30 minutes from your driveway. When you
put our new Gigantic Pineapple Beach Blanket between
the sand and yourself, every location is a tropical one. This
juicy fruit spans 5 feet so you can soak up some rays or
towel off after a quick dip. Plus, the storage pouch makes
a great beach tote. Even tastier, combine it with our bestselling Pineapple Pool Float, Floating Beverage Cooler,
Serving Rings, or Tropical Fruits Beverage Boats.

ITEM#: BGMBT-DO
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ALL

1+

4

ITEM#: BGMBT-PA
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ALL

1+

4

Gigantic Pizza Beach Blanket

Tropical Birds Beverage Boats 3 pacK

Few things make people happier than a
huge pizza, and the beach. This 5 foot wide
beach blanket gives you the best of both
worlds—soak up some rays or towel off after
a quick dip in the water without going into a
food coma. Don’t forget the matching Beach
Ball, Pizza Slice Pool Float or Flying Food!

Add some tropical scenery to the pool party.
These beverage boats keep your standard
size drink afloat with flair. Plus, with three
styles, you will always know which drink
is yours. Sold as a 3-pack, each package
contains these aquatic birds; pink flamingo,
white swan, and black swan. Don’t forget
these full-size friends or serving rings either!

ITEM#: BGMBT-PI
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

ALL

1+

4

ITEM#: BGMDF-BI
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ALL

1+

6

Frosted Donuts Beverage Boats 3 pack

Tropical Fruits Beverage Boats 3 pack

Add some sweetness to the pool party. These
beverage boats keep your standard size drink
afloat with flair. Plus, with three styles, you will
always know which drink is yours. Sold as a
3-pack, each package contains these frosted
donuts; strawberry, chocolate, and berry. Don’t
forget your donut float, beach blanket, serving
rings, or flying food.

Add some tropical flavor to the pool party.
These beverage boats keep your standard
size drink afloat with flair. Plus, with three
styles, you will always know which drink
is yours. Sold as a 3-pack, each package
contains a pineapple, lime, and watermelon.

ITEM#: BGMDF-DO
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ALL

1+

6

ITEM#: BGMDF-TR
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

ALL

1+

6

Slimeball Gobzooka

slime dodgeball

Pump,aim,shoot!
Shoots over 30 ft.
Comes with two
Slimeballs and blaster.

Six inch no mess Slimeball. Soft and
safe for dodging and throwing.

ITEM#: DIG2114
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

6+

4

ITEM#: DIG2111
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $7.50

6+

1+

6

215
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OUTDOOR

soccer challenge

baseball challenge

One or Two player electronic soccer game.
Comes with electronic scoring mat & soccer
ball. The smart mat knows where your shot
hit, whose turn it is, it keeps score, and
includes fun sound effects. The first 100
points wins. 3’ tall mat.

One or Two player electronic baseball
game. Comes with electronic scoring mat &
baseball. The smart mat knows where your
pitch hit, whose turn it is, it keeps score, and
includes fun sound effects. The first 100
points wins. 3’ tall mat.

ITEM#: DIG10002
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $28.50

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: DIG10003
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $28.50

5+

1+

6

laser pitch

Slimeball Dodgetag

electronic pitching machine with RC bat.
Comes with Piitching Machine, 5 baseballs
and RC bat. Press the button on the bat to
activate the pitch. Adjustable pitch height &
pop up mode.

Ultimate game of dodgeball. Comes with
two vest and four slimeballs. Slimeballs stick
to vest target. Slimeballs are not sticky and
will not collect dirt or leave marks.

ITEM#: DIG10007
RETAIL: $54.99
W/S: $30.00

5+

1+

4

ITEM#: DIG10070
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $14.25

6+

2+

6

Light up Black max football

dodge tag

Patented spin ring makes for tighter spirals
and longer throws. Special dimples make
the ball easy to throw and catch.

The award winning Dodge Tag is a new twist
on the classic game of Dodgeball. Players
throw the soft, safe balls at their opponents
Velcro target vest. Fun, soft and safe. Easy
to take anywhere. Includes two adjustable
air-mesh vest and 6 soft, safe dodgeballs.

ITEM#: DIG10084
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: DIG160
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.50

6+

1+

6

slime flinger Darts

Mini Basketball Set

Flinger balls shoot over 30 ft! Balls stick
to target. Test your aim. Comes with two
flingers, four slimeballs and dart board.

Includes metal rim, net,
backboard and mini
rubber basketball.

ITEM#: DIG2107
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $14.25

6+

216

1+

6

ITEM#: DRYMB-875
RETAIL: $25.99
W/S: $13.50

5+

1+
1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Mini Sports Ball-3 Pack

Junior Soccer Set

3 PAK - Stitched football and soccer
ball, rubber basketball.

Stitched 6” Soccer Ball,
21” x 15” x 11” Goal, 4
Ground Stakes, Inflating
Pump w/Pin.

ITEM#: DRYBA-203S
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.50

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: DDRYSG-2115
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $16.00

5+

1+

6

Junior Hockey Set

Junior Lacrosse Set

2 Hockey sticks, 21” x 15” x
11” goal, hockey puck & street
hockey ball.

2 Lacrosse Sticks , 32” x 32”
x 24” Goal, Hi-bounce Foam
Lacrosse Ball.

ITEM#: DRYHG-25
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $16.00

5+

1+

6

ITEM#: DRYLC-232
RETAIL: $30.99
W/S: $16.00

5+

1+

6

Mermaid Fins - PINK

Mermaid Fins - BLUE

The Mermaid fin is a fun, recreational monofin ideal for young swimmers. Swimming with
the Mermaid fin teaches a balanced dolphin
kick while increasing children’s water confidence. The comfortable TPR foot pocket and
a quick-release foot strap allow swimmers to
quickly and safely remove feet from the fin.
Should be used under adult supervision.

The Mermaid fin is a fun, recreational monofin ideal for young swimmers. Swimming with
the Mermaid fin teaches a balanced dolphin
kick while increasing children’s water confidence. The comfortable TPR foot pocket and
a quick-release foot strap allow swimmers to
quickly and safely remove feet from the fin.
Should be used under adult supervision.

ITEM#:FNS130012-212
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $17.50

6+

1+

4

ITEM#:FNS130012-307
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $17.50

6+

1+

4

Mermaid Fins - PURPLE

Jetfire Twin Pack

The Mermaid fin is a fun, recreational monofin ideal for young swimmers. Swimming with
the Mermaid fin teaches a balanced dolphin
kick while increasing children’s water confidence. The comfortable TPR foot pocket and
a quick-release foot strap allow swimmers to
quickly and safely remove feet from the fin.
Should be used under adult supervision.

Our best flying and selling
glider plane packed two in a
box. 12” wing span. Fun for
kids and kids at heart. Made
in the USA. From Guillows.

ITEM#:FNS130012-200
RETAIL: $31.99
W/S: $17.50

6+

1+

4

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: GLW0032
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

10+

1+

24

217

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Sky Streak Twin Pack

Flying Machine

Our best flying and selling motor plane
packed two in a box. 12” wing span. Fun
for kids and kids at heart.

Our best flying and selling motor
plane packed two in a box. 12” wing
span. Fun for kids and kids at heart.

ITEM#: GLW0052
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

10+

1+

24

ITEM#: GLW0075
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

12+

1+

24

Glider and Planes Junior Combo Pack

Phlat Ball V3

Display only. Comes with 33
assorted gliders and planes.
Made in the USA.

Throw a disc, catch a ball! Phlat
Ball V3 is a unique sports toy that
transforms from a 9” disc to a 6”
ball when thrown.

ITEM#: GLW0079
RETAIL: $3.99 each
W/S: $49.50

10+

1+

33

ITEM#: GOL31659
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $5.00

5+

6

1+

Zoom Ball Hydro

Zoom Ball

Get ready to have H2-Oh so much fun
with the Zoom Ball Hydro! Hold on to one
set of handles, while your friend holds the
other. Open your arms quickly to send
the Zoom Ball over to your friend but
watch out! Be ready to send the Zoom
Ball back- you never know when the
balloons will pop, and soak you in water!

Grab a friend and get ready to zip it to
rip it with Zoom Ball! Pull the handles to
send the ball flying over to your partner,
and get ready for them to send it back!
This fast action item will get kids outside
having fun and exercising.

ITEM#: GOL31749
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.25

8+

2

4

ITEM#: GOL31750
RETAIL: $17.99
W/S: $8.25

8+

2

4

Airplane Asst Colors

Neon Punch Balls

Great for a toddler. Made in
the USA from 100% Curbside
collected, Recycled Plastic.

Neon Punchballs
2 ct. Poly Bag.

ITEM#: GRNAIRA-1028
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

1+

218

1+

8

ITEM#: GYL40574
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

6+

1+

72

orders@continuumgames.com

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

100 ct. Water Bomb Balloons

55” Wildlife Wing Flapper Kite Display

Water Bombs
100ct. Assorted
poly bag.

Wild Life Kites 55” Assorted
Designs Floor Display (24 pcs).

ITEM#: GYL40583
RETAIL: $1.49
W/S: $.75

6+

1+

144

ITEM#: GYL5452
RETAIL: $4.99 each
W/S: $63.00

6+

1+

1

Kite Reel

Nylon 50” Delta Kite

Kite Reel / 200’
30lb. Test Nylon
Twine.

Nylon Kites 50”
Nylon Floor
Display (18 pcs).

ITEM#: GYL807
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

1+

12

Pocket Kite
ITEM#: HOM220029
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

A little bag with a surprisingly good-sized
kite inside. Top seller!

6+

1+

18

ITEM#: GYL807
RETAIL: $13.99 each
W/S: $129.00

6+

1+

1

Ultimate RC 2 Pack - Plane and Rescue Helicopter

ITEM#: HDRC9535
RETAIL: $99.99
W/S: $50.00

Durable EPP Foam for Crash
Resistance. Helicopter has
Right, Left, Up Down and natural
forward movement.

8+

1+

6

Hover Jet

Interceptor Airplane - Red

4 symmetrically pitched blades
give you superior stability and lift.
3-way precision controls allow
theaircraft to move forward and
backward, up and down, and rotate
clockwise and counterclockwise
with ease.

It’s a 9-inch wingspan R/C model
featuring excellent flight performance,
flight-duration, and overall durability.
Interceptor’s MicroMag™ twin motors
supply so much thrust that it will do a
complete loop — no problem!

ITEM#: HDRC9620
RETAIL: $129.99
W/S: $65.00

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: HDRMTC9601
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $32.50

10+

1+

4

219

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

Pro Grip Football

Weather Blitz Football

Classic-sized football features
Hex Grip texture for throwing
great spirals and catching like
a pro! Assortment of 2 orange
and black.

Durable football features
WEATHER BLITZ technology
coupled with 360 channels and
Hex Grip for a water-resistant
surface that provides superior
performance and grip in all weather
conditions! Assortment of 2 - Black
and Green

ITEM#: HSBA0357
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

4

ITEM#: HSBA0361
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

6+

1+

4

Vortex Aero Football

Nerfoop

Cool and sleek football features
Hex Grip for improved passes,
a tail for distance and a whistle
tip to make some serious noise.
Assortment of 2 colors - orange
and black.

New backboard graphics and new
high-performance hex-grip ball
take the classic Nerfoop to the next
level. Play a game of hoops almost
anywhere you want! Hang your
durable, high performance Nerfoop
patterned backboard, hoop and net on
a door or wall and the get your game!

ITEM#: HSBA0364
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

6+

1+

3

ITEM#: HSBA0367
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

1+

4

Flickin’ Chicken

Super Miracle Bubbles

Each player gets a different colored
rubber chicken. Players take turns
flicking their chicken at the target…
like a “hole” in golf. If you don’t make
it on the target, throw again from
where it landed.

8 oz Bubbles.

ITEM#: HYW770
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2+

6

AIR MAX Giant Foam GLIDER display
ITEM#: JAR1030
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

4+

220

1+

12

ITEM#: IMP21345
RETAIL: $0.99
W/S: $0.50

3+

1+

36

SPLASH POWER SHOT TECH
ITEM#: JAR245
RETAIL: $3.59
W/S: $2.00

4+

1+

24

877-405-2662

EMOJI PADDLE BALL
ITEM#: JAR4668
RETAIL: $1.99
W/S: $1.00

4+

1+

24

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

GAME ON CATCH BALL
ITEM#: JAR5100
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.50

4+

1+

12

STREET HOCKEY display

BUTTERFLY CATCHER display

Display contains 40 hockey
sticks and balls.

Display contains
24 butterfly nets.

ITEM#: JAR5111
RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

4+

1+

40

SPLASH FUN 4 PK SQUIRTERS
ITEM#: JAR858
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

4+

1+

24

ITEM#: JAR5417
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

4+

1+

24

SPLASH FUN WATER HOPPER
ITEM#: JAR880
RETAIL: $2.59
W/S: $1.50

4+

1+

12

Double Ladderball

Classic Ring Toss

Cowboys using split-rail fences and
cow-wrangling bolas were the first out
playing this game. Now you can play
Double Ladderball too. Designed for
outdoor and indoor play.

A true classic outdoor toss game.
Players attempt to land their rings
to score points and win. Easy to
learn and quick play rules make it
ideal for kids and adults.

ITEM#: MRDME0LB3A-0LBRY
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00

4+

2-4

2

ITEM#: MRDMECRT01-CRTRR
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

4+

2-4

6

221

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

orders@continuumgames.com

Classic Lawn Darts

Perfect PitchWashers

A true classic outdoor toss game.
Players attempt to land their darts
inside the target to score points and
win. Easy to learn and quick play rules
make it ideal for kids and adults.

Toss a washer in the bucket…
and “bullseye!” Based on the
game of horseshoes, players take
turns tossing 2.5” washers into the
square buckets.

ITEM#: MRDMELWD01-LWDRR
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

8+

2-4

6

RC Lamborghini Aventador LP700-4
ITEM#: NKK82201
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $10.00

Luxe scale model
RC luxury cars.

6+

1+

12

ITEM#: MRDMEPPW1A-PPWRR
RETAIL: $49.99
W/S: $25.00

8+

2-4

4

World’s Smallest RC Helicopter
ITEM#: WTM0966
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $21.00

World’s smallest remote control helicopter.
Swoop into the fun!

8+

1+

12

Floating Bean Bag Toss Game

Junior Bean Bag Toss Game

Inflatable corn toss game.

18”x12” Junior bean bag toss game.

ITEM#: PRCINFLTTS-00118
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $8.50

5+

2OR4

12

ITEM#: PRCJRWDCT-00146
RETAIL: $39.99
W/S: $20.00

5+

2OR4

3

Toad Toss’n Game

Aqua Shield

Inflatable Toad toss game.

Water squirting mask,
two pack.

ITEM#: PRCTOADTS-00119
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $8.50

5+

222

2OR4

12

ITEM#: PMPAQSH2
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00

5+

1+

6

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

GRENADE WATER BOMBS

GRENADOR

GRENADE WATER BOMBS look
like army grenades and explode
with fun!

Grenade water balloon pump.
Prepare your arsenal!

ITEM#: PMPGBCAM
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $2.75

8+

1+

48

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PMPGREN
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

8+

1+

12

Pumponator

Water Balloons Refill

Balloon Pumping Station comes
with 300 biodegradable balloons &
tool for tying. Assorted Case.

Biodegradable Water Balloons.

ITEM#: PMPPUMP0212
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

8+

1+

12

ITEM#: PMPRB250
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

8+

1+

100

Snowball Maker

Sand and Snow Block Maker

Red plastic snowball making tool.

Make sand or snow blocks with
this mold.

ITEM#: PRC603
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.50

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: PRC605
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.00

3+

1+

12

Flying Carpet

Flying Saucer

Soft plastic sheet for sledding that
rolls up.

26” Plastic snow saucer
in 3 colors.

ITEM#: PRC611
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

4+

1+

24

ITEM#: PRC626
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $6.00

4+

1+

12

223

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

48” Plastic Sled

Snow Skimmer

48” Plastic Sled in 3 colors.

40” Foam Snow Sled.

ITEM#: PRC648
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $8.00

4+

1+

12

ITEM#: PRCF40
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $9.00

3+

1+

12

39” Blizzard Snow Tube

Snow Shovels

39” Inflatable Snow Tube.

Sturdy Plastic Snow
Shovel /wood Handle.

ITEM#: PRCI39
RETAIL: $18.99
W/S: $9.50

5+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: PRCS-34
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.75

3+

1+

24

G-Rip Vortex Spin Copter

Splash Blaster Hydro Rocket

Grip It Launch it! Catch It! Try Me
Package.

Connects to any garden
hose stomp to launch.

ITEM#: PRT2030
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

6+

1-4

8

ITEM#: PRT6196
RETAIL: $20.99
W/S: $13.00

5+

n/a

6

Max Liquidator Eliminator

Hurricane Reusable Water Balls

Foam Water Blasters for the Pool.

Reusable Water
Balloons.

ITEM#: PRT8019W
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

224

n/a

24

ITEM#: PRT8351
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

5+

n/a

18

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Bumpie Gertie Ball

Gertie Football

Fun to catch, easy to throw.
Pre-inflated mini Gertie® with lots
of mini bumps! Comes in purple,
green and blue. Ball: 5” Dia.
Packed 4 pcs. asst’d per poly bag.

Throw like a pro! This football
is covered with textured knobs
for added grip to easily throw
and catch! Comes in purple and
orange. Ball: 9” Diameter.

ITEM#: SWT01021
RETAIL: $8.99
W/S: $4.25

ALL

1+

12

ITEM#: SWT01035
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $7.75

ALL

1+

12

Gertie Ball Sports

Lawn Darts

Great for beginner athletes. These
Gertie® Balls look just like a real
soccer ball and basketball. Both
are soft and light, so they are
perfect for kids to kick, throw and
catch. Ball: 9” Diameter.

Classic game where two players
compete by who can most
accurately land the most Lawn
Darts within the target circles.

ITEM#: SWT01042
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.25

ALL

1+

12

Jazzminton

ITEM#: SYSEBL1000
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

Jazzminton is a fast-paced, action packed paddle
game. The goose feather birdies are specifically engineered to spin in the air making it easy to hit them
back and forth at high speeds. One set includes 2
paddles, 2 fast birdies and 2 slow birdies.

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: SYSLD1000
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

2+

12

Jazzminton Lite
ITEM#: SYSJM1100
RETAIL: $9.99 W/S: $5.25

Jazzminton LED Birdies

Jazzminton Deluxe

ITEM#: SYSJM5001
RETAIL: $7.99 W/S: $4.25

RingStix Standard

RingStix Pro

ITEM#: SYSJM1300
RETAIL: $24.99 W/S: $13.00

ITEM#: RX-1002
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

RingStix uses two Stix shaped like inverted
swords to propel a ring at ones partner, who
catches the ring and throws it back using his
Stix. The game is easy to learn and can be
played from 50 yards away. RingStix standard
is a full set for 2 players containing 4 white
sticks, 1 red ring and 1 glow-in-the-dark ring.

ITEM#: SYSRX-1001 RETAIL: $29.99 W/S: $15.50

A full set for 2 players containing 4 white
sticks, 1 red ring, 1 glow-in-the-dark ring,
and a carry bag.

RingStix Lite

ITEM#: SYSRX-1003 RETAIL: $14.99 W/S: $8.00
RingStix Lite is a full set for 2 players
containing 4 colorful sticks, 1 red ring.

RingStix Spare Rings

ITEM#: SYSRX-5000 RETAIL: $6.99 W/S: $3.50
10+

2+

12

Contains 1 red ring and one glow-in-thedark ring, that will ensure the fun keeps
going even if a ring gets lost.

225

877-405-2662

LED Lantern
ITEM#: TSM1010
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $4.75

6+

1+

6

Sidewalk Chalk
ITEM#: TSM2551
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.75

3+

1+

12

OUTDOOR
Ready-Set-Go Light
ITEM#: TSM1013
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.25

6+

1+

12

Colorful Plastic Bubbles
ITEM#: TSM2672
RETAIL: $39
W/S: $1.75

8+

1+

24

Nightzone Skipsation

Nightzone Jump Rope

Light up skip station!

Light up jump rope!

ITEM#: TSM56359
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

1+

6

Big Bad Boomerang
ITEM#: TSM74143
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

226

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: TSM56360
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

1+

6

Ultraglow Air Power Soccer Disk
ITEM#: TSM52132
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

6+

1+

6

877-405-2662

Rainbow Stunt Streamer
ITEM#: TSM793517
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

5+

1+

12

OUTDOOR
Nite Hiker
ITEM#: TSM9599
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.75

5+

1+

12

Geyser Gusher

Dazzler Ribbon

The Geyser Gusher Water
Cannon was a flagship product
and remains a popular item
today. Colors may vary.

A beautiful rainbow ribbon on a colorful
glittering wand. Dazzlers are a hit with
kids who like to twirl, dance and do
rhythmic gymnastics. Display comes
with 36 units.

ITEM#: WTS84000-4
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

1+

24

ITEM#: UNV61130
RETAIL: $7.99 each
W/S: $4.25

5+

1+

12

Wiffle Ball and Bat

Wiffle Ball

Display includes 12
units.

Wiffle Ball case 12.

ITEM#: WIF1001
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

ALL

1+

12

ITEM#: WIF639C
RETAIL: $2.49
W/S: $1.25

ALL

1+

144

Geyser Football - Large

Water Tag

Dunk the Geyser Football in
water and throw, sprays water
10 feet in diameter. Flies great
with or without water! Colors
may vary.

Water Tag is designed for more
competitive water battles. It comes
with 2 vests and 2 TL-600s. Just
strap on the vest and blast your
opponent, filling their vest.

ITEM#: WTS84002-8
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

1+

12

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: WTS80020-6
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $18.50

6+

2

4
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OUTDOOR

3 Person Balloon Launcher

500 Balloon Refill Kit

Shoot water balloons up
to 160 feet! Set includes 1
launcher, 1 filling nozzle and
50 biodegradeable balloons.

Kit includes 500
biodegradable balloons
and 1 filling nozzle.

ITEM#: WTS80020-6
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

6+

3

4

ITEM#: WTS80086-2
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

6+

1+

4

Bat Stream

Geyser Gusher

Bat Stream is a secret squirt
gun with sweet spot. Colors
may vary.

The Geyser Gusher
Water Cannon was a
flagship product and
remains a popular item
today. Colors may vary.

ITEM#: WTS82046-4
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $6.00

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: WTS84000-4
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

6+

1+

24

XV-7 Microlite II

StarBlade NX

Odyssey’sXV-7 Microlite II is a
palm sized quadcopter popular
with rookie and vetran drone
fliers alike.

Odyssey’s Starblade NX,
Enterprise Class Quad Drone.
is a uniquie-looking flying
ddevice that merges power,
speed, and innovation.

ITEM#: ODY7506
RETAIL: $59.95
W/S: $32.00

14+

1+

6

ITEM#: ODY1720NX
RETAIL: $99.99
W/S: $49.50

14+

1+

4

ARIA’s Adventures

Turbo Runner NX

Odyssey’s ARIA’s Adventures,
the new wave of children’s
education and play.

Odyssey’s Turbo Runner
a Climbing and Rolling
Quadcopter capabel of traveling
walls, overhangs, even ceilings
in any room.

ITEM#: ODY0406
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $29.50

4+

228

1+

4

ITEM#: ODY1012BR
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $20.50

8+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

877-405-2662

OUTDOOR

Land and Sea Truck

AutoMoto

Odyssey’s Land & Sea Truck,
the sturdy toy truck that can
speed arouns on land and in
the water.

Odyssey’s Auto-Moto, a 2-in-1
transforming toy that changes from
a futuristic robot to a sleek radiocontrolled car before your eyes.

ITEM#: ODY1024
RETAIL: $89.95
W/S: $36.50

8+

1+

2

ITEM#: ODY1050
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $23.25

8+

1+

4

Build-A-Drone

Infinity NX

Odyssey’s Build-A-Drone puts
you in control frm start to finish
by engaging STEM learning in
an entertaining way.

Odyssey’s Infinity NX with
G-sensor motion control, fly by
tilting your phone.

ITEM#: ODY1228
RETAIL: $69.95
W/S: $33.75

12+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: ODY1715
RETAIL: $89.95
W/S: $49.50

14+

1+

6

Pocket Drone II

T.E.D. Transforming Egg Drone

Odyssey’s Pocket Drone II
features fold in motors to tuck
it away and take it anywhere.
The Pocket Drone II is guided
by your smartphone.

Odyssey’s TED, Transforming
Egg Drone is small enough to fit
through the smallese cracks.

ITEM#: ODY1717
RETAIL: $99.95
W/S: $49.50

14+

1+

6

ITEM#: ODY1719
RETAIL: $79.95
W/S: $39.00

14+

1+

6

Stealth NX2 Nanodrone

Neptune II

Odyssey’sStealth NX2
Nanodrone, a toy drone version
of the powerful aircraft.

Odyssey’s Nepyune II experieince
stunning & majestic sights asnd
record crystal-clear HD videos to
watch with included VR headset.

ITEM#: ODY1765 NX
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $27.50

14+

1+

12

ITEM#: ODY1950
RETAIL: $79.95
W/S: $47.00

14+

1+

4
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Energy Stick

Sick! Science Bubble Blast

Does your body transmit electricity? Use
our new Energy Stick to find out. Hold
the Energy Stick in your hands and see if
it lights up and makes noises. Try it with
two people, three people, five or more!
Learn about conductivity, insulators and
electric circuits.

Baffle your friends with the
science of super bubbles.

ITEM#: BAZ7250
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

1+

96

ITEM#: BAZ6130
RETAIL: $11.99
W/S: $6.75

6+

1+

24

Brain Tickling Science

Steve Spangler’s Geyser Tube

When you want experiments that will
really tickle your mind, you’re looking for
the Brain Tickling Science kit. Whether
you’re launching rings of fog, making a
quicksand clock, or defying gravity with
anti-gravity beads, you’ll experience and
engage with fantastic hands-on science
in fun and creative ways.

Create a spectacular geyser (up to 25
feet high!) using only the included candy
and a bottle of soda. The Geyser Tube™
was created especially for this amazing
experiment, and allows you to safely load
and dispense the candy into the soda so
that you can control the timing and create
the most incredible soda eruption possible.

ITEM#: BAZ3740
RETAIL: $23.99
W/S: $12.75

8+

1+

6

ITEM#: BAZ7130
RETAIL: $6.99
W/S: $3.50

8+

1+

96

Sick! Science Solve This

Geyser Tube w/Caps

The coolest science challenges
are packed in this fun kit.

Add an extra level of excitement
to our immensely popular Geyser
Tube® with interchangeable caps.
The caps allow you to modify your
geyser from a single circular spray
to a rectangle, cross-shaped, or
three-spout geyser.

ITEM#: BAZ6040
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $12.00

6+

1+

6

ITEM#: BAZ7155
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

8+

1+

96

Sick! Science Fizz Boom Pop!

Super Tubes

Fizz, Pop, Boom is our most
explosively exciting science kits.

This clever and compact display
of Super Tubes™ is a great way
to merchandise some of our most
popular activities. 6 each of Garbled
Marbles, Gravi-Goop, Ice Fishing,
Insta-Snow, Rainbow Tube, Solid
Water. (1 display 36 pcs.)

ITEM#: BAZ6045
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $12.00

6+

230

1+

6

ITEM#: BAZ7160
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.50

8+

1+

36
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Fun with Polymers

All polymer/science items are
W/S $1.50 Retail $2.99
4+

1+

18

Slick Sand - Assorted Colors
ITEM#: DNCBC-0255

Water
Marbles
ITEM#:
DNCBC-0300

Spider
Balls

ITEM#:
DNCBC-0337

Silly Sea
Horses
ITEM#:
DNCBC-0438

Dynamite
Dinos
ITEM#:
DNCBC-0439

Super
Snow
Card

Glow in
the Dark
Spit Balls

ITEM#:
DNCBC-W322

ITEM#:
DNCSB-G398

Micro terrarium

All MICRO TERRARIUMS items are W/S $1.50 Retail $2.99

Blooming
Butterfly Bush
ITEM#: DNCMT-B133

Fly Trap Fiends
ITEM#: DNCMT-F136

Fairies’ Favorite
Flower
ITEM#: DNCMT-F140

4+

1+

18

Space Plant
ITEM#: DNCMT-S131

231

877-405-2662
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Volcano Crater
Garden

Carnivorous
Creations

Grow fly traps and volcano plants.
Comes complete with background
decals, hand-painted dragon, stakes,
planting mixture and more!

Fun to grow! Over 10 varieties of meat
eating plants. Kit includes Carnivorous
seed pack, growing domes, swamp
rocks, bog buddies, planting mixture, and
instructions.

ITEM#: DNCBL-0454
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.00

4+

1+

6

Fairy Triad

ITEM#: DNCFT-0014
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

Grow your own enchanted garden!
Includes 4 different seed packets, fairy, w
bells, magical pinwheel, rainbow gravel
and more.

4+

1+

6

Princess Flower
Capsule Terrarium
ITEM#: DNCSH-0114
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

Themed Terrariums

4+

1+

12

Slick Sand Mini Kit
ITEM#: DNCPF-0267
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

4+

232

1+

24

ITEM#: DNCCC-0009
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

4+

1+

6

Dinosaur PlantNew Redesigned Box!
ITEM#: DNCDP-0013
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

Amazing dinosaur plant comes with
display bowl, New Mexico lava rocks,
plant and instructions. Water plant grows
in one day!

4+

1+

24

Metallic Meteorites
ITEM#: DNCMM-0341
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

Polymers

4+

1+

24

Glow Goo

ITEM#: DNCPF-0340
RETAIL: $4.99
W/S: $2.50

4+

1+

24

orders@continuumgames.com
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Eco Plant Pals

orders@continuumgames.com

4+

RETAIL: $2.99
W/S: $1.50

24

1+

Perfect starter gardens. They are quick to sprout, easy to grow. Can be transplanted to larger pots or the garden. Comes complete with everything you need to grow a
themed garden!

Eco Aloe Alin

Carol Cactus

Damian Dragon

Butterfly Beth

Fly Trap Fred

Mary the Mover

Polka Dot Patty

Rainbow Rita

Sandy the SunfloweR

Shamrock Steve

Tina Torenia

ITEM#: DNCEP-0077

ITEM#: DNCEP-0083

ITEM#: DNCEP-0086

ITEM#: DNCEP-0092

ITEM#: DNCEP-0081

ITEM#: DNCEP-0080

ITEM#: DNCEP-0089

ITEM#: DNCEP-0093

Brian the Brain
ITEM#: DNCEP-0079

ITEM#: DNCEP-0084

ITEM#: DNCEP-0090

ITEM#: DNCEP-0095
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Mini dome terrariums
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

orders@continuumgames.com

4+

1+

12

The ideal way to begin your garden. They are quick to sprout, easy to grow. Can be transplanted to larger pots or the garden. Comes complete with everything you need
to grow a themed garden!

Zombie Garden

Vivian Violet

Libby Lavender

Alicia Aloe

ITEM#: DNCMD-0539

ITEM#: DNCMD-0740

ITEM#: DNCMD-0735

ITEM#: DNCMD-0738

Large Themed Terrariums
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Franki Fly Trap
ITEM#: DNCMD-0736

Michael
Madagascar
ITEM#: DNCMD-0739

4+

1+

12

Take your garden to the next level. These gardens are quick to sprout, easy to grow. Comes with a large growing area that can be transplanted to larger pots or the
garden. Comes complete with everything you need to grow a themed garden!

Princess Garden
ITEM#: DNCPG-0022

234

Fly Trap Fiends
ITEM#: DNCFF-0028

Dinosaur Park
ITEM#: DNCDP-0025

877-405-2662
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Sci-Fi Slime

ITEM#: ALXOSA224TL
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $11.00
Mix three different kinds
of your own slime!

10+

1+

6

GEOSAFARI® JR.
MY FIRST TELESCOPE
ITEM#: EDI5109
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

Discover amazing up-close lunar
exploration with GeoSafari® Jr. My First
Telescope! Let little ones explore their
natural interest in themoon, and give
them a great kick-start into beginning
astronomy withthis real working
telescope built specifically for little hands
and growing minds!
4+

1

4

Super Snow Jars
Counter Display

GeoSafari® Jr.
Walkie Talkie

Just add water and make a pile of snow!
Lasts for weeks and can be used over
and over. Kits contain science project
and experiment ideas.

This super-sized critter habitat is perfect
for curious little learners and junior nature
enthusiasts! Collect and observe bugs,
frogs, fish, rocks, leaves, flowers and
more…the possibilities are as unlimited
as a little one’s imagination.

ITEM#: DNCSO-615JAR
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

4+

1+

24

ITEM#: EDI5130
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $16.00

4+

2

6

GeoSafari® Jr.
Critter Habitat

GEOSAFARI® JR.
pocket scope

This super-sized critter habitat is perfect
for curious little learners and junior nature
enthusiasts! Collect and observe bugs,
frogs, fish, rocks, leaves, flowers and
more…the possibilities are as unlimited
as a little one’s imagination.

Pack the double-duty power of an
8x telescope AND a precision 30x
microscope into a pen-sized scope!

ITEM#: EDI5092
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.50

3+

1

6

ITEM#: EDI5272
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.75

6+

1

60

GeoSafari® Jr.
Bug Vac ‘N’ ViewTM

GeoSafari®
Handy Microscope

Hop outside and effortlessly collect
critters like never before with the
GeoSafari® Jr. Bug Vac ‘n’ View™.
No need to touch bugs here—simply
turn on the gentle suction to gather and
observe insects.

The GeoSafari® Handy Microscope is
the perfect tool for adventurous kids to
make big discoveries indoors and out.
This all-in-one handheld microscope
includes a collection vial with air holes
and built-in 3x magnifier.

ITEM#: EDI5093
RETAIL: $21.99
W/S: $11.50

4+

1

6

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: EDI5300
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

8+

1

6
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Sonic Sleuth
ITEM#: EDIEI5200
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $17.50

Sonic Sleuth let’s you tune in to sounds
more than 300 feet away. Features a
high-sensitivity microphone, parabolic
sound collection dish, high-quality
headphones, and sound targeting scope.

6+

1+

6

orders@continuumgames.com

Jumbo Display
Magnifiers
ITEM#: EDILR2775
RETAIL: $5.99 each
W/S: $39.00

Primary Science Jumbo Magnifiers let
little inspectors get a big view of plants,
insects, and other curiosities. Magnifiers
in 6 colors feature a built-in stand for
hands-free viewing. Safe plastic lenses
measure a whopping 4½” in diameter.

3+

1+

12

Sneak & Peek Periscope

Just Add Milk

Observe nature from your favorite
secret hideout. Peek over a large rock
during a hike or around a tree at the
park—undetected. Exploring in the dark?
Flip on the LED light to spy on nocturnal
animals in your backyard or to peer into
a dark space.

Think twice about the milk in your cereal bowl!
Just Add Milk combines science with a love for
experimenting with art. Make observations and
create keepsakes made of rainbow tie-dye designs!
Multiple experiments included.

ITEM#: EDIEI5217
RETAIL: $19.99
W/S: $10.25

4+

1+

6

Kidnoculars
ITEM#: EDIEI5260
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

GeoSafari® Jr. Kidnoculars™ are the
only binoculars designed specifically
for little kids! Enlarged focus-free
eyepieces—more than 3 times the size
of ordinary binoculars—and perfect-fit
goggles with placement guide enable
kids (even toddlers) to see up close!

2+

1+

6

ITEM#: GDL4000555
RETAIL: $15.99
W/S: $8.25

5+

1+

12

Just Add Sun
ITEM#: GDL4000566
RETAIL: $26.99
W/S: $13.50

Use the sun’s energy to heat up a
tasty treat in this solar oven. Melt
s’mores, make nachos, or even
cook an egg! Learn how solar
energy works and introduce kids
to eco-friendly energy alternatives.
Experiment with sunlight, heat
transfer, reflection and more.
5+

2+

6

Compass Binoculars

Just Add Glue

Compass Binoculars help kids observe
and navigate the great outdoors.
Includes binoculars with built-in compass
and attached neck strap, large 30 mm
glass lenses, and an easy-turn central
focusing feature to make distant objects
4x larger

An exciting science and art kit. Create different
forms of super stretchy polymers and make them
bounce! Create and array of creative crafts that
you can keep, like slime, crystals and window
clings. This product teaches about the different
states of matter.

ITEM#: EDIEI5274
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

5+
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1+

12

ITEM#: GDL4000577
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

6+

1+

12
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10 Fossils from All Over the World
ITEM#: GEOED502K
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.00

1+

Use the heavy-duty tools to carefully
extract a dinosaur skeleton that is
buried in plaster. Once the excavation
is complete, the hard plastic bones can
be washed and assembled to form a
complete dinosaur model.

10

8+

Shark Teeth Kit

5

ITEM#: MDW68412
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

Learn about the fascinating world
of fossils with this kit! Includes a
cardboard panel with four authentic
fossilized teeth from different prehistoric
shark species, a plastic stand to
hold the panel and a magnifying
glass to investigate and discover the
characteristics of each tooth.

1+

1

Dig It Up! Dinosaur
Model: T Rex

ITEM#: GEOED 510K
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

6+

Dig It Up! Dinosaur
Model: Triceratops
ITEM#: MDW68410
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $13.00

This collection contains million
of years of geological history! 10
different specimens of authentic
fossils selected from among the
most interesting and beautiful
varieties that exist in nature.

6+

orders@continuumgames.com

Use the heavy-duty tools to carefully
extract a dinosaur skeleton that is
buried in plaster. Once the excavation
is complete, the hard plastic bones can
be washed and assembled to form a
complete dinosaur model.

6

8+

1

5

flash cards
RETAIL: $12.99
W/S: $6.50

6+

Addition

Subtraction

ITEM#: SBC920

Multiplication

ITEM#: SBC921

Division

ITEM#: SBC923

24

1+

ITEM#: SBC922

Sight Words
ITEM#: SBC924
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Air+Water Power PLUS

Ultralight Airplanes

Build your own models powered by air pressure
and water to learn about the laws of physics.
A larger, super-charged version of our original
Air+Water Power kit, this kit allows you to build
more powerful models using two different
air-and-water-powered systems: water-jet propelled cars and hydro-pneumo
(water-air) powered engines. Two pressurized air-water tanks are included in this
kit, allowing you to build two water-jet propelled cars simultaneously and race
them against each other.

Construct awesome flying gliders
with ultralight plastic and bamboo
parts. Build five different types
of planes with different wing
configurations to learn how wings
provide lift and how planes stay
up in the air.

ITEM#: TAK628413
RETAIL: $89.95
W/S: $49.00

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK550014
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

Glow Stick Lab

Wind Racer

Blast off with Newton’s Laws of
Motion! - Develop a fundamental
understanding of inertia, the laws
of motion, centripetal force, mass,
weight, velocity and acceleration.
Concepts are explored with time
tested experiments and highly
visual illustrations.

Construct five vehicles powered by the wind,
including three sail cars and two sailboats,
and a wind direction indicator. Investigate the
physics behind how they work. Learn how
sails function like wings to capture the forces
of the wind and generate lift.

ITEM#: TAK550002
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK550016
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

Giant Mars Volcano

Geeker Speaker Lab

Make and erupt a model of the
largest volcano in our solar system,
Olympus Mons on Mars. It is
three times taller than Mt. Everest.
Learn about Martian geology
and volcanology. When you are
finished, you have a cool volcano
model to put on display!

Make sound waves visible with this
awesome device called a vibration
speaker. It turns practically any surface
into a larger speaker. The audio jack
connects to standard audio output
sockets. Stick the speaker onto a variety
of surfaces and objects to find out which
materials produce the best sound.

ITEM#: TAK550004
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK550017
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

Grass Head

Rubber Band Racers

Make your own shaggy green friend with soil for
brains and grass for hair. Simply wrap the growing
medium and grass seeds in the stretchy pouch,
position it on the plastic body, and decorate it with
the stickers to create the character of your choice.
After a few days, the grass hair begins to sprout
through the pouch, and soon you’ll be able to give
your friend their first haircut.

Fly into physics fun with five models
driven by an awesome rubber band
powered propeller. Using ultralight
plastic and bamboo parts, build a
helicopter, fan boat, airplane, car, and
catamaran. Learn how the elastic
material stores energy and then
releases it to move the models.

ITEM#: TAK550013
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+
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1+

5

ITEM#: TAK550020
RETAIL: $19.95
W/S: $10.75

8+

1+

5

orders@continuumgames.com
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Air+Water Power

Remote-Control Machines: Animals

Build your own models powered by air pressure
and water to learn about the laws of physics.
A larger, super-charged version of our original
Air+Water Power kit, this kit allows you to build
more powerful models using two different air-andwater-powered systems: water-jet propelled cars
and hydro-pneumo (water-air) powered engines.

Construct a whole zoo’s worth of
remote-controlled animals with
mechanical insides covered by colorful
plastic “skins.” The animals all move
using different mechanisms, each one
mimicking the movement of the real
animal it represents.

ITEM#: TAK555001
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $27.00

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK620373
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $26.75

8+

1+

5

Wind Power 2.0

Remote-Control Machines: Space Explorers

Build wind-powered generators to
energize your electric vehicles and charge
your rechargeable batteries! The wind
spins the turbine, which turns an electric
generator, which in turn charges your
rechargeable AA batteries (not included).

Ready your courageous robots
for a mission to the moon,
Mars, or beyond! With this
engineering kit, you can build
a remote-controlled model of
a robotic rover resembling the
ones used to explore Mars.

ITEM#: TAK555002
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $27.00

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK620374
RETAIL: $99.95
W/S: $53.50

8+

1+

5

Remote-Control Machines

Electricity & Magnetism

Build your own motorized vehicles and
machines and control them with a wireless
remote control unit. A unique six-button infrared
remote allows you to control three different
motors simultaneously, moving each of them
forward or in reverse, with easy-to-activate
touch sensors.

Conduct more than 60
electrifying experiments
with circuits and magnetic
contraptions to learn about
electricity and magnetism, and
how these two fundamental
properties are closely related.

ITEM#: TAK555004
RETAIL: $84.95
W/S: $46.00

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK620417
RETAIL: $59.99
W/S: $32.00

8+

1+

5

Gyrobot

Elements of Science

With this kit, children can
explore the astonishing powers
of the gyroscope by building
seven motorized models,
including a robot that can
balance on two linear wheels
and move along a tightrope!

Investigate the most important
phenomena in biology, chemistry,
and physics by conducting more
than 100 fun experiments.

ITEM#: TAK620301
RETAIL: $49.95
W/S: $27.00

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK631116
RETAIL: $99.95
W/S: $54.00

10+

1+

4
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TK2 Scope

Crystal Growing

Embark on a guided journey
through the microscopic world,
revealing its hidden creatures and
unseen structures with the TK2
Scope. First, learn how to use the
microscope and all of its parts. Next,
become familiar with your scope by
examining some prepared slides.

Grow dozens of dazzling crystals and
conduct 15 illuminating experiments with
this classic science kit. Experiment with
four chemically different crystals each with
different properties, including potassium
alum crystals that form regular octahedrons,
rapidly growing sodium sulfate crystals, long
needle-shaped sodium acetate crystals, and
plaster which is made from gypsum crystals.

ITEM#: TAK636815
RETAIL: $134.95
W/S: $72.50

10+

1+

3

ITEM#: TAK643522
RETAIL: $39.95
W/S: $22.00

10+

1+

5

CHEM C1000 (V 2.0)

Perfume Science

Enroll in CHEM C1000 and prepare
for a lifetime of fascination with this
essential science through 125 diverse
experiments. Start with an introduction
to the field of chemistry and famous
chemists. Set up your lab space and
learn how to safely handle the lab
equipment and chemicals.

Follow your nose on a fragrant journey
through the science, history, and art
of making perfumes. Experiment with
countless fragrance combinations on your
way to becoming a master perfumer. Start
by learning about how your nose and
brain work together to perceive smells.

ITEM#: TAK640118
RETAIL: $64.95
W/S: $35.00

10+

1+

5

orders@continuumgames.com

ITEM#: TAK646517
RETAIL: $64.95
W/S: $35.00

10+

1+

5

Crystals, Rocks & Minerals

Forensics Fingerprint Lab

Learn about rocks and the minerals that
form them. Dig deeper, and discover the
fascinating crystal structures of these
minerals. Much more than just a crystalgrowing kit, this experiment kit teaches you
the chemistry of crystals and the geological
science behind rock formation with more
than 18 hands-on projects and investigations.

Become a science sleuth as you
practice the science of fingerprint
detection and collection. Collect
fingerprints by dusting them with
black powder and lifting them with
clear stickers. Design a fingerprint
file card and take prints from your
friends and family.

ITEM#: TAK642112
RETAIL: $54.95
W/S: $30.00

10+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK658410
RETAIL: $14.95
W/S: $8.25

8+

1+

5

Kids First Chemistry Set

Archaeology: Pyramid Dig (V 2.0)

Kick off a chain reaction of fun-filled
experiments with this introductory
chemistry set designed specifically for
young kids. Junior chemists can safely
explore simple chemistry using the
tools in this kit and common household
substances from the kitchen,
bathroom, and laundry room.

Play the role of archaeologist as you explore
this pyramid model and the treasures buried
within. After using hieroglyphics to decipher
the secret to unlocking the pyramid, use
tools and techniques similar to those of a
real archaeologist to carefully excavate a
sarcophagus and four canopic urns from
the hardened sandy catacomb inside.

ITEM#: TAK642921
RETAIL: $44.95
W/S: $24.50

8+
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5

ITEM#: TAK665001
RETAIL: $25.95
W/S: $14.00

8+

1+

4
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Candy Chemistry

Magnetic Science

Explore chemistry as you cook
up candies and chocolates in
the kitchen! Perform a number
of sweet experiments and learn
important physical science
principles related to candy and
cooking. Discover why sugar
crystallizes to make rock candy.

Explore the invisible and amazing
power of magnets with 33 engaging
experiments and games. This
science experiment kit contains
many magnets of different shapes
and sizes, and a variety of other
components with which you can
explore this classic scientific subject.

ITEM#: TAK665003
RETAIL: $36.95
W/S: $20.00

10+

1+

5
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ITEM#: TAK665050
RETAIL: $32.95
W/S: $18.00

8+

1+

5

Climate & Weather

Remote-Control Machines DLX

The state of Earth’s atmosphere
affects us all, which explains why the
weather is one of the most popular
topics of conversation and scientific
study. With 23 hands-on experiments,
you can investigate specific weather
phenomena as well as the climate
system in general.

Deluxe 20-Model Version. Build your own
motorized vehicles and machines and control
them with a wireless remote control unit. A
unique six-button infrared remote allows you to
control three different motors simultaneously,
moving each of them forward or in reverse, with easy-to-activate touch sensors.
The three motors can be combined to make complex vehicles and machines in
numerous configurations limited only by your imagination.

ITEM#: TAK665006
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $19.00

10+

1+

5

ITEM#: TAK620370
RETAIL: $124.95
W/S: $68.00

8+

1+

4

Chemistry C500 (V 2.0)

Totally Gross

Chemistry C500 takes you on an
introductory tour of chemistry with
28 classic experiments. Learn about
reactions between solids, liquids, and
gases. Discover the colorful effects of
acids and bases. Perform astonishing
“magic” tricks for your friends.

A “dose of gross” helps science
make sense! Totally Gross helps
kids understand the major scientific
disciplines by revealing the secret:
science is really fun!... And gross!
Kids travel the game board answering
sickening questions and grossing each
other out!

ITEM#: TAK665012
RETAIL: $34.95
W/S: $19.00

10+

1+

5

Motors & Generators
ITEM#: TAK665036
RETAIL: $32.95
W/S: $18.00

With this kit, you can conduct
25 experiments to learn how an
electric motor converts electricity
into motion, and how an electric
generator does just the opposite,
converting motion into electricity.

8+

1+

5

ITEM#: UNV1940
RETAIL: $24.99
W/S: $12.50

8+

2-4

6

Wonder Stars
ITEM#: UNV19471
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.25

5+

1+

12

We’ve captured a miniature Big Bang explosion in this
package of stars. When you open it you can transform
your ceiling or wall into a universe complete with
glowing galaxies and dazzling constellations!

PlanEt and Stars
ITEM#: UNV19476
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25

Colorful Twinkle Stars
ITEM#: UNV19478
RETAIL: $5.99 W/S: $3.25
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Sci-Fi Tube
ITEM#: TSM2072
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.25

6+

1+

12

Globe Ball

ITEM#: TSM6448
RETAIL: $2.49
W/S: $1.50
Beautiful details and brilliant colors
adorn these soft foam balls. 3” (75mm)
Diameter.

3+

1+

24

Newton’s Cradle
ITEM#: TSM31883
RETAIL: $10.99
W/S: $5.75

8+

1+

12

Yikerz

ITEM#: CG0315
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $7.50

Mensa Favorite Brainy Games Winner;
master magnetic forces to win this
dynamic game; includes a convenient
travel pouch for portable fun – anywhere,
anytime; unlimited game options. Allows
for many different configurations that
create a variety of challenges; multiple
ways to play – solo time trial, head-tohead competition, or in teams of 4.
14+

1+

12

Ant Farm

Vintage Ant Farm

Experience this fascinating timeless
classic for the first time or all over
again and get a peek into the amazing
underground world of the ant. Ants
shipped within the continental US only.

Experience this fascinating timeless
classic for the first time or all over
again and get a peek into the amazing
underground world of the ant. Ants
shipped within the continental US only.

ITEM#: UCM0015
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

6+

1+

36

ITEM#: UCM0017
RETAIL: $14.99
W/S: $8.50

6+

1+

12

Moon In My Room

Rainbow In My Room

Authentically detailed, Moon In My Room
hangs on your wall and shines moonlight
just like the real moon. Twelve different
phase settings let you match what the real
moon looks like outside tonight.

Create a beautiful rainbow in your room.
With the push of a button, a brilliant
rainbow is projected across your walls
and ceiling.

ITEM#: UCM2056
RETAIL: $34.99
W/S: $20.00

6+

242

1+

4

ITEM#: UCM2063
RETAIL: $29.99
W/S: $17.00

5+

1+

4
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Insect Explorer

Insect House

Vented insect container
includes an easy to carry
strap, insect scoop, and
two specimen jars. Blister
card is 9” x 6”.

Vented insect house includes an easy to
carry strap, magnifier, insect scoop and
tongs. 4.5” x 4.5”

ITEM#: WFTT-1602
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

3+

1+

48

ITEM#: WFTT-1606
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

3+

1+

48

Volcanic Eruption

Hand Boiler

Vented insect container includes an easy
to carry strap, insect scoop, and two
specimen jars. Blister card is 9” x 6”.

Beautiful details and brilliant colors
adorn these soft foam balls. 3” (75mm)
Diameter.

ITEM#: WFTT-178V
RETAIL: $3.99
W/S: $2.00

3+

1+

36

ITEM#: WFTT-91
RETAIL: $5.99
W/S: $3.00

12+

1+

72

Magnetic Sand Timer

Drinking Bird

This unusual hourglass has a strong
magnetic metal base that attracts
the magnetic sand forming unique
shapes.6” x 2.5”. Boxed. Not a Toy.

This classic novelty is a scientific
wonder. Uses the properties of
thermodynamics to keep this little
bird bobbing back for more! (Glass
not included.) 7.25” x 2”. Boxed.

ITEM#: WFTT-502
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.50

12+

1+

50

ITEM#: WFTT-908
RETAIL: $9.99
W/S: $5.00

8+

1+

24

Bubble Timer

Globe Ball

Turn it over and watch the colorful liquid
create airy bubble sculptures or spin
it around to create a tornado/spiraling
vortex. 2 Colors, Assorted. 6.5” x 2.5”. .
Boxed. Not a Toy.

Beautiful details and brilliant colors
adorn these soft foam balls. 3” (75mm)
Diameter.

ITEM#: WFTT-505
RETAIL: $7.99
W/S: $4.00

12+

1+

24
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ITEM#: WFTT-716GL
RETAIL: $2.49
W/S: $1.25

3+

1+

24
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10 Fossils From All Over The World....237
100% Polyester String 10-Pack...........200
101 Outrageously Fun Things To Do...141
12 Days..................................................109
16’ Tracer Racer Set.............................185
20 Express...............................................63
20 Questions Electronic..........................88
3 Person Balloon Launcher..................228
3-D Mirascope.......................................191
30-Piece Marble Run............................167
3D Game Of Thrones:
Kings Landing.......................................120
4 In A Row...............................................49
40pc Rocket Balloon w/ Pump.............189
4D Batman Gotham City......................120
4D Boston, USA....................................119
4D Chicago, USA..................................119
4D Las Vegas, USA..............................119
4D London, England.............................119
4D Lord Of The Ring Middle Earth......120
4D Los Angeles.....................................119
4D Mini New York..................................120
4D Mini Washington D.C......................120
4D New York, USA................................119
4D Paris, France...................................119
4D Seattle..............................................119
4D Toronto, Canada..............................119
4D USA Puzzle.....................................119
4D Washington DC, USA.....................119
5 Dice And Playing Cards.......................74
5 Second Rule.........................................84
6-In-1 Travel Magnetic Games...............80
60-Second Slam!....................................65
7 Ate 9......................................................61
8’ Tracer Racer Set...............................185
99 Or Bust...............................................26
A Tree For All Seasons.........................153
Accustrike Refills...................................170
Accustrike Alphshawk...........................170
Acrylic Painting Art Kit...........................132
Action Plates..........................................137
Acuity.......................................................36
Addition Flash Cards............................237
Adult Mad Libs:The Game.....................75
Afterwords...............................................58
Aggravation.............................................91
Air Foam Sprt Ball PDQ........................173
Air Force Fliers .....................................192
Air Max Giant Foam Glider Display.....220
Air Pogo Blue Original..........................213
Air+Water Power...................................238
Airplane Asst Colors..............................218
Albert’s Insomnia.....................................61
Alicia Aloe..............................................234
All Aboard The Ark....................................3
All Duct Out...........................................128
Ancestree..............................................110
Ancient China........................................120
Ancient Egypt........................................120
Ancient Greece.....................................120
Ancient Rome........................................120
Animal Umbrella Asst............................213
Animalogic...............................................35
Animals On Wheels Asst......................204
Ant Farm................................................242
Apples To Apples.....................................77
Aqua Shield...........................................222
Aquadoodle Draw N’ Doodle Box........149
Aquadoodle Travel Doodle...................149
Aquarium...............................................132
Aquarius.................................................197
Archaeology: Pyramid Dig....................240
Architecto...............................................123
Arctic Erupters.......................................194
Are You Normal?.....................................82
Aria’s Adventures..................................228
Army Command Soldier 50pc..............172
Art On The Farm Stencil Kit..................201
Automoto...............................................229
B’loonies................................................174
Baby Animals Top Trumps......................25
Baby Chipmunk Finger Puppet............154
Baby Elephant Finer Puppet................154
Baby Giraffe Finger Puppet..................154
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Baby Monkey Astronaut.......................154
Baby Tiger Finger Puppet.....................154
Backgammon (Folding Board)...............80
Balance Boat Endangered Animals.....202
Balancing Bees.......................................38
Balderdash..............................................77
Balloon Animal Kit.................................185
Balloon Power Assortment...................185
Balloon Refill Kit 500 Ct........................228
Bamboo Labyrinth.................................115
Bandy Ball PDF 24...............................172
Bang Card Game....................................94
Bang Dodge City Expansion..................94
Bankroll Shootout....................................40
Barbeque Party.......................................40
Barbie.....................................................132
Barrel Of Monkeys................................171
Baseball Challenge...............................216
Bat Stream.............................................228
Bath Crayons.........................................206
Bath Time Bethany...............................208
Bathtime Mermaid Doll ........................191
Bathtub Ball - Shark Tank.....................201
Batman Fluxx..........................................96
Battle Sheep............................................31
Battleship.................................................69
Battleships Top Trumps .........................25
Battling Bones.........................................79
Battling Tops............................................52
Bean Bag Toss (Red Box)......................50
Bean Blossom.......................................146
Beat The Bell: Speed Cups....................87
Beat The Bell: Spot Five.........................87
Beat The Parents....................................86
Beat The Parents Card Game.............101
Bebe Bartoon........................................162
Beekeeper...............................................44
Beetle Game...........................................45
Beginner Dinner Games...........................9
Bellz Magnetic Game.............................87
Belt Clip Yoyo Holder............................200
Bendomino..............................................63
Bendon (Goldilocks, Three Little Pigs,
Aesop’s Fables, Mother Goose)..........152
Bendon (Pat-A-Cake, Hey Diddle Diddle,
Goosey Goosey Gander, Jack And Jill)...152
Best. Year. Ever!....................................142
Big Bad Boomerang.............................226
Big Boggle...............................................91
Big Fish Little Fish...................................38
Big Tex Holster Set................................180
Billy The Kid...........................................180
Bingo (Red Box)......................................80
Bingo: Deluxe Cage................................80
Binki Band Assorted..............................208
Black Canyon Buckeye Set..................172
Blink Card Game.....................................97
Blizzard Snow Tube 39” ......................224
Block Buddies........................................175
Block Set................................................203
Blockhead!...............................................82
Blokus Game...........................................76
Blooming Butterfly Bush.......................231
Bloxels.....................................................48
Blurble......................................................78
Blurt!.........................................................65
Boggle Classic.........................................73
Bohnanza..............................................112
Booby Trap............................................161
Book Box 1000 Pc Jigaw Puzzle
Tea Party Time......................................121
Book Box 300 Pc Jigsaw Puzzle
Down The Rabbit Hole.........................121
Boom Boom Balloon...............................54
Bop It......................................................124
Bop It & Simon Micro Asst....................124
Bottle & Juice Cup................................209
Bounce-Off..............................................76
Bouncing Balls.......................................187
Bouncy Balls (50pk)..............................168
Bow & Arrows........................................181
Bowl Of Dice..........................................106
Bowling Zombies.....................................89
Box Of Bunco..........................................28

Box Of Rocks..........................................44
Bozo 7” .................................................195
Bozo Bop Bag.......................................195
Bozo Nose.............................................195
Bracelet Cubes......................................164
Brain.......................................................198
Brain Flip..................................................59
Brain Tickling Science...........................230
Brian The Brain.....................................233
Brick Party...............................................29
Brilliant Harmonica................................192
Brutal Kingdom......................................116
Bubble Gun...........................................169
Bubble Motion Tumbler .......................190
Bubble Timer.........................................243
Buddy Talk.................................................5
Bug Eye ................................................168
Bugs Top Trumps . .................................25
Brackitz.......................................... 163-164
Build Or Boom.........................................41
Build-A-Bouquet....................................203
Build-A-Drone........................................229
Bumper Bots............................................39
Bumpie Gertie Ball................................225
Bunchems.............................................149
Bunny Bunny Moose Moose..................64
Bunny Hop...............................................33
Butterfly Beth.........................................233
Butterfly Catcher Display......................221
Buzz Word...............................................83
By The Book..........................................126
Camp Board Game.................................34
Camp Talk..................................................5
Campantics...............................................6
Can’t Stop................................................68
Canasta Caliente..................................103
Candy Chemistry..................................241
Candy Fun 3 In A Row Games ...........188
Candy Fun Dispensers.........................188
Capital City............................................109
Captain Parrot’s Lost Toy Trail................30
Car Carrier.............................................203
Carnivorous Creations..........................232
Carol Cactus..........................................233
Castle Blast.............................................47
Cat In The Hat.......................................156
Cat In The Hat Comes Back................156
Cat’s Craddle...........................................43
Catch Phrase...........................................71
Catch The Fox.........................................41
Catch The Match.....................................48
Catchy Air Kendama.............................199
Catchy Belt Clip Kendama Holder.......199
Cats Top Trumps . ..................................25
Centsible Kids.........................................60
Cha-Cha Chihuahua Game...................43
Charades For Kids..................................50
Checkers - Family Classic Edition.........81
Checkers (Red Box)...............................79
Checkers/Chess/Backgammon.............79
Cheese Stack..........................................37
Chem C1000.........................................240
Chemistry C500....................................241
Chemistry Fluxx......................................96
Chess - Family Classic...........................81
Chess (Red Box).....................................80
Chicken Charades..................................89
Chicken Or The Egg Game....................50
Chickyboom.............................................31
Chinese Checkers..................................80
Chinese Checkers (Red Box)................79
Choice Words..........................................76
Choice-A-Quence...................................60
Choose One............................................75
Christimas Dominoes.............................62
Christmas Bingo......................................62
Christmas Lights Phone Chargers .....162
Chronobomb...........................................53
Chutes And Ladders...............................69
Circuit Clay............................................141
Classic Checkers & Backgammon........66
Classic Checkers, Chess
and Backgammon...................................66
Classic Chess..........................................66
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Classic Chutes And Ladders..................56
Classic Duncan Yo-Yos Asst................161
Classic Family Feud ..............................66
Classic Fliers ........................................192
Classic Lawn Darts...............................222
Classic Mr And Mrs Potato Head.........169
Classic Operation....................................71
Classic Ouija............................................91
Classic Palette 8 Color.........................130
Classic Ring Toss..................................221
Classic Simon........................................124
Classic Sorry...........................................90
Classic Trouble........................................91
Classic Twister........................................91
Classic Waterworks..............................101
Classic Yahtzee.....................................107
Click! Clack! Lumberjack! Axe Game....46
Climate & Weather................................241
Clubs........................................................98
Clue..........................................................68
Clue Junior..............................................45
Clue Vintage Bookshelf Edition..............92
Clue Classic Edition................................90
Coconuts Monkey Dexterity Game........46
Codenames.............................................64
Codenames - Disney Family..................89
Codenames - Duets................................89
Codenames - Pictures . .........................89
Coffee Time Scrabble.............................93
Coggy......................................................36
Collector Edition Slinky.........................160
Color ‘N Eggs .......................................201
Color Clash..............................................31
Color Slap! Card Game..........................82
Color Slinky...........................................160
Color Smash In Tin...............................100
Color Your Own Porcelain Vases.........143
Colored Pencils.....................................143
Colorful Plastic Bubbles........................226
Colorful Twinkle Stars...........................241
Coloring Pencils ...................................131
Compass Binoculars.............................236
Concordia..............................................113
Connect 4 Grid........................................44
Construct A Hot Rod.............................187
Counting Chameleon Puzzle...............202
Countries Of The World Top Trumps ....25
Cover Your Assets...................................22
Cowboy Hat...........................................180
Cowgirl Hat............................................180
Craft Stick Bracelets.............................132
Cranium Cadoo.......................................92
Cranium Dark..........................................71
Cranium Party.........................................73
Crankity....................................................36
Crayons 24 Ct. .....................................130
Crayons 64 Ct. .....................................130
Crayons 8 Ct. .......................................130
Crazy 8s with Important Dates...............27
Creator 26 - 4/Case..............................163
Creator 42 - 4/Case..............................163
Creatures Of The Deep Sea
Top Trumps ............................................25
Cribbage w Cards...................................80
Crocodile Dentist.....................................56
Crossways...............................................61
Crozzit . ...................................................74
Crystal Growing.....................................240
Crystals, Rocks & Minerals..................240
Cupcake Race........................................35
Cupcake Set..........................................203
Daddy Kisses........................................153
Damian Dragon.....................................233
Dance Charades.....................................66
Dancing Dice Shaker..............................12
Darth Tater Container............................169
Dazzler Ribbon......................................227
DC Superheroe Girls Top Trumps ........25
DC Superheroes Top Trumps ...............25
Decorate This Journal...........................141
Detective Cap Gun...............................171
Deer In Headlights..................................88
Deluxe Fish N Fun ...............................191
Deluxe Rook..........................................103

Deluxe Spirograph................................136
Desert Fox Pistol...................................180
Design & Drill Brightworks....................134
Design & Drill Robot................................34
Desktop Air Hockey..............................197
Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
10 Second Challenge Game..................51
Diceafari...................................................51
Dicecapades 2nd Edition......................105
Dicey Peaks..........................................110
Die Cast Cap Rocket............................189
Dig It Up!................................................237
Digg’n Pirate Treasure
Diggin’ Dino Bones....................................3
Dimension..............................................116
Dino Meal................................................40
Dino Tub................................................196
Dino World Dino PDQ...........................172
Dino World Light Up Dino Egg PDQ....172
Dino World Magic Grow Egg PDQ......172
Dinosaur Fossil Ball..............................196
Dinosaur Park........................................234
Dinosaur Plant.......................................232
Dinosaurs Top Trumps............................25
Dinosaurs Umbrella..............................213
Discombobulation...................................14
Division Flash Cards.............................237
Dizzy Draw............................................187
Djubi Classic..........................................211
Do-A-Dot Art Markers...........................129
Do-A-Dot Art Activity Books..................129
Doc Holiday Holster Set.......................180
Dodge Tag.............................................216
Doggie Doo 2017....................................40
Doggy Go!...............................................29
Dohdles!...................................................86
Doll Assortment.....................................132
Doll Stroller............................................190
Dollhouse...............................................133
Dominate The Sliding Puzzle Game....108
Dominion...............................................114
Domino Rally Classic..............................42
Domino Rally Racing..............................42
Domino Rally Starter...............................42
Domino Rally Ultimate Adventure..........42
Dominoes: Double Nine.........................79
Dominoes: Double Six Wooden.............79
Dominoes: Mexicantrain.........................81
Don’t Break The Ice................................45
Don’t Dump Dumpty Game..................202
Don’t Rock The Croc..............................37
Don’t Say It!.............................................80
Don’t Tip The Cow..................................55
Don’t You Forget It..................................80
Don’t Drop The Meatballs.......................50
Doodle Dice...........................................105
Doodle Quest..........................................31
Double Double Dominoes......................65
Double Ladderball.................................221
Double Nine Color Dot Dominoes.........81
Double Shutter......................................104
Double Sided Flip Car .........................189
Double Six Color Dot Dominoes............81
Double Tangoes Puzzle Game............119
Double Trouble Volcano.......................194
Double Twelve Color Dot Dominoes......81
Dr. Eureka................................................64
Dr. Suess’s ABC....................................156
Dr. Wacko’s Silly Sludge PDQ..............173
Dragon Coaster.....................................183
Dragonwood.......................................... 111
Drinking Bird..........................................243
Driver 43 - 4/Case.................................163
Driver Expansion - 6/Case...................163
Dry Erase Activity Center......................131
Dry Erase Markers 6 Ct. . ....................131
Dumb Ass Game.....................................88
Dump Truck...........................................203
Durango Cap Pistol...............................171
DV888 Yoyo..........................................200
Dynamite Dinos.....................................231
E-I E-I Go!................................................47
Early American Chrononauts............... 111
Eco Aloe Alin..........................................233
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Educational Display..................................7
Egg Shape Sorter.................................209
Electricity & Magnetism........................239
Electronic Chicken Coop........................62
Electronic Hot Potato............................161
Elements Of Science............................239
Elephant Family Puzzle........................201
Elf on the Shelf........................................52
Elf on the Shelf Hide & Seek Game......52
Elf on the Shelf Naughty Or Nice...........52
Elf on the Shelf: Where’s The Elf...........52
Elite Dart Refill.......................................170
Elite Triad Ex3.......................................170
Emergency Vehicles Umbrella.............213
Emoji Ball PDQ.....................................174
Emoji Cards.............................................85
Emoji Memory.........................................57
Emoji Paddle Ball..................................221
Emoji Splat Ball PDQ............................173
Energy Stick..........................................230
Epic Dinosaur........................................191
Equilibrio................................................123
Eruption...................................................54
Escape The Room................................116
Etch A Sketch - Classic - Retro............150
Euchre.....................................................88
Even Steven’s Odd...............................104
Evolution................................................ 111
Exact Change............................................7
Exit.........................................................116
Explorer Kids Puzzles...........................121
Extreme Dot To Dot...............................143
Extreme Mazes.....................................143
Eye Know................................................13
Fab Flip-Over Sparky............................197
Fairies Umbrella....................................213
Fairies’ Favorite Flower.........................231
Fairy Triad..............................................232
Fake News Or Not?................................79
Family 10 Game Set...............................88
Family Bingo Cage.................................84
Family Challenge....................................86
Family Feud Strikeout Card Game........95
Family Talk.................................................5
Family Traditions Checkers....................93
Family Traditions Chess.........................93
Fantastic Gymnastics.............................44
Farkel..................................................15-21
Farm Alarm..............................................36
Farm Animals Top Trumps ....................25
Farm Playset.........................................204
Fart Bombs............................................191
Fart Whistle...........................................167
Fashion Plates.......................................138
Fashion Show.........................................48
Fast Flip...................................................64
Fastrack...................................................63
Feed Fuzzy..............................................39
Feeding Time Access...........................209
Feeding Time Magic Bottles.................209
Ferry Boat With Mini Cars....................203
Fiber Optic Light....................................190
Fiddle Stix..............................................161
Fidget Spinners.........................................4
Fighter Planes.......................................169
Find It.....................................................122
Fine Tip Markers...................................143
Finger Lights Fiber Optic......................173
Finger Monsters....................................168
Finger Sports Football..........................173
Finger Sports Table Pong.....................173
Finger Tips Animal Edition......................26
Finger Tips People Edition.....................26
Fingermax 4-Brush Pack......................134
Fire Station Playset...............................204
Fire Truck...............................................204
Fireball...................................................198
Firestrike Blaster...................................170
Fish Food.................................................41
Fish Top Trumps Top Trumps ...............25
Fishing Game Deluxe...........................173
Five Crown Mini Rounds........................99
Five Crowns............................................99
Five Crowns Jr........................................99
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Fizzy Fun Animal PDQ.........................173
Flarp Noise Putty PDQ.........................172
Flash!.....................................................104
Flashlights And Fireflies..........................42
Flickin’ Chicken......................................220
Flip Flop Abc Blocks..............................208
Floating Bean Bag Toss Game............222
Floof Mr. & Mrs. Snowman...................145
Floof S’more Party................................146
Floof Snowball Maker...........................146
Flower Mood Rings...............................135
Flower Wristlet.......................................128
Fluxx 5.0..................................................96
Fluxx-Pirate.............................................96
Fluxx-Zombie...........................................96
Fluxx: The Board Game.........................96
Fly Trap Fiends......................................231
Fly Trap Fred.........................................233
Flying Carpet.........................................223
Flying Kiwis..............................................32
Flying Machine......................................218
Flying Saucer........................................223
Foam Sword Floor Display...................173
Fool The Frog..........................................41
Forbidden Island................................... 111
Forensics Fingerprint Lab.....................240
Fox In Socks..........................................156
Franki Fly Trap .....................................234
Froggy Boogie.........................................30
Frontier Logs 114 Pc ...........................161
Frosted Donuts Beverage Boats..........215
Fun Bubbles Giant Bubble Maker........172
Fun Bubbles Wand PDQ......................172
Fun Hoop PDQ.....................................173
Fun With Magnets.................................182
Funky Groovy – Tie Dye Kit.................128
Fursians.................................................167
G-Rip Vortex Spin Copter.....................224
Galaxy Trucker......................................108
Game of Life Classic...............................72
Game of Life Jr. . ....................................43
Game of Life® Classic Edition...............90
Game of Trains........................................94
Game on Catch Ball..............................221
Games on the Go.....................................6
Games-In-A-Tin.....................................198
Garden Harvest.....................................133
Gear Ball................................................125
Gear Egg Keychain...............................125
Geek Out.................................................78
Geeker Speaker Lab............................238
Geosafari...............................................235
Gertie Football.......................................225
Get Bit Game...........................................46
Get Rich Quick........................................67
Get The Picture.....................................142
Geyser Football.....................................227
Geyser Gusher......................................228
Geyser Tube w/Caps............................230
Ghost Mine..............................................39
Giant Frosted Donut Beach Blanket....215
Giant Frosted Donut Snow Tube.........214
Giant Magic 8 Ball.................................185
Giant Mars Volcano..............................238
Giant Mermaid Tail Pool Float..............213
Giant Peppermint Snow Tube..............214
Giant Pick Up Sticks.............................182
Giant Pineapple Pool Float...................213
Giant Pink Flamingo Pool Float............213
Giant Pink Frosted Donut Pool Float...213
Giant Pizza Slice Pool Float.................213
Giant Polar Bear Snow Tube................214
Giant Snakes And Ladders....................46
Giant Spoons..........................................83
Giant Uno..............................................101
Gigantic Pizza Beach Blanket..............215
Gigantic Step & Play Piano..................161
Giggle Wiggle..........................................41
Ginormous Grow Dino Egg..................192
Ginormous Rainbow Slinky..................160
Glider And Planes Junior Combo.........218
Glitter Body Art Kit.................................128
Glitter Lamps.........................................195
Globe Ball..............................................242

Glow Balls..............................................243
Glow Goo...............................................232
Glow In The Dark Spit Balls..................231
Glow Stick Lab......................................238
Glow-In-The-Dark Silly String...............186
Gloworm Asst........................................171
Gnip Gnop...............................................52
Go Bong!.................................................59
Go Fish....................................................27
Go Go Gelato!.........................................31
Go Nuts For Donuts! Game...................42
Gobblestones..........................................53
Gobblet Gobblers....................................30
Gobblet!.................................................108
Gold Mine................................................54
Golf Caddie PDQ.................................173
Goodnight Construction Site................154
Gooey Louie............................................40
Googly Eyes............................................41
Got ‘Em!.................................................109
Grandpa Beck’s Golf...............................22
Grandparent Talk.......................................5
Grass Head...........................................238
Green Eggs And Ham..........................156
Grenade Water Bombs.........................223
Grenador...............................................223
Grow Fox & Owl....................................193
Grow Unicorn........................................192
Guess How Much I Love You...............155
Guesstures..............................................70
Gyrobot..................................................239
Hanabi.....................................................98
Hand Boiler............................................243
Handcuffs..............................................171
Hands On..............................................101
Happy Birthday........................................77
Happy Salmon........................................77
Harry Hopper...........................................55
Harry Potter Top Trumps........................25
Harry Potter Clue....................................89
Harry Potter Hogwarts Battle..................89
Harry Potter Magical Beasts Game.......82
Harry Potter Paper Flyers.....................141
Harry Potter Trivial Pursuit......................90
Harry Potter Triwizard Maze Game.......82
Hashtag Me.............................................84
Headbanz No Limits Adult......................88
Heads Up! Party Game..........................86
Hello Kitty Game Book.........................132
Hero Masks...........................................132
Hi-Ho! Cherry-O......................................56
Hibounce Sprt Ball PDQ.......................174
Hide & Seek Safari Jr...........................186
Hike............................................................6
Hit The Deck............................................94
Hit The Trail.............................................35
Hive........................................................115
Hive Mind...............................................110
Holiday Charades In-A-Can...................62
Hoop Shoot Basketball Set..................197
Hop On Pop...........................................156
Horror Top Trumps . ...............................25
Horses & Ponies Top Trumps ...............25
Horton Hears A Who.............................156
Hover Jet...............................................219
How The Grinch Stole Christmas........156
Hungry Baby Birds..................................38
Hungry Hungry Hippos...........................43
Hunter Jr Archery Set...........................181
Hurrican Reusable Water Balls............224
Hydration Bottle With Spray Pump......212
Hypnogizmo Toy...................................137
I Can Read With My Eyes Shut...........156
I Got This!................................................36
I Love You Daddy..................................155
I Love You Mommy...............................155
I Wish You More....................................153
I’ve Never - On The Go...........................71
Ice Cool....................................................32
Illumicraft................................................134
Imagination Patterns . ............................47
Imagine . .................................................68
Imhotep..................................................117
Imperial 2030.........................................113
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Imperial Poker Playing Cards.................83
In My Flower..........................................153
In My Jungle..........................................154
Incan Gold............................................. 111
Infinity NX..............................................229
Ink-A-Do Tattoo Pens............................188
Insect Explorer......................................243
Insect House.........................................243
Insta-Glow.............................................145
Interceptor Airplane...............................219
Inventor 100 - 2/Case...........................163
Inventor 170 - 2/Case...........................163
Inventor 28 - 4/Case.............................163
Inventor 44 - 4/Case.............................163
Iota........................................................... 60
Ivan’s Hinge.............................................35
Jack Straws.............................................45
Jacobs Ladder.......................................168
Jazzminton............................................225
Jenga.......................................................69
Jenga Giant Family.................................62
Jenga Giant Genuine..............................62
Jenga Premium.......................................63
Jenga Throw ‘N Go.................................63
Jesse James Holster Set......................180
Jetfire Twin Pack...................................217
Jishaku.....................................................10
Jobstacles................................................64
Joe Name It w/ Display..........................68
Jojo’s House..........................................152
Jokes-On-You........................................184
Jukem Football . .....................................44
Jumbo Magnifiers.................................236
Jumpin’ Monkeys....................................50
Jungle Party.............................................55
Junior Bean Bag Toss Game...............222
Junior Hockey Set.................................217
Junior Lacrosse Set..............................217
Junior Soccer Set..................................217
Just Add Glue........................................235
Just Add Milk.........................................236
Just Add Sun.........................................236
Just Desserts...........................................97
Justice League Unlimited Magic Ink....132
Kaboom!..................................................31
Kahuna..................................................117
Kanoodle...............................................118
Kansas Rifle..........................................172
Karma......................................................99
Karma Mini Rounds................................99
Kathy Ireland Memory Games.............133
Keekee.....................................................30
Kendama Pro........................................199
Kerala.......................................................54
Kerplunk! Game......................................47
Keva............................................... 177-178
Kid Power..............................................185
Kid’s On Stage........................................55
Kidnoculars............................................236
Kids Card Game Display........................27
Kids First Chemistry Set.......................240
Killer Bunnies Quest...............................98
Kinetic Sand..........................................149
King Frog.................................................32
Kings In The Corner................................96
Kismet....................................................104
Kite Reel................................................219
Kitty Paw..................................................29
Klutz Jr...................................................140
Knitting Doll............................................129
Knots......................................................142
Knowbody Knows...................................28
Krazy Kite..............................................174
Kwikstix.......................................... 150-151
Kwizniac...................................................13
Lab Putty PDQ......................................174
Lagoonies................................................55
Land And Sea Truck.............................229
Large Tie Dye Kit – Modern.................128
Large Washable Crayons.....................130
Laser Pitch.............................................216
Last Mouse Lost......................................37
Launch Pad.............................................54
Lawman Pistol.......................................180

Lawn Darts............................................225
LCR........................................................105
Learn To Dress Kitty..............................201
Learn To Dress Monkey........................201
LED Baloons (8 Pc)..............................187
LED Lantern..........................................226
Left Center Right Dice Game...............106
Lego Brickmaster: Friends...................157
Lego Ninjago: Encyclopedia.................157
Lego Star Wars:
The Visual Dictionary............................157
Lego® Chain Reactions.......................139
Lego® Crazy Action Contraptions .....139
Lego® Make Your Own Movie.............142
Let’s Go Fishin’........................................49
Lets Play 25 Games...............................23
Lexigo Rush..............................................8
Libby Lavender......................................234
Licensed Marble Racers.......................185
Lift It! Deluxe............................................56
Light Up Black Max Football.................216
Light Up Marble Racers........................185
Light Up Spin Tops................................174
Light Up Trace Case.............................128
Light Up Wrist Band PDQ 36...............173
Lightning Air Hockey ..............................30
Lightning Fast Math..................................7
Ligretto Rockin’ Dice.............................107
Like Minds...............................................81
Lil Huggy................................................167
Lil Ranger Rifle......................................180
Lil’ Lemonade Stand-Off.........................34
Lineup......................................................75
Link ‘Em!..................................................39
Liquid Layers.........................................195
Liquid Motion Bubbler...........................190
Lite-Up Rail Twirler . .............................190
Little Box Of Marbles.............................167
Little Handyman’s Tool Box..................210
Little Vehicle Assortment.......................183
Logic Cards.............................................58
Lollipopters............................................164
Lost Cities..............................................115
Love Letter.............................................108
Loveable Dogs Top Trumps ..................25
Lucky Ducks............................................50
Lumps......................................................12
Mad Gab..................................................76
Mad Libs........................................ 158-159
Mag-O-Mag.............................................55
Magic 8 Ball...........................................179
Magic Baby Bottles...............................190
Magic Gertie Ball...................................186
Magic Grow Capsules .........................173
Magic Moves Electronic Wand.............161
Magic Shot...............................................30
Magnetic Fishing...................................181
Magnetic Fun.........................................196
Magnetic Game Stocked Display..........43
Magnetic Letters 120 Pc.......................182
Magnetic Numbers 120 Pc...................183
Magnetic Personalities Display............182
Magnetic Sand Timer............................243
Magnetic Science..................................241
Magnetic Tangoes Jr.............................119
Mah Jongg...............................................10
Make 7.....................................................82
Make Clay Charms...............................140
Make Your Own.....................................142
Man Bites Dog.........................................88
Mancala...................................................67
Map-It.......................................................59
Marble Copters......................................185
Marble Tilt..............................................184
Marbles..................................................171
Marker Design Studio...........................131
Marshmallow Shooters . ......................179
Marvel Universe Top Trumps ................25
Mary The Mover....................................233
Master Detective Toolkit........................188
Mastermind............................................112
Mastermind For Kids...............................51
Mastermind: Ultimate Mastermind.......112
Match Madness.......................................67
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Math Fluxx...............................................96
Mathegy...................................................61
Max Liquidator Eliminator.....................224
Maze Escape..........................................38
Mazer Racers..........................................67
Mefferts Keychain Display....................125
Mega Monster City Smash.......................8
Mehndi Kit..............................................128
Melting Snowman ................................193
Memory Maze.......................................124
Memory Mix Up.......................................47
Mental Blox Jr. Early Logic Game..........59
Menu Board...........................................133
Menu Masters.......................................109
Mermaid Fins.........................................217
Meta Forms...........................................123
Metal Kazoo..........................................192
Metal Puzzles........................................118
Metallic Meteorites................................232
Mexican Train Game In Tin....................62
Michael Madagascar............................234
Michigan Rummy....................................82
Microbes Attack.......................................26
Microblade 4 - Mini RC Drone..............196
Midnight Taboo........................................72
Mighty,Mighty Construction Site...........153
Mini Basketball Set...............................216
Mini Cars Display..................................204
Mini Coaster..........................................183
Mini Garden...........................................133
Mini Rounds Wooden Display . .............99
Mini Skate Park.....................................183
Mini Sports Ball-3 Pack.........................217
Mini Tangoes.........................................119
Mini Twistables......................................131
Mini Vehicle Set.....................................204
Minute Math Electronic Flash Card........58
Mission To Space....................................39
Molecube...............................................125
Molecube Keychain..............................125
Mommy Snuggles.................................154
Monkey Drums......................................168
Monkey Knuckles..................................199
Monopoly.................................................73
Monopoly Deal........................................70
Monopoly Junior......................................45
Monopoly Token Madness.....................72
Monopoly Ultimate Banking...................71
Monopoly Vintage Bookshelf Edition.....92
Monopoly Classic Edition.......................90
Monster Trap...........................................55
Mood Rings...........................................135
Moon In My Room................................242
Moose Caboose......................................56
Motors & Generators............................241
Mouse Trap.............................................44
Mouthguard Challenge...........................74
Mozart Cube..........................................206
Mr. Brown Can Moo! Can You?...........156
Mr. Bucket................................................52
Multi Voice Changer ............................189
Multiplication Flash Cards....................237
Music Blocks.........................................208
Musical Library......................................210
My Art.....................................................128
My Baby Magic Bottle...........................174
My Fairy Garden...................................146
My First Choo-Choo..............................207
My First Fire Truck................................207
My Little Pony Magic Ink.......................132
My Sewing Kit........................................128
My Super Sweet Scented
Sketchbook............................................141
My World My Words.............................152
Myphone................................................207
N-Strike..................................................170
Nada!.....................................................104
Nail Style Studio....................................140
Name Five...............................................66
Name Five Pop Culture Edition..............66
Natural Twig Colored Pencil Set..........134
Nature Fluxx............................................96
Neck Of The Woods...............................35
Neon Punch Balls.................................218
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Neptune II..............................................229
Nerfoop..................................................220
New Original Rubik’s Cube..................126
New York 1901......................................108
Newton’s Cradle....................................242
NFL USA Map Jigsaw Puzzle..............121
Nibbled.....................................................57
Nightzone Football . .............................191
Nightzone Hoops..................................191
Nite Glo 10 Glow Bands PDQ..............174
Nite Glo Nite Stick PDQ........................174
Nite Hiker...............................................227
No Freakin’ Way!.....................................83
Noise Putty............................................193
Nomsters.................................................48
Nostalgia Tins..........................................92
Nounsense..............................................47
Number Chase Game............................49
Nuts About Mutts.....................................22
Nylon 50” Delta Kite Display.................219
Odd World...............................................66
Oddly Obvious.........................................67
Oh So Yummy Backpacks...................147
Oh The Things You Can Think.............156
Old Maid..................................................57
Om Nom Nom.........................................32
One Fish Two Fish
Red Fish Blue Fish................................156
One Love Unicorn Head Band.............172
One Yoyo...............................................199
Ooga Booga ...........................................63
Ooze Tube.............................................195
Opaque Dice 16mm ............................106
Orbiter Boomerang...............................212
Origami Zoo...........................................132
Original Dinner Games.............................9
Original Gertie Ball Asst Colors............186
Original Rummikub.................................79
Original Slinky........................................160
Original Spirograph Design Set Tin.....136
OSM.........................................................64
Othello....................................................115
Ouija.........................................................69
Out Of Order............................................66
Outburst...................................................72
Outfoxed!.................................................43
Owl Snow Tube.....................................214
Pahrcheesi (Red Box)............................80
Paint Your Own Porcelain.....................143
Pajaggle.................................................121
Pancake Pile-Up Game..........................34
Paper Planes.........................................169
Parcheesi Royal Edition.........................92
Pass The Big Pigs...................................56
Pass The Pandas..................................106
Pass The Pen..........................................80
Pass The Pigs.......................................107
Passion Pink Sand Box........................145
Pastel Palette 8 Color...........................130
Pat The Bunny......................................155
Pattern Play...........................................123
Pay Day...................................................90
Peace/Love Shrinky Dinks...................161
Pearl Palette 8 Color.............................130
Peek-A Who..........................................153
Peek-A-Doodle Doo................................35
Pengoloo.................................................31
Penguin Tub..........................................194
Penguins Top Trumps . ..........................25
Pentago Classic Wood.........................112
Pentago Multi Color..............................112
Pentago Triple.......................................112
Perfect Pitchwashers............................222
Perfect Timing...........................................7
Perfection.................................................72
Perfume Science...................................240
Perpetual Commotion.............................95
Perplexus...............................................123
Pets Assortment....................................132
Phase 10 Card Game.............................97
Phlat Ball V3..........................................218
Pictionary Board Game..........................76
Picwits......................................................76
Pie Face Showdown...............................72

Pie Face!..................................................71
Piggy Pile-Up...........................................38
Pik A Stik..................................................45
Pin Art....................................................188
Pinball....................................................181
Pineapple Beach Blanket.....................215
Pink Donut Phone Chargers ...............162
Pirate Legend Play Set.........................174
Pirate Ship.............................................133
Pirate Ships.............................................44
Pit...........................................................103
Pizza Parlor...........................................205
Pizza Party .............................................46
Pizza Slice Phone Chargers................162
Planet And Stars...................................241
Plasma Ball............................................195
Plastic Sled . .........................................224
Play 9.......................................................26
Play Cash Cash Drawer.......................173
Play Doh Classic Fun Factory..............165
Play Food Skillet PDQ..........................173
Play-Doh 1Oz 15 Count Bag................135
Play-Doh Fun Factory...........................136
Play-Doh Mini Bucket Asst...................136
Play-Doh Party Pack In A Tube............135
Play-Doh Plus Variety Pack..................136
Play-Doh Rainbow Starter Pack..........136
Playable Art Angle.................................165
Playable Art Ball....................................165
Playable Art Cube.................................165
Playable Art Lollipopters.......................164
Playable Art Stick..................................165
Playchest Games Go Fish...................210
Playdoh Classic Color Ast....................136
Playfoam................................................133
Pocket Drone II......................................229
Pocket Farkel..........................................16
Pocket Kite............................................219
Pocket Travel Wind Up
Fishing Game........................................173
Police Pistol...........................................180
Polka Dot Patty......................................233
Pom-Pom Kitties...................................141
Poopyhead..............................................74
Pop ‘N’ Hop.............................................49
Pop Guns...............................................168
Pop Pop Piano......................................207
Pop Pop Poppers..................................193
Pop The Pig.............................................40
Pop’n A Row..........................................184
Potty Putty.............................................193
Power Grid.............................................113
Pranks-In-A-Tin.....................................198
Prankz Toy Asst. PDQ..........................173
Predators Top Trumps ...........................25
Premier Foosball.....................................30
Press Here.............................................154
Pretty Popsicle......................................133
Prickly Pile-Up.........................................43
Princess.................................................132
Princess Flower Capsule Terrarium.....232
Princess Garden...................................234
Pro 13” Flying Ring...............................211
Pro Grip Football...................................220
Prove It!....................................................53
Pulleys 72..............................................164
Pump Rocket PDQ...............................174
Pumponator Assorted Case.................223
Punch Balloon ......................................189
Puppy Care Kit......................................208
Pyraminx................................................125
Pyrastar Keychain.................................125
Q-Ba-Maxe 2.0 Spectrum Set..............177
Q-Ba-Maze............................................176
Q-Bitz.....................................................176
Q-Bitz Extreme......................................176
Quelf........................................................86
Quelf Antics Card Game.......................101
Quelf Jr. ..................................................86
Quick Chess............................................40
Quiddler.................................................100
Qwirkle.....................................................75
Rabbit Who Wants To Fall Asleep........155
Raccoon Rumpus...................................34
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Race For The Galaxy............................113
Rad Flyer Competition Disc PDQ........172
Rage Card Game ..................................94
Rainbow Owl.........................................167
Rainbow Sitting Dog.............................167
Rainbow Deluxe Rope..........................174
Rainbow Double Big Jax......................174
Rainbow In My Room...........................242
Rainbow Math.........................................60
Rainbow Rita.........................................233
Rainbow Stunt Streamer......................227
Raining Cats & Dogs Umbrella............212
Rat-A-Tat Cat...........................................42
RC Lamborghini Aventador..................222
RC T. Rex..............................................174
Ready-Set-Go Light..............................226
Ready, Set, Woof! ..................................33
Rearview Specs....................................188
Red Light, Green Light, 1-2-3!................94
Redonkulary!.........................................174
Reef Route..............................................32
Remote-Control Machines...................239
Rescue Boat & Helicopter....................204
Retro The Original Colorforms Set.......139
Retro Barbie Colorforms.......................138
Retro Bingo 2-Packs...............................84
Retro Come Home
Snoopy Colorforms...............................139
Retro Crayons In Tin 8 Ct.....................130
Retro Holly Hobbie Colorforms............139
Retro Loonacy.........................................97
Retro Lucy’s
Winter Carnival Colorforms .................139
Retro Miss Weather Colorforms .........139
Retro Slinky Dog...................................160
Reverse Charades..................................85
Reverse Charades Sports......................85
Richard Scarry’s
Best Mother Goose Ever......................155
Riddlecube The Game.........................118
Ring Caps 12 Shot ..............................181
Ring Caps 8 Shot . ...............................172
Ring It!......................................................64
Ringstix Lite...........................................225
Ringstix Pro...........................................225
Ringstix Spare Rings............................225
Ringstix Standard..................................225
Risk & Reward........................................46
Risk 1959............................................... 111
Road Trip...................................................6
Robot Connector.....................................37
Robot Face Race....................................33
Rock ‘Em Sock ‘Em Robots Game........48
Rock, Paper, Scissors Game.................96
Rock’em Sock’em Mini Games............188
Rocket Asst Colors................................204
Rocket Foam Football..........................212
Rocket Lander.........................................40
Rocket Pen Counter Display................262
Roll A Reward..........................................12
Roll Caps...............................................181
Roll For It!..............................................104
Rollick......................................................68
Rome: City Of Marble...........................115
Rook.........................................................96
Rorys Story Cubes................................105
Rotodraw...............................................138
Rowboat................................................103
Royal Roundup.......................................33
Rubber Band Racers............................238
Rubik’s...................................................126
Ruckus...................................................210
Rudolph.................................................132
Rumble Pie..............................................95
Rummikub...............................................79
Running With The Bulls........................109
Sack Of Moustaches..............................39
Safari Bowl............................................203
Safe Breaker...........................................65
Sand Alive..............................................145
Sand And Snow Block Maker..............223
Sand Art.................................................135
Sand In Motion......................................195
Sand Pail & Shovel ..............................172

Sand Toys Asst Colors..........................205
Sands Alive............................................145
Sandy The Sunflower...........................233
Santa Fe Cap Pistol..............................171
Santa’s Sleigh Ride.................................65
Santorini.................................................115
Sapphire Blue Sand Box......................145
Sapphiro................................................ 111
Say Anything...........................................77
Say Anything Family...............................77
Say What You Meme..............................78
Scattergories...........................................70
Scents To Go Colored Smencils..........150
Scents To Go Gel Crayons...................150
Sci-Fi Slime...........................................235
Sci-Fi Tube............................................242
Scrabble Classic.....................................70
Scrabble Junior.......................................45
Scrabble Message Board.......................93
Scrabble Slam.........................................70
Scrabble Travel Deluxe .........................93
Scrabble Vintage Bookshelf Edition.......92
Scrambled States Game Deluxe...........60
Scribble Slate Glowslate.......................173
Scribbleez..............................................167
Scribblish.................................................85
Sea Tub.................................................196
Sealife Water Snake.............................191
Seek-A-Boo.............................................47
Self Inflating Whoopee Cushion..........194
Sesame Street......................................122
Set..........................................................100
Set Dice.................................................100
Set Jr......................................................100
Set Mini Rounds......................................99
Sew Mini Animals..................................141
Sew Mini Treats.....................................140
Shaboom!................................................68
Shamrock Steve....................................233
Shape Sorter.........................................205
Shark Bite................................................49
Shark Teeth Kit......................................237
Sharkmania.............................................54
Shaving Tub Kit.....................................201
Shelby’s Snack Shack Game.................34
Sherlock...................................................49
Shimmer Slinky.....................................160
Ship’s Wheel Card Game.........................6
Ships Top Trumps ..................................25
Shit Happens...........................................68
Shopkins Happy Places Moving Day....51
Shopkins Top Trumps ............................25
Shopkins World Vacation........................51
Shopkins™ 100 pc Puzzle
Asst In Box..............................................51
Shopkins™ 100 pc Puzzle Asst
In Lunchbox Tin.......................................51
Shopkins™ 100 pc Puzzle
w/ Collectible In Tin.................................51
Shopkins 28 pc Urea Dominoes Box.....51
Shopkins 4 Game Value Pack ..............51
Shopkins 50 pc Puzzle
In Shopping Cart Asst.............................51
Shopkins Big Roll Bingo.........................51
Shopkins Go Shopping Card.................51
Shopkins Make A Match
w/ Collectible In Tin.................................51
Shopkins Pop ‘N’ Race...........................51
Shopkins Supermarket Scramble . .......51
Show Me The Kwan.............................105
Shutterbug.............................................110
Sick! Science.........................................230
Sidewalk Chalk......................................226
Sight Words...........................................237
Sight Words Swat!..................................59
Silly Monsters Memory Match................53
Silly Putty...............................................165
Silly Sea Horses....................................231
Silly Straw 5 Pack.................................173
Silly Straws............................................196
Silly String..............................................186
Silly String Blaster.................................186
Sippin Specs ........................................190
Sizzlers Mega........................................173
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Skate Park.............................................183
Sketch & Sniff Gel Crayons..................150
Sketch & Sniff Note Pads.....................148
Sketching & Drawing Art Kit.................132
Skewb Keychain...................................125
Skip-Bo Card Game...............................97
Skippity....................................................76
Skōsh.......................................................67
Skull King.................................................22
Sky Streak Twin Pack...........................218
Skylighter Lighted Flying Disc..............212
Skyscrapers Top Trumps . .....................25
Slamwich.................................................42
Slap..........................................................68
Slap Jack With Flap Jacks.....................27
Sleeping Queens....................................95
Sleepover Party Game...........................35
Slick Sand Mini Kit ...............................231
Slick Sand- Assorted Colors.................231
Slide Blast................................................67
Slide Whistle..........................................168
Slime Barf Ball.......................................215
Slime Dodgeball....................................215
Slime Flinger Darts................................215
Slimeball Dodgetag...............................215
Slimeball Gobzooka..............................215
Slinky Jr..................................................160
Slinky Pop Tubes..................................160
Smart Ass Game.....................................88
Smart Cookies.........................................36
Smart Phone Trivia Dice.........................64
Smash Pong............................................33
Smash Up..............................................108
Smath......................................................60
Smell Zone Starter Kit...........................149
Smencils................................................150
Smillows......................................... 146-148
Smiley Games.........................................37
Smokin’ Barrel Rifle...............................172
Snake Oil.................................................73
Snakes & Ladders..................................46
Snakes & Ladders (Red Box)................46
Sneak & Peek Periscope......................236
Sneaky Cards..........................................95
Sneaky Snacky Squirrel Game..............34
Sneetches And Other Stories...............156
Snipe Hunt...............................................34
Sno Art Kit..............................................211
Sno Ball Maker PDQ............................211
Sno Brick Maker....................................211
Sno Marker Asst. .................................211
Snorta......................................................78
Snow Shovels.......................................224
Snow Skimmer......................................224
Snowball Maker....................................223
Snowtime Anytime
Polar Ball Bat & Snowball Set..............182
Snowtime Anytime
Snowball Launcher...............................182
Snowtime Snowball Blaster..................182
Snowtime Snowballs............................182
Soccer Challenge..................................216
Sonic Sleuth..........................................236
Sophie’s Seashell Scramble..................33
Sorry........................................................70
Sounds Around The Farm....................201
Space A To Z Puzzle.............................202
Space Plant...........................................231
Space Ship Laser Tag...........................174
Space Top Trumps . ...............................25
Sparkle Compound Collection.............136
Speak Out................................................73
Special FX Blaster ...............................192
Spectrum...............................................198
Speed....................................................133
Speedy Words.........................................59
Spellcaster.............................................114
Spider Balls...........................................231
Spin’n A Row.........................................184
Spirograph 3D Kit..................................137
Spirograph Coloring Book....................137
Spirograph Cyclex.................................137
Spirograph Junior..................................137
Spirograph Shapes Set........................137

ArtsINDEX
& Crafts
Splash Art..............................................184
Splash Blaster Hydro Rocket...............224
Splash Fun Squirters............................221
Splash Fun Water Hopper....................221
Splash Power Shot Tech......................220
Splat Ball Asst. PDQ.............................173
Spoiler Alert! Volume 1...........................78
Sponge Ball Pinky PDQ.......................174
Sports Cars Top Trumps .......................25
Sports Dice - Baseball..........................105
Sprint 10” Flying Ring...........................211
Spy Glasses..........................................194
Square Up!..............................................75
Squeeze A Lot Blocks...........................209
Squidgie Flexible Flying Disc...............211
Squiggly Worms......................................50
Stacking Clown.....................................206
Stacking Cups.......................................205
Standard Ball Assortment Tray.............183
Star Wars Bop It BB8............................124
Star Wars Classic Asst..........................169
Star Wars Cluedo....................................71
Star Wars
Episode 1-3 Top Trumps .....................102
Star Wars
Episode 4-6 Top Trumps .....................102
Star Wars Fireball Assortment..............198
Star Wars Rebels Top Trumps ..............25
Star Wars Rogue One..........................102
Star Wars Saga.....................................102
Star Wars:
The Force Awakens Top Trumps ........102
Star Wars Trivial Pursuit.........................72
Star Wars:
Complete Visual Dictionary..................157
Star Wars Folded Flyers . ...................139
Starblade NX.........................................228
Staxis.......................................................47
Stealth NX2 Nanodrone.......................229
Steve Spangler’s Geyser Tube............230
Stick Six...................................................36
Sticker Books........................................157
Stinker......................................................37
Stir & Twirl Magic Bubble Stick PDQ...174
Stock O Fun Cups & Balls....................208
Stratego.................................................112
Street Hockey Display..........................221
Strike A Pose...........................................84
String Art................................................140
String Thing...........................................189
Sturdy Birdy.............................................35
Submarine Asst Colors.........................205
Subtraction Flash Cards.......................237
Summer Fun Swim Buddy PDQ..........172
Sumoku...................................................58
Sunrise Safari..........................................33
Sunset Orange Sand Box....................145
Sunshine Symphony.............................208
Super Bang Phaser..............................174
Super Miracle Bubbles ........................220
Super Liner . .........................................192
Super Scrabble.......................................90
Super Snow Card.................................231
Super Snow Jars Counter Display.......235
Super Tubes (Display)..........................230
Superdisc Flying Disc...........................212
Superstar Mic .......................................189
Swatto Table Top Game.........................53
Sweet Treats.........................................133
T.E.D. Transforming Egg Drone...........229
Taboo.......................................................69
Tak-Tak..................................................113
Takamachi.............................................105
Tall Stacker Mighty Monkey ................207
Tall Stacker Number Express...............207
Tangoes.................................................119
Tank-In-A-Tin.........................................198
Tapple......................................................90
Tash-Kalar.............................................109
Tatsu......................................................115
Tea Set Pink..........................................205
Teach The Time Clock Game.................37
Teen Talk....................................................5
Telestrations............................................89

Tell Tale....................................................63
Tetrapix Puzzles......................................24
Tetris Jigsaw Puzzle..............................121
Texas Ranger Double Holster Set.......180
TG Compass And Star.........................126
TG Curated Collection..........................126
TG Grecian Bottle.................................126
That Was Awkward.................................65
The ABC Board.....................................208
The Big Tape.........................................210
The Crossover Grip, Metallic................151
The Elf On The Shelf
Make A Match Game..............................52
The Elf On The Shelf
Make A Match Game Tin........................52
The Farm A To Z Puzzle.......................202
The Foot Book.......................................156
The Game Of Life
Vintage Bookshelf Edition.......................92
The Lion’s Paw......................................155
The Little Red Caboose........................155
The Lorax..............................................156
The Pencil Grip, Original.......................151
The Pinch Grip......................................151
The Please And Thank You Book........155
The Wave................................................87
There’s A Moose In The House..............42
There’s A Wocket In My Pocket...........156
Thieves!.................................................109
Thin Ice....................................................53
Think-Ets.................................................. 11
Thinstix Classic Color...........................151
Three Blind Mice.....................................39
Thumbs Up!.............................................64
Ticbugtoe...............................................202
Tichu......................................................113
Tick Tock Boom.......................................41
Tiddlywinks..............................................43
Tikal........................................................112
Times Up!................................................84
Tina Torenia...........................................233
Tinker Totter Robots..............................202
Tiny World ..............................................46
Tis The Season Christmas Trivia...........62
TK2 Scope.............................................240
Toad Toss’n Game................................222
Toasted Or Roasted................................94
Toilet Trouble...........................................73
Tool Set Blue.........................................205
Tootle.....................................................155
Top That!..................................................31
Topple Chrome........................................50
Toss A Chore...........................................12
Toss Across.............................................54
Totally Gross..........................................241
Tote Bags...............................................133
Touch & Explore....................................155
Touch Think Learn................................152
Toy Snow Boarders...............................179
Toy Surf Boarders.................................179
Tracer Racers........................................185
Trading Faces.........................................48
Train Blue Engine..................................205
Train-In-A-Tin.........................................198
Trampoline Toss....................................197
Transamerica........................................113
Travel Bingo Display...............................84
Travel Bingo Blister.................................84
Travel Blurt..............................................65
Travel Fashion Plates...........................138
Travel Scavenger Hunt...........................56
Travel Spirograph..................................137
Travel Tangoes Animals........................119
Travel Tangoes People.........................119
Treehouse............................................. 111
Tri-Ominos...............................................81
Tri-Ominos: Deluxe...............................137
Trivial Pursuit...........................................73
Trivial Pursuit 2000S...............................71
Trivial Pursuit Family Edition..................70
Trivial Pursuit X.......................................72
Tropical Birds Beverage Boats.............215
Tropical Fruits Beverage Boats............215
Trouble.....................................................70
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Tsuro......................................................110
Tub Of 50 Marbles................................167
Tug And The Tooth................................188
Tug Boat Asst Colors............................206
Tumble.....................................................83
Turbo Runner NX..................................228
Twirl Time Glitter Wand PDQ...............173
Twister......................................................69
Twisty Figure 8......................................207
Twisty Teether Ball................................207
Twizmo Words.......................................121
Tzaar......................................................113
Tzolk’in, The Mayan Calendar.............108
U Build It Deluxe....................................203
U Build It Plus........................................202
Ubongo..................................................118
Ugh!.......................................................109
Uglydoll Loonacy.....................................97
Ukloo........................................................61
Ukloo: Riddle Edition...............................61
Ultimate Art Supplies.............................131
Ultimate Construction Site Book..........153
Ultimate RC
- Plane And Rescue . ..........................219
Ultimate Stickers...................................157
Ultra Dash................................................83
Ultraglow Air Power Soccer Disk.........226
Ultralight Airplanes................................238
Undersea Erupters................................194
Unicorn Lamp . .....................................193
Unicorn Poop .......................................193
Unicorn Snow Tube..............................214
Uno Mini Card Games..........................188
Uno Card Game......................................97
Up Words.................................................73
US Army Figures...................................166
US Coast Guard Figures......................166
US Marshall Pistol.................................180
US Navy Seals Figures........................166
US Presidents Top Trumps ...................25
US Train 1880 Set BNSF(Santa Fe)
Steam Locomotive................................175
US Train 1950 Set BNSF(Santa Fe)
F7 Super Chief......................................175
Us Train 1996 Set BNSF Diesel
Locomotive............................................175
USA Map...............................................121
Value Skill And Action Games................45
Vehicle Pile-Up........................................37
Velocity Yoyo.........................................199
Velveteen Rabbit...................................155
Verbal Volley..............................................7
Veterans Of The Seas..........................110
Vintage Ant Farm..................................242
Vintage Double Jax...............................174
Vivian Violet . ........................................234
Voila!........................................................32
Volcanic Eruption....................................54
Volcano Crater Garden.........................232
Volcano Lamp.......................................195
Volcanoes Top Trumps ..........................25
Vortex Aero Football..............................220
VR2 Virtual Reality Glasses.................187
Wacky Wednesday...............................156
Wacky Wheels......................................209
Washable Markers . .............................131
Water Balloons Refill.............................223
Water Bomb Balloons . ........................219
Water Marbles.......................................231
Water Tag..............................................227
Watercolor Art Kit..................................131
Watering Can........................................206
Wave Of The Wand
A Cinderella Game..................................32
We’re Going On A Bear Hunt...............155
Weather Blitz Football...........................220
Western Cap Pistol...............................180
Western Girl Single Holster Set...........180
Whacky Ball Assortment Tray..............183
What Brothers Do Best.........................152
What Pet Should I Get..........................156
What Sisters Do Best............................152
What’s Yours Like....................................83
Wheel Of Fortune Game........................83

Where’s Baby Bunny?............................48
Whip Yoyo..............................................199
Whirl-O...................................................184
Who Is It?.................................................49
Who’s The Dude.....................................74
Whoopee Cushion................................194
Whose House Shape Sorter................209
Wiener Dog Pen Counter Display........162
Wiffle Ball...............................................227
Wiffle Ball And Bat................................227
Wiggle Waggle Whiskers.......................33
Wild Friends Sewing Kits........................10
Wild Guess Chase..................................94
Wild Kratts...............................................51
Wildlife Wing Flapper Kite Display.......219
Wind Power 2.0.....................................239
Wind Racer............................................238
Window Art Designer............................131
Wink.........................................................63
Wireless Speaker..................................187
Wise Alec.................................................59
Wits & Wagers.........................................77
Wonder Stars........................................241
Wonder Tubes.......................................224
Wonders Of The World Top Trumps .....25
Woo-Hoo!................................................32
Wood Backgammon...............................87
Wood Checkers And Tic Tac Toe...........87
Wood Chess............................................87
Wood Chinese Checkers.......................87
Wooden Blocks.....................................206
Wooden Spinning Tops.........................168
Wooden Train........................................206
Word Hangman.......................................60
Word On The Street................................58
Word Q..................................................127
Word Slam...............................................61
Wordoku................................................110
Wordsearch.............................................59
Wordspiel.................................................99
World’s Smallest Foldable
Virtual Reality Glasses..........................197
World’s Smallest Laser Guns...............197
World’s Smallest Rc Helicopter............197
World’s Smallest Vacuum.....................197
World’s Smallest Walkie Talkies...........197
Would Your Rather..................................86
WWII Infantry Grenade.........................180
WWII Infantry Set..................................180
Xactika.....................................................99
XV-7 Microlite II.....................................228
Yahtzee....................................................69
Yahtzee Score Pad.................................69
Yahtzee Vintage Bookshelf Edition........69
Yamslam................................................104
Yeti In My Spaghetti................................53
Yeti Snow Tube.....................................214
Yikerz.....................................................242
Yomega String.......................................199
You’ve Been Framed!.............................39
Zimbbos!..................................................30
Zl35 - 35’ Zip Line..................................212
Zl70 - 70’ Zip Line..................................212
Zombie Garden.....................................234
Zombie Run.............................................44
Zoo Tub..................................................196
Zoom Ball..............................................218
Zoom Rails............................................179
Zoom Zoom Vehicles............................209
Zoot Suit..................................................26
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